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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction & General Outline 

The production of language begins with an idea in a speaker’s mind and ends in a linearly ordered 

stream of speech. Along the way, semantic, syntactic, and phonological information about the words 

that are prepared becomes active. This information is needed in order to construct a well-formed 

utterance. Utterances are not just strings of words. Instead, words within an utterance often depend on 

the attributes of syntactically related words – for example, the sentence subject determines the 

grammatical number of a verb, while the corresponding noun determines the grammatical gender of an 

adjective.   

 Sometimes, an idea to be expressed (the preverbal message) already contains all the information 

necessary for agreement. In the examples [your eyes – beautiful] and [your eye – black (why?)], number 

information concerning the noun can be retrieved directly from the preverbal message and this number 

information in turn determines the number of the verb or the indefinite determiner: “Your eyesBpluralB 

areBpluralB beautiful” and “Hey, how come you’ve got aBsingularB black eyeBsingularB?”. Now consider the following 

case: A French speaker will verbalise the idea [your eyes – beautiful] as “tes yeuxBmas.B sont beauxBmas.B”TP

1
PT. If 

he then wants to proceed with the slightly less common compliment [your ears – beautiful], he will 

have to say “tes oreillesBfem.B sont bellesBfem.B”. There is nothing in the preverbal message that will guide the 

gender agreement between noun and adjective. The speaker needs additional lexical information. 

Unlike grammatical number, grammatical gender is a lexical-syntactic property. Lexical, because it is a 

fixed property of a word – there is no context in which the French noun oreille will have masculine 

gender. Syntactic, because it guides agreement processes. This thesis is concerned with how the lexical-

syntactic property of grammatical gender is stored in and retrieved from the mental lexicon. 

Grammatical Gender 

Grammatical gender defines classes of nouns. In English, for example, pronouns have to agree with a 

noun’s gender, as in the woman – sheBfem.B versus the man – heBmas.B. In other languages, more lexical 

elements can be subject to agreement, for example gender-marked determiners (e.g., German: die Frau 

                                                      

TP

1
PT Throughout this thesis, we will use the following indices: mas. = masculine, fem. = feminine, neu. = neuter, com. 

= common, unm. = unmarked. 
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(theBfem.B woman) vs. der Mann (theBmas.B man); or French: la fille (theBfem.B girl) vs. le garçon (theBmas.B boy)), 

adjectives (e.g., German: eine kluge Frau (a smartBfem.B woman) vs. ein kluger Mann (a smartBmas.B man)), or 

verbs (e.g., Russian: мать читалаB  B(mother readBfem.B) vs. отец читалB  B(father readBmas.B)).  

 Languages do not necessarily have gender classes (Turkish has none, for instance), but they can 

also have more than twenty (Corbett, 1991). The languages investigated in this thesis are Dutch 

(Chapters 2, 3, 4, & 5), with three gender classes for its pronouns (masculine, feminine, neuter) and two 

(common and neuter) for determiners and adjectives; French (Chapters 6 & 7), with two gender classes, 

masculine and feminine; and German (Chapter 5), with three gender classes, masculine, feminine, and 

neuter.  

Mapping from Meaning onto Gender 

Apart from cases where gender corresponds to biological or natural gender, there is no straightforward 

way of inferring a noun’s gender from its meaning. To illustrate this, assume that you ask a native 

speaker of German and a native speaker of French to tell you the fairytale of Snow-white. In one 

version she will be eating a Bmas. poisoned Bmas. apple (ein vergifteter Apfel) and in the other version afem. 

poisoned Bfem. apple (une pomme empoisonnée). This is why gender is often called an arbitrary lexical-

syntactic property of nouns. Evidence for this arbitrariness is not just found in cross-linguistic 

comparisons. It is also supported by the case of near synonyms, for example by the German nouns das 

Beil and die Axt (hatchet) or the French examples le pinceau and la brosse (paintbrush). 

 There is some method in this apparent randomness. For German, Köpcke and Zubin (1984; 1996) 

have established a number of local semantic rules for gender assignment. They have identified semantic 

fields with a dominant grammatical gender. For example, names for fruit are mostly feminine and 

names for alcoholic beverages are mostly masculine in German (e.g., die Birne (pear), die Aprikose 

(apricot), die Orange/ Apfelsine (orange); der Wodka (vodka), der Wein (wine), der Schnaps (schnapps/ 

booze)). In spite of these regularities, a large number of nouns are not covered by the rules and there 

are many exceptions, like der Apfel (apple), or das Bier (beer). Therefore, while there might be local 

rules for gender assignment, the system is by no means deterministic. 

 Schwichtenberg and Schiller (2004) have demonstrated that speakers take information about a 

semantic category into account when they have to assign gender to non-words. Participants showed a 

greater tendency to assign masculine gender to a non-word when being told that it was a kind of stone 

(a category containing for the most part masculine gender nouns) than when being told that it was a 
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musical instrument. 

 A concept does not automatically tell us something about a noun’s grammatical gender, but 

grammatical gender can influence the way in which we perceive a concept. Mills (1986) showed 

German children inanimate toys. She asked them to give a proper name to each toy and to indicate 

whether this name referred to a boy or a girl. From age 5 onwards, children show a tendency to select 

proper names that agree with the toy’s grammatical gender. The same is true for adults. In another 

experiment, German adults rated items on a 5-point scale for 15 semantic dimensions. A dimension 

could be high-low, for example. The items man and woman were included in the set. It turned out that 

grammatically masculine nouns correlated more strongly with the semantic profile for man and 

grammatically feminine nouns correlated more strongly with the semantic profile for woman. 

 Konishi (1993) showed results similar to Mills (1986) in German and Spanish. He asked German 

and Spanish speakers to rate nouns on a potency scale. Crucially, the nouns were translation 

equivalents in German and Spanish (i.e., nouns referring to the same concept), but they had opposite 

gender in the two languages. Nouns that were masculine in Spanish and feminine in German were 

rated higher in potency by Spanish speakers, whereas nouns that were masculine in German and 

feminine in Spanish were rated higher in potency by German speakers. Because there is a significant 

correlation between potency and masculinity, Konishi concludes that nouns carry connotations of 

masculinity and femininity according to their grammatical gender.       

Mapping from Phonology onto Gender 

The degree to which it is possible to infer a noun’s gender from its phonology differs a lot between 

languages. Languages like Spanish and Italian are very deterministic. In Italian, for example, nouns 

ending in –a are feminine, and nouns ending in –o are masculine. There is a third group of nouns 

ending in –e. This group contains nouns of both genders (called “bisexuals” by Vigliocco, Franck, 

Antón-Méndez, & Collina, submitted). Another group of nouns, “transvestites” (Vigliocco et al.), have 

the phonological make-up of one gender class, whereas they actually belong to the other gender class 

(e.g., la mano (hand)).  

 In contrast to the strong mapping between gender and phonology in Italian or Spanish, Germanic 

languages are much less consistent. Again, Köpcke and Zubin (Köpcke, 1982; Köpcke & Zubin, 1983) 

have extracted some rules for German. Some phonological properties predict a noun’s gender rather 

well. One often-cited example is nouns ending in schwa, that tend to have feminine gender (e.g., die 
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Glocke (bell), die Lampe (lamp), die Nase (nose); but der Käse (cheese), der Hase (rabbit), das Ende 

(end)). On the other hand, nouns beginning with the cluster kn- are for the most part masculine nouns 

(der Knast (prison, colloquial), der Knebel (gag), der Knoten (knot); but das Knie (knee), die Kneipe 

(pub)TP

2
PT).  

 Phonological rules like those in German are probabilistic: a given rule does not apply to all nouns 

in the lexicon. Furthermore, rules can contradict each other. By contrast, rules like those in Italian 

apply to almost the whole lexicon (if phrased as –a -> feminine, -o -> masculine, -e -> ambiguous) and 

thus have a very high cue validity. 

Mapping from Morphology onto Gender 

With respect to gender and morphology, two observations will suffice here. First, for compound nouns, 

gender is determined by one of the constituents. There are cross-linguistic differences as to which 

constituent is the determining factor. In German it is the last constituent (e.g., Handschuh (glove) is 

masculine, as is Schuh (shoe), whereas Hand (hand) is feminine). Second, for derivational morphology, 

mapping from a morphological ending to gender is deterministic and absolute. For example, the Dutch 

diminutive is constructed by attaching the ending –tje, which results in neuter nouns. In French, all 

nouns ending in -ment are masculine (e.g., amusement, sentiment). Thus, there are clear and 

deterministic rules for gender assignment to polymorphemic nouns, but the case of monomorphemic 

nouns is much more complicated. 

Models of Lexical Access in Language Production 

Models of lexical access are often given in the form of a network of interconnected nodes. These nodes 

represent semantic, syntactic, and phonological properties. Since Garrett (1980) it is generally accepted 

that lexical access is a staged process. Garrett distinguished a functional level and a positional level. The 

functional level is concerned with the grammatical function of words; the positional level with serial 

ordering (see Kempen & Huijbers, 1983, for another early proposal of two stages of lexical access). In 

later proposals, these two levels are referred to as lemma level and word form/ lexeme level (e.g., Levelt, 

Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) or as lexical-semantic representations and lexeme representations (Caramazza, 

1997). The main differences between language production models concern the manner of activation 

                                                      

TP

2
PT Here, two cues conflict – final schwa correctly predicts feminine gender and initial kn- incorrectly predicts 

masculine gender.  
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spreading between levels (strict-serial or cascading) and its direction (feedforward, i.e., unidirectional 

or feedback, i.e. bi-directional). I will introduce the model of lexical access developed by Levelt and 

colleagues (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1999; 2001, Levelt et al., 1999) in 

some detail because it was the point of departure for the hypotheses tested in this thesis. After this I 

will briefly sketch two alternative models, the interactive activation model (Dell, 1986; 1988) and the 

independent network model by Caramazza (1997).  

Lexical Access in a Strict-Serial Feedforward Model 

The model proposed by Levelt et al. (1999) consists of three layers or strata: the conceptual stratum, the 

lemma stratum, and the word form stratum. In the first stratum, conceptual nodes are stored. A subset 

of these is lexical concepts. Selection of a lexical concept is the first step of lexical access. Lexical 

concepts have links to nodes in the lemma stratum. Within the lemma stratum, the lemma node has 

links to syntax nodes such as syntactic category (e.g., noun) and gender (e.g., neuter). Furthermore, a 

lemma node contains diacritic features, that is, slots to be specified by conceptual input (e.g., number 

singular/ plural). After a lemma has been selected, it sends activation to the word form level. At the 

word form level, nodes for morphemes and nodes for segments are represented. The output of word 

form encoding is a morphophonological code that guides the preparation of articulatory programmes. 

Lemma access and word form access are regarded as lexical access proper. Lemma access is a 

competitive process: A concept activates not only its connected lemma, it also sends some proportion of 

activation to semantically related concepts. As lexical concepts are directly linked to lemma nodes, 

several lemmas will become active. There are no inhibitory links between lemmas. Rather, the most 

active lemma will eventually be selected.  

 A lemma only sends on activation to the word form level if it has been selected (strict-serial 

activation spreading). Therefore, word form access is not competitive. The links from a lemma to its 

connected syntax nodes and to the word form level are unidirectional. That is, activation can only 

spread forward and it is not possible for syntax or word form activation to affect lemma selection.     

Gender Access within the Model 

As a lexical-syntactic property, gender is represented at the lemma level. Gender is represented as an 

abstract node. Evidence comes from Schriefers (1993): In a picture word interference paradigm, 

participants named pictures with Dutch gender-marked noun phrases (NPs). On critical trials, a 

distractor word was presented. Naming latencies were longer when the distractor word had a gender 
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different from the target noun (incongruent condition) than when it had the same gender (congruent 

condition). This gender congruency effect is interpreted as competition between gender nodes: In the 

incongruent condition, the distractor activates a different gender node than the one activated by the 

target noun, and thus two gender nodes are active and competing for selection. By contrast, in the 

congruent condition, activation from the distractor word and the target picture name converge on the 

same gender node.  

huisarm

BUIL-
DING

HOUSELEG

BODY
PARTConceptual

Level ARMHAND

hethand been

Lemma
Level

com neu

de

Word form
level

hY sarm h  thant be:nd

h a t d rn Yb e: sm

 
 
Figure 1.1. Part of the language production model for Dutch, adapted from Jescheniak and Levelt (1994), Levelt et 
al. (1999), and Schriefers and Jescheniak (1999).  
  

 All nouns of a given gender are linked to this abstract node which, in its turn, has links to 

gender-marked elements like definite determiners (see Figure 1.1). The link from the lemma to its 

gender is unidirectional. There is no direct link from a gender node to the conceptual level nor to the 

word form level. In this thesis, three of the assumptions about gender (and thus ultimately about the 

model architecture) will be tested (see Schriefers & Jescheniak, 1999): 

1. Is gender represented as an abstract node or does potential competition (also) concern actual gender-

marked elements? 

2. Can a gender node be primed? 

3. Is there feedback from the word form level to the gender node? 
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Alternative Models 

We will discuss two alternative models – the interactive model of Dell (1986; 1988) and the 

independent network model of Caramazza (1997). The interactive activation model of Dell 

distinguishes a semantic/ conceptual level, a level of lexical nodes, and a level of phonological nodes. 

Dell equates the lexical nodes to lemmas, referring to Kempen and Huijbers (1983). If words have to be 

produced in a syntactic environment, for example a sentence, a selected word node is linked to a 

syntactic frame that is developing in parallel (Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1992). Dell’s model is especially 

concerned with phonological encoding, and he only briefly touches the syntactic level. Furthermore, 

because the model has been developed using English data and because grammatical gender is not a very 

prominent feature in English, the model does not say anything about the retrieval and storage of gender. 

However, two general processing assumptions are worth mentioning:  Activation spreading in Dell’s 

model is cascading and there are feedback links. That is, information of a later level (e.g., the 

phonological level) could potentially influence gender retrieval in such a model. 

 The independent network model of Caramazza (1997) assumes three independent networks of 

representation. In the lexical-semantic network, word meanings (“lexical concepts”) are represented. In 

addition, there is a syntactic network and a network of phonological word forms. Thus, the division 

into semantic, syntactic, and phonological representations is roughly the same as in the previous models. 

The crucial difference is that activation from the semantic network can spread simultaneously and 

independently to the syntactic and the phonological network. That is, activation of gender and 

activation of phonology are independent processes. Activation is feedforward only, thus, there is no 

way in which phonology could even indirectly influence gender access by means of a detour via the 

semantic network.  

Summary: Gender Access and Models of Lexical Access 

To recapitulate: In a strict-serial feedforward model (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999), gender access occurs at 

the lemma level and thus before word form access. Gender selection has no feedback effect on lemma 

selection, and word form selection has no feedback effect on gender selection. In an interactive 

activation model (e.g., Dell, 1986), activation spreading is cascading and bi-directional, making 

interactions between semantic, syntactic (i.e., gender), and phonological representations possible. In 

the independent network model (Caramazza, 1997), gender is represented in a different network than 

semantics and phonology. Gender access is therefore by definition independent of phonological access.    
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Outline 

All experiments in the present thesis use variants of the picture naming paradigm. The simplest variant 

of the picture naming paradigm is bare noun naming – participants see a picture and say the name as 

quickly as possible. However, it is very easy to extend the paradigm to the production of simple NPs, 

such as determiner NPs (e.g., het huis – the house) or NPs including a gender-inflected adjective (e.g., 

een blauw huis – a blue house). 

 While all reported experiments are concerned with the representation and retrieval of 

grammatical gender, the thesis falls into two distinct parts. Chapters 2 to 5 are concerned with the 

relationship of gender competition effects proper and with effects of competition between gender-

marked elements (e.g., definite determiners). Chapters 6 and 7 deal with gender processing and 

phonology. 

 Chapter 2  addresses the question of potential determiner competition. We know that during the 

production of a determiner NP in the plural, the determiner of the corresponding singular is also active 

(see Janssen & Caramazza, 2003, for Dutch, and Schriefers, Jescheniak, & Hantsch, 2002; 2005, for 

German). Janssen and Caramazza (2003) observed a parallel pattern for Dutch diminutive NPs, showing 

that the base form determiner appears to be co-activated during the production of its corresponding 

diminutive form. In Chapter 2 we investigate whether the frequency of occurrence of singular and 

plural, and of base forms and diminutives plays a modulating role in such determiner competition.    

 In Chapter 3 we address the question whether selection of an abstract gender feature is a 

competitive process, or whether competition concerns (only) the actual determiners. We use a blocked 

priming paradigm, building on and extending earlier research by Vigliocco, Lauer, Damian, and Levelt 

(2002) and Costa and Caramazza (submitted). The critical question is whether we can obtain evidence 

for (implicit) priming of an abstract gender feature.  

 Chapter 4 is based on the observation that semantic substitution errors show a tendency towards 

gender preservation, that is, the intended noun and the erroneously uttered noun tend to have the same 

gender (Marx, 1999; Vigliocco, Vinson, Indefrey, Levelt, & Hellwig, 2004). This finding suggests that, 

when producing an utterance with a gender-marked element, semantic competitors of an intended 

target are more highly activated when they have the same gender than when they have different 

gender. In Chapter 4, we test this hypothesis, using a primed picture naming task in which consecutive 

pictures either have names of the same gender or different gender and are either nouns of the same 
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semantic category or of different semantic categories.  

 Chapter 5 looks at gender processing for bilingual speakers in language comprehension and 

language production. If the two languages of a bilingual have parallel gender systems, then it is possible 

to choose items that have the same gender or different gender in the first and second language. Using 

such materials, we test whether the gender representations of the two languages are completely 

separate or whether there is crosstalk between the gender representations of the two languages. 

 Chapters 6 and 7 of the thesis are concerned with a potential interaction between word form 

level and lemma level. If gender is selected before the word form becomes available and if there are no 

feedback links, then word form regularities should not affect gender retrieval in language production. 

This prediction follows the strict-serial model proposed by Levelt et al. (1999) and the independent 

network model proposed by Caramazza (1997). By contrast, extrapolations of interactive models like 

the one proposed by Dell (1986; 1988) to the domain of gender processing do allow for effects of 

phonological predictability of gender on gender retrieval in language production. 

 The language used was French. Unlike Italian, mapping from a phonological ending to gender is 

not (nearly) absolute in French, nor is it as unsystematic as in German (but see Schiller, Muente, 

Horemans, & Jansma, 2003, who found effects of phonological regularity in a gender decision task). 

Instead, French has a “quasi-regular” (Taft & Meunier, 1998) relation between phonology and gender: 

There are some noun endings that are very strongly associated with a particular gender (e.g., -ette > 

feminine), while others have very little predictive value (e.g., -gle > masculine/ feminine).  

 The experiments of Chapters 6 and 7 first test for potential effects of phonological predictability 

of gender in spoken word recognition. To anticipate the results, we find such effects in recognition. 

With the same materials as for the comprehension experiments, a series of production experiments is 

done in order to investigate whether such effects of phonological predictability are also obtained in 

language production.  

 Chapter 8 provides a summary of the results and a broader discussion of their theoretical 

implications for the representation and retrieval of gender in language production models.  

 The chapters of the present thesis are written as independent papers that have appeared as 

journal articles, have been submitted, or are about to be submitted. Therefore, some overlap between 

the chapters – in particular in the introductions and the general discussions – was unavoidable. In order 

to reduce this overlap, all references for the whole thesis are given in one reference list at the end of 

the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Determiner Competition in Language ProductionTP

1
PT 

Abstract 

Janssen and Caramazza (2003) show that when producing diminutives or plurals in Dutch, determiner 

information about the corresponding (singular) base form is active. This is reflected in a time cost for 

producing the plural or the diminutive with a gender-marked determiner when these forms and the 

corresponding singular or base form require different determiners. No such cost is observed when 

singular and plural or base form and diminutive require the same determiner. In a series of picture 

naming experiments we show that this competition effect is modulated by the relative dominance of 

the morphological forms. The results can be explained within an extension of the “primed unitised 

activation account” proposed by Alario and Caramazza (2002). 
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1
PT This chapter is identical to Spalek, K. & Schriefers, H. J. (2005). Dominance affects determiner selection in 

language production. Journal of Memory and Language, 52, 103-119. 
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Introduction 

Over the last years, research on lexical access in language production has shifted from single word 

utterances to more complex utterances like noun phrases (NPs). Like single words, NPs (consisting of, 

e.g., a determiner and a noun, or a gender-marked adjective and a noun) can easily be elicited by simple 

picture naming tasks. But in contrast to single words, NPs allow tapping into syntactic processing: In 

order to produce a determiner NP in a language with gender-marked determiners, a speaker has to 

access a noun’s grammatical gender and to select the appropriate determiner.  

 In this paper we investigate determiner selection within two different morphological domains – 

diminutive formation and plural inflection. We are especially interested in whether and how 

determiner selection is affected by the relative frequency (dominance) of a specific morphological form. 

In order to provide the background for our experiments, we will briefly discuss current theories and 

experimental evidence on the processing of gender information and the selection of gender-marked 

determiners in language production. Then we will turn to a recent study on determiner selection in 

Dutch. These experiments form the point of departure for the present research.   

 Schriefers (1993) investigated the processing of grammatical gender information in language 

production in Dutch, using a variant of the picture word interference task. He found longer naming 

latencies when the distractor’s gender differed from the gender of the to-be-produced target noun 

(incongruent condition) than in a condition where target and distractor had the same gender 

(congruent condition) (for replications in Dutch and German see La Heij, Mak, Sander, & Willeboordse, 

1998; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers & Teruel, 2000; van Berkum, 1997). In the framework of 

the language production model of Levelt and colleagues (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Jescheniak & Levelt, 

1994; Levelt, 1999), Schriefers interpreted this result as a gender competition effect. In the model, 

gender is represented as an abstract node at the lemma level. All words of a given gender are linked to 

their gender node, which is in turn connected to gender-marked lexical items like determiners and 

pronouns. In the picture word interference task, the incongruent distractor activates a gender different 

from the one activated by the target word. Solving this competition is thought to be time consuming, 

leading to longer naming latencies in the incongruent than in the congruent condition where activation 

from target word and distractor converges on the same gender node.  

 Miozzo and Caramazza (1999), however, present data suggesting that not abstract gender features 

compete for selection but rather actual determiners, presumably at the level of phonological form 
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(Miozzo & Caramazza, 1999, Exp. 4). Alario and Caramazza (2002) provide further evidence for this 

position from a study looking at the processing of demonstrative determiners and possessive 

determiners in French. They found a delay in naming latencies when the phonology of a noun and the 

grammatical gender of a noun did not support selection of the same gender-marked determiner, as 

opposed to the case where all available information converged on the choice of the same determiner. 

The authors explain this in the framework of the so-called primed unitised activation account: 

Information necessary for selecting the appropriate determiner is collected in a frame. This frame 

consists of slots for the relevant features. When the frame is completely filled, it sends a burst of 

activation to the determiner that has to be selected given this particular combination of features. But 

every single feature that is collected in the frame also sends activation to the determiner with which it 

is directly linked. Therefore, competing non-target determiners can also receive a certain amount of 

activation during the selection process. 

 Additional evidence for determiner competition comes from recent studies in German (Schriefers, 

Jescheniak, & Hantsch, 2002; 2005) and Dutch (Janssen & Caramazza, 2003). As the present 

experiments are conducted in Dutch, we will restrict our discussion to the study by Janssen and 

Caramazza, which follows the same experimental logic as the study by Schriefers et al. (2002) in 

German.  

 In Dutch, the two definite singular determiners de (common gender) and het (neuter gender) 

converge on de in the plural. Furthermore, in Dutch the use of diminutives is very common and every 

noun (and even some verbs or prepositions) can be turned into a diminutive by simply adding the 

ending -tje (or one of its allomorphs). All diminutives are neuter, requiring the definite determiner het, 

independent of the gender of the corresponding base form. Janssen and Caramazza had participants 

name the same set of pictures in one experiment with singular and plural NPs and in a second 

experiment with base form and diminutive NPs. With singular and plural NPs, they found plural costs 

in naming latencies for het-words (longer naming latencies for plural determiner NPs than for singular 

determiner NPs), but a plural gain for de-words. In two control experiments, participants named the 

same pictures with bare nouns or with the numerals een (one) and twee (two) that are not gender 

marked in Dutch. In these control experiments the gender by number interaction was not obtained.  

 When contrasting definite determiner NPs of nouns in their base form with definite determiner 

NPs of nouns in their diminutive form, diminutive het-words did not show a cost relative to their 

corresponding base form, but diminutive de-words were produced more slowly than their 
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corresponding base form. Here, a note on terminology seems necessary: As pointed out above, all 

diminutives have neuter gender and thus require the determiner het. But, from here onwards, we will 

use the term “diminutive de-word” to refer to the diminutive of a word with a common gender base 

form (i.e., a base form requiring the determiner de). The term “diminutive het-word” will be used for 

the diminutive of a word with a neuter gender base form (i.e., a base form requiring the determiner 

het).  

 Janssen and Caramazza (2003) explained the results within the primed unitised activation 

account proposed by Alario and Caramazza (2002). The singular base form is regarded as the default 

form of the morphological process. It will always activate its associated determiner, that is, het for 

words of neuter gender, and de for words of common gender. The feature plural activates the 

determiner de, and any frame including the plural feature eventually leads to the selection of the 

determiner de. Therefore, for plural het-words there will be competition between the determiners de 

and het.  

 Similarly, for diminutives, the feature diminutive activates the determiner het, and any frame 

including the diminutive feature will also eventually select het. As a result, there will be competition 

when a diminutive de-word has to be produced. Janssen and Caramazza assume that the base form is 

accessed by default and is, if necessary, transformed into another form by means of a lexical rule (e.g., 

“add –tje”).  

 
Figure 2.1. Co-activation of determiners during diminutive retrieval by applying a lexical rule to the default base 
form. Double-headed arrows signify (possibly) competing elements. 
 

 Figure 2.1 illustrates this assumption. The diminutive is used as example, but the same kind of 

mechanism could work for plurals, with one difference: For diminutives, competition might concern 
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abstract gender features or actual determiners, but for plurals the competition necessarily concerns 

actual determiners, because the transition from singular to plural leaves the grammatical gender 

unchanged, while for diminutive de-words, the gender changes from common gender for the base form 

to neuter gender for the diminutive. 

 Janssen and Caramazza (2003) also discuss an alternative account of diminutive access: A base 

form and a diminutive could be stored independently. The semantic representation of a diminutive will 

then activate both the diminutive and the base form entry. Figure 2.2 illustrates this account. This 

second account is more difficult to apply to plural formation, because it implies that the results of noun 

inflection are stored in the mental lexicon. However, there are some indications (Baayen, Dijkstra, & 

Schreuder, 1997) that this might actually be the case, at least in language comprehension. No matter 

whether the scenario of Figure 2.1 or Figure 2.2 is considered, both imply that the gender and/ or the 

determiner of the default form is visible to the determiner selection process, even when theoretically 

superfluous, as in the case of producing diminutives or plurals.  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Separate, co-activated entries for base forms and diminutives during diminutive retrieval. Double-
headed arrows signify (possibly) competing elements. 
 

 The accounts of determiner selection discussed above assume that determiner selection operates 

in the same way for all instances of a given morphosyntactic class (e.g., all diminutives or all plurals). 

Yet, a number of observations might challenge this view. First, it has been shown that the relative 

frequency of the singular and the plural of a noun affects the way in which these words are recognised 

(e.g., Baayen et al., 1997). Second, with respect to diminutives, which are very frequent in spoken 

Dutch, not every word has the same predisposition to be used in its diminutive form. There exists a 
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linguistic continuum of diminutives, ranging from lexicalised diminutives over diminutive-dominant to 

base-form-dominant nouns (Bakema, Defour, & Geeraerts, 1993; Booij & van Santen, 1998; de Haas & 

Trommelen, 1993). Words from different points of this dominance continuum might be processed 

differently in the mental lexicon, leading to differences in the determiner selection process in language 

production. In the present experiments, we addressed this question following the logic of the 

corresponding experiments of Janssen and Caramazza (2003), with the additional variation of the 

relative frequency of usage (dominance) of an item as diminutive or base form, and as a singular or 

plural, respectively. Experiment 1 focuses on determiner selection for diminutives and base forms. 

Experiment 2 studies the effect of dominance on determiner selection for singulars and plurals. 

 Three opposing views can be conceived with respect to the potential impact of dominance of 

morphological forms on determiner selection. We will introduce these views here for base form nouns 

and diminutive nouns, but they apply in the same way to singulars and plurals. All three views assume 

co-activation of the base form during the production of diminutives of base-form-dominant nouns. This 

assumption is based on the results obtained by Janssen and Caramazza (2003). The critical question is 

whether and how diminutive dominance will affect gender and/ or determiner competition. From now 

on, we will use the term determiner competition. We will come back to the question of whether we 

observe gender or determiner competition in the Discussion of Experiment 1.  

 First, all members of a given morphological class could be processed in the same way. Whenever 

a diminutive is produced, the base form and its determiner will be activated, even for words with a 

diminutive preference. Then diminutive dominance should not matter. As a consequence, both types of 

words (base-form-dominant and diminutive-dominant words) should show a reaction time cost for 

selecting the determiner of a diminutive de-word relative to selecting the corresponding base form 

determiner, and no such cost (or even a gain) for selecting the determiner of diminutive het-words. We 

will refer to this as “uniform processing”. 

 Second, the diminutives and the base forms of diminutive-dominant, but not of base-form-

dominant nouns could be accessed directly, without activation of the other form. For example, when 

the concept of a diminutive-dominant word like lepeltje (little spoon) is chosen, it will pass on 

activation to its lemma lepeltje and the corresponding determiner het only. Therefore, for the selection 

of the determiner of diminutive-dominant nouns, there should be no interaction between the gender of 

the base form (common vs. neuter gender, i.e., de- vs. het-word) and produced form (base form vs. 

diminutive). By contrast, base-form-dominant items would show such an interaction. Note that this 
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hypothesis is an extrapolation for production of the proposal put forward by Baayen et al. (1997) for 

singular and plural nouns in comprehension. We will call this view “independent entries”. 

 Finally, for diminutive-dominant nouns, the diminutive could be the default access form. 

Therefore, access to the diminutive of a diminutive-dominant noun and its determiner does not imply 

activation of its corresponding base form. If, however, the base form of a diminutive-dominant noun 

has to be accessed, the corresponding diminutive and its determiner will be co-activated. Under this 

view, for diminutive-dominant nouns, the determiner of the base form would not be visible to the 

process selecting the determiner of the diminutive form. By contrast, the determiner of the diminutive 

would be visible to the process selecting the determiner of the base form. Consequently, the selection 

of the determiner of the base form of a diminutive-dominant de-word (e.g., de lepel) will take longer 

than the selection of the determiner of the diminutive of a diminutive-dominant de-word (e.g., het 

lepeltje). The determiner de in de lepel has to compete with the simultaneously activated het from het 

lepeltje. No effect will be obtained for determiner selection of base form het-words (e.g., het kado) 

compared to the corresponding diminutive (e.g., het kadootje). Put differently, for diminutive-

dominant nouns, we should obtain an interaction of precisely the opposite form than the one predicted 

for base-form-dominant nouns. This view will be called “dominance driven access”. 

Experiment 1  

Experiment 1 tests determiner competition in the production of base forms and diminutives. It consists 

of two parts. In Experiment 1a, participants produced gender-marked determiner NPs (“gender 

condition”); in Experiment 1b, participants produced indefinite determiner NPs. In Dutch, the 

indefinite determiner een is not gender marked, and therefore determiner competition cannot play a 

role in this conditionP

 
P(“no-gender condition”). This baseline was necessary for the following reason: 

The experimental factors dominance and gender can only be tested between items. Therefore we need 

to know the naming latencies for all items without selection of gender-marked determinersTP

2
PT. Potential 

differences between the item groups might be caused by factors like, for example, visual picture 

processing, word form retrieval, word length, and stress pattern. The influence of these factors is 
                                                      

TP

2
PT Picture naming studies by La Heij et al. (1998), Schriefers (1993) and others show that gender (in-) congruency 

effects are only observed when grammatical gender has to be computed in the target utterance. When selecting 
the indefinite determiner, no gender has to be computed. Indefinite determiner NPs are thus the most appropriate 
baseline for investigating the selection of gender-marked definite determiners in that indefinite determiner NPs 
parallel Experiment 1a, as far as a function word has to be placed in front of the to-be-produced noun, but this 
function word does not depend on the noun’s grammatical gender. 
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independent of utterance type. There is only one additional requirement in Experiment 1a (gender 

condition), namely the production of a gender-marked determiner. Contrasting the latencies in the no-

gender condition (Exp. 1b) with those in the gender condition (Exp. 1a) will filter out the inter-item 

differences and thus provide us with an estimate of the time needed for selecting the gender-marked 

determiner. 

Method 

Participants 

Seventy-nine native speakers of Dutch participated in Experiment 1. They were students or PhD-

students of the University of Nijmegen. Their vision was normal or corrected-to-normal. Participants 

received course credit or were paid 5 €. The data of 15 participants (four in Exp. 1a, 11 in Exp. 1b) were 

excluded from further analyses because of technical problems, because participants did not correctly 

understand the task or had an overall error score higher than 20%. This yielded 32 participants in 

Experiment 1a and 32 participants in Experiment 1b. 

Materials 

Sixty line drawings of animals and objects were used as experimental stimuli. The drawings were 

presented in white on a black background and were surrounded by a white frame sized 76 mm x 76 mm. 

There were two versions of each target picture: The large version of the picture was sized 76 mm x 76 

mm, filling the entire frame. The small version was 38 mm x 38 mm and was positioned in the centre of 

the frame. Half of the 60 pictures had base-form-names of common gender (de-words), while the other 

half had base-form-names of neuter gender (het-words). Twenty stimuli were base–form-dominant, 

with 10 de-words and 10 het-words. Another 20 stimuli were diminutive-dominant, with 10 de-words 

and 10 het-words. The remaining 20 pictures served as filler stimuli which were intermediate between 

base-form- and diminutive-dominant stimuli. Ten of these stimuli were de-words and 10 het-words. 

These fillers will be referred to as “neutral fillers”. 

Selection of the materials   

An item’s dominance was determined in a pre-test with 15 native speakers of Dutch (none of whom 

participated in one of the later experiments). They saw a list of 266 Dutch concrete nouns. Each noun 

was given in its base form and in its diminutive. Underneath the two forms was a scale from 1 to 7. 

Participants rated how often they use the diminutive and how often the base form in informal spoken 

language (1 being word always used as base form and 7 word always used as diminutive). This rating 
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study was necessary because diminutive usage is predominantly a phenomenon of spoken language and 

cannot reliably be judged from lexical databases based primarily on written language corpora. On the 

basis of this pre-test, items for the base-form-dominant and the diminutive-dominant group were 

selected. An item was assigned to the base-form-dominant group when its mean diminutive rating was 

lower than 2. This implies that some of these items had been rated with 1 in some of the individual 

ratings, that is, specific speakers never use them as diminutives or only in highly constrained pragmatic 

circumstances. An item was assigned to the diminutive-dominant group when its mean rating was 

equal to or higher than 4. Diminutive-dominant items had to meet a second criterion: They had to be 

used as a diminutive in at least 10% of the instances reported in the CELEX database for Dutch (Baayen, 

Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1993). From the words of our pre-test, only 10 de-words met the criterion for 

being diminutive-dominant. This fixed the number of items for the remaining three conditions. For 

each of them, the 10 best exemplars were chosen (i.e., diminutive rating as low as possible or as high as 

possible, respectively), trying to keep the average logarithmic lemma frequency between the four 

conditions as similar as possible. All items used are listed in Appendix 2A. Note that none of the 

diminutive-dominant items belonged to the class of fully lexicalised diminutives. They were selected 

such that the only meaning difference between base form and diminutive concerned the indication of 

smallness by the diminutive. Table 2.1 shows the main properties of the selected critical items, broken 

down by gender of base form (de- vs. het-word) and dominance (base-form- vs. diminutive-dominant). 

In addition to the mean rating in the pre-test, Table 2.1 shows the range of mean ratings, the 

proportion of diminutives within all usages of the word according to CELEX, and the mean logarithmic 

lemma frequencies per million. 

 
Table 2.1 
Mean ratings, range of mean ratings, mean CELEX proportions of diminutives, and mean logarithmic frequencies 
(of frequency per million) for experimental items of Experiment 1  
Condition Rating Range CELEX (%) Log frequency 
Dominance Gender of base form     
Base form Common (de-words) 1.31 1.07-1.63 1.1 .67 
 Neuter (het-words) 1.32 1.07-1.87 1.1 .91 
Diminutive Common (de-words) 4.24 4.00-4.63 15.3 1.34 
 Neuter (het-words) 4.95 4.07-6.13 26.8 1.28 
 

 Ratings, proportions according to CELEX, and logarithmic lemma frequencies were submitted to 

analyses of variance with the factors dominance (base-form- vs. diminutive-dominant) and gender of 
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base form (de- vs. het-word). The pre-test ratings of base-form-dominant and diminutive-dominant 

items differed significantly, F(1, 36) = 581.60, p < .001, MSE = 0.19. There was also a significant 

difference between the ratings for de- and het-words, F(1, 36) = 6.94, p < .05, MSE = 0.19. The 

interaction of dominance and gender of base form for ratings was significant, F(1, 36) = 6.75, p < .05, 

MSE = 0.19. 

 The main effects for CELEX proportion were significant for both dominance, F(1, 36) = 63.47, p 

< .001, MSE = 62.71, and gender of base form, F(1, 36) = 5.27, p < .05, MSE = 62.71. Here, too, the 

interaction of dominance and gender of base form was significant, F(1, 36) = 5.27, p < .05, MSE = 62.71.  

 Because of the restrictions in the choice of appropriate items mentioned above, we could not 

avoid a significant difference in logarithmic lemma frequency between the groups: Diminutive-

dominant words were more frequent (log frequency = 1.3) than base-form-dominant words (log 

frequency = .79), F(1, 36) = 13.21, p < .01, MSE = 0.2. Yet, there was no main effect of gender of base 

form on logarithmic frequency (F < 1) and no interaction of dominance and gender of base form, F(1, 

36) = 1.13, p = .294, MSE = 0.2.  

Design  

Three factors were completely crossed: The two-level factor gender of base form (de- vs. het-word), the 

two-level factor dominance (base-form- vs. diminutive-dominant), and the two-level factor produced 

form (base form vs. diminutive). Gender of base form and dominance were between-item factors; 

produced form was tested within items. The main experiment consisted of two blocks. In block 1, 30 

items were presented as large pictures, eliciting a base-form-response, and 30 items were presented as 

small pictures, eliciting a diminutive-response. In block 2, the presentation was reversed, such that a 

picture that had previously been presented as a small picture, was now shown in large size and vice 

versa. Therefore each picture was named once as a base form and once as a diminutive. Because in 

Experiment 1a (gender condition) a diminutive is always accompanied by the determiner het, there 

were 45 instances of responses requiring the determiner het per block (30 diminutives and 15 het-word 

base forms), but only 15 responses requiring the determiner de. In order to avoid a response bias for het, 

in each block 30 large pictures with de-word names were used as additional fillers (adding 30 more de-

responses). The entire experiment consisted of two blocks with 90 items each. The presentation of the 

pictures was pseudo-randomised according to the following constraints: No more than three pictures of 

the same size followed each other, subsequent pictures were neither semantically nor phonologically 

related, and the same determiner was never produced more than three times in a row. Half of the 
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participants saw block 1 first, followed by block 2; for the other half of the participants, the order of 

blocks was reversed. The same lists were used in Experiments 1a and 1b. 

Apparatus and procedure  

Each participant was tested individually in a session lasting about 50 minutes. The participant was 

seated in a dimly lit room, separated from the experimenter by a partition wall. The experiment was 

controlled by an Intel Pentium 166 MHz computer. The visual stimuli were presented centred on a 17” 

SVGA monitor at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. Viewing distance was about 80 cm. The 

presentation of the stimuli and the online collection of data were controlled by a Pentium computer. 

Speech-onset latencies were measured to the closest millisecond with a voice key connected to the 

computer. Participants’ responses were recorded with a SONY ZA5ES DAT recorder.  

 The session consisted of three parts. In the first part the participants were familiarised with the 

pictures: They saw all pictures once on the screen. All pictures were shown in large size. A picture was 

presented for 3250 ms. 2250 ms after picture onset the name was written on top of the picture frame, 

where it stayed on for 750 ms after the picture had disappeared. The familiarisation was done to 

increase name agreement and to acquaint participants with the size of the large pictures. After having 

gone through the presentation of the material, participants received the written instruction for the 

main part of the experiment. This was the only point in which Experiments 1a and 1b differed. 

Participants of Experiment 1a were told to name the pictures with a NP consisting of the definite 

determiner and the noun, whereas participants of Experiment 1b were instructed to name the pictures 

with a NP consisting of the indefinite determiner een and a noun. Furthermore, all participants were 

told that pictures could either have the same size as in the familiarisation or appear in a much smaller 

size. They were instructed to name the small pictures with diminutive NPs and the large pictures with 

base form NPs.  

 The main experiment was preceded by a practice block consisting of 18 trials. A trial started with 

a fixation cross presented in the centre of the screen for 800 ms. After a blank lasting 200 ms a picture 

was shown for 1500 ms. A participant’s naming latencies were measured from picture onset. The trial 

stopped 2000 ms after picture onset.   

 After the experiment, participants filled in a rating form similar to the one used in the pre-test 

for the materials. Only the target items of Experiment 1 were included. This rating allowed us to assess 

whether participants’ intuitions about the items’ dominance corresponded with the assignment of the 

items to the experimental conditions. 
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Results 

A participant’s response was coded as erroneous when a wrong word, a wrong form (e.g., a diminutive 

instead of a base form or vice versa) or a wrong determiner was used, when hesitations or corrections 

occurred, when no reaction had taken place within 2000 ms, and when the voice key was triggered by a 

non-speech sound.  

 A participant produced every experimental item twice, once as base form and once as diminutive. 

When one of these forms had been coded as an error, the other response for the same picture and 

participant was also excluded from the reaction time analysesTP

3
PT. 

 

Table 2.2a 
Mean naming latencies in milliseconds and error percentages for base-form-dominant words in Experiments 1a 
and 1b (standard deviations in brackets) 

Produced form Gender of base form 
Base form Diminutive 

Common (de-words) Experiment 1a 984 (121) 13% 1039 (166) 29% 
 Experiment 1b 893 (135) 13% 892   (122) 23% 
Difference (1a – 1b)  91 147 
Neuter (het-words) Experiment 1a 923 (98)   14% 913 (109) 13% 
 Experiment 1b 884 (145) 9% 904 (141) 17% 
Difference (1a – 1b)  39 9 
 
Table 2.2b 
Mean naming latencies in milliseconds and error percentages for diminutive-dominant words in Experiments 1a 
and 1b (standard deviations in brackets) 

Produced form Gender of base form 
Base form Diminutive 

Common (de-words) Experiment 1a 935 (124) 14% 926 (114) 17% 
 Experiment 1b 841 (127) 9% 858 (129) 12% 
Difference (1a – 1b)  94 68 
Neuter (het-words) Experiment 1a 957 (148) 18% 900 (117) 17% 
 Experiment 1b 840 (127) 15% 891 (138) 18% 
Difference (1a – 1b)  117 9 
 

 Furthermore, observations deviating from a participant’s and an item’s mean within an 

experimental condition by more than two standard deviations were considered as outliers and 

discarded from the reaction time analyses. For Experiment 1a, 17% of the responses to the experimental 

                                                      

TP

3
PT For this and all following experiments, we also carried out the statistical analyses before excluding items as pairs. 

The results of these analyses were the same as those reported for the pairwise exclusion.  
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items were coded as errors and 1% as outliers. For Experiment 1b, there were 15% errorsTP

4
PT and 0.8% 

outliers. Mean naming latencies and error percentages are shown in Tables 2.2a and 2.2b for base-form-

dominant and diminutive-dominant nouns, respectively. 

 We carried out separate analyses of variance for base-form-dominant nouns and for diminutive-

dominant nouns, with the factors Experiment (1a, gender condition, vs. 1b, no-gender condition), 

gender of base form (de- vs. het-word), and produced form (base form vs. diminutive). In the 

participant analysis, Experiment is a between-participants factor, and gender and form are within-

participants factors. In the item analysis, Experiment and form are within-items factors, and gender is a 

between-items factor. In these analyses, an interaction of Experiment with any of the other factors 

indicates that the difference between Experiment 1a and 1b systematically varies with the levels of the 

respective factor. As a visualisation of the interactions, Figure 2.3 therefore shows the difference values 

[Experiment 1a – Experiment 1b] as a function of gender of base form and produced form. The main 

focus of interest lies on the three-way interaction of Experiment by gender by produced form. We will 

mention the two-way interactions of Experiment by gender and of Experiment by form, but we will 

only discuss the three-way interaction in detail. 
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Figure 2.3. Mean naming latency differences of Experiment 1a (production of gender-marked definite base form 
and diminutive NPs) minus mean naming latencies of Experiment 1b (production of indefinite base form and 
determiner NPs with non-gender-marked indefinite determiners). Note. de = common gender nouns, het = neuter 
gender nouns, bf-dom = base-form-dominant, dim-dom = diminutive-dominant. 

                                                      

TP

4
PT The proportion of erroneous responses was high for a simple picture naming task, both in the main experiment 

and in the baseline. This is presumably due to the fact that we could not use standardised pictures with high name 
agreement. The fact that error rates are high in the baseline, too, suggests that participants did not have specific 
problems with the task of producing definite determiner NPs.  
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 For base-form-dominant items, there was a significant interaction of Experiment and gender of 

base form, FB1B(1, 62) = 29.85, p < .001, MSE = 4807, FB2B(1, 18) = 11.48, p < .01, MSE = 2978. There was no 

interaction of Experiment and produced form, Fs < 1. The critical interaction of Experiment, gender of 

base form, and produced form was also significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 6.97, p < .01, MSE = 4226, FB2B(1, 18) = 

12.45, p < .01, MSE = 1565. This interaction reflects the fact that for de-words the difference between 

Experiment 1a and 1b is increased from 91 ms for base form utterances to 147 ms for diminutive 

utterances, whereas for het-words, the corresponding difference is reduced from 39 to 9 ms. The former 

increase of 56 ms is significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 3.96, p < .05, MSE = 6504; FB2B(1, 9) = 6.16, p < .05, MSE = 2292, 

while the latter reduction of 30 ms is not significant by participants, p > .1, but significant by items, 

FB2B(1, 9) = 7.36, p < .05, MSE = 838. Put differently, there is a significant diminutive cost for de-words, 

but a slight gain for het-words. 

 For diminutive-dominant items, there was no interaction of Experiment and gender of base form, 

ps > .1. The interaction of Experiment and produced form was significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 16.58, p < .001, 

MSE = 4297, FB2B(1, 18) = 18.62, p < .001, MSE = 1729. The critical interaction of Experiment, gender of 

base form, and produced form was also significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 6.14, p < .05, MSE = 4413, FB2B(1, 18) = 9.63, 

p < .01, MSE = 3458. In this condition, for de-words the difference between Experiment 1a and 1b is 

reduced from 94 ms for base form utterances to 68 ms for diminutive utterances. For het-words, the 

corresponding reduction goes from 117 to 9 ms. The former reduction of 26 ms is not significant, ps > .2, 

while the latter reduction of 108 ms is significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 16.48, p < .001, MSE = 5650; FB2B(1, 9) = 

22.16, p < .001, MSE = 2146. 

 Errors were submitted to the same analyses of variance. The only significant effect was found in 

the participant analysis for base-form-dominant items, an interaction of Experiment, gender of base 

form, and produced form, FB1B(1, 62) = 6.68, p < .01, MSE = 0.012, mirroring the naming latencies. This 

interaction was not significant by items, FB2B(1, 18) = 3.3, p < .086, MSE = 0.008.   

 Upon completion of the experiment, participants filled in a rating similar to the pre-test 

dominance ratings. The correlation of the mean ratings per critical item between the pre-test and the 

ratings provided by the participants in the present experiment was .93, both for Experiment 1a and for 

Experiment 1b, indicating that the assignment of items to the base-form-dominant and diminutive-

dominant condition was also representative for the participants tested in the present experiments. 
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Discussion 

As we are not interested in the data of Experiment 1a and 1b separately, but only in the naming 

latencies of Experiment 1a relative to those of 1b, we will phrase the discussion in terms of the 

difference scores [Experiment 1a – Experiment 1b] as they are given in Figure 2.3. In terms of our 

statistical analyses, differences between these difference scores are reflected in interactions of the factor 

Experiment with the respective relevant other factors. For base-form-dominant nouns, the data provide 

support for determiner competition in the production of diminutive NPs: When the determiner of the 

base form differs from the determiner of the produced diminutive form, naming latencies are prolonged, 

for example for het fakkeltje compared to de fakkel. No statistical difference is found for het-words like 

het skeletje and het skelet, where the base form and the diminutive require the same determiner. This 

replicates the pattern found by Janssen and Caramazza (2003) with different materials.  

 For diminutive-dominant items, the difference scores also vary as a function of gender of base 

form and produced form (reflected in statistical terms as an interaction of Experiment, gender of base 

form, and produced form). However, in contrast to base-form-dominant nouns, this interaction is 

caused by a large facilitation for producing diminutive-dominant het-words as diminutives as compared 

to producing them as base forms. There is no significant difference in difference scores for de-words 

produced as base form or as diminutive. The important finding is a clear difference in the pattern of 

results within a given domain, base forms and diminutives, as a function of the relative dominance of 

the different morphological forms.  

 The results for the diminutive-dominant items are in conflict with all three theoretical views 

introduced earlier. The uniform processing account had predicted the same pattern for base-form-

dominant and diminutive-dominant nouns. This is not the case. Under the independent entries 

hypothesis, there should be no cost for selecting the determiner of a diminutive de-word, which is in 

accordance with our results. But this hypothesis does not predict the obtained facilitation for selecting 

the determiner of diminutive-dominant het-words when produced as diminutives. Dominance driven 

access predicts an interaction of Experiment, gender of base form, and produced form, but this 

interaction should be due to a cost for selecting the determiner of a base form de-word as compared to 

the corresponding diminutive form. The actual interaction, though, is caused by a facilitation for 

selecting the determiner of a diminutive het-word.  

 Taken together, the form of the interaction for diminutive-dominant items implies that the 

gender of the base form becomes activated, even in the case of words with a strong diminutive 
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preference. None of our hypothetical scenarios correctly predicts the obtained data pattern. We will 

come back to this point in the General Discussion and show how an adapted version of the primed 

unitised activation account of Alario and Caramazza (2002) can explain the data. 

 Before moving on, we should address one possible caveat. In Experiment 1b, all NPs started with 

the same sound. This was not the case for Experiment 1a. If there were systematic differences between 

the voice key triggering for de and for het, this might challenge our interpretation of the data. 

Therefore, we ran a delayed naming task with 36 native Dutch speakers. They read a word on the 

screen and were instructed to name it after a cue. The cue was presented at three delay intervals, 500, 

1000, and 1500 ms. All experimental items appeared after a delay of 1500 ms, after which lexical factors 

such as word length, and frequency no longer influence naming latencies (Balota & Chumbley, 1985). 

Thus we could assess the pure difference in voice key sensitivity between de and het. This difference 

was 7 ms, with average latencies of 435 ms for NPs starting with het and 442 ms for NPs starting with 

de. Therefore our effects cannot be caused by differences in the voice key’s sensitivity to the 

determiners de and het.    

 Experiment 1 does not address the question whether we observe determiner or gender 

competition, because for base forms and diminutives, any potential determiner competition also implies 

a competition between gender features. By contrast, looking at competition effects in the production of 

singular and plural NPs (e.g., Janssen & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers et al., 2002; 2005) will allow to 

investigate determiner competition without gender competition. As indicated in the introduction, 

Dutch has two definite singular determiners, de for common gender and het for neuter gender. In the 

plural, the definite determiner for both gender classes is de. The competition effects observed by 

Janssen and Caramazza for plural NPs of neuter gender nouns (see also Schriefers et al., for German) 

cannot be due to gender competition but must be due to determiner competition. In Experiment 2, we 

will investigate the potential role of singular and plural dominance in determiner selection during the 

production of singular and plural NPs.   

 Just as there are diminutive-dominant words, there also exist words that are more often used as 

plurals than others. Some nouns occur frequently in their plural form, either because the corresponding 

concept belongs to a natural pair (e.g., eyes or hands) or because it is often encountered in a flock (e.g., 

sheep). In some languages plural-dominant words even have a special morphological status (see Baayen 

et al. 1997, p. 113). 

 Baayen et al. (1997) showed that singular and plural dominance affects the processing of singular 
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and plural nouns in language comprehension. Experiment 2 addresses the question whether singular vs. 

plural dominance also modulates the process of determiner selection in language production.  

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 consists of two parts. In Experiment 2a, participants named pictures with singular and 

plural NPs with the gender-marked definite determiner and a noun (gender condition). In Experiment 

2b, a different group of participants named the same pictures with singular and plural NPs and the 

numerals een (one) and twee (two) which are not gender-marked in Dutch (no-gender condition). For 

singular-dominant words, we expect determiner competition, based on the results obtained by Janssen 

and Caramazza (2003) and Schriefers et al. (2002). That is, we expect longer naming latencies (or more 

precisely, larger differences between naming latencies in Experiment 2a and 2b) for het-words as plural 

NPs compared to the singular than for de-words as plural NPs compared to the singular. For plural-

dominant words, we want to see whether the pattern changes in a way similar to Experiment 1, that is, 

a reduction of the cost for het-words as plurals and a gain for de-words as plurals. 

Method 

Participants  

Sixty-eight participants from the same subject pool as in Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2. None 

of them had participated in Experiment 1. Four participants were excluded (two in Exp. 2a, and two in 

Exp. 2b) because of technical problems or because they had error rates higher than 20%. This yields 32 

participants in Experiment 2a and 32 participants in Experiment 2b.   

Materials 

Ten line drawings with singular-dominant de-words as names were used, 10 with plural-dominant de-

words, 10 with singular-dominant het-words, and 10 with plural-dominant het-words. Stimuli were 

presented as pairs of (identical) pictures. The pictures were either both black (RGB: 0 0 0; in the system 

used, RGB colour codes vary from 0 to 63), cueing a plural response, or one black and one grey (RGB: 

42 42 42), cueing a singular response. They were presented on a light grey background (RGB: 60 60 60). 

This double-object presentation was used in order to make superficial visual number cues less salient 

(see also Schriefers et al., 2002; 2005).  

 Singular and plural dominance was determined from the CELEX database for Dutch. A 

dominance value was computed by dividing the frequency of singular occurrences of a word by the 
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frequency of its plural occurrences. Items were assigned to the plural-dominant group when this value 

was smaller than 1, meaning that the respective word occurs as a plural in more than half of the 

instances. Items were assigned to the singular-dominant group when their value was greater than 4. For 

each condition, 10 items were chosen. Plural-dominant items had a mean dominance value of .2, the 

average score of singular-dominant items was 8.86. Table 2.3 shows the mean dominance value, range 

of dominance values, and mean logarithmic lemma frequency per condition. 

 

Table 2.3 
Mean dominance value, mean range of dominance values, and mean logarithmic frequencies (of frequency per 
million) for experimental items of Experiment 2 
Condition Gender Dominance Range Log frequency 
Singular Common 11.42 4.4-23.04 1.59 
 Neuter 12.73 5.08-36.9 1.43 
Plural Common 0.55 .21-.88 1.51 
 Neuter 0.57 .28-.91 1.43 
          

 Dominance values and logarithmic lemma frequencies were submitted to analyses of variance 

with the factors dominance (singular- vs. plural-dominant) and gender (de- vs. het-word). The 

dominance values of singular- and plural-dominant items differed significantly from one another, F(1, 

36) = 32.157, p < .001, MSE = 41. There was no significant difference between dominance for de- and 

het-words, F < 1. The interaction of dominance and gender was not significant, either, F < 1. There 

were no significant effects of lemma frequency. Appendix 2B lists all items used in Experiment 2. 

Design  

Three two-level factors were completely crossed: gender (de- vs. het-words), dominance (singular- vs. 

plural-dominant), and number (singular vs. plural). Gender and dominance were between-item factors; 

number was tested within items. The main experiment consisted of two blocks. In block 1, half of the 

critical items was presented as singulars, and the other half was presented as plurals. In block 2, the 

presentation was reversed, such that a picture that had before been presented as a singular was now 

shown as a plural and vice versa. Because a plural always requires the determiner de, there were 30 

responses requiring the determiner de per block (20 plurals and 10 de-word singulars), but only 10 

responses requiring the determiner het. In order to avoid a response-bias for de, in each block 20 

singular pictures with het-words as names were used as fillers (adding 20 more het-responses). In total, 

each block consisted of 60 items. The presentation of the pictures was pseudo-randomised such that no 

more than five subsequent trials had the same gender, the same dominance, or required the same 
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determiner. Subsequent trials were neither semantically nor phonologically related. Four experimental 

lists were created: In two lists block 1 was presented first, followed by block 2, in the other two lists the 

order was reversed. In the two lists with the same order of blocks, in one list half of the singular items 

was presented with the grey object on the left and the black object on the right, the other half of the 

singular items was presented with the black object on the left and the grey object on the right. In the 

other list, this assignment was reversed.   

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1. Participants were tested individually in a session 

lasting about 20 minutes. The session consisted of a familiarisation phase, a practice phase, and the main 

experiment. During the familiarisation phase, pictures were presented on the screen as single objects 

with a black outline for 3250 ms. 2250 ms after picture onset the name was written on top of the 

picture frame and it stayed on the screen for 750 ms after the picture had vanished. Participants were 

instructed to read the picture names out loud. After the familiarisation with the material, participants 

received a written instruction for the main experiment, which explained the double object presentation. 

Participants of Experiment 2a were instructed to name the pictures with definite singular or plural NPs, 

while participants of Experiment 2b were instructed to use the numerals een and twee in their 

responses. Before the main session, participants received 18 practise trials. On each trial, a fixation cross 

was shown in the centre of the screen for 800 ms. After a blank of 200 ms the two pictures were shown 

centred on the screen with a distance of about 675 mm between pictures. The size of the individual 

pictures was about 4 x 4 cm. The pictures stayed on the screen for 1000 ms. After another 1500 ms the 

next trial started.  

Results 

A participant’s response was coded as erroneous when a wrong word, a wrong form (e.g., a singular 

instead of a plural or vice versa), or a wrong article was used, when hesitations or corrections occurred, 

when no reaction had taken place within 2000 ms, and when the voice key was triggered by a non-

speech sound.  

 A participant produced every experimental item twice, once as singular and once as plural. When 

one of these forms had been produced as an error, the other form for the same picture was also 
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excluded from the reaction time analysesTP

5
PT. Furthermore, observations deviating from a participant’s 

and an item’s mean by more than two standard deviations were considered as outliers and discarded 

from the reaction time analyses. For Experiment 2a, 8% of the responses to the experimental items 

were coded as errors and 2% as outliers. For Experiment 2b, there were 8% errors and 1% outliers. 

Mean naming latencies and error percentages are shown in Tables 2.4a and 2.4b for singular-dominant 

and plural-dominant nouns, respectively. 

 

Table 2.4a 
Mean naming latencies and standard deviations (in brackets) in ms and error percentages for singular-dominant 
words in Experiments 2a and 2b  

Number Gender 
Singular Plural 

Common (de-words) Experiment 2a 845 (114) 6% 825 (113) 5% 
 Experiment 2b 704 (87)   8% 708 (79)   6% 
Difference (2a – 2b)  141 117 
Neuter (het-words) Experiment 2a 838 (114) 7% 875 (113) 13% 
 Experiment 2b 715 (103) 7% 734 (65)   16% 
Difference (2a – 2b)  123 141 
 
Table 2.4b 
Mean naming latencies and standard deviations (in brackets) in ms and error percentages for plural-dominant 
words in Experiments 2a and 2b  

Number Gender 
Singular Plural 

Common (de-words) Experiment 2a 871 (104) 12% 801 (97) 3% 
 Experiment 2b 677 (80)   4% 695 (74) 4% 
Difference (2a – 2b)  194 106 
Neuter (het-words) Experiment 2a 844 (108) 12% 827 (123) 13% 
 Experiment 2b 716 (69) 8% 727 (78)   10% 
Difference (2a – 2b)  128 100 
      

 The analyses follow the same logic as in Experiment 1: We analysed singular-dominant and 

plural-dominant items separately and we computed three-way ANOVAs with the factors Experiment, 

gender, and number. As a visualisation of the interactions, Figure 2.4 shows the difference values 

[Experiment 2a – Experiment 2b] as a function of gender and number.  

                                                      

TP

5
PTAs in Experiment 1, we also analysed the data without pairwise exclusion of the errors. The descriptive pattern 

was the same, as were the statistical tests, with the one exception that in the analysis without pairwise exclusion, 
the interaction of Experiment, gender, and number was significant for singular-dominant nouns, FB1B(1, 62) = 6.625, 
p < .05, MSE = 2198, FB2B(1, 18) = 10.325, p = .01, MSE = 743.  P
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 Again, the main focus is on the results for the three-way interaction of Experiment, gender, and 

number. For singular-dominant words, there were no significant main effects, no significant 

interactions of the relevant factors with Experiment and, most importantly, no three-way interaction of 

Experiment, gender, and number, ps > .1TP

6
PT. Descriptively, for de-words the difference between 

Experiment 2a and 2b is reduced from 141 ms for singular utterances to 117 ms for plural utterances, 

whereas for het-words, the corresponding difference is increased from 123 ms for singular utterances to 

141 ms. However, neither the 24 ms reduction nor the 18 ms increase were significant.                                                    
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Figure 2.4. Mean naming latency differences of Experiment 2a (production of gender-marked definite singular 
and plural NPs) minus mean naming latencies of Experiment 2b (production of singular and plural NPs with non-
gender-marked numerals). Note. de = common gender nouns, het = neuter gender nouns, sing-dom = singular-
dominant, pl-dom = plural-dominant. 
 

 For plural-dominant items, there was an interaction of Experiment and gender, F1(1, 62)= 8.28, p 

< .01, MSE = 2406, F2(1, 18) = 5.23, p < .05, MSE = 890. The interaction of Experiment and number was 

significant, F1(1, 62)= 26.22, p < .001, MSE = 2046, F2(1, 18) = 30.69, p < .001, MSE = 598. Most 

importantly, the three-way interaction of Experiment, gender, and number was significant, F1(1, 62)= 

7.3, p < .01, MSE = 2006, F2(1, 18) = 5.81, p < .05, MSE = 598. This interaction reflects the fact that for 

de-words the difference between Experiment 2a and 2b is reduced from 194 ms for singular utterances 

to 106 ms for plural utterances, whereas for het-words, the corresponding reduction is only from 128 to 

100 ms. The former reduction of 88 ms is significant, F1(1, 62)= 39.61, p < .001, MSE = 1570, F2(1, 9) = 

49.75, p < .001, MSE = 379, while the latter reduction of 28 ms is not, F1(1, 62) = 2.46, p = .12, MSE = 

                                                      

TP

6
PT The only two effects with p-values smaller than .10 in either the FB1B or the FB2B analysis are the interaction of 

Experiment, gender, and number, FB1B(1, 62)= 2.86, p = .096, MSE = 2396, FB2B(1, 18) = 2.84, p = .1, MSE = 1053, and 
the 24 ms gain for producing de-words as plurals, compared to producing them as singulars, FB1B(1, 62)= 2.15, p 
= .15, MSE = 2153, FB2B(1, 9) = 3.72, p = .086, MSE = 502.  
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2482, F2(1, 9) = 3.59, p = .091, MSE = 816. Put differently, we see a significant plural gain for de-words, 

but not for het-words. 

 Error rates were submitted to the same ANOVAs. For singular-dominant items, no significant 

effects were found (all ps > .2). For plural-dominant items, there was a significant interaction of 

Experiment and number, FB1B(1, 62)= 6.964, p < .01, MSE = 0.006, FB2B(1, 18) = 5.236, p < .05, MSE = 0.002. 

The interaction of Experiment, gender, and number was not significant, FB1B(1, 62)= 2.985, p < .089, MSE 

= 0.008, FB2B(1, 18) = 2.945, p = .103, MSE = 0.002.  

Discussion 

For singular-dominant nouns, descriptively, we see the expected Experiment by gender by number 

interaction. It takes longer to select the determiner for het-words as plural NPs relative to the singular 

whereas there is no difference or even a slight gain for selecting the determiner for de-words as plurals. 

However, statistically this interaction is not significant. Thus we fail to replicate what we considered as 

the basic pattern (as reported by Janssen & Caramazza, 2003, and Schriefers et al., 2002; 2005). 

 For plural-dominant nouns, we find a significant Experiment by gender by number interaction. 

This interaction is caused by a substantial gain for selecting the determiner of de-words as plurals as 

compared to the singular. However, one could suspect that this interaction is primarily caused by one 

specific data point, namely the difference value of 194 ms for de-words as singulars. This condition 

shows the slowest naming latencies with definite determiner NPs (Exp. 2a) and the fastest naming 

latencies with numerals (Exp. 2b). In order to exclude the possibility that the results were due to some 

unknown special property of the baseline with numerals (Exp. 2b), we conducted a second baseline 

experiment, Experiment 2c. Another 32 participants named the pictures, this time with singular and 

plural bare nouns. Participants responded more slowly in this condition than in the condition with 

numerals. The overall pattern does not change much, though. If we compare the difference scores for 

Experiments 2a and 2b with those for Experiments 2a and 2c, the following picture arises: For singular-

dominant nouns, the gain for de-words as plurals changes from 24 ms to 37 ms, and the cost for het-

words as plurals changes from 18 ms to 21 ms. Now the Experiment by gender by number interaction is 

significant, FB1B(1, 62) = 5.77, p < .05, MSE = 2303, FB2B(1, 18) = 8.56, p < .01, MSE = 633. The 37 ms gain for 

de-words is also significant in this analysis, FB1B(1, 62) = 5.71, p < .05, MSE = 1928, FB2B(1, 9) = 13.14, p 

< .01, MSE = 235. For plural-dominant items, the 88 ms gain for de-words becomes a 92 ms gain, and 

the 28 ms gain for het-words becomes a 38 ms gain. In contrast to the analyses of Experiments 2a and 
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2b, the Experiment by gender interaction is no longer significant by items, p > .2, and the Experiment 

by gender by number interaction is no longer significant by items, FB2B(1, 18) = 3.96, p = .062, MSE = 949. 

All other effects are the same as in the analysis of Experiments 2a and 2b. To summarise, introducing a 

different baseline (bare nouns instead of numerals) does not affect the overall descriptive pattern of 

data. The statistical pattern, however, changes. When considering the difference between determiner 

NPs and the numeral baseline (Exp. 2a and 2b), the critical interaction is absent for singular-dominant 

nouns and present for plural-dominant nouns. When using the bare noun baseline (Exp. 2a and 2c), the 

interaction is present for singular-dominant nouns, but for plural-dominant nouns it is only present in 

the participant analysis. However, whichever baseline is considered, singular- and plural-dominant 

nouns behave differently, and they do so in a way that is compatible with the idea of determiner 

competition being modulated by singular- versus plural-dominance. In the General Discussion, we will 

introduce an extension of the primed unitised activation hypothesis (Alario & Caramazza, 2002) that 

accounts for the pattern of results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2. 

General Discussion 

The descriptive data show a parallel pattern of modulation effects of dominance in the diminutive- and 

the plural-experiments. In base-form-dominant and singular-dominant conditions, there is a cost for 

producing the determiner when the two morphological forms (base form/ diminutive; singular/ plural) 

require different determiners and no such cost or even a gain when they require the same determiner. 

In diminutive-dominant and plural-dominant conditions, there is likewise an interaction of Experiment, 

gender, and produced form. However, this interaction is due to a gain when the two morphological 

forms converge on the same determiner.  

 The fact that the modulation effect of dominance is parallel for the two morphological domains, 

diminutives and plurals, suggests that there is one common underlying mechanism for both 

morphological domains. Recall that for diminutives, we cannot decide whether the pattern is due to 

competition between abstract gender nodes or actual determiners as determiner competition always 

goes hand in hand with gender competition. For plural utterances, by contrast, the competition must 

concern singular and plural determiners as the gender of a given noun does not change when going 
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from a singular to a plural formTP

7
PT. Thus, the most parsimonious account is to assume that the critical 

interactions reflect competition between determiners in both morphological domains.  

 With respect to the modulating effect of dominance, none of our three scenarios (uniform 

processing, independent entries, and dominance driven access) can account for the observed data 

pattern. The observed interactions show that the singular base form becomes activated even when 

diminutive-dominant or plural-dominant nouns are produced in their dominant form. This comes 

closest to uniform processing. However, this hypothesis predicts that there are always costs when 

producing the diminutive of a de-word and the plural of a het-word. Obviously, this is not the case. 

The most auspicious explanation would be that the underlying mechanism is always the same, namely 

the co-activation of the determiner of the fundamental form (for the sake of brevity, base form and 

singular will be referred to as fundamentals). However, the preference of a noun to be used as a certain 

form increases the amount of activity that this form gives to its corresponding determiner. These 

differences in activity can be responsible for the varying form of the Experiment by gender by 

produced-form interactions. This explanation is backed up by data in German obtained by Schriefers et 

al. (2002), showing that the pattern of facilitation and inhibition effects when going from singular to 

plural NPs shifts as a function of the experimental context: With an equal proportion of different 

determiners in the experiment (i.e., when there were more singular responses than plural responses), 

they found inhibition for the plurals of masculine (singular: der, plural: die) and neuter words (singular: 

das, plural: die) and no difference in naming latencies for feminine words (singular and plural: die). In 

an experimental set-up with an equal proportion of singulars and plurals (i.e., there were more 

responses requiring the determiner die than responses requiring the other two determiners), they found 

facilitation for the plurals of feminine gender words and small or no inhibition for words of masculine 

and neuter gender. Thus, while the pattern shifted by an additive factor, the interaction of produced 

form (singular vs. plural) and gender remained constant. This is also true in the present experiments. 

Although we always used an equal proportion of the determiners de and het, apparently an inherent 

                                                      

TP

7
PT For a language like Dutch, where no gender distinctions are made for determiners or inflected adjectives in the 

plural, it could even be assumed that the gender feature is neutralised in the plural. Still, our conclusions hold, 
because also in this case the pattern of results of Experiment 2 points to determiner competition and not to gender 
competition: If the gender feature is neutralised in the plural, then there will not be any gender competition – or 
just as much gender competition for het-words as for de-words, namely the competition between a specified and a 
neutralised gender feature. By contrast, on the level of actual determiners, het-words demand different 
determiners in the singular and in the plural, and this conflict is reflected in the reaction time data. 
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property of the word, namely dominance, has a similar effect as the manipulation of the relative 

proportion of singular and plural forms within an experiment. If the diminutive or plural forms, 

respectively, have a low dominance value, the descriptive pattern is similar to Schriefers et al.’s “low-

plural” proportion. If the diminutive or plural forms have a high dominance value, the pattern mirrors 

Schriefers et al.’s “high-plural” proportion. Thus, the extrinsic proportion manipulation has a similar 

effect as intrinsic dominance properties of words. A preference to produce a word in one form and not 

the other (“dominance”) is presumably learnt by linguistic exposure. Apparently, it can also – to a lesser 

extent – be learnt in the course of an experiment. This observation is bolstered up by experiments of 

Dell, Reed, Adams, and Meyer (2000), and Bock and Griffin (2000) who show that a similar learning 

mechanism is at work with phonological or syntactic regularities.  

 In the remainder of the General Discussion, we are going to formalise our conclusion that there is 

always determiner competition but that its appearance changes according to the activation patterns it 

operates on. We use the primed unitised activation account of Alario and Caramazza (2002) as point of 

departure. We will first look at diminutives and base forms and then extend the model to singular and 

plural NPs. Following Janssen and Caramazza (2003), we assume that the following features play a role 

in the selection of the correct determiner: gender of base form (with the possible values common and 

neuter gender), and morphological form (with the possible values base form and diminutive). The 

features definiteness and number also affect determiner selection. However, in the domain of base 

forms and diminutives, when participants produce definite determiner NPs in the singular, we can 

neglect these features as they do not lead to any differential predictions between the conditions 

involved. 

 How do these features become activated? A conceptual input activates corresponding lexical 

representations which will in their turn activate the corresponding determiners. We cannot, based on 

our data, make a claim about whether fundamental and alternative form are distinct but connected 

entries or shared entries. It is necessary, however, that the production of an alternative form activates 

the fundamental form. Furthermore, this activation goes all the way down to the corresponding 

determiner. As suggested by Alario and Caramazza (2002), the activation is collected in a frame. The 

specific combination of activated features determines the speed of determiner selection. 

 In our proposal, each feature activates a corresponding determiner, and the eventual combination 

of features in a frame activates its corresponding determiner. More specifically, the feature common 

gender of base form activates the determiner de, neuter gender the determiner het, and the feature 
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diminutive the determiner het. The feature base form does not activate a specific determiner because 

the determiner of a base form depends on its gender. Finally, the feature frame [common + base form] 

activates de, and the frames [common + diminutive], [neuter + base form], and [neuter + diminutive] 

activate het. 

 So far, we follow the scenario proposed by Alario and Caramazza (2002), and Janssen and 

Caramazza (2003). We will now extend this account in three steps. First, we will assume that the 

amount of activation that the feature diminutive can pass to its corresponding determiner varies as a 

function of dominance. Second, we will show how this variation affects the net activation of the target 

determiner in a specific phrase. Finally, we will show that the resulting activation difference between 

base form determiner and diminutive determiner in the different experimental conditions is highly 

correlated with the experimentally obtained latency costs and gains. Note that we do not have the 

pretence to introduce a full-blown mathematical or computational model. Rather, we translate 

assumptions about activation into numbers and look if we can thereby explain our experimental results. 

We use only two assumptions: 1) Frames contribute more to the determiner selection process than 

individual features. This assumption reflects the fact that, whereas all individual features contribute to 

the activation process, it is the frame that eventually governs determiner selection. 2) Dominance 

modulates the activation according to its strength as assessed by CELEX-proportions or individual 

ratings.  

 We start with the assumption that each individual feature receives the same amount of activation 

when triggered. We arbitrarily assign the value 1 (activation-unit) to this activation. It will be sent to 

the corresponding determiner. The frame, being the crucial factor in determiner selection, will pass on 

two activation-units to its corresponding determiner. Dominance is implemented as an additive 

modifier to the amount of activation the feature diminutive passes on to the determiner het. By default, 

the diminutive feature sends one activation-unit to the determiner het. To this activation-unit, a 

dominance dependent value, hereafter called diminutive-modifier, is added.  

 The computation of the diminutive-modifier is based on the assignment of items to the 

dominance groups as shown in Table 2.1. The range of ratings for base-form-dominant items is 1.07 to 

1.87, the range for diminutive-dominant items is 4.00 to 6.13. The scale went from 1 to 7. We used the 

median of the ratings, not the median of the scale as the point where an item is regarded as truly 

neutral. This value is 2.93 - for ease of calculation we used the value 3. The diminutive-modifier is the 

deviation from this point. Thus, for the group of base-form-dominant de-words (mean rating = 1.31), 
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the diminutive-modifier is (1.31 - 3) = -1.69. The modifier for base-form-dominant het-words is (1.32 - 

3) = -1.68. The modifier for diminutive-dominant de-words is (4.24 – 3) = 1.24. Finally, the modifier for 

diminutive-dominant het-words is (4.95 – 3) = 1.95. 

 The next step is to calculate the net activation a target determiner receives. Here, “net activation” 

signifies the sum of all activation the eventual target determiner receives minus the sum of all 

activation the competing determiner receives. For base-form-dominant de-words as base form, de 

receives 1 unit from the feature common gender, and 2 units from the frame [common gender + base 

form], that is a net activation of 3. For base-form-dominant de-words as diminutives, the target 

determiner het receives 1 – 1.69 [modifier] = -0.69 activation-units from the feature diminutive and 2 

activation-units from the frame [common gender + diminutive]. The non-target determiner de receives 

1 activation-unit from the feature common gender. The net activation for het is –0.69 + 2 – 1 = 0.31. 

We assume that the relation between the activation of the target determiner and its competitor 

provides a measure of the selection difficulties of the target determiner. Here we do this in terms of the 

net activation of the target. However, the basic idea is akin to Luce’s choice ratios, used in 

computational models of lexical access in language production (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999).  

 The target determiner in the base form phrase receives an activation of 3, and the target 

determiner in the diminutive phrase of 0.31, involving a -2.69 activation disadvantage. This 

disadvantage for diminutives relative to base forms is reflected in a naming latency cost of 56 ms in the 

experimental data pattern. The reaction time costs and gains used in the model are taken from the 

difference values of Experiment 1a and 1b.P

  

 In the same way we can calculate the activation costs or benefits for diminutives relative to base 

forms for the other three item groups: For base-form-dominant het-words a -0.68 activation 

disadvantage and a non-significant gain of 30 ms in naming latencies; for diminutive-dominant de-

words a 0.24 activation advantage and a non-significant gain of 26 ms in naming latencies; and for 

diminutive-dominant het-words a 2.95 activation advantage and a naming latency gain of 108 ms (see 

Appendix 2C for details). The correlation of these four activation (dis-)advantages for selecting the 

target determiner with the respective latency costs and gains is r = -.98, p < .05, indicating that a high 

diminutive advantage in activation (reflected in a positive value) leads to faster naming latencies for 

diminutive NPs than base form NPs (reflected in a negative naming latency difference).  

 The results of this extended primed unitised activation account reflect the experimentally 

obtained results well. Furthermore, the extrapolation of the unitised activation account shows that 
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when we use the same mechanism throughout, it surfaces differently because of differences in 

activation levels. In other words: There is always determiner competition, but it does not always show 

up as inhibition. So far, we correlated the mean activation for the four different word types with the 

mean latency cost or gain for producing a diminutive relative to its base form. If the process of 

determiner selection is modulated by means of underlying activation patterns, we should also observe a 

gradual change in naming latencies as a function of the individual diminutive dominance of a produced 

word. The more diminutive-dominant an item, the less its corresponding base form (and its determiner) 

will be activated, leading to weaker determiner competition. Computing the activation (dis-)advantage 

not for a factorial group of items, but for every single item, including the neutral fillers, and correlating 

it with the corresponding latency gain/cost, gives a correlation of r = -.62, p < .001. Our material was 

not constructed for a correlation analysis but for a factorial design: Base-form- and diminutive-

dominant items were deliberately chosen to form highly homogenous dominance groups that should be 

as distinct as possible. However, the fillers were a much less homogeneous group with respect to 

dominance, with the only restriction that they should not overlap with the dominance of the two 

groups of experimental items. Therefore, inclusion of these fillers makes dominance a more continuous 

variable with values spreading out over the whole scale, making a correlation analysis more adequate. 

This correlation analysis supports the notion of a gradual change in reaction time patterns as a function 

of the individual diminutive dominance of a produced word.  

 Next, we use our extension of primed unitised activation for singular and plural nouns. We 

proceed in a similar way as for the base form and diminutive data. A target determiner accumulates 

activation from the features gender of base form, number (note that when the number feature is 

“singular”, it does not provide information about the determiner) and the frame [number + gender of 

base form]. The number feature passes on activation to the determiner de when a word is produced as a 

plural. As before, a modifier is used to modulate the default activation value 1 of the number feature. 

The modifier was calculated based on CELEX frequency counts, not on ratings, because in Experiment 

2 we had used these frequency counts to determine dominance. However, we also had 15 native 

speakers of Dutch provide subjective ratings of singular and plural dominance of our items. These 

subjective ratings and CELEX dominance values correlate significantly (r = 0.64). The model gives 

virtually the same results for the plural modifier based on CELEX frequencies or for the plural modifier 

based on subjective dominance ratings. Here we will report values based on CELEX. Appendix 2D 

shows in detail how values were calculated. Computing the activation difference between selecting the 
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determiner for a word as a singular and as a plural and correlating the resulting activation (dis-) 

advantages with the naming latency costs or gains, gives a correlation of -.96, p < .05. We did not 

include neutral fillers in Experiment 2, therefore computation of the correlation between activation 

(dis-)advantages and naming latency costs and gains was only possible for the dichotomous dominance 

groups but not for individual items. 

 To summarise, we show that dominance has a clear effect on determiner selection in the 

production of NPs in two different morphological domains. However, it is not necessary to assume 

different mechanisms of determiner selection as a function of dominance. Rather, the empirical data 

can be explained within one theoretical framework by assuming underlying activation patterns that 

reflect the relative dominance of the different morphological forms of a noun. It is also important to 

mention that the proposed mechanism for determiner selection is independent of assumptions about 

the representation of diminutives and plurals in the mental lexicon. That is, the proposed selection 

mechanism can work in the same way independent of whether plurals and diminutives are assumed to 

have separate full representations in the mental lexicon, or whether they are derived by rule from a 

base formTP

8
PT. For both cases, the present data show that the singular base form is activated when 

producing diminutive and plural NPs. This activation goes down to the level of the associated 

determiner, even in cases where the singular base form has a very low dominance value. 

                                                      

TP

8
PT Note in this context that the neutrality of the proposed mechanism with regard to representation assumptions is 

shared by the uniform processing hypothesis, but not by the independent entries and dominance driven accounts. 
The latter two (implicitly) assume separate representations for plurals or diminutives when they are dominant. 
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Appendix 2A. Experimental items Experiment 1 

Base-form-dominant de-words:T fakkel (torch), gordel (belt), hengel (fishing rod), kano (canoe), mug (mosquito), 
pinda (peanut), schommel (swing), tractor (tractor), troon (thrown), waaier (fan)   
Base-form-dominant het-words: fornuis (cooker), geweer (rifle), gewei (antler), kanon (canon), paleis (palace), 
pincet (tweezers), pistool (pistol), skelet (skeleton), web (web), zwaard (sword)  
Diminutive-dominant de-words: boon (bean), boot (boat), kaars (candle), knoop (button), lepel (spoon), mand 
(basket), muis (mouse), twijg (branch), worst (sausage), zak (bag)  
Diminutive-dominant het-words: blad (leaf), blik (can), dorp (village), kado (present), kalf (calf), konijn (rabbit), 
kleed (rug), kuiken (chick), lam (lamb), touw (rope)  
Neutral de-words: emmer (bucket), haan (cock), laars (boot), molen (windmill), sigaar (cigar), sleutel (key), sok 
(sock), struik (bush), taart (cake), tent (tent)     
Neutral het-words: bed (bed), boek (book), bord (plate), dak (roof), eiland (island), hart (heart), huis (house), 
schaap (sheep), schilderij (painting), wiel (wheel) 

Appendix 2B. Experimental items Experiment 2 

Singular-dominant de-words: bril (glasses), broek (trousers), fles (bottle), kachel (oven), kerk (church), kroon 
(crown), molen (windmill), muts (cap), tafel (table), trui (jumper) 
Singular-dominant het-words: altaar (altar), anker (anchor), gebit (dentition), glas (glass), hart (heart), hek (fence), 
kado (present), palet (palette), pistool (pistol), slot (bolt) 
Plural-dominant de-words: banaan (banana), boom (tree), koe (cow), laars (boot), spijker (nail), tak (branch), 
tomaat (tomato), ui (onion), vinger (finger), vogel (bird) 
Plural-dominant het-words : atoom (atom), been (leg), bot (bone), ei (egg), insekt (insect), kanon (canon), oor 
(ear), schaap (sheep), varken (pig), wiel (wheel) 

Appendix 2C. Activation (dis-)advantages for Experiment 1 

The first table of Appendix 2C shows the computation of net activation-units for selecting base form and 
diminutive determiners. Sources of activation are gender (gen), form, dominance (dom), and the feature frame, 
whereby dominance modulates the form feature (indicated as [form – dom]). The second table of Appendix 2C 
shows the activation (dis-)advantage for going from a base form to a diminutive determiner and the corresponding 
naming latency cost or benefit. 
 
Net activation of target determiner (= activation target determiner minus activation competing determiner) 
 gen [form-dom] frame net 
de bf-dom as bf 1 de - 2 de 3 de 
de bf-dom as dim 1 de (1-1.69) het 2 het 0.31 het 
het bf-dom as bf 1 het - 2 het 3 het 
het bf-dom as dim 1 het (1-1.68) het 2 het 2.32 het 
de dim-dom as bf 1 de - 2 de 3 de  
de dim-dom as dim 1 de (1+1.24) het 2 het 3.24 het 
het dim-dom as bf 1 het - 2 het 3 het 
het dim-dom as dim 1 het (1+1.95) het 2 het 5.95 het 
Note. de: base form of common gender; het: base form of neuter gender; bf-dom: base-form-dominant; and dim-
dom: diminutive-dominant. 
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Activation (dis-)advantage and naming latency (RT) costs/ benefits 
 Activation (dim – bf) RT (dim – bf) 
de bf-dom -2.69 56 
het bf-dom -0.68 -30 
de dim-dom 0.24 -26 
het dim-dom 2.95 -108 
Note. de: base form of common gender; het: base form of neuter gender; bf-dom: base-form-dominant; and dim-
dom: diminutive-dominant. 

Appendix 2D. Activation (dis-)advantages for Experiment 2 

The sources that contribute to the activation of a determiner are the features gender, number, and the frame. The 
number feature only conveys determiner information for the plural, when it sends activation to the determiner de. 
This activation is 1 by default but is modified by the logarithmic dominance value. The logarithmic value was 
used for the following reason: Dominance was assessed by dividing an item’s frequency as a singular by its 
frequency as a plural. Thus, singular-dominant nouns can have values from 1 to infinity, whereas plural-dominant 
noun have values between 0 and 1. Therefore we could not utilise the absolute values. The logarithmic 
dominance value is subtracted from 1 because, due to how it was computed, it is positive for singular-dominant 
nouns and negative for plural-dominant nouns. The first table of Appendix 2D shows the dominance values and 
their logarithmic values. The second table of Appendix 2D shows how the net activation for singular and plural 
determiners is computed. Sources of activation (net) are gender (gen), number (num), dominance (dom), and the 
feature frame, whereby dominance modulates the number feature. The third table of Appendix 2D shows the 
activation (dis-)advantage for going from a singular to a plural determiner and the corresponding naming latency 
cost or benefit.                 
 Dominance value Logarithmic dominance value 
de sg-dom 11.42 1.06 
het sg-dom 12.73 1.1 
de pl-dom 0.55 -0.26 
het pl-dom 0.57 -0.24 
Note. de: common gender; het: neuter gender; sg-dom: singular-dominant; and pl-dom: plural-dominant. 
 
Net activation of target determiner (= activation target determiner minus activation competing determiner) 
 gen [num dom] frame net 
de sg-dom as sg 1 de - 2 de 3 de 
de sg-dom as pl 1 de [1-1.06] de 2 de 2.94 de 
het sg-dom as sg 1 het - 2 het 3 het 
het sg-dom as pl 1 het [1-1.1] de 2 de 0.9 de 
de pl-dom as sg 1 de - 2 de 3 de 
de pl-dom as pl 1 de [1+0.26] de 2 de 4.26 de 
het pl-dom as sg 1 het - 2 het 3 het 
het pl-dom as pl 1 het [1+0.24] de 2 de 2.24 de 
Note. de = common gender, het = neuter gender. sg-dom = singular-dominant, pl-dom = plural-dominant. 
 
Activation (dis-)advantage and naming latency (RT) costs/ benefits 
Condition Activation (plur-sing) RT (plur-sing) 
de sg-dom -0.06 -24 
het sg-dom -2.1 18 
de pl-dom 1.26 -88 
het pl-dom -0.76 -28 
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CHAPTER 3 

Syntactic and Strategic Forces in Picture NamingTP

1
PT 

Abstract 

One of the core issues in research on the processing of grammatical gender in language production is 

whether it is represented as an abstract node or whether it is an inherent property of the noun. 

Interpretation of the relevant data is often complicated by the fact that they could theoretically 

concern either gender competition or determiner competition. In the present study, participants named 

pictures in pre-defined sets, using gender-marked demonstrative determiners. We independently varied 

the number of determiners and the number of gender classes in a given set. There were clear effects of 

the number of determiners (response set size). Evidence for effects of gender was less conclusive. Time 

course analyses revealed that a potential effect of gender is very subtle and highly susceptible to the 

development of strategies that participants develop in the course of the experiment. 

                                                      

TP

1
PT This chapter is identical to Perdijk, K., Spalek, K., & Schriefers, H. (submitted). Syntactic and strategic forces in 

picture naming: Retrieval of grammatical gender in blocked priming experiments. The research reported here was 
done as part of the masters thesis of Kors Perdijk, with Katharina Spalek as the main supervisor. 
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Introduction 

In the last decade, a lot of research in language production has been concerned with the representation 

and processing of grammatical gender (see for a review Schriefers & Jescheniak, 1999). From this line of 

research, different theoretical positions have emerged. According to one position, the grammatical 

gender of a noun is represented at the so-called lemma level. At this level, all nouns of the same gender 

class are assumed to be connected to a common abstract gender node. Selection of a target gender node 

is assumed to be a competitive process; the target gender node is selected when its activation exceeds 

the activation of the other gender nodes (representing the other gender classes of the respective 

language) by a certain amount. Only after the correct gender node is selected, processing proceeds by 

activation of the corresponding gender-marked element, for example, a gender-marked determiner (e.g., 

Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Schriefers, 1993). Put differently, retrieval of grammatical gender follows 

similar principles as retrieval of a lemma. According to this position, it should be possible to facilitate 

retrieval of the target gender by gender priming and to inhibit retrieval of the target gender by adding 

activation to a non-target gender node during the retrieval of the target gender node.  

 A different position assumes that the selection of the target gender only depends on the absolute 

activation of the target gender. Costa and Caramazza (submitted) have recently suggested that the 

proposal put forward by Levelt (2001) implies this view. Also according to this position, it should be 

possible to facilitate gender retrieval by gender priming. However, the activation of a non-target gender 

node should be irrelevant for the speed of retrieving the target gender node as the relative activation of 

target and non-target gender node should not matter for selection. The activation of a non-target 

gender node should only matter when it reaches its selection threshold before the target gender node 

reaches its threshold, and this should surface as a gender error (e.g., selection of an incorrect gender-

marked determiner).  

 Finally, it has been proposed that gender retrieval is a non-competitive process (Caramazza, 

Miozzo, Costa, Schiller, & Alario, 2001). According to this position, a lexically represented grammatical 

property like gender becomes available automatically when the corresponding noun is selected; 

grammatical properties like grammatical gender come, so to speak, for free with the selection of the 

lexical entry they are associated with. This implies that gender retrieval as such can neither be 

facilitated nor inhibited. However, competition can still occur between different gender-marked 

elements like definite determiners. Such determiner competition should occur whenever two different 
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determiners (or other gender-marked elements) become activated, irrespective of whether these 

gender-marked elements belong to the same gender class or to different gender classes. 

 In the following, we will review the experimental work on gender retrieval in language 

production, focussing on the question of whether these studies allow to distinguish between these 

different views. In one of the first experimental studies on gender processing in language production, 

Schriefers (1993) used a variant of the picture word interference paradigm. Native speakers of Dutch 

were instructed to name coloured line drawings of simple objects with noun phrases (NPs) consisting of 

a gender-marked determiner (de for common gender, het for neuter gender), a colour adjective, and a 

noun. In the critical conditions, participants in addition saw to-be-ignored distractor words. These 

distractors either had the same gender or a different gender from the to-be-produced target noun. The 

results showed a gender congruency effect; naming latencies were longer in the presence of a distractor 

with a different gender (gender-incongruent condition) than in the presence of a distractor of the same 

gender (gender-congruent condition). The gender congruency effect has been replicated a number of 

times (see La Heij, Mak, Sander, Willeboordse, 1998; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003; van Berkum, 1997, 

for Dutch; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003, Schriefers & Teruel 2000, for German; Costa, Kovacic, 

Fedorenko, & Caramazza, 2003, for Croatian). However, the effect could not be replicated in Romance 

languages (e.g., Alario & Caramazza, 2002, for French; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1999, for Italian; see also 

Caramazza et al., 2001, for an overview of research in Romance languages). 

 Schriefers (1993) interpreted the gender congruency effect as a result of a competitive process 

selecting the abstract gender node of the to-be-produced target noun. In the gender-incongruent 

condition, distractor and target activate different gender nodes while in the gender-congruent 

condition activation from target and distractor converges on the same gender node. As selection of the 

abstract gender node is assumed to be a competitive process, gender selection in the gender-

incongruent condition will take longer than selection in the gender-congruent condition.  

 However, an alternative interpretation of the gender congruency effect would locate the 

competition at the level of actual determiners (see also Miozzo & Caramazza, 1999). According to this 

alternative interpretation, the gender information about the target and the distractor becomes activated 

automatically, and each in turn activates its corresponding definite determiner. The two definite 

determiners will then compete for selection. Thus, the gender congruency effect does not allow to 

decide between competition between abstract gender information and competition between actual 

determiners. This is due to the fact that in these experiments, potential competition between abstract 
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gender nodes always necessarily implies competition between actual determiners. 

 Miozzo and Caramazza (1999) did not only propose this alternative explanation but also 

presented evidence in favour of competition between actual determiners. In Italian, the language tested 

by Miozzo and Caramazza, the definite determiner for feminine nouns is la while for masculine nouns 

there are two different determines, il and lo. The determiner lo is used for masculine nouns starting 

with a vowel, an affricate, |s + consonant|, |gn| or |z| (e.g., lo sgabello – the stool), while for all other 

masculine nouns the determiner is il. However, if a word like sgabello is preceded by, for example, the 

adjective grande (big), the correct definite determiner is il. Put differently, the choice of the correct 

masculine determiner depends on the phonology of the word following the determiner, and thus 

abstract gender information is not sufficient for selecting the correct determiner. In a picture naming 

experiment, Miozzo and Caramazza showed that the production of a NP like il grande sgabello (theBmas.B 

big stool) takes longer than the production of a NP like lo sgabello (theBmas.B stool) while no such 

difference was obtained for NPs like il treno (theBmas.B train) and il grande treno (theBmas.B big train). In the 

case of il grande sgabello we are dealing with a potential competition between two different determiner 

forms belonging to the same grammatical gender. Therefore, the observed pattern of results cannot be 

due to competition between abstract gender information but must instead be due to competition 

between concrete determiners.  

 It has to be noted, however, that in this experiment, there is no source for any gender 

competition as the two competing definite determiners belong to the same gender. Put differently, 

while in the experiments on the gender congruency effect, potential gender competition always goes 

together with potential determiner competition, in the experiment by Miozzo and Caramazza (1999), 

we are dealing with a situation of determiner competition in the absence of gender competition. 

Therefore, the finding of determiner competition in this situation cannot exclude that there is gender 

competition in the case of the activation of conflicting gender information.  

 This latter observation also holds for a number of other studies demonstrating determiner 

competition (Janssen & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers et al., 2002; 2005; Spalek & Schriefers, 2005). These 

experiments make use of the fact that in languages like Dutch and German, there are different singular 

definite determiners for the different gender classes while in the plural, all gender classes require the 

same determiner. This plural determiner is identical to one of the singular determiners (the singular 

determiner for common gender in Dutch, and the singular determiner for feminine gender in German). 

These studies showed that in producing a plural NP, the corresponding singular determiner appears to 
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be co-activated which results in determiner competition in those gender classes in which the singular 

and plural determiner are different. However, as was the case in Miozzo and Caramazza’s (1999) 

experiment, here we are again dealing with a situation in which determiner competition is observed in 

the absence of any potential gender competition; after all, the singular and the plural form of a noun 

have the same abstract gender feature. Related competition effects for other gender-marked elements 

have also been observed in other languages like French (Alario & Caramazza, 2002). 

 To summarise, the evidence discussed thus far does not allow to decide whether the selection of 

the grammatical gender of a noun in language production is a competitive process at a level of an 

abstract gender representation, or whether gender information becomes available automatically with 

competition being restricted to the level of actual gender-marked elements like definite determiners. 

The reason lies in the fact that these studies either confound gender competition with determiner 

competition, that is, whenever gender competition is potentially present, then determiner competition 

is also present, or they test for determiner competition in the absence of gender competition. This 

problem can be avoided in a scenario in which the experimental manipulations induce the presence 

versus absence of potential gender competition while there is no potential determiner competition. 

Alternatively, one could look at a scenario in which again the experimental manipulations induce the 

presence and the absence of potential gender competition, but where at the same time potential 

determiner competition is present in both cases. The former approach has been taken by Schiller and 

Caramazza (2003) while in the present paper we will take the latter approach.  

 Schiller and Caramazza (2003) reported a series of picture word interference experiments in 

German and Dutch, using the same task as Schriefers (1993). For the production of singular NPs 

consisting of a gender-marked determiner, an adjective, and a noun the authors replicated the gender 

congruency effect discussed above. However, for corresponding plural NPs, no gender congruency 

effect was obtained. Schiller and Caramazza argue that competition between abstract gender features 

should affect singular and plural NPs in the same way. By contrast, competition between actual 

determiners should affect singular NPs, but not plural NPs. This is the case because in Dutch and 

German there is only one plural determiner for all gender classes. Thus, as the gender congruency 

effect was only obtained for singular NPs, Schiller and Caramazza conclude that competition among 

different determiners is the source of the gender congruency effect rather than competition among 

abstract grammatical features. It should be noted, however, that this interpretation might be 

complicated by the more recent finding that in the production of plural NPs, the corresponding 
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singular determiners appear to become co-activated (e.g., Janssen & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers et al., 

2002; 2005; Spalek & Schriefers, 2005) which makes an interpretation of the absence of a gender 

congruency effect less straightforward.  

 In the present paper, we take a somewhat different look at this problem using a scenario in which 

the experimental manipulations induce the presence or the absence of potential gender competition, 

but where at the same time potential determiner competition is present in both cases. In this scenario, 

potential determiner competition contributes equally to the critical conditions, while gender 

competition is present in one condition and absent in the other condition. In the present experiments, 

we use a gender priming procedure rather than a picture word paradigm. Gender priming experiments 

using a prime-target procedure have provided fairly mixed and inconsistent results (e.g., Jescheniak & 

Levelt, 1994; Jescheniak & Schriefers, 1999; van Berkum, 1997). Therefore, we used a blocked priming 

procedure which appears to produce more robust results (see Costa & Caramazza, submitted; Vigliocco, 

Lauer, Damian, & Levelt, 2002).  

 In our blocked priming procedure, participants named pictured objects with NPs consisting of a 

gender-marked element and a noun. A note on terminology seems to be in place early on – from here 

onwards, we will refer to the blocked occurrence of experimental stimuli as a “set”, reserving the term 

“block” for larger experimental units used in the counterbalancing procedure (see Methods). In gender 

homogeneous sets, all object names presented in a set have the same gender while in gender 

heterogeneous sets, the object names have differing gender. Each experimental set is preceded by an 

induction set during which the gender homogeneity or heterogeneity is (implicitly or explicitly) 

signalled to the participants (for details on different induction techniques see below). The gender-

marked elements used throughout all experiments were Dutch demonstrative determiners. In Dutch, 

selection of demonstrative determiners is determined by two factors, proximity of the object, and 

grammatical gender. A near object is referred to either with dit (this, neuter gender) or deze (this, 

common gender). A far object is referred to with dat (that, neuter gender) or die (that, common gender).  

 We used this latter property of Dutch demonstratives to construct sets in which either all 

utterances required exclusively the demonstratives for near (or for far) objects, referred to as fixed sets 

hereafter, or sets in which half of the utterances required the demonstrative for far objects and the 

other half for near objects, referred to as mixed sets hereafter.  

 In the two critical conditions, the experimental sets were either gender homogeneous and mixed, 

or gender heterogeneous and mixed. The latter condition was constructed in such a way that within a 
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corresponding set only two different demonstratives, a near demonstrative from one gender class and a 

far demonstrative from the other gender class, were present. Thus, in these two conditions either all 

utterances require retrieval of the same gender (GenHom) or a choice between the two gender classes 

on each trial (GenHet), while a choice between two different demonstratives has to be made in both 

conditions (see Table 3.1).  

 

Table 3.1 
Assignment of determiners to stimulus type per condition 
Condition  Version near far 
GenHom-DistMix-2 1 deze (common) die (common) 
 2 dit (neuter) dat (neuter) 
GenHet-DistMix-2 1 deze (common) dat (neuter) 
 2 dit (neuter) die (common) 
GenHet-DistFix-2 1 deze & dit - 
 2 - die & dat 
GenHet-DistMix-4  deze & dit die & dat 
 

 These two conditions will be referred to as GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-2, hereafter, 

with Gen indicating the gender homogeneity or heterogeneity of a set, Dist indicating whether all 

objects of a set are presented near (or far) (DistFix), or whether near and far objects vary from trial to 

trial (DistMix), and the number indicating the number of different demonstratives that have to be used 

in a set. Any advantage of the GenHom-DistMix-2 condition over the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition 

must be attributed to priming of abstract gender in the former condition and cannot be due to 

competition between actual demonstratives as this competition is present in both conditions. 

 The comparison of these two conditions is very similar to a related experiment by Vigliocco et al. 

(2002). In Vigliocco et al.’s experiment, native speakers of Dutch produced gender-marked adjective 

NPs. In Dutch adjective NPs, the form of the adjective depends upon the gender of the noun. The 

adjectives in the study of Vigliocco et al. were groot (bigBneu.B), grote (bigBcom.B), klein (smallBneu.B), and kleine 

(smallBcom.B). English nouns, either presented in big font or in small font, were used as stimuli. The 

participants translated the English word into Dutch, and produced it with the adjective for big if the 

word was presented in big font, or the adjective for small if it was presented in small font. Words were 

presented in sets. These sets were either gender homogeneous (only nouns of one gender class) or 

gender heterogeneous (nouns of both gender classes). Naming latencies in gender homogeneous sets 

were 16 ms faster than in gender heterogeneous sets. Vigliocco et al. interpreted this effect as a priming 

effect caused by residual activation of the gender node at the lemma level in gender homogeneous sets. 
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 However, in contrast to the critical comparison between GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-

DistMix-2 which implies a comparison between sets in which always only two gender-marked 

elements are represented in a set, the critical comparison in Vigliocco et al.’s (2002) study is between 

sets in which there are two gender-marked elements in a set (the gender homogeneous sets) and sets in 

which there are four different gender-marked elements (the gender heterogeneous sets). The former 

type of sets corresponds to our GenHom-DistMix-2 condition. In order to have a direct comparison to 

the Vigliocco et al. study, we also included gender heterogeneous sets in which all four demonstratives 

had to be used (hereafter referred to as GenHet-DistMix-4) which mimics the gender heterogeneous 

condition of Vigliocco et al. This will allow us to check whether we can replicate the results of 

Vigliocco et al. with our gender-marked elements (demonstratives). Furthermore, it allows to check 

whether the results obtained by Vigliocco et al. could be explained by the fact that their gender 

homogeneous blocks comprised a smaller set of gender-marked elements (namely two) than their 

gender heterogeneous blocks (namely four), and can thus not by definition be explained as genuine 

priming of an abstract gender feature. The latter possibility has recently been proposed by Costa and 

Caramazza (submitted). 

 To summarise, the following comparisons are the critical ones for our experiments. The 

comparison of GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-2 should provide evidence on potential 

gender priming in a situation in which there is always competition between two demonstratives. The 

comparison of GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-4 allows us to check whether we can replicate 

previous results of Vigliocco et al. (2002). The comparison of GenHet-DistMix-2 with GenHet-DistMix-

4 will allow us to see whether the number of demonstratives in a set (i.e., the response set size) plays a 

role when all other factors are kept equal. Finally, the comparison of GenHet-DistFix-2 and GenHet-

DistMix-2 allows to test for an effect of stimulus type. With stimulus type we refer to the fact that in 

the latter condition, identifying a stimulus as near or far is theoretically sufficient for determining the 

correct demonstrative while this is not the case in the former condition.   

 In the following we will report three experiments using these conditions. The first two 

experiments use a procedure for inducing gender priming in a blocked priming procedure that is 

somewhat different from the one used by Vigliocco et al. (2002) (for details see below). These two 

experiments differ only in the number of trials in each set, with Experiment 2 having four times as 

many trials per set as Experiment 1. The number of trials in Experiment 2 was increased in order to 

have more statistical power to observe potential effects. Finally, Experiment 3 was a replication of 
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Experiment 2, but now we use an induction procedure which is very similar to the one used by 

Vigliocco et al. 

Experiment 1 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-five native speakers of Dutch participated in the experiment. Nine participants were excluded 

because of error rates higher than 10%. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and 

were students or PhD students of the University of Nijmegen. Participants were paid 3 € or received 

course credit.  

Materials and design 

Sixteen line drawings of common objects were used as experimental stimuli. These pictures represented 

two exemplars from eight different semantic categories: body parts, furniture, vehicles, buildings, 

clothing, animals, reading materials, and weapons (see Appendix 3A). Within each category, one 

picture name was a noun of common gender and the other picture name was a noun of neuter gender. 

 From each of the sixteen pictures two versions were derived, a near and a far version. The near 

version was presented in the centre of a computer screen on a 400 x 400 pixel white presentation field. 

The far version was presented in the right upper corner of a 400 x 400 pixel white presentation field. 

The size of the pictures in the far version was scaled down proportionally by 55% in relation to the 

pictures in the near version. All pictures were presented black on white. 

 The resulting 32 pictures were combined into 16 sets of four pictures, with four sets for each of 

the four experimental conditions. All sets were semantically heterogeneous. All nouns within one 

experimental set had different phonological onsets to prevent phonological priming effectsTP

2
PT. 

 In the experiment, each set of four pictures was preceded by an induction set. The participants 

were presented with the same stimuli they were going to encounter in the following experimental set 

(including the near/ far manipulation), though in a different presentation order. These pictures were 

named with the appropriate noun preceded by the definite determiner (de for common gender objects, 

and het for neuter gender objects). The induction phase thus informed participants whether the 

                                                      

TTTP

2
PTT Due to a mistake during the construction of the materials, in half of the experimental lists, one experimental set 

of the GenHet-DistMix-4 condition contained two items with the same phonological onset, krant (newspaper) 
and kasteel (castle).T 
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following experimental set was gender homogeneous or gender heterogeneous. Even though it was not 

stated explicitly, participants could also infer which demonstratives they had to use in the upcoming 

experimental set, because the presentation of pictures as near and far was the same as in the actual 

experimental sets. Participants were not explicitly informed that the assignment of picture size and 

noun was the same in the induction set and in the experimental set, the instruction merely said “The 

same pictures will appear in both sets”. 

 Sixteen experimental lists were constructed in such a way that every item occurred equally often 

with every possible demonstrative in each of the four experimental conditions. Within an experimental 

list each picture had to be produced equally often with its near demonstrative and its far demonstrative, 

and occurred once on each of the four possible positions within a set. 

 There were four types of lists derived from two base-versions which only differed with respect to 

the two possible demonstratives (far or near) with which an object had to be named in a certain 

condition (see Table 3.1). Presentation order of the items within the experimental sets of the three 

conditions with a response set size of 2 was controlled by using four presentation orders (ABAB, BABA, 

BAAB, and ABBA, with A and B referring to the two demonstratives used in a given set). The four 

orders were used equally often in the three experimental conditions with response set size 2.  

 To control for the presentation sequence of the experimental conditions, four sets, one from each 

experimental condition, were combined in an experimental block. The sequence of sets from the four 

conditions was varied within each block, and over the four blocks the position of sets from the four 

experimental conditions was completely counterbalanced according to a Latin Square. Finally, the 

presentation sequence of the experimental blocks was also varied between lists according to a Latin 

Square, resulting in 16 experimental lists. Participants were presented with two of the 16 lists, 

containing 64 trials each. These two lists always were derived from the two different base list types.  

Apparatus and procedure 

The participants were tested individually in a session lasting approximately 30 minutes. The 

participants were seated in a dimly lit room separated from the experimenter by a partition wall. The 

experiment and online collection of the data were controlled by an Intel Pentium 166 MHz computer. 

 The visual stimuli were presented on a 17” SVGA monitor at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. 

Viewing distance was about 80 cm. Naming latencies were measured to the closest millisecond with a 

voice key connected to the computer. 

 The experiment consisted of three parts: the instruction phase, the practice phase, and the main 
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experiment. In the instruction phase, the participants received a written instruction booklet with an 

explanation of both the induction procedure and the experimental procedure. The pictures and their 

names were also included in the booklet.  

 In the practice phase, the participants were familiarised with the experimental procedure. A 

practice set, consisting of four induction sets and four corresponding experimental sets, was used for 

this purpose. In the practice phase, each of the four experimental conditions occurred once. None of the 

pictures of the practice phase occurred in the main experiment.  

 The main experiment consisted of induction sets and experimental sets. An experimental set was 

always preceded by an induction set. Both sets contained the same pictures. Each set was preceded by 

an instruction on the screen, which informed the participants whether they had to name the pictures 

with definite determiners (induction trials), or with demonstratives (experimental trials).  Pressing a 

button on the button box removed the instruction, and started the presentation of a set. In both 

induction and experimental trials a fixation cross was presented in the centre of the screen for 800 ms. 

After a blank of 200 ms a picture was shown for 1500 ms. The participant’s naming latencies were 

measured from picture onset.  

Results and Discussion 

Trials on which participants produced incorrect or self-corrected utterances were excluded from 

analysis. Trials on which the voice key was not triggered by speech onset were also excluded. 

Furthermore, all reaction times exceeding 2,000 ms were excluded from analysis. The total of data 

points excluded was 6%. Data points deviating more than two standard deviations from both a 

participant's and an item's mean were regarded as outliers and therefore also excluded from analysis 

(another 2.2%). The condition means, standard error of the mean, and error rates of the four 

experimental conditions are summarised in Table 3.2.  

 

Table 3.2 
Mean reaction times (ms), standard errors, and error rates (%) in Experiment 1 per condition 
Condition Mean (ms) SE Error Rate (%) 
GenHom-DistMix-2 826 21.04 2.7 
GenHet-DistMix-2 839 20.49 2.3 
GenHet-DistFix-2 862 18.41 3.1 
GenHet-DistMix-4 865 15.71 5.3 
Note. The reported error rates are based on the real naming errors, technical errors were excluded. GenHom, 
GenHet = Gender Homogeneous, Gender Heterogeneous; DistFix, DistMix = Distance Fixed, Distance Mixed; 2, 4 
= response set size of 2 or 4. 
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 The naming latencies were analysed in analyses of variance with condition as a four-level factor 

(GenHom-DistMix-2, GenHet-DistMix-2, GenHet-DistFix-2, and GenHet-DistMix-4). The differences 

between the specific levels of the factor condition were analysed using planned comparisons.  

 The main effect of condition was significant, FB1B(3, 45) = 4.37, p < .01, MSE = 1316; FB2B(3, 93) = 4.13, 

p < .01, MSE = 2946. The 13 ms difference between GenHom-DistMix-2 (mean = 826 ms) and GenHet-

DistMix-2 (mean = 839 ms) was not reliable, FB1B(1, 15) = 1.07, p = .32, MSE = 2822; FB2B(1, 31) = 1.23, p 

= .28, MSE = 3835. Note that this is the critical comparison for a genuine gender priming effect, as the 

conditions are identical on all aspects except for the homogeneity/ heterogeneity of grammatical gender. 

 The critical comparison for a response set size effect concerns the conditions GenHet-DistMix-2 

(mean = 839 ms) and GenHet-DistMix-4 (mean = 865 ms). These two conditions are identical on all 

aspects except response set size. The 26 ms difference was significant in the item analysis, FB2B(1, 31) = 

5.07, p < .05, MSE = 4725, but only showed a trend towards significance in the participant analysis, FB1B(1, 

15) = 3.35, p = .087, MSE = 3190.  

 The critical comparison for a stimulus type effect was between GenHet-DistFix-2 (mean = 862 ms) 

and GenHet-DistMix-2 (mean = 839 ms). In the latter case, identifying a stimulus as near or far is 

theoretically sufficient for determining the correct demonstrative while this is not so in the former 

condition. The 23 ms difference was significant in the participant analysis, FB1B(1, 15) = 4.83, p < .05, MSE 

= 1751, but only showed a trend towards significance in the item analysis, FB2B(1, 31) = 3.21, p = .08, MSE 

= 6610.  

 Finally, the naming latencies were significantly faster for GenHom-DistMix-2 (mean = 826 ms) 

than for GenHet-DistMix-4 (mean = 865 ms), FB1B(1, 15) = 10.25, p < .01, MSE = 2443; FB2B(1, 31) = 10.40, p 

< .01, MSE = 4799, replicating the comparison in Vigliocco et al. (2002). Error analyses did not show 

any statistically reliable effects. 

 Summarising, the comparison for a gender priming effect (GenHom-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-

DistMix-2) does not show a significant difference. There is some indication for an additional effect of 

response set size (GenHet-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-4) and of stimulus type (GenHet-DistFix-2 vs. 

GenHet-DistMix-2). However, both comparisons reach significance in only the item analysis or only 

the participant analysis, respectively. This might be due to a lack of statistical power. In Experiment 2, 

we therefore increased the number of experimental trials per set from 4 to 16. Finally, the present 

results clearly replicate the result obtained by Vigliocco et al. (2002).  
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Experiment 2 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-eight native speakers of Dutch participated in the experiment. Four of them were excluded 

because of error rates higher than 10%. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

Participants were paid 4 € or received course credit for participation. All participants were students or 

PhD students of the University of Nijmegen.  

Materials 

The same materials were used as in Experiment 1. Every item occurred four times within one set 

instead of just once, increasing the size of a set to 16. Within a set a pseudo-random order was used, 

with the restriction that repetition of a specific item had to be separated by at least two intervening 

trials. Only eight experimental lists were used instead of 16. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1. The procedure was only altered in one aspect: Every 

participant was presented with one experimental list of one base-version instead of two. The induction 

phase was the same as in Experiment 1, that is, four objects were presented in the same near or far 

version in which they would occur in the experimental set. 

Results 

Using the same error criteria as in Experiment 1, 4.8 % of the data was excluded. Another 2.3 % of the 

data points were regarded as outliers. The remaining naming latencies were analysed in the same way 

as in Experiment 1. The condition means, standard error of the mean, and error rates are reported in 

Table 3.3.  

 

Table 3.3 
Mean reaction times (ms), standard errors, and error rates (%) in Experiment 2 per condition 
Condition Mean (ms) SE Error Rate (%) 
GenHom-DistMix-2 713 14.22 2.4 
GenHet-DistMix-2 724 14.94 2.3 
GenHet-DistFix-2 739 15.11 2.1 
GenHet-DistMix-4 753 14.31 3.5 
Note. The reported error rates are based on the real naming errors, technical errors were excluded. GenHom, 
GenHet = Gender Homogeneous, Gender Heterogeneous; DistFix, DistMix = Distance Fixed, Distance Mixed; 2, 4 
= response set size of 2 or 4. 
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 As in Experiment 1, there was a main effect of condition, FB1B(3, 69) = 12.05, p < .001, MSE = 597; 

FB2B(3, 93) = 11.17, p < .001, MSE = 867. The comparison for gender priming did not show a reliable 

difference (GenHom-DistMix-2: mean = 713 ms; GenHet-DistMix-2: mean = 724 ms); FB1B(1, 23) = 2.25, p 

= .147, MSE = 1222; FB2B(1, 31) = 3.43, p = .073, MSE =1285. The critical comparison for a response set 

size effect (GenHet-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-4) was reliable for both participant, FB1B(1, 23) = 

19.25, p < .001, MSE = 1028, and item analysis, FB2B(1, 31) = 11.71 , p < .01, MSE = 2162. The critical 

comparison for a potential effect of stimulus type (GenHet-DistFix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-2) was 

significant, FB1B(1, 23) = 8.64, p < .01, MSE = 671; FB2B(1, 31) = 6.73, p < .05, MSE = 1127. The naming 

latencies in GenHom-DistMix-2 (mean = 713 ms) were significantly faster than in GenHet-DistMix-4 

(mean = 753 ms), FB1B(1, 23) = 19.22, p < .001, MSE =1940; FB2B(1, 31) = 25.73, p < .001, MSE = 1977, again 

replicating the results by Vigliocco et al. (2002). Error analyses did not show any reliable effects. 

Discussion 

Again, descriptively, there seems to be a tendency towards a difference between the GenHom-DistMix-

2 condition and the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition. The lack of a significant difference between these 

two conditions could be due to stimulus response mapping. In GenHom-DistMix-2, a large picture is 

always associated with deze [dit], and a small picture with die [dat]TP

3
PT. In GenHet-DistMix-2, a large 

picture is always associated with deze [dit], and a small picture with dat [die]. By contrast, in GenHet-

DistFix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-4, a given picture size leaves two response alternatives. If participants 

are able to learn the 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping in the GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-

DistMix-2 conditions in the course of the experiment, they do not need to retrieve the grammatical 

gender of the noun to choose the correct demonstrative. Rather, participants could bypass gender 

retrieval because identifying the stimulus type will give them sufficient information. 

 The gender comparison contains both conditions that allow the learning of a 1-to-1 stimulus 

response mapping. Effective learning of this 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping for both conditions may 

create such a great advantage that this eliminates a potential effect of gender homogeneity. This 

hypothesis can be investigated by looking at the time-course data of the corresponding effects over the 

experiment. For these purposes we divided the experimental lists of Experiment 2 into four quarters.  

 
 

                                                      

TP

3
PT The demonstratives written in square brackets refer to the experimental sets from the same experimental 

condition with reversed gender assignment (see Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.4 
Effect development in Experiment 2 
Condition 1P

st
P quarter 2P

nd
P quarter 3P

rd
P quarter 4P

th
P quarter 

GenHom-DistMix-2 713 715 711 704 
GenHet-DistMix-2 752 724 706 723 
GenHet-DistFix-2 747 743 745 719 
GenHet-DistMix-4 765 749 750 744 
 

 The lists were designed in such a way that, over participants, each item contributes equally often 

to each condition for each quarter. Table 3.4 shows the size of the critical effects in each quarter. Both 

the stimulus type comparison (GenHet-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistFix-2) and the response set size 

comparison (GenHet-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-4) contrast one condition that allows the 

development of a 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping and one condition that does not allow a 1-to-1 

stimulus response mapping. If the 1-to-1 mapping between stimulus and response is implicitly learnt, 

then the 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping condition should develop an advantage over the 1-to-2 

stimulus response mapping condition over the course of the experiment. For the stimulus type 

comparison, indeed an advantage for GenHet-DistMix-2 (i.e., the condition which allows 1-to-1 

stimulus response mapping) over GenHet-DistFix-2 (1-to-2 stimulus response mapping) develops and 

becomes significant in the third quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 5.5, p < .05, MSE = 6710, FB2B(1, 15) = 6.47, p < .05, 

MSE = 2719. In the last quarter, however, the effect has gone. A parallel pattern occurs in the response 

set size comparison. An advantage for GenHet-DistMix-2 (1-to-1 stimulus response mapping) over 

GenHet-DistMix-4 (1-to-2 stimulus response mapping) develops that is significant in the third quarter, 

FB1B(1, 23) = 14.89, p < .001, MSE = 3178, FB2B(1, 15) = 6.01, p < .05, MSE = 5497, and diminishes again after 

that. These results suggest that learning a 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping is an important co-

determinant of the pattern of results reflected in the overall mean latencies for the whole experiment, 

though we do not have an obvious explanation for the fact that the effect disappears again in the last 

quarter of the experiment. 

 In the gender comparison both conditions allow a 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping. Here we see 

a significant 39 ms advantage for the GenHom-DistMix-2 condition over the GenHet-DistMix-2 

condition in the first quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 7.72, p < .01, MSE = 4614, FB2B(1, 15) = 18.69, p < .001, MSE = 

1279. However, there are no more statistically significant differences in the following three quarters. 

This suggests that there is an initial advantage for producing NPs of the same gender. However, in both 

conditions a stimulus response mapping strategy appears to develop over the course of the experiment 
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that allows bypassing retrieval of the lexical-syntactic gender property in the later parts of the 

experiment. Or put differently, there appears to be a genuine gender priming effect in the first quarter 

of the experiment, but this effect is wiped out in the later parts of the experiment due to learning of 

specific stimulus response mappings.  

 If we finally look at the comparison of GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-4, we see that 

there seems to be a strong advantage of GenHom-DistMix-2 over the GenHet-DistMix-4 condition all 

the way through. The difference is significant in the first quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 15.91, p < .001, MSE = 

4074, FB2B(1, 15) = 14.33, p < .01, MSE = 2815, marginally significant in the second quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 

4.14, p = .054, MSE = 6575, FB2B(1, 15) = 3.07, p = .1, MSE = 6148, and significant again in the third 

quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 9.84, p < .01, MSE = 3816, FB2B(1, 15) = 6.38, p < .05, MSE = 4139, and significant by 

participants and marginally significant by items the fourth quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 14.09, p < .001, MSE = 

2697, FB2B(1, 15) = 4.35, p = .055, MSE = 5319.  

 The stability of this effect over the course of the experiment is presumably due to the fact that in 

this comparison all relevant influences identified above work in favour of this difference: The 

GenHom-DistMix-2 condition is gender homogeneous, allows 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping, and 

has a response set size of 2. By contrast, the GenHet-DistMix-4 condition is gender heterogeneous, has 

a 1-to-2 stimulus response mapping, and a response set size of 4.  

 Finally, the more fine-grained time-course analysis of the critical comparisons suggests that 

response set size and stimulus type can be reduced to one common underlying factor: stimulus response 

mapping. From this perspective, all the obtained effects could be explained by two forces: gender 

priming, present in the beginning of the experiment, and the learning of stimulus response mappings 

(where possible) over the course of the experiment. The development of the different effects over time 

implies that there might be a genuine gender priming effect. But this effect is very subtle and easily 

overwritten by strategic effects developing over the course of the experiment. 

 However, having identified the role of the development of stimulus response mapping strategies 

in this type of experiment, one could go so far as to raise the objection that even the significant 

difference between GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-2 in the first quarter does not necessarily 

reflect a genuine gender priming effect. To get an idea of this possibility, it is useful to have a closer 

look at the induction technique used in Experiments 1 and 2. In the induction sets, the pictures were 

shown in the size in which they would appear in the following test set, and participants had to name 

them with a gender-marked definite determiner and the corresponding noun. Thus, the induction was 
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rather explicit with respect to the gender homogeneity or gender heterogeneity. The gender 

homogeneous condition (i.e., GenHom-DistMix-2) thus necessarily reduces the set of possible 

demonstratives in the test set to two, and thus allows for a 1-to-1 mapping between stimulus size and to 

be used demonstrative. In the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition, by contrast, reducing the set of possible 

demonstratives to two requires that, during the induction set, participants become aware of the fact 

that objects of one gender class are always presented in one size and objects of the other gender class 

are always presented in the other size. If they do not become aware of this fact, the set of relevant 

demonstratives in the test set of the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition would actually not be two but rather 

four. Given this scenario, the ‘2’ in the condition name is something of a misnomer, because the 

response set size as perceived by the participant would be 4. One could further hypothesise that 

participants only become aware of the true situation in the course of the experiment. If this is the case, 

then the seeming gender priming effect in the first quarter of Experiment 2 would actually be a hidden 

effect of response set size, with two determiners in the response set for GenHom-DistMix-2 and four 

determiners in the response set for GenHet-DistMix-2. This hidden effect vanishes in the course of the 

experiment when participants learn to establish a 1-to-1 mapping and thus reduce the response set size 

also for the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition. Actually, the fact that the disappearance of the effect is 

primarily due to a reduction of the reaction times in the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition over the four 

quarters (with rather consistent reaction times in the GenHom-DistMix-2 condition) appears to provide 

further support for this possibility. 

 In Experiment 3, we will address this possibility by changing the induction procedure in the 

following way: During an induction set, participants receive the four names of the objects of the test set 

as written words (without their definite determiners) and they are asked to read these object names 

silently. This way of induction does not introduce gender homogeneity or heterogeneity of the 

upcoming test set explicitly, but it was possible for a participant to make the inference based on the 

object names. However, participants have no chance to reduce the set of relevant determiners from 4 to 

2 in the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition as object size does not play a role in the induction set. If, with 

this induction, we still receive the same pattern of results for the gender priming comparison 

(GenHom-DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-2) this would strongly suggest that what looks like a genuine 

gender priming effect in the first quarter of Experiment 2 actually is a hidden effect of stimulus 

response mapping. Furthermore, participants might learn in the course of the experiment to use the 

first couple of trials in the test sets of the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition to infer the possibility of a 1-to-
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1 mapping in this test set, and thus the effect should become smaller or disappear over the course of the 

experiment. By contrast, if participants had successfully reduced the response set size in Experiment 2, 

but are no longer able to do so in Experiment 3, we should see a much larger difference between 

GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-2 in the first quarter of Experiment 3 than in the first 

quarter of Experiment 2.  

 Another prediction is important here: If participants cannot successfully reduce the response set 

size in the first quarter of Experiment 2, then the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition and the GenHet-

DistMix-4 condition should behave in the same way. They do not differ statistically, the 13 ms 

difference is not significant. This prediction is now put to a more severe test – in Experiment 3, we will 

make it impossible for participants to reduce the response set size, thus, GenHet-DistMix-2 and 

GenHet-DistMix-4 should behave in the same way, again. 

Experiment 3 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-seven native speakers of Dutch participated in the experiment. Three of them were excluded 

because of error rates higher than 10%. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

Participants were paid 3 € or received course credit for participation. All participants were students or 

PhD students of the University of Nijmegen.  

Materials 

The same materials were used as in Experiments 1 and 2. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 2. The procedure was altered in one important aspect. 

During the induction phase the four nouns which would occur in the upcoming set were presented 

together on the computer screen in their written form. The induction phase did no longer involve 

naming the pictures that were used in the upcoming experimental set. This implies that gender 

homogeneity versus heterogeneity was only implicitly signalled to the participants. Furthermore, as the 

stimuli were not presented as small or large pictures during the induction phase, it was not possible to 

derive the stimulus response mapping of the upcoming experimental set for the GenHet-DistMix-2 

condition. This way of induction is very similar to the way Vigliocco et al. (2002) induced the 
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upcoming nouns.       

Results 

Using the same error criteria as in Experiment 1, 3.2 % of the data was excluded. Another 2.2 % of the 

data points were regarded as outliers. The remaining naming latencies were analysed in the same way 

as in Experiment 1 and 2. The condition means, standard error of the mean, and error rates are reported 

in Table 3.5.  

 

Table 3.5 
Mean reaction times (ms), standard errors, and error rates (%) in Experiment 3 per condition 
Condition Mean (ms) SE Error Rate (%) 
GenHom-DistMix-2 688 14.61 2.1 
GenHet-DistMix-2 701 13.24 2.3 
GenHet-DistFix-2 695 14.31 1.2 
GenHet-DistMix-4 726 14.18 2.5 
Note. The reported error rates are based on the real naming errors, technical errors were excluded. GenHom, 
GenHet = Gender Homogeneous, Gender Heterogeneous; DistFix, DistMix = Distance Fixed, Distance Mixed; 2, 4 
= response set size of 2 or 4. 
 

 There was a main effect of condition, FB1B(3, 69) = 19.81, p < .001, MSE = 335; FB2B(3, 93) = 8.81, p 

< .001, MSE = 1077. The critical comparison for gender priming showed a reliable difference between 

GenHom-DistMix-2 (mean = 688 ms) and GenHet-DistMix-2 (mean = 701 ms), FB1B(1, 23) = 9.97, p < .01, 

MSE = 437 for participants. However, as in the two previous experiments, the analysis for items did not 

show an effect, FB2B(1, 31) = 2.29, p = .14, MSE = 2644.  

 The critical comparison for a response set size effect between GenHet-DistMix-2 (mean = 701 ms) 

and GenHet-DistMix-4 (mean = 726 ms) was reliable for both participant, FB1B(1, 23) = 21.74, p < .001, 

MSE = 683, and item analysis, FB2B(1, 31) = 9.26, p < .01, MSE = 2410. The critical comparison for a 

potential effect of stimulus type was the comparison of GenHet-DistFix-2 (mean = 695 ms) and 

GenHet-DistMix-2 (mean = 701). This 6 ms difference was statistically not reliable. The naming 

latencies in GenHom-DistMix-2 (mean = 688 ms) were significantly faster than in GenHet-DistMix-4 

(mean = 726 ms), FB1B(1, 23) = 53.93, p < .001, MSE = 654; FB2B(1, 31) = 28.64, p < .001, MSE = 1804. This 

gives us a third replication of the results by Vigliocco et al. (2002). This indicates that this effect is very 

robust and relatively insensitive to procedural changes. Error analyses did not show any reliable effects.   

 Again the development of the effects was analysed in quarters. Table 3.6 demonstrates the effect 

development. For the stimulus type comparison, there is an initial disadvantage for GenHet-DistMix-2 
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of 35 ms, which is significant, FB1B(1, 23) = 6.74, p < .05, MSE = 2105; FB2B(1, 15) = 8.93, p < .01, MSE = 1021. 

The disadvantage decreases to 17 ms and is no longer significant in the second quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 1.6, p 

= .22, MSE = 2290; FB2B(1, 15) = 1.92, p = .19, MSE = 1269. In the third quarter, GenHet-DistMix-2 has 

developed a significant advantage of 21 ms, FB1B(1, 23) = 5, p < .05, MSE = 1081; FB2B(1, 15) = 9.2, p < .01, 

MSE = 483. In the last quarter, the difference between the conditions is not significant, Fs < 1. 

 

Table 3.6 
Effect development in Experiment 3 
Condition 1P

st
P quarter 2P

nd
P quarter 3P

rd
P quarter 4P

th
P quarter 

GenHom-DistMix-2 708 689 687 668 
GenHet-DistMix-2 744 705 670 687 
GenHet-DistFix-2 709 688 691 693 
GenHet-DistMix-4 742 722 716 721 
 

 The pattern is similar in the response set size comparison. The two conditions do not differ 

statistically (2 ms) in the first quarter, Fs < 1. Then an advantage develops for GenHet-DistMix-2, 

which is not yet significant in the second quarter, FB1B(1, 23)  = 1.61, p = .22, MSE = 2076; FB2B(1, 15) = 1.87, 

p = .19, MSE = 830. It is significant in the third quarter, FB1B(1, 23)  = 32.81, p < .001, MSE = 785; FB2B(1, 15) 

= 25.14, p < .001, MSE = 755, and in the fourth quarter, FB1B(1, 23) = 5.22, p < .05, MSE = 2655; FB2B(1, 15) = 

9.18, p < .01, MSE = 1073. 

 In the gender comparison, we find a facilitatory effect of gender congruency in the first quarter, 

FB1B(1, 23) = 5.56, p < .05, MSE = 2818; FB2B(1, 15) = 7.39, p < .05, MSE = 1591. The effect decreases and is 

no longer significant in the second quarter, FB1B(1, 23)  = 2.16, p = .16, MSE = 1469; FB2B(1, 15) = 2.89, p 

= .11, MSE = 1011. In the third quarter we observe the opposite, a disadvantage of gender congruency, 

which is significant by participants, FB1B(1, 23) = 4.69, p < .05, MSE = 795, and marginally significant by 

items, FB2B(1, 15) = 4.27, p = .056, MSE = 714. In the last quarter, there is again a facilitation for congruent 

gender, but this is not significant, FB1B(1, 23) = 2.72, p = .11, MSE = 1553; FB2B(1, 15) = 3.22, p = .093, MSE = 

1041. 

 In the comparison of GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHom-DistMix-4, there is a facilitation for 

GenHom-DistMix-2 compared to GenHet-DistMix-4 in all quarters: First quarter: FB1B(1, 23) = 5.07, p 

< .05, MSE = 2837; FB2B(1, 15)  = 6.97, p < .05, MSE = 1571; second quarter: FB1B(1, 23) = 10.03, p < .01, MSE 

= 1297; FB2B(1, 15)  = 17.2, p < .001, MSE = 508; third quarter: FB1B(1, 23) = 14.48, p < .001, MSE = 683; FB2B(1, 

15) = 14.35, p < .01, MSE = 474, and fourth quarter: FB1B(1, 23) = 16.42, p < .001, MSE = 2035; FB2B(1, 15)  = 
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14.82, p < .01, MSE = 1666. 

Discussion 

Summarising Experiment 3 we have seen that using a less explicit induction procedure still leads to 

what looks like a gender priming effect in the first quarter of the experiment. Because in Experiment 3 

it was logically impossible for participants to reduce the set of relevant demonstratives from 4 to 2 

during the induction set of the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition, this strongly suggests that also the 

corresponding effect in Experiment 2 is not due to genuine gender priming. Rather, it appears that also 

in Experiment 2, participants were not able to use the induction for GenHet-DistMix-2 effectively, at 

least not in the first quarter. This view receives further support from the fact that the size of the 

corresponding effect in the first quarter was numerically almost identical for Experiments 2 and 3 (39 

ms and 36 ms, respectively). 

 With respect to the relation between GenHet-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-4, our prediction 

that these conditions should behave the same in the first quarter when participants cannot reduce the 

response set size based on information from the induction phase, has been fulfilled. The reaction times 

for the two conditions do not differ statistically, and even descriptively they only differ by 2 ms.  

 There are also two important differences with the previous experiments. First, the overall 

comparison of stimulus type was not reliable anymore. In the first quarter there even was a 

disadvantage instead of an advantage for the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition in comparison with the 

GenHet-DistFix-2 condition. This is probably due to the new induction method. Because the induction 

was less explicit, at first the participants may prefer a fixed stimulus type. As the stimulus response 

mapping is gradually learned the GenHet-DistMix-2 condition is becoming faster and therefore the 

initial disadvantage disappears. 

 Second, the participants seem to learn a possible 1-to-1 stimulus response mapping more slowly, 

that is, later in the experiment and/ or later within a given test set. This might explain why the 

difference between GenHom-DistMix-2 (which still allows for a 1-to-1 mapping on the basis of the 

induction set) and GenHet-DistMix-2 is now significant by participants in the overall analysis.  
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General Discussion 

The initial question had been whether we could find evidence for gender priming. We compared 

naming latencies for sets of NPs that were either gender homogeneous or gender heterogeneous while 

attempting to hold the number of determiners in a set constant. A second question had come up in the 

course of the study – do participants develop mapping strategies in the course of an experiment and if 

so, how do these strategies interact with a potential gender priming effect? In the following we will 

first summarise the evidence concerning potential gender priming, then summarise the evidence for 

mapping strategies and finally discuss the one in the light of the other.  

Gender Priming?       

There was no significant effect of gender homogeneity (i.e., the comparison between GenHom-

DistMix-2 vs. GenHet-DistMix-2) in Experiment 1, but only a descriptive advantage of 17 ms for the 

gender homogeneous condition. In Experiment 2, there was an 11 ms advantage for the gender 

homogeneous condition, which, again, was not even close to significance. However, in the quarter 

analysis, there was a significant advantage of 39 ms for the gender homogeneous condition in the first 

quarter. This advantage faded out in the subsequent quarters. Finally, in Experiment 3, there was an 

overall advantage for GenHom-DistMix-2 of 14 ms that was significant by participants but not by items. 

Again, there was a significant effect of gender homogeneity in the first quarter of the experiment, but 

not in later quarters. However, the fact that this effect was found for Experiments 2 and 3 suggests that 

it is not a genuine gender priming effect, but that it is also reducible to a hidden response set size effect.  

Mapping and Strategies 

The blocked priming paradigm appears to be very susceptible to the development of strategies. The 

outcome of Experiments 2 and 3 confirms this claim. In the course of the experiment, the conditions 

that allow a 1-to-1 mapping of stimulus type to target determiner (GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-

DistMix-2) develop an advantage over the ones that do not (GenHet-DistFix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-4).  

 Figure 3.1 shows the development of effects for the critical comparisons over the course of 

Experiments 2 and 3. The general trend is highly parallel for Experiments 2 and 3, demonstrating that 

mapping can be learned, even if the induction is less explicit. However, the different amount of 

information that can be extracted from the induction set does affect the data pattern. While the effect 

of stimulus type and the effect of response set size are significant in the third quarter in both 
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experiments, the effects develop from different starting points, as discussed in more detail in the 

discussion of the respective experiments. It looks as if the information given in the induction of 

Experiment 2 is sufficient to employ stimulus response mapping strategies from the first quarter 

onwards – even though the advantage increases with practice. By contrast, in Experiment 3, the 

mapping advantages are not yet present in the very first quarter. Instead, participants need extra 

experience in order to employ mapping successfully. Presumably, the later onset of stimulus response 

mapping is the reason why the overall effect of stimulus type is significant in Experiment 2, but not in 

Experiment 3.    
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Figure 3.1. Development of effects in Experiments 2 and 3. Gender = GenHom-DistMix-2 – GenHet-DistMix-2, 
Stimulus Type = GenHet-DistMix2 – GenHet-DistFix-2, Response Set Size = GenHet-DistMix-2 – GenHet-
DistMix-4, Gender and Response Set Size = GenHom-DistMix-2 – GenHet-DistMix-4.  
 

Gender Priming versus Mapping 

Rather than unquestionably proving or disproving the existence of gender priming with constant 

determiner competition, our experiments have provided a very different insight: If participants can 

bypass gender access by using stimulus response mappings wherever possible, they will. Non-lexical 

sources that help develop strategies influence a participant’s performance more strongly than lexical 

sources such as gender homogeneity.  
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 Methodologically, the strength and the weakness of blocked priming paradigms are closely 

related issues. Blocked priming invites the use of strategies, and, even worse, it invites the development 

of strategies. Therefore, overall effects gained from blocked priming should never be regarded as stable 

over time unless they have proven to be so. On the other hand, by means of suitable control conditions 

and time course analyses, blocked priming also provides a way of estimating the relative contribution of 

(normally undesirable) strategic effects.  

 Because learned strategies are the leading force in later parts of the experiments, an effect of a 

lexical property such as gender should be visible early in the experiments. This is the case as shown in 

the time course analysis. Still, even this early effect of gender homogeneity is open to discussion and 

could also be seen as an effect of stimulus response mapping and might thus be a response set size effect 

in disguise. A closer look at the data reveals the following: As we have said before, the difference 

between GenHom-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix-2 is the same in the first quarter in Experiment 2 

and 3. Because in Experiment 3, participants simply could not reduce the response set based on the 

induction phase, the parallel results suggest that they did not do it in Experiment 2, either. This is 

further corroborated by the finding that in both experiments, initially the conditions GenHet-DistMix-

2 and GenHet-DistMix-4 did not differ, implying that GenHet-DistMix-2 initially has a “virtual” 

response set size of four in the participant’s perception. However, descriptively, there is a difference 

between GenHet-DistMix-2 and GenHet-DistMix4 in the first quarter of Experiment 2, suggesting that 

participants start to disambiguate response set size 2 from response set size 4, albeit not yet successfully. 

And yet there is a difference between the gender homogeneous and the gender heterogeneous 

condition. Therefore, there is at least a theoretical possibility that gender homogeneity also somewhat 

contributes, if only a little, to the observed effects.    

 There are three important conclusions. First, speakers bypass gender access if they can do so. This 

and other aspects of the present results also cast doubt on the interpretation of the gender 

homogeneity/ heterogeneity effect reported by Vigliocco et al. (2002) as a genuine priming effect of an 

abstract gender node. Second, we did not obtain clear evidence for gender priming, only some very 

subtle suggestions about a possible contribution of pure gender to the observed effects. Third, the 

present data show that the size of the effect of competition between different gender-marked elements 

is larger when there are more different gender-marked elements as candidates for eventual selection. 

Until now, the studies about determiner competition have looked at cases with only one active 

determiner compared to two active determiners. In the present study, the number of competing 
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determiners depends on how we look at the design. In terms of number of determiners in the response 

set, the comparison is between two and four. Looking at it in terms of stimulus response mapping, that 

is, in terms of how many possible determiners there are for a certain stimulus type in a given set, the 

comparison is between one and two. Whatever the conclusion, it converges with the claim that 

determiners compete. Concerning this aspect, the present data rather converge with the position by 

Schiller and Caramazza (2003) that competition between actual gender-marked elements is more 

important than competition between abstract gender nodes. 
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Appendix 3A. Stimulus material (English translation in parentheses) 

 Gender 
 Neuter Common 
Semantic Category   
Furniture 
Body parts 
Weapons 
Animals 
Clothes 
Vehicles 
Buildings 
Reading materials 

  bed (bed) 
  oor (ear) 
  geweer (rifle) 
  varken (pig) 
  hemd (shirt) 
  vliegtuig (plane) 
  kasteel (castle) 
  boek (book) 

  tafel (table) 
  neus (nose) 
  pijl (arrow) 
  leeuw (lion) 
  jurk (dress) 
  fiets (bike) 
  kerk (church) 
  krant (newspaper) 
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CHAPTER 4 

Priming of Grammatical Gender within and between Semantic 

CategoriesTP

1
PT 

Abstract 

The present study is based upon findings from speech errors (Vigliocco, Vinson, Indefrey, Levelt, & 

Hellwig, 2004) showing that semantic substitution errors tend to preserve grammatical gender if the 

target utterance requires the production of a gender-marked element. This gender preservation effect 

can be taken as evidence that syntactic frames feed back activation to all nouns matching the gender 

marking of the syntactic frame. In the present experiments, this proposal is tested in primed picture 

naming. The experiments systematically vary whether prime and target belong to the same semantic 

category or to different semantic categories, and whether they belong to the same gender class or 

different gender classes. The results show that a picture is named faster after a picture of the same 

gender than after a picture of a different gender, but only if they belong to the same semantic category. 

Furthermore, this effect is only present if prime and target utterance use different gender-marked 

determiners, like a gender-marked adjective inflection on the prime and a gender-marked determiner 

on the target. If they are both named with definite determiners, repetition of the same determiner 

causes an inhibitory effect. No effect of gender class is found in bare noun naming. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

TP

1
PT This chapter is identical to Spalek, K., & Schriefers, H. (submitted). Priming of grammatical gender within and 

between semantic categories in language production. 
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Introduction 

Theories of language production have to say something about the retrieval and storage of lexical-

syntactic properties. Lexical-syntactic properties are fixed properties of a word that are needed to guide 

agreement processes within an utterance. Grammatical gender is a prime example. For example, Dutch 

speakers have to know that pig belongs to the class of so-called neuter gender nouns and cow to the 

class of so-called common gender nouns, in order to correctly produce a sentence like Het varken en de 

koe staan op de wei  (theBneu.B pig and theBcom.B cow are on the pasture).  

 There are two main methods for investigating gender processing in language production – gender 

in-/congruency in picture word interference studies (e.g., Alario & Caramazza, 2002; Costa, Kovacic, 

Fedorenko, & Caramazza, 2003; La Heij, Mak, Sander, & Willeboordse, 1998; Miozzo & Caramazza, 

1999; Schiller & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers, 1993; Schriefers & Teruel, 2000) and gender priming 

paradigms (e.g., van Berkum, 1997; Vigliocco, Lauer, Damian, & Levelt, 2002). In the present paper we 

will explore the effects of gender priming during the selection of gender-marked elements. We are 

especially interested in a potential interaction between grammatical gender and semantic category.  

 The point of departure for our study is the observation of gender preservation in semantic 

substitution errors (Marx, 1999; Vigliocco, Vinson, Indefrey, Levelt, & Hellwig, 2004). Semantic 

substitution errors are thought to reflect competition between several highly activated candidates in 

the lexicon where a competitor erroneously receives more activation than the target word and thus 

ends up being produced. Marx (1999) analysed speech error data from a German corpus and observed 

that there is a noticeable tendency in semantic substitution errors (e.g., saying table instead of chair) to 

preserve grammatical gender. That is, the intended target noun and the semantically related noun that 

is actually produced are very frequently from the same gender class. However, as she points out herself, 

based on her data, it is not possible to decide whether there is a semantic bias in the categories such 

that the strongest semantic competitor for a given target word belongs to the same gender class more 

often than would be expected by chance, or whether there is a genuine interaction between gender and 

semantics in the process of lexical access. 

 Vigliocco et al. (2004) provided experimental evidence on gender preservation in semantic 

substitution errors. In a speeded picture naming experiment in German, participants had to name 

pictures with bare nouns (Exp. 1), definite determiner noun phrases (NPs) (Exp. 2) and indefinite 

determiner NPs (Exp. 3). Pictures were always presented in semantically homogeneous blocks. Due to 
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the high presentation speed, semantic substitution errors were elicited on some trials. Using logistic 

regression analyses, Vigliocco et al. showed that grammatical gender was no predictor for substitution 

errors in bare noun production (Exp. 1) but it was a significant predictor in NP production (Exp. 2 and 

3). The absence of a gender preservation effect in bare noun naming shows that it is not explainable as a 

consequence of gender distribution in a semantic category with the strongest semantic competitors 

having the same gender as the intended target. If this were the case, the gender preservation effect 

should also have been obtained for bare noun naming.  

 One possible account of the gender preservation effect discussed by Vigliocco et al. (2004) 

assumes a feedback mechanism between the generation of a syntactic frame and access to the noun 

lemma. According to this account, during the production of a NP with a gender-marked determiner, all 

active lemmas send activation to a syntactic frame that is specified for gender. This frame sends 

feedback to nouns that are suitable for this frame. Within an experimental trial, the target noun is 

assumed to be the most highly activated node (at least in case of an error free utterance). Close semantic 

competitors of the target noun will also receive some activation. This activation of semantic 

competitors will be independent of whether they have the same gender as the target noun or a different 

gender. Each activated noun will send activation to a syntactic frame of its corresponding gender. 

Because the target noun is most highly activated, the syntactic frame corresponding to its gender will 

receive more activation than the syntactic frame corresponding to a semantic competitor of different 

gender. In the next step, feedback will be given from the syntactic frames to nouns of the 

corresponding gender, and therefore a semantic competitor of the same gender as the target will receive 

more additional activation than a semantic competitor of a different gender. As a consequence, it is 

more likely that a gender-congruent competitor substitutes the target than that a gender-incongruent 

competitor does. Figure 4.1 shows an adaptation of the account of Vigliocco et al. to Dutch, the 

language used in the present experiments. 

 In further analyses, the authors used one peculiarity of the German determiner system. There are 

three distinct forms for definite singular determiners, derBmas.B, dieBfem.B, and dasBneu.B, but only two forms for 

indefinite singular determiners, because the forms for masculine and neuter coincide, that is, einBmas./ neu.B 

and eineBfem.B. When only the results for masculine and neuter target nouns were analysed, gender was 

still a significant predictor in Experiment 2 (where masculine and neuter gender require different 

(definite) determiners), but not in Experiment 3 (where masculine and neuter gender have the same 

(indefinite) determiner). Based on the null-result for indefinite determiner NPs, Vigliocco et al. (2004) 
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conclude that the syntactic preservation effect is not due to an abstract syntactic frame, but rather to its 

realisation at the form level. 

 
Figure 4.1. Adaptation from Vigliocco et al. (2004) to Dutch. Paard = horse, varken = pig, koe = cow, het = theBneu.B, 
de = theBcom.B. Paard is the intended target, varken and koe are close semantic competitors to the target. 
  

 Vigliocco et al. (2004) used the assumption of feedback from syntactic frames to lemmas to 

account for the gender preservation effect in semantic noun substitutions. However, if this account is 

correct, it should also have measurable effects on the speed with which a noun lemma can be selected. 

We test this prediction in a primed picture naming experiment in which we manipulate two factors. 

First, prime and target either have the same gender or different gender. Second, prime and target 

belong to the same semantic category or they belong to different semantic categories. In the following 

we will use the terms prime and target, but there were no designated prime-target pairs in the 

experiments. Rather, participants named a series of pictures one after the other, and in this list, 

transitions between consecutive pictures were introduced such that they established the four 

conditions resulting from the crossing of the two factors mentioned above.  

 The central assumption in this experimental procedure is that on a prime trial on which, for 

example, a NP with a gender-marked determiner is produced, the activated frame will feed back 

activation to nouns fitting this frame with respect to their grammatical gender. The effect of this 

potential feedback should then become visible in the speed with which the noun for the NP on the 

target trial can be produced. There are two possibilities concerning the nature of this gender-to-lemma 

feedback. An activated gender node could either feed back to all nouns of the same gender or just to the 

subset of nouns that are semantically related to the target. We do not know of any evidence from 

language production that would lead us to prefer the one or the other prediction. However, when we 
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extrapolate findings from gender priming in language comprehension to language production, it 

appears that the latter prediction should be preferred. So, for example, Tanenhaus, Dell, and Carlson 

(1987) have argued that preactivation of large zones of the mental lexicon by gender priming (e.g., a 

definite determiner of masculine gender activating all nouns of masculine gender) should be 

presumably inefficient. The set of preactivated elements would be so large that preactivation of this 

whole set would not lead to efficient discrimination between candidate words and non-candidate 

words (see also Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez, & Pizzamiglio, 1996; and Schriefers, Friederici, & Rose, 

1998).  

 In order to derive more detailed predictions for our experimental procedure, we adopt the 

following assumptions from Vigliocco et al. (2004): 1.) A semantically related noun is a strong 

competitor of a to-be-produced noun. 2.) In NP production, a syntactic frame is activated that feeds 

activation back to nouns belonging to the same gender. Therefore, a semantically related noun of the 

same gender class becomes an even stronger competitor for the target noun. 3.) This is only the case if 

the NP is gender marked on the surface.  

 Consider the production of the NP het paard (theBneu.B horse), being primed with a) het varken 

(pigBneu.B), b) de koe (cowBcom.B), c) het zwaard (swordBneu.B), and d) de pijl (arrowBcom.B). If the prime phrase is 

het varken, it will activate the semantically related nouns koe, schaap (sheepBneu.B), and paard, and it will 

activate the syntactic frame for neuter gender. This frame then feeds back to varken, but also to schaap 

and paard. Therefore, when het paard is the target in the following trial, it will have a double advantage. 

First, paard  has been semantically primed, and second, paard is more highly activated than competitors 

of common gender (see Figure 4.2a). If the prime phrase is de koe (see Figure 4.2b), again semantic 

competitors like paard, varken, and geit (goatBcom.B) will become somewhat activated. But koe then 

activates the syntactic frame for common gender. This will feed back to nouns like geit, that is, 

common gender animal names, but not to paard. Thus, in the target trial, paard will have less 

preactivation than in case a). Therefore, naming latencies for targets after same-gender primes should 

be faster than after different-gender primes.    

 What happens when prime and target come from different semantic categories? This is not easily 

tested with speech errors as noun substitution errors are usually semantically or phonologically related. 

However, for our priming procedure, we can derive testable predictions. Here, it becomes crucial 

whether the syntactic frame that is activated on the prime trial feeds activation back to all nouns of this 

gender class, or whether this feedback only concerns those nouns that are semantic competitors on the 
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prime trial. In the former case, we should see an advantage for same gender targets over different 

gender targets just as in the condition where prime and target come from the same semantic category. 

In the latter case, by contrast, we should see no difference between same gender and different gender 

targets, leading to an interaction of the factors semantic category (prime and target belong to the same 

category or to different semantic categories) and gender (prime and target have the same gender or 

different gender). In Figure 4.2, we leave both options open. Potential feedback from the syntactic 

frame to nouns belonging to a different semantic category as the prime is indicated by a broken arrow 

with a question mark. 

           a.                                    b.  

           c.                                  d.   

Figure 4.2. Activation spreading during the prime trial. Primes are indicated by being circled, and targets are 
indicated with T_. 4.2a) Prime and target belong to the same semantic category and the same gender class. 4.2b) 
Prime and target belong to the same semantic category and different gender classes. 4.2c) Prime and target belong 
to different semantic categories and the same gender class. 4.2d) Prime and target belong to different semantic 
categories and different gender classes. For expository reasons, the figure only present the noun to be used as 
prime, the noun to be used as target, and two semantic competitors of the prime, one of the same gender and one 
of different gender. 
 

 Up until now, these predictions are an extrapolation from the account of lemma mis-selection by 

Vigliocco et al. (2004). In a one-trial error substitution, the relative activation of the syntactic frame has 

only one consequence – the amount of feedback it sends to lemmas of the same gender, increasing their 

likelihood to appear in a substitution error. This is different in a prime-target production task. Recent 

activation of a syntactic frame could potentially facilitate re-selection of this same frame in a 

subsequent trial, independent of any gender-to-lemma feedback. If this were the case, we would expect 

an additional main effect of syntactic frae priming. This effect should add on to the pattern predicted 
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above and be the same for primes and targets from the same semantic category and from different 

semantic categories.     

 The theoretical scenario sketched here should only hold when the produced utterances actually 

contain gender-marked elements. Therefore, like Vigliocco et al. (2004), we first carried out an 

experiment with bare noun naming. The method used is continuous picture naming. Participants see 

pictures of nouns and have to name them. Unbeknownst to them, prime-target pairs are embedded 

between filler items. The lag between prime and target is always zero, that is, the target follows directly 

after the prime. Prime and target can belong to the same semantic category or to different semantic 

categories and they can belong to the same gender class or to different gender classes. The predictions 

of our extrapolation of the account of Vigliocco et al. concern a potential main effect of gender class 

and a potential interaction between gender class and semantic category, but they do not say anything 

about a potential main effect of semantic category. We will refrain from any interpretation of a 

potential main effect of semantic category, because evidence on semantic priming in picture naming is 

rather inconsistent. For example, facilitation effects have been found (Lupker, 1988) as well as 

inhibition (Wheeldon & Monsell, 1994). The size and direction of the effects depends on SOA as well as 

on the precise nature of the relationship between prime and target (Alario, Segui, & Ferrand, 2000; La 

Heij, Dirkx, & Kramer, 1990). Finally, semantic similarity often is confounded with other variables like 

visual similarity (Vitkovitch, Humphreys, & Lloyd-Jones, 1993), which is, of course, problematic in 

picture naming experiments. 

 Given the results obtained by Vigliocco et al. (2004), and the theoretical account discussed above, 

we do not expect an effect of gender or an interaction of gender and semantic category membership for 

bare noun naming (Exp. 1). In Experiment 2, participants named the same pictures in the same order as 

in Experiment 1, but this time with definite determiner NPs. This corresponds to Vigliocco et al.’s 

Experiment 2, and this is also the scenario we have developed in detail above. To recapitulate, we 

expect an effect of gender for semantically related prime-target pairs, such that the production of a 

target after a prime of the same gender is faster than after a prime of different gender. It is an open 

question whether we should also expect an effect of gender for unrelated prime-target pairs. Finally, in 

Experiment 3, participants again named the targets with definite determiner NPs, but primes were 

presented in colours and had to be named with the (non-gender marked) indefinite determiner, a 

(gender-inflected) colour adjective and the noun, for example een rood varken (a redBneu.B pig). The 

reason for conducting Experiment 3 will be introduced in the discussion of the results of Experiment 2.  
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Experiment 1 

Method 

Participants  

Fifty-three students or PhD-students of the University of Nijmegen participated in Experiment 1. 

Forty-one participants were women, twelve were men. They were between 19 and 31 years old, with a 

mean age of 22. All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Four participants were excluded 

from further analyses because their error rates were higher than 20%, one participant was excluded 

because of a failure of the voice key.  

Materials  

One hundred and twenty-five different black on white line drawings of common objects and animals 

were used in the experiment. In order to ensure that effects can be generalised across different prime-

target pairs, we constructed two sets of materials with half of the participants receiving the materials 

from set 1 and the other half the materials from set 2. Within each set, 16 pictures were used as targets, 

16 were used as primes, and 64 pictures were used as fillers to create sufficiently long lags between two 

prime-target pairs. The total of the items does not add up to 192 (two sets x (16 primes + 16 targets + 64 

fillers)), because fillers of set 1 were in some cases used as primes or targets in set 2 and vice versa. Per 

material set, prime and target pictures were taken from eight different semantic categories. Filler 

pictures were taken from other semantic categories. For each of the semantic categories, we had chosen 

four pictures. Two of them had de-words as picture names and two of them had het-words as picture 

names. Appendix 4A lists the semantic categories per set with the corresponding experimental items.  

Design 

Two factors were completely crossed – gender match between prime and target (same vs. different), 

hereafter referred to as gender match, and semantic category (same vs. different). For the same 

semantic category condition, the prime for a given target was necessarily the picture from the same 

category with either the same or different gender. For each of the two gender conditions in the 

different semantic category condition, however, there were theoretically seven possible primes (from 

the seven other, i.e., unrelated categories) for a given target. Primes were assigned to targets following 

the scheme given in Appendix 4B.  

 There were two master lists per material set that were constructed such that of the four items 

within a semantic category, one de-word and one het-word were used as primes, and one de-word and 
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one het-word as targets. Each master list comprised four blocks. Within a block, there were 16 targets, 

four in each of the four priming conditions. Sixty-four filler items were used per block. Over the four 

blocks, every target occurred in each of the four conditions. From each of these master lists, four 

experimental lists were derived by determining the order of blocks according to a Latin square. The 

resulting number of lists was sixteen (2 material sets x 2 master lists x 4 experimental lists). Equal 

numbers of participants were tested on each list. However, each participant on a given list received a 

different randomisation of trials within a block. In these randomisations, two subsequent prime-target 

pairs were separated by three to five fillers. Every block started with three to five fillers as a warming-

up. Filler items were not semantically related to any of the eight item categories. Subsequent trials were 

not phonologically related.  

Procedure  

Participants were tested individually in a session lasting about 45 minutes. The participants were 

separated from the experimenter by a partition wall. The experiment consisted of three parts, a 

familiarisation with the material, the picture naming study, and questionnaires with regard to specific 

stimulus properties.  

 In the familiarisation phase, all pictures were shown to the participants and they had to name 

them with the appropriate name. This phase was intended to maximise picture-name agreement. 

Furthermore, we wanted participants to implicitly understand that there were semantic relationships 

between some of the items. Therefore, all pictures (experimental items and fillers) were presented in a 

predefined order such that they appeared in meaningful groups of items. No explicit instructions were 

given as to the existence of such groups. The experimenter controlled presentation speed. If the 

participant responded with a name that was different from the name intended by the experimenter, the 

experimenter corrected him or her. 

 In the main experiment, participants were instructed to name the pictures with the names they 

had learnt in the familiarisation phase. Accuracy and speed were emphasised. A trial started with a 

fixation cross that was presented in the centre of the screen for 800 ms. Then the picture was presented 

for 1000 ms. The voice key remained active from picture onset until 1800 ms after picture onset. A trial 

lasted 3000 ms. After each block, there was a pause. The participant could continue with the following 

block by pressing a button on the button box.  

 After the main experiment, two questionnaires were handed to the participant. In the first one, 

all target words were presented alongside their respective related and unrelated primes. Participants 
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were asked to report how closely related these pairs of words were on a 7-point scale (1 not related, 7 

closely related). In the second questionnaire, participants were shown the target and prime picture and 

they reported how visually similar they experienced these pairs of pictures on a 7-point scale (1 not 

similar, 7 very similar).  

Apparatus  

The experiment was controlled by the NESU software developed at the Max Planck Institute of 

Psycholinguistics. The visual stimuli were presented centred on a 17” SVGA monitor at a resolution of 

640 by 480 pixels. Viewing distance was about 80 cm. The presentation of the stimuli and the online 

collection of data were controlled by an Intel Pentium 166 MHz computer. Speech-onset latencies were 

measured to the closest millisecond with a voice key connected to the computer.  

Results and Discussion 

Only the voice onset latencies of target words were analysed. Reactions were excluded from further 

analyses when participants hesitated, corrected themselves, used a wrong word or did not reply at all, 

and when the voice key triggered incorrectly. Furthermore, reactions were excluded when the 

response occurred after an incorrectly produced prime word. Finally, all reactions that deviated more 

than two standard deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were considered as outliers and 

excluded. 6% of the data were coded as errors, 4% of the data points were excluded because their 

corresponding primes had been produced incorrectly, and 2% of the data were outliers. Table 4.1 shows 

the mean onset latencies and mean error rates for each priming condition. Standard deviations are 

given in brackets. 

 

Table 4.1  
Naming latencies and percentage errors for target nouns as a function of prime type: prime of same or different 
semantic category, and prime of same or different gender 
 Semantic Category  
Gender same different mean 
same 706 (89) 7% 720 (77) 5% 713 
different 705 (83) 6% 714 (79) 6% 710 
mean 706 717  
 

 Analyses of variance by participants and by items were carried out with the factors semantic 

category (same/ different), gender match (same/ different), and material set (set 1/ set 2). The first two 

factors were within-participant and within-item factors, while the last factor was a between-participant 
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and between-item factor. The main effect of semantic category was significant, FB1B(1, 47) = 5.35, p < .05, 

MSE = 1062, FB2B(1, 63) = 7.81, p < .01, MSE = 1475. There were no significant effects of gender match (Fs 

< 1) and material set (Fs < 1). The interaction of semantic category and gender match was not 

significant, either, Fs < 1. A significant interaction of material set and semantic category was obtained,  

FB1B(1, 47) = 4.18, p < .05, MSE = 995, FB2B(1, 63) = 4.22, p < .05, MSE = 1403. A significant effect of 

semantic category was only present in set 1, FB1B(1, 23) = 13.15, p < .001, MSE = 744, FB2B(1, 31) = 19.16, p 

< .001, MSE = 886, but not in set 2, Fs < 1. None of the other interactions with material setTP

2
PT were 

significant, all ps > .10.    

 As predicted there was no effect of gender match and no interaction of semantic category and 

gender match in bare noun naming. This is can be seen as the reaction time equivalent of the 

corresponding results in Vigliocco et al.’s (2004) Experiment 1. Before turning to Experiment 2, we will 

briefly report the results from the rating questionnaires. Previous studies have shown an influence of 

visual similarity on semantic relatedness effects (Vitkovitch et al., 1993). Table 4.2 shows the results of 

the rating studies split up by experimental condition. The values for semantic relatedness and visual 

similarity are drawn from the 7-point scale rating of the corresponding questionnaires (see above).  

 

Table 4.2 
Semantic and visual relatedness between prime and target split up by semantic category and gender 
 Semantic Category 
 same different 
same gender   
   semantic relatedness 5.3 1.3 
   visual similarity 3.3 1.5 
different gender   
   semantic relatedness 5 1.4 
   visual similarity 3.3 1.4 
   

 As is already obvious from Table 4.2, semantic relatedness and visual similarity highly correlate, r 

= .84. This confirms our earlier suggestion that the effects of semantic category (same versus different) 

as such do not allow for a clear cut interpretation. 

 In Experiment 2, participants named exactly the same prime-target pairs in exactly the same lists, 

this time however, they used definite determiner NPs (e.g., de koe and het paard). 

                                                      

TP

2
PT We included the factor material set also in the analyses of Experiment 2 and 3. However, it will not be reported 

because we obtained no significant main effects nor any significant interactions with this factor in the subsequent 
experiments.  
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Experiment 2 

Method 

Participants  

Fifty-one students or PhD-students of the University of Nijmegen participated in Experiment 2. Thirty-

five participants were women, 16 were men. They were between 18 and 35 years old, mean age was 23. 

All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Three participants were excluded from further 

analyses because their error rates were higher than 20%.  

Materials 

The same materials were used as in Experiment 1.  

Procedure  

The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1. The only differences were that participants were 

instructed to name the pictures with definite determiner NPs and that only one questionnaire 

(semantic relatedness) was taken at the end, reducing the length of the experiment to about 35 minutes. 

Apparatus 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.  

Results and Discussion 

The error criteria were the same as in Experiment 1. 8% of the data were coded as errors, 3.5% of all 

data points were excluded because their corresponding primes were incorrect, and 1.5% of the data 

were outliers. Table 4.3 shows the mean onset latencies and mean error rates for each priming 

condition. Standard deviations are given in brackets. 

 

Table 4.3 
Naming latencies and percentage errors for target nouns as a function of prime type: prime of same or different 
semantic category, and prime of same or different gender 
 Semantic Category  
Gender same different mean 
same 723 (71) 8% 747 (73) 9% 735 
different 731 (77) 7% 727 (79) 9% 729 
mean 727 737  
 

 The data were analysed in the same way as in Experiment 1. The main effect of semantic category 

was significant, FB1B(1, 47) = 4.11, p < .05, MSE = 1046, FB2B(1, 63) = 3.99, p < .05, MSE = 1489. There was 
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no effect of gender match, FB1B(1, 47) = 2.32, p = .14, MSE = 684, FB2 B< 1. Most importantly, the interaction 

of semantic category and gender match was significant, FB1B(1, 47) = 5.88, p < .05, MSE = 1515, FB2B (1, 63) 

= 5.88, p < .05, MSE = 1621. 

 Thus, we obtained an interaction of semantic category and gender match, as we had predicted for 

the case that the syntactic frame does not send feedback to all nouns of the corresponding gender, but 

only to the subgroup of semantically related nouns. However, the interaction has taken an unexpected 

form – there was no effect of gender match for words after a prime from the same semantic category, 

FB1B(1, 47) = 1.5, p = .23, MSE = 989, FB2B < 1. By contrast, when prime and target came from different 

semantic categories, naming latencies were significantly longer for targets after a prime of the same 

gender than for targets after a prime of different gender, FB1B(1, 47) = 7.44, p < .01, MSE = 1209, FB2B(1, 63) 

= 8.92, p < .01, MSE = 1056. This is actually the reverse of what we had predicted: Faster reaction times 

for same gender than for different gender when prime and target are from the same semantic category 

and no effect of gender match when prime and target come from different semantic categories.   

 What could be the factor that leads to this reversal of the predicted pattern? Here we have to 

keep in mind that for the same gender pairs, the same determiner has to be selected twice in brief 

succession (e.g., prime: HET varken, target: HET paard), whereas for the different gender pairs, 

different determiners are selected (e.g., prime: DE koe, target: HET paard). There are good reasons to 

hypothesise that this recurrence of the same determiner will slow down naming latencies for the 

targets on same gender pairs. Dell’s interactive activation model (Dell, 1986; 1988; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 

1991; 1992) incorporates the assumption that a unit is briefly inhibited after its selection, in order to 

prevent incorrect re-selection of the same element and thus to allow for correct sequential encoding. 

This post-selection inhibition could thus have cancelled a potential advantage of same gender targets 

over different gender targets in case that prime and target come from the same semantic category. 

Furthermore, when prime and target come from different semantic categories we had predicted no or 

only a negligible effect of same versus different gender. A potential post-selection inhibition in case of a 

same gender target would thus turn this predicted null effect into a disadvantage for same gender 

targets relative to different gender targets.    

 Obviously, this account is a post-hoc explanation. However, we can test it by avoiding the 

repetition of the same determiner on prime and target in the same gender condition, thereby excluding 

the potential inhibition effect on determiner selection in the same gender conditions. We do so in 

Experiment 3 by having participants name the same prime-target pairs in the same lists as before, but 
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this time they name the prime pictures with determiner NPs consisting of the indefinite determiner, a 

colour adjective, and a noun (e.g., een rood varken: a redBneu.B pig). In these utterances, the indefinite 

determiner is not gender marked, but the colour adjective is. The target pictures will be named in the 

same utterance format as in Experiment 2, that is, with determiner NPs (e.g.,  het paard: theBneu.B horse). 

Thus, no determiner is selected and produced in the prime trial, and therefore, the potential inhibition 

of the definite determiner in same gender targets should be eliminated in Experiment 3. If this 

manipulation is successful, we should now obtain an advantage of same gender targets over different 

gender targets when prime and target come from the same semantic category, and no or only negligible 

effects of same versus different gender when prime and target come from different semantic categories.  

Experiment 3 

Method 

Participants  

Fifty-four students or PhD-students of the University of Nijmegen participated in Experiment 3. Forty-

one participants were women, thirteen were men. They were between 18 and 30 years old, mean age 

was 21. All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Six participants were excluded from 

further analyses because their error rates were higher than 25%.  

Materials  

The same line drawings were used as in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3, these line drawings 

were coloured in dark grey (RGB 128 128 128), red (RGB 255 0 0), and blue (RGB 0 0 255). The colours 

were distributed within the existing experimental lists such that each participant saw a given prime 

twice in red and twice in blue. Targets were always presented in grey. Across blocks, conditions, and 

participants, each prime-target pair occurred equally often with a red and a blue prime. Half of the 

fillers were presented in grey, 25% in blue, and 25% in red.   

Procedure  

The same procedure was used as in Experiments 1 and 2, but participants were now instructed to name 

coloured pictures with a NP consisting of the (not gender-marked) indefinite determiner, a gender-

marked adjective, and a noun (e.g., een blauw_ varken – a blueBneu.B pig; een blauwUeU koe – a blueBcom.B cow) 

and grey pictures with a determiner NP (e.g., het paard – theBneu.B paard). Because of the more complex 

nature of the task, we included a practice phase consisting of twelve trials that participants could repeat 
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as often as they wanted to in order to feel confident about the task demands. Participants were given 

the semantic relatedness and visual similarity questionnaires at the end of the experiment.  

Apparatus 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiments 1 and 2.  

Results and Discussion 

The error criteria were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. 10.6% of the data were coded as errors, 

8.5% of all data points were excluded because their corresponding primes were incorrect, and 2.4% of 

the data were outliers. Table 4.4 shows the mean onset latencies and mean error rates for each priming 

condition. Standard deviations are given in brackets. 

 
Table 4.4 
Naming latencies and percentage errors for target nouns as a function of prime type: prime of same or different 
semantic category, and prime of same or different gender 
 Semantic Category  
Gender same different mean 
same 789 (114) 12% 792 (120) 10% 791 
different 815 (129) 10% 799 (118) 10% 807 
mean 802 796  
 

 The results were analysed in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. The main effect of 

semantic category was not significant, Fs < 1. The effect of gender match was marginally significant by 

participants, FB1B(1, 47) = 3.78, p = .058, MSE = 2486, but not by items, FB2B(1, 63) = 2.7, p = .1, MSE = 3872. 

Most importantly, the interaction of semantic category and gender match was significant by 

participants, but not by items, FB1B(1, 47) = 4.94, p < .05, MSE = 1546, FB2B(1, 63) = 1.22, p = .27, MSE = 

4016. For targets from prime-target pairs from the same semantic category, same gender targets were 

named faster than different gender targets. This effect was significant by participants, FB1B(1, 47) = 9.09, p 

< .01, MSE = 1867, and marginally significant by items, FB2B(1, 63) = 3.78, p = .056 MSE = 3923. By 

contrast, there was no effect of gender for prime-target pairs belonging to different semantic categories, 

Fs < 1. The fact that the critical interaction failed to reach significance in the item analysis, and that the 

critical effect of gender match for the same category condition was significant by participants and only 

marginally significant by items might cast some doubt on whether the results are really robust across 

items. However, this worry is largely taken away by the fact that the additional factor material set did 
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not show any interaction with any of the other factors, and the same holds for the individual critical 

comparisons of the same versus different gender conditions3.  

 Overall, the results strongly suggest that in Experiment 2 we were indeed dealing with an 

inhibitory component in the same gender conditions which was due to determiner repetition. The 

results of the present experiment tie in with our prediction and are in line with the corresponding 

evidence reported by Vigliocco et al. (2004). Furthermore, they extend the results of Vigliocco et al. as 

they show that the reaction time equivalent of the gender preservation effect in semantic substitution 

errors is indeed confined to nouns from the same semantic category. 

General Discussion 

 Vigliocco et al. (2004) observed a gender preservation effect in experimentally induced semantic 

substitution errors (see also Marx, 1999, for corresponding results from a speech error corpus). 

Vigliocco et al. proposed an account that explains this effect by means of feedback from activated 

syntactic frames to noun lemmas fitting this frame with respect to their grammatical gender. Due to 

this feedback, semantic competitors of the same gender as the intended target receive activation from 

two sources, from the intended target (as they are semantic competitors) and via the feedback from the 

gender-marked syntactic frame.  

 In the present experiments, we translated the situation of the gender preservation effect in 

semantic substitution errors into a priming procedure. In line with Vigliocco et al.’s (2004) Experiment 

1 (bare noun production), our Experiment 1, also requiring bare noun production, did not reveal an 

effect of same versus different gender on prime and target, and this was true irrespective of whether 

prime and target came from the same semantic category or from different semantic categories. By 

contrast, our Experiments 2 and 3 showed an effect of same versus different gender, and this effect 

depended on whether prime and target were from the same or from different semantic categories. 

However, the direction of the modulation of the gender effect by semantic category was different in 

these two experiments. In Experiment 2, prime-target pairs of the same gender led to longer naming 

latencies than the different gender prime-target pairs when they came from different semantic 

categories. No gender effect was present for prime-target pairs from the same semantic category. We 

                                                      
3 A comparison of Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 shows that the overall reaction times are longer and the error 
rates higher in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2. This is presumably due to the fact that in Experiment 3 
participants have to switch between different utterance formats while this is not the case in Experiment 2. 
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hypothesised that this pattern of results could be due to the fact that in Experiment 2, naming latencies 

in prime-target pairs of the same gender might be prolonged because they require the selection of the 

same determiner on prime and target trial. Following Dell (1986), this might imply that the determiner 

used on the prime trial undergoes a temporary inhibition after selection, and this inhibition slows down 

its new selection on the target trial. This hypothesis was tested in Experiment 3 in which prime and 

target trials had different syntactic formats while still requiring the production of gender marking on 

prime and target. In line with our extrapolation of the feedback account of Vigliocco et al. to a prime-

target procedure, we now obtain the gender match by semantic category interaction (though fully 

significant only by participants) that had been predicted; an advantage of same gender targets over 

different gender targets when prime and target come from the same semantic category, and no such 

effect when they come from different semantic categories. 

 Before turning to a discussion of the theoretical implications of the present data, we have to 

discuss two potential caveats. First, on closer inspection of the results of Experiment 3, the gender 

match by semantic category interaction appears not to be driven by a reaction time advantage of the 

same gender – same category condition, but rather by a reaction time disadvantage in the same gender -  

different category condition.  

 The second caveat concerns the assumption that the feedback from syntactic frames to noun 

lemmas of matching gender is restricted to nouns from the same semantic category. Above, we had 

suggested that this assumption is in line with results and discussions from gender priming in language 

comprehension. Still, this leaves the question unanswered of how feedback could selectively only 

concern nouns from the same semantic category as the prime. There is no straightforward way to 

implement the feedback from the syntactic frame to noun lemmas in such a way that it is only sent to a 

subset of noun lemmas with the gender of the syntactic frame of the prime trial.  

 In the following, we will propose a theoretical framework that avoids this assumption of selective 

feedback and still accounts for the present data. As we will see, as a by-product, this framework will 

also provide a partial solution to the first caveat. The most important assumptions of this framework are 

the following. First, feedback is not restricted to members of the same semantic category. Rather, all 

nouns of the same gender as the syntactic frame receive activation via feedback from this syntactic 

frame. Second, in the interval between prime and target, the activation of all nouns that have been 

activated during the prime trial decays. Third, noun selection on the target trial takes longer the smaller 

the difference in activation between the target noun and the most highly activated other noun, 
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irrespective of whether the competitor is semantically related or not. Fourth, the noun selected on the 

prime trial undergoes post-selection inhibition (just as the determiner, see discussion of Experiment 2) 

and thus does not play the role of a competitor on the target trial. 

 To make things more concrete, let us take a look at the different conditions. Here, we will assume 

that the to-be-produced noun on a prime trial sends 1 unit of activation to all nouns of the same 

semantic category, and that the feedback from the syntactic frame sends 0.5 units to all nouns of the 

same syntactic gender. Finally, the activation that has been building up during the prime trial will 

undergo a decay of 0.5 units before the target trial is presented. On the target trial, the noun to be 

produced will receive 2 units of activation from its corresponding pictorial-conceptual input, and 

semantically related nouns will receive 1 unit from the to-be-produced noun (just as was the case for 

the semantic competitors of the noun to be produced on the prime trial). 

 For the same category - same gender condition this will result in the following situation. On the 

prime trial, the prime (e.g., een rood varken) will send 1 unit to its semantically related nouns, 

irrespective of their gender (e.g., schaapBneu.B, paardBneu.B, koeBcom.B, etc.). In addition, nouns of the same 

gender (among them the noun to be produced on the next trial, the target trial, e.g., het paard) will 

receive additional 0.5 units via feedback from the syntactic frame. This implies that before decay, nouns 

like schaap and paard are activated with 1.5 units. After decay, at onset of the target trial, these values 

are reduced by 0.5 to 1.0, and on presentation of the target picture, the target noun (paard) will receive 

2 additional units (resulting in 3 units) and its semantic competitors (like schaap and koe) will receive 1 

additional unit (via the same mechanism that was assumed to hold at the prime trial). Thus, on the 

target trial, the to-be-produced noun (paard) has 3 units of activation, and its most highly activated 

competitor (schaap) has 2 units. 

 Applying the same logic to the same category - different gender condition shows that, on the 

target trial, the to-be-produced noun (paard) has only 2.5 units (because of the missing feedback 

activation at the prime trial) and its most highly activated competitor turns out to come from the same 

semantic category but to have a different syntactic gender (e.g., de koe) with an activation of 2. Thus, 

selection of the to-be-produced target noun will take longer in this condition than in the same category 

- same gender condition. 

 Finally, in both conditions with prime and target coming from different semantic categories, the 

noun to be produced on the target trial and its most highly activated competitor will end up with 2 

units and 1 unit, respectively, at the target trial. This is due to the fact that any activation differences 
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that were present right after the prime due to the feedback from the syntactic frame have been undone 

due to the decay occurring in the interval between prime and target (see Appendix 4C for details of the 

computation).  

 Note that this framework accounts for the results without assuming that feedback from the 

syntactic frame only concerns nouns of a certain semantic category. Furthermore, it turns out that the 

activation difference between the noun to be produced at the target trial and its most strongly activated 

competitor is smallest for the same category - different gender condition (a difference of 0.5 units in our 

example) while the other three conditions turn out to have a difference of 1 unit. This fits well with the 

results of Experiment 3, showing longest reaction times for the former condition and about equal 

reaction times for the remaining three conditions. 

 So far, the present data nicely fit into the feedback account proposed by Vigliocco et al. (2004). 

However, they also add a number of new insights to this account. First, feedback from syntactic frames 

to gender matching noun lemmas only has a measurable effect when prime and target are semantically 

related. This is also in line with corresponding findings and discussions of gender priming in language 

comprehension, as discussed in the introduction. Second, the feedback mechanism does not require that 

the same syntactic frame is used on prime and target. To the contrary, using the same frame on prime 

and target appears to introduce an additional factor, post-selection inhibition of a specific gender-

marked element, which overwrites the feedback effect. This is seen in the contrast between the present 

Experiments 2 and 3. Of course, one could argue that the syntactic frames are highly abstract such that 

actually the same frames (but with different elements filling their slots) for prime and target are at stake 

in Experiment 3. However, this appears highly unlikely given the results by Vigliocco et al. who 

showed that the gender preservation effect in experimentally induced semantic substitution errors 

disappears when the actual gender marking element is the same for two gender classes (i.e., the case of 

the German indefinite determiner ein which applies for masculine and neuter nouns). 

 Finally, the question arises whether the gender preservation effect in semantic substitution errors 

and the present data could also be explained by a monitoring mechanism without the assumption of 

feedback from syntactic frames to noun lemmas. As Vigliocco et al. (2004) point out such a monitoring 

account could indeed explain the gender preservation effect in semantic word substitutions. According 

to such an account, target lemma and competitor lemmas activate their corresponding gender-marked 

syntactic frames, and the most active frame is retrieved. Next, the most active lemma is selected and 

inserted into the frame. However, if a lemma is selected erroneously that does not fit this frame with 
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respect to its grammatical gender, this will result in a syntactically ill-formed frame, and the resulting 

incorrect utterance is more likely to be detected and aborted by a monitor before the utterance is 

actually produced. 

 Can this monitoring account also explain the present data? Let us assume that on a target trial, 

the syntactic frame retrieved during the prime trial is still active. In this case, it might happen 

occasionally that the target noun is inserted into the prime frame. This would imply that, as for the 

experimentally induced semantic substitution errors, an incorrect utterance would result in the 

different gender condition while in the same gender condition a correct utterance would result. If the 

following covert repair for different gender prime-target pairs is costly in terms of time, we should 

obtain faster reaction times for targets on same gender prime-target pairs than for different gender 

prime-target pairs. However, this repair should be costly irrespective of whether it concerns prime-

target pairs from the same semantic category or from different semantic categories. Thus, we would 

have to expect faster naming latencies for same gender pairs than for different gender pairs, and this 

should be the case for targets coming from the same semantic category as the prime as well as for 

targets coming from a different semantic category. 

 Thus, while the gender preservation effect in semantic substitutions could also be explained by a 

monitoring account which avoids the assumption of feedback from syntactic frames to lemmas of the 

matching gender, such a monitoring account appears much less likely for the present results.  
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Appendix 4A. Experimental items 

Set 1:  
Animals: geit [goatBcomB], koe [cowBcomB], paard [horseBneuB], varken [pigBneuB] 
Body parts: arm [armBcomB], neus [noseBcomB], been [legBneuB], oor [earBneuB]  
Buildings: molen [millBcomB], toren [towerBcomB], huis [houseBneuB], kasteel [castleBneuB]    
Clothes: jurk [dressBcomB], rok [skirtBcomB], hemd [shirtBneuB], pak [suitBneuB]                  
Furniture: stoel [chairBcomB], tafel [tableBcomB], bed [bedBneuB], rek [shelfBneuB] 
Kitchen: lepel [spoonBcomB], vork [forkBcomB], bord [plateBneuB], mes [knifeBneuB] 
Vehicles: bus [busBcomB], fiets [bikeBcomB], schip [shipBneuB], vliegtuig [planeBneuB] 
Weapons: boog [bowBcomB], pijl [arrowBcomB], geweer [rifleBneuB], kanon [canonBneuB] 
Set 2:  
Animals: ezel [donkeyBcomB], hond [dogBcomB], konijn [rabbitBneuB], schaap [sheepBneuB] 
Body parts: kin [chinBcomB], neus [noseBcomB], hoofd [headBneuB], oog [eyeBneuB]  
Containers for beverages: beker [tumblerBcomB], fles [bottleBcomB], glas [glassBneuB], kopje [cupBneuB] 
Food: kaas [cheeseBcomB], worst [sausageBcomB], brood [breadBneuB], vlees [meatBneuB] 
Landscape features: berg [mountainBcomB], rivier [riverBcomB], eiland [islandBneuB], meer [lakeBneuB] 
Musical instruments: piano [pianoBcomB], trompet [trumpetBcomB], drumstel [drums/ percussionBneuB], orgel 
[organBneuB] 
Vehicles: auto [carBcomB], trein [trainBcomB], schip [shipBneuB], vliegtuig [planeBneuB] 
Weapons: bijl [hatchetBcomB], dolk [daggerBcomB], pistool [pistolBneuB], zwaard [swordBneuB]  

Appendix 4B.  

Distribution of semantic categories from which prime and target nouns were drawn for different category pairs. 
Note that the nouns actually used were the category members given in Appendix 4A. 
 
Set 1/ Set 2 
Target Prime Prime 
de-word same gender different gender 
Animals/ Animals 
Body/ Body 
Buildings/ Containers 
Clothes/ Food 
Furniture/ Landscape 
Kitchen/ Instruments 
Vehicles/ Vehicles 
Weapons/ Weapons 

Body/ Weapons 
Vehicles/ Vehicles 
Clothes/ Landscape 
Weapons/ Instruments 
Kitchen/ Animals 
Buildings/ Containers 
Furniture/ Food 
Animals/ Body 

Furniture/ Vehicles 
Kitchen/ Instruments 
Animals/ Weapons 
Body/ Landscape 
Clothes/ Body 
Weapons/ Animals 
Buildings/ Containers 
Vehicles/ Food 

het-word same gender different gender 
Animals/ Animals 
Body/ Body 
Buildings/ Containers 
Clothes/ Food 
Furniture/ Landscape 
Kitchen/ Instruments 
Vehicles/ Vehicles 
Weapons/ Weapons 

Vehicles/ Instruments 
Furniture/ Landscape 
Weapons/ Vehicles 
Animals/ Weapons 
Buildings/ Food 
Clothes/ BodyPa 
Kitchen/ Animals 
Body/ Containers 

Kitchen/ Landscape 
Buildings/ Weapons 
Body/ Instruments 
Vehicles/ Vehicles 
Weapons/ Containers 
Animals/ Food 
Clothes/ Body 
Furniture/ Animals 

P

a
PWith orgel as target, this pairing would result in the phonologically related prime target pair oog–orgel. In order 

to avoid any phonological priming, we swapped the primes belonging to the pairs oog–orgel and fles–zwaard.   
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Appendix 4C. Activation in prime and target (here: het paard) trials 

Given the assumption that on the target trial activation will also spread to semantic competitors of the target, we 
always include one semantic competitor with the same gender as the target and one with different gender (in 
contrast to Figure 4.2). 
 
Prime Trial Decay in prime-target interval (-0.5) Target Trial 
same category, same gender: 
een rood varken 

  

paard + 1 + 0.5 = 1.5Pa 

schaap + 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 
koe + 1 + 0 = 1 
geit + 1 + 0 = 1 

paard = 1 
schaap = 1 
koe = 0.5 
geit = 0.5 

paard = 1 + 2 = 3Pb 

schaap = 1 + 1 = 2 
koe = 0.5 + 1 = 1.5 
geit = 0.5 + 1 = 1.5 

 Relative activation target vs. most active competitor: 3 – 2 = 1 
same category, different gender: 
een rode koe 

  

paard + 1 + 0 = 1P aP 
schaap + 1 + 0 = 1 
varken + 1 + 0 = 1 
geit + 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 

paard = 0.5 
schaap = 0.5 
varken = 0.5 
geit = 1 

paard = 0.5 + 2 = 2.5P bP 
schaap = 0.5 + 1 = 1.5 
varken = 0.5 + 1 = 1.5 
geit = 1 + 1 = 2 

 Relative activation target vs. most active competitor: 2.5 – 2 = 0.5 
different category, same gender: 
een rood zwaard 

  

kanon + 1 + 0.5 = 1.5P aP 
pijl + 1 + 0 = 1 
paard + 0 + 0.5 = 0.5 
schaap + 0 + 0.5 = 0.5 
koe + 0 + 0 = 0 

kanon = 1 
pijl = 0.5 
paard = 0 
schaap = 0 
koe = 0 

kanon = 1 + 0 = 1P bP 
pijl = 0.5 + 0 = 0.5 
paard = 0 + 2 = 2 
schaap = 0 + 1 = 1 
koe = 0 + 1 = 1 

 Relative activation target vs. most active competitor: 2 – 1 = 1 
different category, different gender: 
een rode pijl 

  

zwaard + 1 + 0 = 1P aP 
boog + 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 
paard + 0 + 0 = 0 
schaap + 0 + 0 = 0 
koe + 0 + 0.5 = 0.5 

zwaard = 0.5 
boog = 1 
paard = 0 
schaap = 0 
koe = 0 

zwaard = 0.5 + 0 = 0.5P bP 
boog = 1 + 0 = 1 
paard = 0 + 2 = 2 
schaap = 0 + 1 = 1 
koe = 0 + 1 = 1 

 Relative activation target vs. most active competitor: 2 – 1 = 1 
P

a
P Semantic competitor activation (1) (for nouns semantically related to prime) + (potential) feedback activation 

(0.5) from syntactic frame.b 
PTarget activation (2) (for target noun) or semantic competitor activation (1) (for nouns 

semantically related to target). 
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CHAPTER 5 

Cross-Language Effects of Grammatical Gender in Bilingual Word 

Recognition and Production1  

Abstract 

We investigated whether German-Dutch bilinguals who are recognising or producing noun phrases 

(NPs) in their second language Dutch (L2) experience an influence of the grammatical gender of noun 

translations in their native language German (L1). The two languages involved possess similar gender 

systems. The gender of the Dutch nouns used in the experiments was either compatible or incompatible 

with that of their German translation equivalent. Furthermore, the cognate status of the words was 

varied. In Experiment 1, German-Dutch bilinguals carried out a Dutch lexical decision task in which 

the target nouns were primed either by the gender-marked definite determiner (e.g., hetneu. huis) or by 

the indefinite, gender-unmarked determiner (e.g., een huis). In Experiment 2, another group of 

German-Dutch bilinguals named pictures in Dutch, either with or without their definite determiner. 

The results of the experiments show that relative to the gender-unmarked baselines, gender-marked 

NPs containing gender-incompatible nouns were harder to recognise and produce than those 

containing nouns with a gender-compatible translation. However, while the effect was observable for 

cognates only in Experiment 1, it was weaker, but also present for non-cognates in Experiment 2. These 

results indicate that the two gender systems of a bilingual interact with each other, and that this 

interaction is particularly strong for cognates. Possible theoretical accounts for these results, especially 

with respect to the comparison of word recognition and production, are discussed. 

                                                      
1 This chapter is almost identical to Lemhöfer, K., Spalek, K., & Schriefers, H. (submitted). Cross-language effects 
of grammatical gender in bilingual word recognition and production. Experiment 1 of the present study has also 
appeared as Chapter 6 in the PhD thesis of Kristin Lemhöfer, A ROSE is een ROOS ist eine ROSE: Effects of cross-
linguistic similarity in multilingual word recognition (2004). Experiment 2 has been prepared, conducted, and 
analysed by Katharina Spalek.  
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Introduction 

When the popular Dutch princess Maxima, originally from Argentina, was interviewed during her visit 

to an organisation for immigrant women, she confessed that one of the things she finds most difficult 

about the Dutch language is to learn which noun has which grammatical gender. Indeed, many foreign 

language learners at all levels have difficulties with the correct use of grammatical gender (e.g., 

Dewaele & Véronique, 2001; Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999; Rogers, 1987). One possible source of 

this problem may be the interference from the gender system in the speakers’ mother tongue. The 

current study investigates this supposition for the domains of visual word recognition and picture 

naming. Thus, we examined whether bilingual speakers are influenced by the grammatical gender of 

words in their first language (L1) during recognising or producing words in their second language (L2). 

We will address this question for proficient, but unbalanced German-Dutch bilinguals (i.e., their 

proficiency in their L2, Dutch, is less than native-like). German and Dutch are Germanic languages 

with similar gender systems, which might be conducive for the transfer of gender properties from one 

language to the other. Apart from the general issue of cross-lingual gender effects in word recognition 

and production, it will also be investigated whether such effects depend on the form-related similarity 

of a L2 word to its L1 translation.  

 In spite of its obvious significance for second language learning, psycholinguists have only just 

started to experimentally investigate the influence of the native gender system during second language 

processing. In a yet unpublished conference abstract, Paris and Weber (2004) reported an experiment 

in which French-German bilinguals listened to German auditory questions (Wo ist die Perle? - Where 

is thefem. perl?) while looking at a display showing several objects. The fixation patterns showed that 

whether competitor objects (i.e., objects with the same onset, e.g. Perücke - wig) were fixated more 

often than control objects was co-determined by the gender of their French translation. All used words 

were cognates. This result suggests that, at least in the case of cognates, the L1 translations and their 

gender affected speech comprehension in L2. 

 A quite different conclusion was drawn by Costa, Kovacic, Franck, and Caramazza (2003). In 

their study, Croatian-Italian, Catalan-Spanish, and Italian-French bilinguals named pictures in gender-

marked noun phrases (NPs) in their respective L2. When compared to a baseline provided by 

monolinguals, no effects of cross-language gender-compatibility could be observed. This was taken as 
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evidence for a complete independence of the two gender systems in bilinguals, even in quite related 

languages such as Italian and French.  

 In summary, the few experimental studies do not provide a conclusive answer to the question of 

the (in)dependence of gender systems in bilinguals. Furthermore, it is possible that results concerning 

cross-language gender effects are specific to the domain of language processing (e.g., speech 

comprehension vs. production) in which they are obtained. In the present study, we examined the role 

of native gender in second language processing for two well-investigated domains within 

psycholinguistic research, namely, visual word recognition and picture naming. The direct comparison 

of word recognition and production results might lead to a better understanding of the basic 

architectural principles of noun gender representation in the bilingual (and possibly also the 

monolingual) lexicon.  

 Before we move on to the present experiments in more detail, we will give a short description of 

the relevant aspects of the German and Dutch gender systems and their relation. German has three 

classes of grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, and neuter) which differ in, among others, the 

singular definite determiner (nominative: der Mann, die Frau, das Kind – themas. man, thefem. woman, 

theneu. child). In the past, Dutch has had the same three-way gender system, but in modern Standard 

Dutch, the masculine and feminine categories have practically collapsed into one common gender (van 

Berkum, 1996). Like in German, Dutch singular definite determiners are marked for gender, with 

nouns of common gender taking the determiner de (de man, de vrouw – thecom. man, thecom. woman), 

whereas neuter gender words require the definite determiner het (het kind – theneu. child). Due to the 

common Germanic routes of German and Dutch, many translation pairs have “compatible” genders in 

the two languages, assuming that German neuter gender maps onto Dutch neuter gender, and German 

feminine and masculine gender onto Dutch common gender2. The high correlation between the two 

gender systems might lead German learners of Dutch to transfer their L1 gender knowledge to language 

processing in L2, even though this is not appropriate in all cases. In the present study, we will 

investigate whether and to what extent this transfer plays a role in visual word recognition and picture 

naming. Note that the reverse, that is, the transfer of Dutch gender knowledge to German, is not 

                                                      
2 The degree of transferability of the German gender to Dutch is illustrated by the fact that among the 25 most 
frequent nouns in Dutch (according to the lexical database CELEX; Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), there 
are only six for which their German translation has an incompatible gender; three of these still have the same 
gender if an outdated translation is assumed (e.g., the modern German translation of the Dutch word kamercom. 
(room) is Zimmerneu.,  but it used to be Kammerfem.). 
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possible in the same way, because common gender in Dutch does not unambiguously correspond to one 

single gender category in German (i.e., it can be mapped onto feminine or masculine gender). Due to 

this asymmetry, the current study involved native speakers of German with Dutch as L2.  

 The participants carried out either a visual lexical decision task (Exp. 1) or a picture naming task 

(Exp. 2) in their L2 (Dutch) with the same word materials, to allow for maximal comparability of the 

two experiments. The Dutch stimulus words were either gender-compatible or incompatible with their 

German translation. Furthermore, the form similarity of the Dutch nouns with their German 

translation was varied: Words were either dissimilar (e.g., jurk – Kleid (dress)) or similar to their 

translation (e.g., hond – Hund (dog)). Words with a similar form and the same meaning across two 

languages are often referred to as cognates, and have been shown to be especially sensitive to cross-

language influences during bilingual word recognition and production (e.g., Costa, Caramazza, & 

Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Cristoffani, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986; Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999; 

Lemhöfer, Dijkstra, & Michel, 2004). Considering that many researchers have claimed that cognates are 

represented differently from non-cognates in the bilingual lexicon (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Gollan, 

Forster, & Frost, 1997; van Hell & de Groot, 1998), the extent of cross-talk between the gender systems 

of L1 and L2 might be modulated by this variable. Note that this variable was either not controlled for 

or not manipulated in the bilingual studies mentioned above. 

Experiment 1: Visual Lexical Decision 

The first experiment was concerned with cross-language effects of grammatical gender during visual 

word recognition in L2, which is an issue that has to our knowledge not yet been studied in the 

literature. The experimental paradigm we used for the investigation of gender effects was visual lexical 

decision on nouns that were primed by gender-marked or gender-neutral determiners. Before we 

describe this experiment in more detail, we will first review the available literature on the effect of 

gender priming on visual word recognition in the monolingual domain, and the scarce knowledge we 

have on gender effects in bilingual language comprehension.  

 The monolingual literature on gender priming effects in word recognition has been dominated by 

the debate whether 1) gender information can prime word recognition at all, and 2) whether the source 

of such possible priming effects is located inside or outside the mental lexicon. While some researchers 

defend the existence of a gender priming effect within the lexicon, that is, the presence and validity of 
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a gender cue affects lexical access itself, others propose that any priming effects are due to post-lexical 

checking processes (for a review, see Friederici & Jacobsen, 1999). 

 Looking at the empirical results, those studies employing visual lexical decision agree in so far 

that relative to a gender-neutral baseline, invalid (i.e., incorrect) gender cues slow down the 

recognition process, while the results are mixed concerning whether or not valid gender primes can 

speed up word recognition (Gurjanov, Lukatela, Lukatela, Savic, & Turvey, 1985; Schmidt, 1986)3.  

However, the mentioned studies differ in the studied language (Serbo-Croation vs. German), in the 

choice of the neutral baseline primes (pseudowords vs. ‘xxx’ letter strings) and whether invalid trials 

were included in the experiment or not, which complicates the interpretation of the results.  

 In a Dutch study, van Berkum (1996) used NPs with a definite or indefinite determiner (the 

house/ a house), exploiting the fact that definite singular determiners in Dutch are marked for gender 

(decom./ hetneu.), whereas the indefinite singular determiner is invariant across genders (een). In visual 

lexical decision, an overall gender (in)congruency effect could be found, with longer response latencies 

when targets were preceded by an invalid gender prime (*decom. huisneu.) than when the prime was valid 

(hetneu. huisneu.). However, with respect to the neutral indefinite determiner baseline (eenunm. huis), the 

result was unexpected: Participants were even faster in this condition than in the congruent-gender 

condition. When the incongruent condition was excluded from the experimental design, there was no 

significant difference between the gender-neutral and the valid prime conditions.  

 Moving on to what is known about gender priming in word recognition by bilinguals, some 

studies have simply looked at whether L2 learners are different from native speakers in this respect. 

Guillelmon and Grosjean (2001) asked native speakers of French as well as early and late English-

French bilinguals to repeat the last word of an auditorily presented NP (e.g., table in lafem. jolie table). 

The neutral baseline was a phrase with a gender-unmarked possessive pronoun (leurunm. jolie table). The 

results show both facilitation and inhibition effects of (congruent and incongruent) gender priming, but 

only for the native speakers and those bilinguals who acquired French early in life; late bilinguals did 

not show any effects of gender priming. Similarly, using a German auditory lexical decision task, 

Scherag, Demuth, Rösler, Neville, and Röder (2004) demonstrated that native speakers of German, even 

                                                      
3 In this literature review, we focus on visual word recognition. However, it should be noted that in the auditory 
domain, facilitatory priming by congruent gender information seems to be more stable (Akhutina, Kurgansky, 
Polinsky, & Bates, 1999; Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez, & Pizzamiglio, 1996; Bölte & Connine, 2004; Dahan, 
Swingley, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2000; Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon, & Besson, 1994). 
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if they had lived abroad for years, benefited from congruent relative to incongruent gender primes 

(faltiges Gesicht vs. *faltiges Haut – wrinkledneu. faceneu., wrinkledneu. skinfem.). However, native English 

speakers who had lived in Germany for a long time (15 years on average) did not show such an effect of 

gender priming in German. Both studies indicate that the effective use of gender information in lexical 

access might be a function of the age at which the second language has been acquired. 

 While these studies demonstrated that gender processing works differently in native and non-

native speakers of a given language, they did not look at the role of the native language of a bilingual 

during gender processing in L2 in general, or at the effect of gender (in)compatibility across the two 

languages in particular. The present experiment investigates cross-language gender effects within the 

domain of visual word recognition, using a lexical decision task. In this experiment, we avoided 

violating the grammatical rules of the target language, Dutch, considering that the presence and a 

relatively high proportion of incorrect (i.e., gender-incongruent) trials makes the experiment less 

“natural” and might encourage the participants to use experiment-specific strategies (e.g., van Berkum, 

1996). Thus, no invalid gender condition was used. Rather, the manipulation of the compatibility of the 

noun’s gender with that of its German translation opens the possibility to introduce a “hidden 

incongruent” condition. For instance, even though the Dutch determiner NP de jurk (thecom. dress) is 

correct, German speakers of Dutch might experience this phrase as (somewhat) incongruent because 

the German word for dress, Kleid, has neuter gender. In this case, an inhibition effect should be 

observed, similar to the one in the incongruent condition in monolingual studies.  

 The types of Dutch phrases we used were the same as employed by van Berkum (1996): 

Participants had to make lexical decisions on Dutch target nouns that were either preceded by their 

correct (gender-marked) definite determiner (de jurk), or by the unmarked indefinite determiner (een 

jurk). The latter condition was used as a neutral baseline, with the difference between the two 

conditions representing the gender priming effect. If participants do indeed experience interference 

from their L1 in the “hidden incongruent” condition, the gender priming effect should – given the 

robust incongruency effects in monolingual studies - be smaller (or more inhibitory) for “incompatible” 

nouns, relative to nouns with a gender-compatible translation in German. 

 Furthermore, as mentioned before, the form similarity (or cognate status) of the Dutch nouns 

with their German translation was varied, with half of the words being cognates between German and 

Dutch (e.g., hond – Hund (dog)), and half of them non-cognates (e.g., jurk – Kleid (dress)). It is as yet 

unknown whether processing of noun gender in L2 and its susceptibility to transfer effects from L1 is 
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dependent on the cognate status of the respective noun. Given the sensitivity of cognates to cross-

language effects, it is likely that the expected cross-language influence with respect to gender, as 

described above, is stronger for cognates than for non-cognates. 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-four native speakers of German currently immersed in a Dutch environment participated in 

the experiment. Most participants were students or scientific employees of the University of Nijmegen. 

The data of one participant had to be excluded because the de-briefing after the experiment revealed 

that she had misunderstood the instruction; another three participants were excluded because of 

extremely low scores in the Dutch proficiency test (∆M < .17 or mean % correct < 70%)4.  

 The remaining 20 participants were between 23 and 37 years old (mean 28.2); 13 were female, 7 

male. They all reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and to be non-dyslectic. All but 

one were right-handed. All participants claimed that German was their dominant language. The time 

they had lived in the Netherlands varied from 1.5 to 11 years. A language questionnaire provided more 

information on the participants’ language background, which is summarised in Appendix 5A. The 

participants also used other foreign languages than Dutch regularly, in particular English (18 

participants). None of the participants stated to use English (or any other foreign language) more 

frequently than Dutch. The participants also carried out a Dutch proficiency test, which will be 

described in a separate section. 

Stimulus materials 

Words. Ninety-six Dutch nouns with a length between two and ten letters were selected from the 

CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995), with 24 nouns in each of the four conditions that were formed by  

the combination of the two factors cognate status (cognates vs. non-cognates) and compatibility with 

the German gender (compatible vs. incompatible). Half of the words in each condition were de-words, 

the other words het-words. Because of the picture naming experiment (Exp. 2) with the same word 

materials, all words were concrete and can be depicted. In case of the existence of several possible 

German translations for a given Dutch noun, the dominant translation was used, as it was judged by 

two proficient German-Dutch bilinguals. 

                                                      
4 See section on the proficiency test. 
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 Words were classified as cognates when they were phonologically and/ or orthographically very 

similar to their German translation (e.g., hondDutch – HundGerman (dog)). In line with what has been 

mentioned before, Dutch nouns with common gender (definite determiner de) were regarded as 

gender-compatible when their German translation possessed masculine or feminine gender, and neuter 

gender nouns were categorised as gender-compatible when the gender of the German translation was 

also neuter. “False friends” that are identical or very similar in form, but dissimilar in meaning were not 

included in the material. The four groups of stimuli were matched as well as possible on Dutch 

logarithmic frequency, number of letters, and number of syllables. The characteristics of the words are 

summarised in Table 5.1. There were no significant differences between the four item categories with 

respect to any of these variables, as analysed in ANOVA’s (all Fs < 1). All word items are listed in  

Appendix 5B.  

 

Table 5.1. 
Characteristics of the word materials for each of the four stimulus categories 
Word category Example (German and English 

translation) 
Mean no. of 
letters 

Mean no. of 
syllables 

Mean Dutch log 
freq. 

Cognates,  
gender compatible 

hondcom. (Hundmas., dog) 5.1 (1.2) 1.67 (.64) 1.30 (.46) 

Cognates, 
gender incompatible 

autocom. (Autoneu., car) 5.4 (1.5) 1.83 (.70) 1.27 (.46) 

Non-cognates, 
gender compatible 

vorkcom. (Gabelfem., fork) 5.5 (2.0) 1.50 (.66) 1.34 (.41) 

Non-cognates,  
gender incompatible 

jurkcom. (Kleidneu., dress) 5.4 (1.6) 1.67 (.76) 1.28 (.34) 

Total  5.4 (1.6) 1.67 (.69) 1.30 (.41) 
Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.  
 

Non-words. Ninety-six non-words were constructed by changing one or more letters in existing Dutch 

words, resulting in pronounceable and word-like letter strings. The distributions of length (3-9 letters, 

mean 5.3) and number of syllables (1-3 syllables, mean 1.7) of the non-words resembled those of the 

words. Half of the non-words were assigned the definite determiner de, the other half the definite 

determiner het, taking the intuitions of a native speaker of Dutch with respect to the potential gender 

of the non-words into account, such that all determiner non-word combinations can be considered as 

“correct” cases.  
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Procedure 

The complete experimental session consisted of the main experiment (the lexical decision task in 

Dutch), a proficiency test in form of a non-speeded lexical decision task in Dutch, which was to assure a 

certain minimum level of proficiency, and the language questionnaire. Each session took about 30 

minutes. Participants were paid or given course credit for their participation. 

 The Dutch lexical decision task began with the participant reading a written instruction, 

explaining that they would see a determiner and, appearing shortly after that, a letter string, and that 

their task was to determine whether the last letter string was a Dutch word or not. They had to do this 

by pressing one of two buttons as fast and accurately as possible (for right-handed participants, the right 

button for the yes response and the left button for no; the reverse assignment held for left-handed 

participants). A practice block was presented, consisting of a total of 16 trials (eight words and eight 

non-words, none of which would appear in the main experimental lists). Like in the main experiment, 

half of the practice trials were presented with the indefinite determiner, the other half with the 

definite determiner. 

 The main experiment consisted of three blocks with 64 trials each, between which participants 

were free to take breaks. Additionally, the first two items of each block were warming-up items (one 

word, one non-word) which were not included in the analyses. The participants were randomly 

assigned to one of four lists of item presentation, with two of these lists being complementary versions 

of each other, respectively, that is, they were identical except that the assignment of baseline 

(indefinite determiner) and experimental condition (definite determiner) were exchanged. Thus, each 

participant saw half of the words with the definite determiner and the other half with the indefinite 

determiner; for a participant receiving the complementary list, this assignment was exactly reversed. 

After exclusion of participants who did not meet the participation requirements, each of the four lists 

had been presented to the same number (five) of participants. The order of items in the lists was 

pseudo-randomised, with no more than three words or non-words, and no more than three definite or 

indefinite determiners in a row. 

 Participants were seated approximately 70 cm from the screen. Each trial began with the 

presentation of a fixation dot for 700 ms. After 100 ms, the dot was replaced by the determiner prime. 

After another 250 ms, the noun appeared on the screen to the right of the determiner, while the 

determiner stayed on the screen as well. The complete phrase stayed on the screen until the participant 

made a response, or until a deadline of 3000 ms was reached. There was no feedback on the accuracy or 
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speed of the response. The inter-trial interval was 1000 ms. All words were presented in black 28 point 

upper case “Geneva” letters on a white background. Response latencies were measured to the closest 

millisecond. 

Dutch proficiency test 

After the main experiment, participants were asked to complete a proficiency test in Dutch, which was 

a vocabulary test in the form of a non-speeded lexical decision task performed on the computer. The 

test was a Dutch version of an English vocabulary test that was originally developed by Meara (1996) 

and adapted by Lemhöfer et al. (2004). The present Dutch version was developed by the first author in 

analogy to the English test, matching the items on those in the English version with respect to length, 

number of syllables, frequency, syntactic class, cognate status with German, and morphological 

structure.  

 The test consisted of 60 items, 40 of which were words, 20 non-words5.  The items were between 

4 and 12 letters long (mean: 7.4); the existing words lay in a frequency range from 1 to 28 occurrences 

per million (mean: 6.3), according to the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995). The order of items in 

this test was the same for all participants, with no more than five words or non-words in a row. All 

items are listed in Appendix 5C. Participants were to decide whether the presented letter string formed 

a correct Dutch word or not; they could take as much time for their responses as they wished. This way, 

the test represents a pure vocabulary test without a speed component. Furthermore, participants were 

instructed to respond with yes only when they were sure that the item was a Dutch word; in case of 

uncertainty, they should press the no button. Two ways of scoring test performance were employed: A 

percentage correct measure, corrected for the unequal number of words and non-words (i.e., the mean 

percentage of correctly recognised words and correctly rejected non-words); and the measure ∆M, 

which is suggested by Meara (1996) for scoring the test. ∆M lies between 0 and 1 and is a measure 

meant to represent the proportion of words within the given frequency range that is known by the 

person. Guessing is corrected for by “punishing” the participant for “false alarms” (i.e., non-words that 

were responded to with yes). If there are too many false alarms, the result is negative, indicating that 

the proficiency is below a measurable level. The precise formula for ∆M is given in Appendix 5D.  

                                                      
5 The reason for not keeping to the standard of a 50%-50% proportion of words and non-words was the high 
difficulty of the test, which makes it unlikely that our participants would know all of the words (in their weaker 
language). Under the assumption that the participants know about 75% of the presented words, the “internal” 
proportion of familiar and unfamiliar items would therefore, on average, approximately be equal. 
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 For the non-speeded lexical decision task, the same software was used as in the main experiment, 

except that the time-out deadline was set at 20 seconds per item. The assignment of the right and left 

button to yes and no responses stayed the same. The results of the proficiency test for the 20 

participants are summarised in Table 5.2.  

 
Table 5.2 
Results of the Dutch proficiency test of participants in Experiment 1 
 Mean SD Min. Max. 
% correctly recognised words (hit rate) 71 14 48 93 
% correctly rejected non-words (correction rejections rate) 96 7 75 100 
Mean % correct for words and non-words 83 8 71 96 
∆M .64 .19 .29 .93 
Note. Min. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum, SD = Standard Deviation, ∆M = Meara’s M. 

Results 

Analyses of variance were run on both reaction times and error rates, and on both participant and item 

means, with the factors Prime Type (definite vs. indefinite determiner), Cognate Status (cognates vs. 

non-cognates), and Gender Compatibility (same vs. different gender as in German). In the analysis of 

participants, all these factors were repeated-measures factors, while in the item analysis, Cognate Status 

and Gender Compatibility were between-item factors, and Prime Type a within-item factor. Four items 

with error rates above 50% in the indefinite determiner condition were excluded from all further 

analyses: kano (canoe), muil (muzzle; both incompatible cognates), boon (bean, compatible cognate), 

and bot (bone, incompatible non-cognate). For the remaining items, the overall error rate was 7.2% 

(6.9% for non-words, and 7.4% for words).  

 

Table 5.3 
Mean reaction times (in ms) and error rates (in %) and priming effects in all item conditions in Experiment 1 
 Reaction times Error rates 
 Definite 

determiner 
Indefinite 
determiner 

Priming 
effecta 

Definite 
determiner 

Indefinite 
determiner 

Priming 
effecta 

cognates       
gender-compatible 646 (74) 662 (88) + 16 3.0 (5.0) 5.2 (8.1) + 2.2 
gender-incompatible 693 (116) 662 (92)  - 31 6.8 (10.6) 4.5 (6.3) - 2.3 
non-cognates       
gender-compatible 702 (95) 702 (93) 0 7.9 (10.6) 10.4 (16.2) + 2.5  
gender-incompatible 746 (100) 735 (86) -11 10.9 (11.4) 10.0 (16.1) - 0.9 
Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. a indefinite minus definite determiner condition. 
 
 Erroneous responses were excluded from the reaction time analyses, as were reaction times that 

lay more than two standard deviations away from the participant (per experimental condition) and item 
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(per Prime Type condition) mean. The percentage of outliers was 1.2% of the correct word responses. 

The mean reaction times and error rates and the priming effects are shown in Table 5.3. 

Reaction times 

In the analysis of reaction times, Cognate Status had a significant effect, with faster recognition 

latencies for cognates (666 ms) than for non-cognates (722 ms), F1(1, 19) = 52.6, p < .001, MSE = 2347, 

F2(1, 88) = 10.75, p < .001, MSE = 13935. Prime Type did not significantly influence reaction times, both 

Fs < 1, but there was a main effect of Gender Compatibility, F1(1, 19) = 17.1, p < .001, MSE = 2278, F2(1, 

88) = 4.53, p < .05, MSE = 13935: Words for which the German translation equivalent was compatible 

in gender were recognised faster (678 ms) than gender-incompatible words (709 ms). This main effect 

was qualified by the interaction between Gender Compatibility and Prime Type, which was significant 

over participants, but not over items, F1(1, 19) = 4.27, p < .05, MSE = 2039, F2(1, 88) = 2.49, p > .10. 

Planned comparisons showed that neither the 8 ms facilitation of the gender prime for gender-

compatible nouns, F1(1, 19) = 1.10, p > .30, nor the 17 ms inhibition for incompatible items, F1(1, 19) = 

2.34, p > .10, were significant. The triple interaction Cognate Status by Gender Compatibility by Prime 

Type was not significant, F1(1, 19) = 2.31, p > .15, F2(1, 88) = 1.73, p > .15, nor was any of the other 

interactions. 

 Even though the interactions with Cognate Status were not significant in the overall analysis of 

reaction times, the data pattern for cognates and non-cognates looked qualitatively different: While 

there seemed to be a cross-over interaction of Gender Compatibility and Prime Type in the cognates, 

this was evidently not the case for non-cognates. Thus, we analysed cognates and non-cognates 

separately to investigate whether this notion was correct. In the analysis of cognates, there was no main 

effect of Gender Compatibility, F1(1, 19) = 3.98, p = .06, F2(1, 43) = 1.51, p > .20, or of Prime Type, both 

Fs < 1. However, and more importantly, the Gender Compatibility by Prime Type interaction was 

indeed significant, F1(1, 19) = 6.00, p < .05, MSE = 1918, F2(1, 43) = 6.38, p < .05, MSE = 2309. Planned 

comparisons indicated that the effect of Prime Type, that is, of gender priming, was not significant for 

compatible cognates, F1(1, 19) = 1.83, p > .15, F2(1, 22) = 1.83, p > .15. However, for incompatible 

cognates, response latencies were longer for definite than for indefinite determiner primes, F1(1, 19) = 

5.04, p < .05, MSE = 1980, F2(1, 21) = 4.49, p < .05, MSE = 3024.  

 For non-cognates, the main effect of Gender Compatibility was significant in the participant 

analysis, but not quite in the item analysis, F1(1, 19) = 15.97, p < .01, MSE = 1895, F2(1, 45) = 3.16, p 

= .08. However, it should be kept in mind that the incompatible - compatible comparison is between 
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items and is therefore less relevant; what is more important is the within-item comparison of the 

gender-marked condition with the neutral baseline, that is, the Prime Type effect and its interactions. 

Prime Type did not have an effect on reaction times for non-cognates, nor did its interaction with 

Gender Compatibility, all Fs < 1. 

Error rates 

In the overall analysis of error rates, there was a facilitatory cognate effect, with less errors on cognates 

(4.9%) than on non-cognates (9.8%), F1(1, 19) = 7.08, p < .05, MSE = 0.014, F2(1, 88) = 8.46, p < .01, MSE 

= 130.1. There was no main effect of Prime Type, both Fs < 1, or of Gender Compatibility, F1(1, 19) = 

1.46, p > .20, F2(1, 88) < 1. The interaction of Gender Compatibility and Prime Type was significant, 

F1(1, 19) = 4.64, p < .05, MSE = 33.8, F2(1, 88) = 4.41, p < .05, MSE = 39.83. However, like in the reaction 

times, the gender priming effect was not significant for either compatible, F1(1, 19) = 2.21, p > .15, F2(1, 

45) = 3.36, p = .07, or incompatible nouns, F1(1, 19) = 1.46, p > .20, F2(1, 43) = 1.34, p > .25. 

 None of the other two-way interactions, nor the three-way interaction Cognate Status by Gender 

Compatibility by Prime Type were significant, all Fs < 1. In the separate analyses of cognates and non-

cognates, none of the main effects was significant (all Fs < 1 apart from the Gender Compatibility effect 

for cognates, with F1(1, 19) = 1.38, p > .20). Furthermore, the interaction of Gender Compatibility by 

Prime Type did not reach significance here (cognates: F1(1, 19) = 3.22, p = .09, F2(1, 43) = 3.21, p = .08; 

non-cognates: F1(1, 19) = 1.81, p > .15, F2(1, 45) = 1.49, p > .20). 

Discussion 

The results of the comprehension experiment show, first of all, that cognates were recognised faster and 

with less errors than non-cognates. This replicates the cognate effect, which is a standard finding in 

studies on bilingual visual word recognition (e.g., Caramazza & Brones, 1979; de Groot, Borgwaldt, Bos, 

& van den Eijnden, 2002; Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, & ten Brinke, 1998; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 2004) and 

extends it to the processing of determiner NPs.  

 Furthermore, and more importantly given the present issue of investigation, evidence was found 

for cross-language gender compatibility modulating the gender priming effect. For reaction times, this 

was mainly true for cognates: Cognates with a different gender in German (e.g., auto) were recognised 

more slowly when they followed the definite determiner than after the (gender-neutral) indefinite 

determiner. In other words, inhibition of the (in a “German” sense) “incongruent” gender information 

carried by the definite determiner was observed relative to the baseline. The opposite effect for 
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cognates with the same gender in German (facilitation of the gender prime relative to the baseline), 

although descriptively present, did not reach statistical significance, neither did the effects of gender 

priming for non-cognates. Although the result pattern in the error rates looked similar descriptively, 

the effects of gender priming were not strong enough to become significant for any of the four stimulus 

categories.  

 The non-significant facilitation of gender information in the compatible (or, in monolingual 

terms, congruent) condition (relative to the neutral condition) is in line with the failure to find 

facilitatory gender priming effects for monolinguals and the same type of Dutch determiner NPs by van 

Berkum (1996). However, the finding that the recognition of cognates with different gender in L1 and 

L2 was slowed down by the gender-marked determiner indicates that our introduction of a “hidden 

incongruent” condition had indeed an effect that is comparable to that of a “real” incongruent 

condition in monolingual experiments. Evidently, a gender prime that is gender-congruent with 

respect to the target language can act as an incongruent gender prime by way of the other, task-

irrelevant language.  

 Altogether, these data show not only that the translation equivalent of the stimulus in the task-

irrelevant language plays a role during word recognition, at least in the case of cognates (as put forward 

by, e.g., de Groot & Nas, 1991; Kroll & Stewart, 1994), but also its gender. Thus, for visual word 

recognition, we can conclude that the grammatical gender systems in the two languages interact with 

each other. However, this interaction has a measurable effect only for L2 nouns with a form-similar 

translation in L1 (i.e., cognates). 

Experiment 2: Picture Naming 

In Experiment 2, we investigated whether a language production experiment, involving the same word 

materials and participants drawn from the same bilingual population, would give rise to similar results 

as observed for word recognition in Experiment 1. As pointed out by Costa and Santesteban (2004), the 

mechanisms underlying bilingual word recognition and production differ from each other substantially, 

for example in terms of the speaker’s control over the relative activation of the two languages, and 

should therefore not be treated as “two sides of the same coin”. The two domains might thus give rise to 

very different results concerning the two main issues of our study, the interaction of the two gender 

systems of a bilingual and the possibly modulating role of form similarity of the word translations. 

Whereas word comprehension proceeds from the processing of the (orthographic or phonological) 
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word form to the conceptual level of word representation, language production operates in the opposite 

direction, starting from the concept (idea) of a word and ending with the specification (and finally 

articulation) of its phonological form. The difference in the direction and nature of the information 

flow will likely cause a different use of both gender and word form information (in this case, 

information of the cognate status of a word) in a bilingual picture naming task, relative to the lexical 

decision task in Experiment 1. 

 Within the monolingual domain, previous evidence has shown that gender access during the 

production of a target word can be influenced by the gender of a simultaneously co-activated 

competitor word. Using the picture word interference paradigm in Dutch, Schriefers (1993) had 

participants name line drawings with NPs consisting of the (gender-marked) definite determiner, an 

adjective, and the noun (e.g., het rode huis - theneu. red house). In the critical conditions, visual 

distractor words were presented together with the pictures, which had to be ignored. Schriefers 

observed that picture naming latencies were longer when the distractor had a different gender (gender-

incongruent condition) than when it had the same gender as the picture to be named (gender-

congruent condition). The same gender congruency effect was replicated for German by Schriefers and 

Teruel (2000). Furthermore, La Heij, Mak, Sander, and Willeboordse (1998) showed that the effect is 

observed only when gender access is required by the utterance format (i.e., for naming with determiner 

NPs, but not for bare noun naming). In our bilingual picture naming experiment, the question will be 

whether the possibly co-activated L1 translation of the L2 target word can act as a gender competitor, 

similar to what has been observed for distractor words in monolingual studies.  

 Thus, in both the present word recognition and production experiment, the main issue of this 

study remains whether or not bilinguals are influenced by the gender of words in their native language 

during language processing in their L2. In other words, are the two gender systems represented 

separately, with no cross-talk between them, or are the two systems so closely linked that they 

substantially influence each other? As already mentioned in the introduction, Costa et al. (2003) 

discussed the same issue and concluded from their picture naming results that the two gender systems 

of bilinguals are independent of each other, regardless of the similarity of the two languages.  

 Bordag (2004) asked unbalanced German-Czech and Czech-German bilinguals to name pictures 

in their L2 (Czech or German) with either bare nouns or adjective NPs, using the gender-inflected 

adjectives for big and small. The nouns had either the same gender in German and Czech or different 

genders. The data showed that gender-incompatible nouns were produced more slowly and with more 
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gender errors than those with compatible gender in both languages. However, this was equally true for 

the production of (gender-unmarked) bare nouns and for (gender-marked) NPs. Given that 

monolingual evidence has shown that gender congruency effects do not occur for bare noun naming 

(La Heij et al., 1998), this result suggests that the larger difficulty with which L2 learners produced 

gender-incompatible nouns might have been due to other reasons than gender compatibility alone. 

Furthermore, the experimental design was complex, involving L1 filler trials, colour cueing of the 

target language, and another type of cue for the type of phrase to be used; therefore, the comparability 

of that study with that by Costa et al. (2003) as well as our own study is rather limited. 

 The results of Experiment 1 in our study suggest that cross-language gender influences do exist 

during word recognition, but that they are restricted to cognates. No statistically reliable effects of L1 

noun gender could be observed for Dutch nouns with a form-dissimilar German translation. In word 

production, however, several studies showed that when bilinguals name a picture in one language, the 

(non-cognate) translation equivalent of the word in the other language is co-activated (Colomé, 2001;  

Hermans, Bongaerts, de Bot, & Schreuder, 1998; Rodriguez-Fornells, van der Lugt, Rotte, Britti, Heinze, 

& Münte, 2005). Thus, if such a simultaneous activation of translation pairs is passed on to the 

processing level where noun gender is accessed, and if the gender systems of the two languages are 

interconnected, the gender of a word in one language should influence the processing of its translation 

equivalent in the other language. Furthermore, this should not only be the case for cognates, even 

though the effect might be amplified for cognates by way of form-to-lemma-feedback (see the General 

Discussion for a more detailed discussion of this point). In addition to the effect of cross-language 

gender compatibility, we expect that cognates will be produced faster than non-cognates, in line with 

previous findings demonstrating cognate effects for picture naming (Costa, et al., 2000, for adults; and 

Schelletter, 2002, for children). 

 Experiment 2 was a picture naming experiment involving drawings of the nouns that had been 

used in Experiment 1. The participants were asked to name these pictures either using a NP including 

the gender-marked definite determiner (e.g., de hond - thecom. dog), or as a bare noun (e.g., hond - dog), 

which in Dutch is not marked for gender. The choice of a different gender-neutral baseline condition 

(bare noun) in this experiment compared to Experiment 1 (indefinite determiner + noun) was 

motivated by the requirements of the task, as will become clear from the methods section. 
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Method 

Participants  

Eighteen German-Dutch bilinguals taken from the same population as in Experiment 1 participated. 

None of them had taken part in Experiment 1. The data of two participants had to be excluded because 

of extremely low scores in the Dutch proficiency test (∆M < .15 or mean % correct < 70%). The 

remaining 16 participants were between 22 and 46 years old (mean 28.6), 11 were female, 5 male. All 

participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and all but two participants were right-handed. 

For all participants, German was their dominant language according to their own reports. They had 

lived in the Netherlands between 1 and 17 years (mean: 6.1), with between 2 and 20 years of 

experience with Dutch (mean: 7.5). Participants filled in the same language questionnaire as those in 

Experiment 1, the results of which are summarised in Appendix 5A. 

 The participants also spoke other foreign languages than Dutch, in particular English (11 

participants). Two participants claimed to know English better than Dutch. The participants also 

carried out the same Dutch proficiency test as the participants of Experiment 1. The results of the 

proficiency test for the 16 participants are summarised in Table 5.4.  

 
Table 5.4 
Results of the Dutch proficiency test for participants in Experiment 2 
 Mean SD Min. Max. 
% correctly recognised words (hit rate) 81 11 63 100 
% correctly rejected non-words (correction rejections rate) 91 9 65 100 
Mean % correct for words and non-words 87 6 77 98 
∆M .70 .15 .40 .95 
Note. Min. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum, SD = Standard Deviation, ∆M = Meara’s M. 
 

Materials 

For each of the 96 stimulus words of Experiment 1, line drawings of objects depicting these names were 

chosen from a database of the Max Planck Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience in Leipzig. Missing 

pictures were created using the Google internet image search and simplifying the resulting pictures 

with picture editing software. The pictures were approximately 5 by 5 cm in size and were presented as 

black line drawings on a white background. Twenty-four additional pictures, 12 with Dutch names of 

common gender and 12 with Dutch names of neuter gender, were chosen as warming-up items to be 

inserted at the beginning of each experimental block. 
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Procedure 

The participant was seated in a dimly lit room, separated from the experimenter by a partition wall. 

The visual stimuli were presented centred on a 17” SVGA monitor at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. 

Viewing distance was about 80 cm. The presentation of the stimuli and the online collection of data 

were controlled by NESU software developed by the Max Planck Institute of Psycholinguistics, running 

on an Intel Pentium 166 MHz computer. Speech-onset latencies were measured to the closest 

millisecond with a voice key connected to the computer. Participants’ responses were recorded with a 

DAT recorder. 

 Participants were tested individually in a session lasting about an hour. The experimental session 

consisted of five parts – familiarisation with the materials, the main experiment (the Dutch picture 

naming task), the language questionnaire, the proficiency test also used in Experiment 1, and an offline 

gender test.  

 In the familiarisation phase, the participants received a booklet with all experimental pictures 

and their names. They were told to study the picture names carefully and to use only those names in 

the experiment. The picture naming task began with a written instruction explaining the experimental 

procedure. There was a short practice phase, consisting of one bare noun naming block and one definite 

determiner NP block of eight trials each. Practice items were taken from the pool of the 24 warming-up 

items. If the participant did not have any questions, the main experimental session followed. Each trial 

began with the presentation of a fixation dot for 800 ms. After a blank interval of 200 ms, the picture 

was presented for 2500 ms; response registration was possible for 3000 ms from picture onset. The 

inter-trial interval was 750 ms.  

 In the main experiment, as in Experiment 1, a gender-neutral baseline and a gender-marked 

condition were administered within participants. In the baseline condition, participants had to produce 

the name of the picture as a bare noun (e.g., hond - dog), which in Dutch is not marked for gender; in 

the experimental condition, pictures had to be named together with their singular definite determiner 

(de hond - thecom. dog). The choice of the baseline was deliberately different from that in Experiment 1, 

where NPs including gender-unmarked, indefinite determiners (een) were used as a neutral baseline. 

However, in picture naming and with the necessary blocking of the conditions, it had to be avoided 

that all utterances within one block would start with the same word (een), enabling the participant to 

start with the utterance prematurely.  
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 To be able to instruct participants on which phrase type had to be used for naming the pictures, 

the two phrase type conditions (bare nouns vs. determiner NPs) were administered block-wise. Each 

block was preceded by a short Dutch instruction on the screen informing the participant whether the 

pictures had to be named as bare nouns or NPs, with alternating instructions in successive blocks. The 

96 experimental items were presented in four blocks, including six additional warming-up items 

presented at the beginning of each block. Participants produced half of the items as bare nouns and the 

other half as NPs, with the same assignment of items to the baseline or experimental condition as in 

Experiment 1. Similar to Experiment 1, four lists of presentation were used, with Phrase Type 

counterbalanced across lists (i.e., all items presented in the bare noun condition in one list were 

presented in the NP condition in the complementary list). Each of the four lists was assigned to four 

participants. 

 After the main experiment, participants filled in the language questionnaire and carried out the 

proficiency test. In the proficiency test, ten warming-up items were included at the beginning rather 

than three as in the proficiency test following Experiment 1, because here, the participants still had to 

become familiar with the lexical decision task. The same software (NESU) was used as in the main 

experiment. Participants were instructed to press the button at the side of their dominant hand for the 

yes response and the other button for no. 

 Finally, participants were given a list with all experimental words and asked to write the correct 

definite determiner in front of each word. This additional test was intended to clarify whether gender 

errors in the picture naming experiment had occurred in the online task only, or whether the gender of 

these words had altogether been acquired incorrectly. 

Results 

Analyses of variance were run on reaction times and error rates on both participant and item means 

with the factors Phrase Type (definite determiner NP vs. bare noun), Cognate Status (cognates vs. non-

cognates), and Gender Compatibility (same vs. different gender as in German). In the analysis of 

participants, all these factors were repeated-measures factors, while in the item analysis, Cognate Status 

and Gender Compatibility were between-item factors, and Phrase Type a within-item factor. 

 The overall error rate was 20% in the bare noun naming condition and 43% in the determiner 

NP condition. Erroneous responses (such as disfluencies, self-corrections, selection of the wrong 

determiner, usage of a different noun, missing reactions, or voice key errors) were excluded from the 
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reaction time analyses, as were reaction times that were more than two standard deviations away from 

the participant (per experimental condition) and item (per Phrase Type condition) mean. The 

percentage of outliers was 0.7% of the correct trials in bare noun naming and 0.2% in determiner NP 

naming. The mean reaction times, error rates, and the differences in reaction times for determiner NP 

naming and bare noun naming are shown in Table 5.5. 

 
Table 5.5 
Mean reaction times (in ms) and error rates (in %) in all item conditions in Experiment 2 
 Reaction times Error rates 
 Definite 

determiner 
Bare  
noun 

Differencea Definite 
determiner 

Bare  
noun 

Differencea 

cognates       
gender-compatible 1219 (214) 1113 (166) + 106 21.4 (12) 20.8 (13) + 0.4 
gender-incompatible 1359 (318) 1152 (165)  + 207 64.6 (15) 19.8 (10) + 44.8 
non-cognates       
gender-compatible 1274 (213) 1176 (156) + 98 34.4 (20) 19.3 (18) + 15.1  
gender-incompatible 1401 (319) 1211 (229) + 190 53.7 (17) 21.4 (19) + 32.3 
Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. a NP minus bare noun condition. 
 

Reaction times 

In the reaction times, there was a significant effect of Cognate Status, with faster naming latencies for 

cognates (1211 ms) than for non-cognates (1265 ms), F1(1, 15) = 6.18, p < .05, MSE = 15505, which was 

not significant by items, F2 < 16. Phrase Type also had a significant influence on the reaction times, with 

faster naming latencies in the bare noun naming (1163 ms) than in the determiner NP naming 

condition (1313 ms), F1(1, 15) = 26.25, p < .001, MSE = 27442, F2(1, 87) = 17.34, p < .001, MSE = 48712. 

Over participants, there was a significant main effect of Gender Compatibility such that nouns with 

compatible gender were produced faster (1194 ms) than nouns with incompatible gender (1281 ms), 

F1(1, 15) = 9.87, p < .01, MSE = 23632. This effect was not significant by items, F2(1, 87) = 1.52, p > .20. 

None of the interactions with the factor Phrase Type were significant (all ps > .10). The only 

interaction with a p-value below .10 was in the item analysis for Gender Compatibility by Phrase Type, 

F2(1, 87) = 2.86, p = .09, MSE = 48712.  

 As in Experiment 1, we additionally carried out separate analyses for cognates and non-cognates. 

For cognates, the main effect of Phrase Type was significant, F1(1, 15) = 13.42, p < .01, MSE = 29161, 

F2(1, 43) = 7.82, p < .01, MSE = 72935. The effect of Gender Compatibility was significant by 
                                                      
6 Note that in the reaction time analysis, some items in some conditions did not enter the item analysis at all 
because of error rates of 100% (for the respective item and condition). 
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participants only, F1(1, 15) = 7.63, p < .05, MSE = 16975, F2(1, 43) = 1.45, p > .20. However, the crucial 

interaction of the factors Phrase Type and Gender Compatibility was not significant, F1(1, 15) = 2.26, p 

> .15, F2(1, 43) = 2.02, p > .15. The same pattern was obtained for non-cognates. Phrase Type 

significantly affected the reaction times, F1(1, 15) = 9.84, p < .01, MSE = 33558, F2(1, 44) = 11.77, p 

< .001, MSE = 25040. The effect of the factor Gender Compatibility was significant by participants, F1(1, 

15) = 4.61, p < .05, MSE = 22645, but not by items, F2 < 1. Here, too, the crucial interaction of the 

factors Phrase Type and Gender Compatibility was not significant, F1(1, 15) = 1.13, p > .30, F2 < 1. 

Error rates 

In the error rates, there was no main effect of Cognate Status, Fs < 1. The effect of Phrase Type was 

significant, with a mean of 20% errors in the bare noun naming condition and 44% in the determiner 

NP condition, F1(1, 15) = 69.77, p < .001, MSE = 0.025, F2(1, 92) = 62.92, p < .001, MSE = 0.041. There 

was a main effect of Gender Compatibility: More errors were made on nouns with incompatible gender 

in German (40%) than on nouns with compatible gender (24%), F1(1, 15) = 32.32, p < .001, MSE = 0.025, 

F2(1, 92) = 19.67, p < .001, MSE = 0.062. The interaction of Cognate Status and Gender Compatibility 

was significant by participants, F1(1, 15) = 8.62, p < .01, MSE = 0.01, but not by items, F2(1, 92) = 2.12, p 

> .15. The interaction of Phrase Type with Cognate Status was not significant, Fs < 1. Crucially, the 

interaction of Phrase Type and Gender Compatibility was significant, F1(1, 15) = 49.49, p < .001, MSE = 

0.015, F2(1, 92) = 27.65, p < .001, MSE = 0.041. Finally, the three-way interaction of Cognate Status, 

Phrase Type, and Gender Compatibility was significant as well, F1(1, 15) = 12.87, p < .01, MSE = 0.011, 

F2(1, 92) = 5.37, p < .05, MSE = 0.041. 

 The interactions of Cognate Status were further investigated by means of separate analyses for 

cognate and non-cognate nouns. The results for cognates showed that the interaction of Phrase Type 

and Gender Compatibility was significant, F1(1, 15) = 97.55, p < .001, MSE = 0.008, F2(1, 46) = 29.49, p 

< .001, MSE = 0.04. Further planned comparisons revealed that there was no significant difference in 

error rates between the bare noun and the NP condition when gender was compatible (Fs < 1), whereas 

the Phrase Type effect was significant for gender-incompatible cognates, F1(1, 15) = 194, p < .001, MSE 

= 0.008, F2(1, 23) = 49.28, p < .001, MSE = 0.049. For non-cognates, the Phrase Type by Gender 

Compatibility interaction was also significant, F1(1, 15) = 6.34, p < .05, MSE = 0.019, F2(1, 46) = 4.21, p 

< .05, MSE = 0.042. Planned comparisons showed that it was caused by a larger Phrase Type effect 

when the two genders were incompatible, F1(1, 15) = 30.61, p < .001, MSE = 0.027, F2(1, 23) = 5.76, p 
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< .05, MSE = 0.048, compared to when they were compatible, F1(1, 15) = 126, p < .001, MSE = 0.036, 

F2(1, 23) = 34.16, p < .001, MSE = 0.037, even though the effect was statistically reliable in both cases. 

Online gender errors 

The difference between the overall error rates in the NP and bare noun naming condition should, in 

principle, reflect errors in noun gender, assuming that other error sources (disfluencies, erroneous 

naming of the noun, voice key artefacts) affect both naming conditions equally. However, since this 

assumption need not necessarily be true, we also investigated gender errors (i.e., responses with an 

incorrect determiner) separately. Evidently, this type of error occurred in the NP condition only. Table 

5.6 shows the distribution of these errors and, again, the difference scores in the total error rates for 

comparison. 

Table 5.6 
Mean error rates and standard deviations (in parentheses) for gender errors (NP condition only, in % of total 
responses) and Phrase Type effects in overall error rates (in italics) in Experiment 2 
 cognates non-cognates 
compatible 3.1 (5) (0.4) 8.9 (6) (15.1) 
incompatible 43.2 (16) (44.8) 28.7 (14) (32.3) 
 

 Table 5.6 indeed shows a large resemblance of the gender error rates in the NP condition on the 

one hand and the difference scores between NP and bare noun condition in the overall error rates on 

the other hand. Moreover, the results of the statistical analysis of the gender errors were basically 

identical to those of the Phrase Type effects in the overall error analysis, so that we will not report this 

analysis here. 

Discussion 

In contrast to Experiment 1, the error rates in the production task of Experiment 2 were extremely high 

(44% in the NP condition), so that the number of valid trials that entered the reaction time analyses 

was, in some conditions, very low. This is not rare for second language tasks that involve quite 

sophisticated aspects of the non-native language, such as the production of noun gender (for studies 

obtaining error rates of 40% or more in some conditions in various second language tasks, see, e.g., de 

Groot, Delmaar, & Lupker, 2000; Dijkstra, Timmermans, & Schriefers, 2000; Holm & Dodd, 1996; or 

Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999). Therefore, with respect to Experiment 2, we will base our main 

conclusions on error rates rather than on reaction times. Furthermore, since the pattern of gender 

errors (see Table 5.6) was practically identical to that of the differences between bare noun and NP 
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conditions in the overall error scores (Table 5.5), we will primarily refer to the overall error rates here 

and implicitly include the results in the gender errors. Descriptively, the reaction times followed the 

pattern observed in the error rates, but probably due to a lack of statistical power associated with the 

high percentage of missing values, many effects did not reach significance.  

 First, in this experiment, the cognate effect was present in the reaction times and in the analysis 

over participants only. Thus, cognates were produced somewhat faster, but not more accurately than 

non-cognates. These data are in line with those of Costa et al. (2000), demonstrating a cognate effect in 

picture naming in L2 (note that in Experiment 1 of that study, the cognate effect was also significant in 

reaction times and across participants only) and show that on average, and in terms of reaction times, 

cognates are produced more easily than non-cognates.  

 However, the main issue of interest of this experiment was whether the production of nouns 

would be influenced by their gender-compatibility with the respective German translation, and 

whether cognate status would further modulate such a gender compatibility effect. The results (for both 

overall error rates and gender errors) show that the accuracy with which determiner NPs were 

produced was indeed affected by the gender-compatibility of the noun with respect to German, the 

participants’ L1. This became visible in the Phrase Type by Gender Compatibility interaction (or, in the 

case of gender errors, in the main effect of Gender Compatibility): Compared to the gender-neutral 

bare noun baseline, nouns with gender-compatible German translations were produced more 

accurately than those whose German translation has an incompatible gender. Descriptively, the 

reaction time effects went into the same direction, but failed to reach significance. Thus, there is 

evidence for the gender systems of the two languages interacting with each other in terms of naming 

accuracy; when a noun has to be produced in L2, not only its translation equivalent in the first language 

is co-activated (as shown by Colomé, 2001; Hermans et al., 1998; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2005), but 

also its gender, causing processing difficulties (here, more gender errors) in the case of nouns for which 

the translation is gender-incompatible. This was true for both non-cognates and cognates, indicating 

that the co-activation of the translation equivalent and its gender is not restricted to form-similar 

translation pairs. However, in line with Experiment 1, cognate status did modulate the size of the effect 

(as apparent in the significant interaction of Phrase Type, Gender Compatibility, and Cognate Status), 

with larger gender compatibility effects for cognates than for non-cognates, suggesting that form 

similarity plays an additional role in the degree of cross-language gender activation. We will return to 

an account of the combined results of Experiments 1 and 2 in the General Discussion. 
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 Our results are at variance with those by Costa et al. (2003), who did not find an influence of 

noun gender in L1 on the production of NPs in L2 in either reaction times or error rates. There are 

several important differences between the study of Costa et al. and ours, possibly accounting for the 

divergent results. First, Costa et al. did not systematically manipulate cognate status (but rather 

collapsed cognates and non-cognates in one analysis), and their materials included fewer cognates (up 

to 30%); the higher percentage of cognates (50%) in our experiment might have strengthened the co-

activation of the native language. Second, participants in Costa et al. named the pictures together with 

their gender-marked determiners already in the familiarisation phase (before the actual experiment), 

possibly allowing for awareness and preparation processes that might have attenuated the effects during 

the actual experiment. Similarly, the repeated presentation of each picture (three presentations) to the 

participants during the main experiment in that study might not only have decreased production 

latencies and errors, but also (partially) blurred any possible effects. Finally, the low error rates in Costa 

et al.’s study (up to 10%) compared to the present experiment (40%) show that the participants in that 

study were probably more proficient than those in our study. As already pointed out by Costa et al., the 

degree of interaction between the two gender systems might vary as a function of L2 proficiency. 

 In a study with German-Czech and Czech-German bilinguals, Bordag (2004) also investigated the 

issue of cross-language gender interaction during word production. However, as already mentioned in 

the introduction of Experiment 2, both the experimental design of that study (involving language and 

phrase switches) and its findings (gender compatibility effects also in the bare noun naming condition) 

question whether it is comparable to our study. However, we agree with Bordag’s conclusion that the 

gender systems of the two languages do interact during word production in L2. 

 Our data show that the L1 translation equivalent of a noun to be produced in the second language 

is co-activated and acts as a “gender-distractor”, similar to distractor words presented simultaneously to 

the target picture in monolingual picture word interference studies. While in the monolingual 

literature, evidence has recently accumulated suggesting that a large part of this gender interference 

effect is caused by competition between gender-marked word forms (such as determiners) themselves, 

rather than by competition between abstract gender features (Miozzo & Caramazza, 1999; Schiller & 

Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers, Jescheniak, & Hantsch, 2002; 2005; Spalek & Schriefers, 2005 and Chapter 

2 of this thesis), the present results add a new perspective to this issue. In the present Dutch-German 

bilingual situation, both gender-incompatible and compatible translation pairs have determiners with 

different word forms in the two languages (the two determiners in Dutch, de and het, are different 
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from the German determiners der, die, and das). Thus, competition at the level of determiner word 

forms cannot explain the Gender Compatibility effect in our results; rather, the data suggest 

competition between abstract gender representations. It is possible that gender competition is present 

in the monolingual situation as well, but that it is masked by stronger and more prominent determiner 

competition effects. 

 Summarising the results for production (Exp. 2), we again found evidence for the co-activation of 

the gender system of the mother tongue during gender processing in L2. Like in Experiment 1, this 

interaction was stronger for cognates than for non-cognates, but this time it was observable for non-

cognates as well. These results demonstrate the integrated nature of gender processing by (proficient, 

but not balanced) bilinguals during speech production.  

General Discussion 

The present study explored fairly unknown territory, both because of the novel issue of cross-language 

interactions of noun gender in bilingual language processing, but also due to the direct comparison of 

word comprehension and production. At present, bridging the gap between these two domains of 

language research is probably one of the major challenges of psycholinguistics (e.g., Schiller & Meyer, 

2003). In spite of the lack of general frameworks and models that capture both word recognition and 

production, we will in the following make an attempt to suggest an integrated interpretation of the 

results of both our experiments.  

 Most models of word processing agree in that there are at least three levels of word 

representation in the language system: A conceptual level, at which word meanings are stored; a level 

for the representation of the (orthographic and/ or phonological) form of a word and linguistic 

properties like gender (we will neglect that this level, in many production models, is sub-divided into a 

“lemma” and a “lexeme” level); and finally, the third level, consisting of the individual letter units 

(graphemes) or sounds (phonemes) that constitute a word. In word recognition, the comprehension 

process proceeds from the level of (for the visual modality) letters or graphemes up to that of the access 

of meaning, while in word production, activation flows in the opposite direction, from meaning 

downwards to form (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Let us consider the case of visual word recognition first. 

When a non-cognate, like the Dutch word jurk (Figure 5.1), is presented visually to a German-Dutch 

bilingual, its German translation equivalent Kleid will not directly be co-activated, because it shares no 

or only few graphemes with the target word. It might get activated at a later point in time by way of its 
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connection to the same conceptual representation, but this co-activation is probably too late and/ or too 

weak to affect the lexical decision response, which can be made as soon as the recognition of the word 

form has been completed. Thus, according to this account, the recognition of a non-cognate and the 

processing of its gender is not or barely influenced by the translation equivalent and its noun gender.  

comDut

neuGer

femGer

KleidGer jurkDut

/j/       /y/       /r/       /k/
j         u          r         k

neuDut

masGer

Production

Recognition  
Figure 5.1. Working model of the production and recognition of a non-cognate. 

 

comDut

neuGer

femGer
AutoGer autoDut

/a/      /u/       /t/       /o:/
a         u         t         o

neuDut

masGer

Production

Recognition  
Figure 5.2. Working model of the production and recognition of a cognate. 
  

 In contrast, when a cognate like auto (German translation: Auto; Figure 5.2) has to be recognised, 

the large form overlap will cause activation not only of the Dutch, but also of the German 

representation of the noun’s word form (so-called non-selective lexical access; e.g., Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, 

2004). Thus, when the task requires or encourages the processing of noun gender (like in the present 

case of gender priming), not only the gender of the target noun, but also that of the translation will be 
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activated. A crucial assumption of this account is that the two gender systems are tightly linked to each 

other, so that the simultaneous activation of two incompatible gender nodes, like in the case of auto, 

will cause a conflict slowing down further processing of the noun. 

 In word production, however, it is the word meaning that stands at the beginning of the process. 

Empirical evidence (e.g., Hermans et al., 1998) suggests that in bilinguals, the conceptual representation 

of a word activates both translation equivalents on the word form level, regardless of the word’s 

cognate status. Thus, for both cognates and non-cognates (Figures 5.1 and 5.2), not only the target noun 

and (when required) its gender become activated prior to the articulation of a word, but also the 

translation and its gender. Again, conflicting gender information in the two languages will hamper the 

production process. According to strictly serial models of language production (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999), 

this gender compatibility effect should not be modulated by the form overlap between the translations, 

because these models claim that the access of the specific word form does not commence before the 

stage of lemma processing (including noun gender) is completed. To explain the present results, these 

models would have to call upon a post-lexical monitoring process, which might be less effective in the 

case of (gender-incompatible) cognates compared to non-cognates. However, an alternative explanation 

of the observed data pattern is offered by so-called interactive models of word production (e.g., Dell, 

1986). These models allow for feedback from the stage of word form processing to the lemma level, 

where gender processing takes place. Such feedback would, in the case of cognates, further increase the 

activation of the translation equivalent (and, in consequence, of its respective gender), thereby 

amplifying the gender (in)compatibility effect for cognates, but not for non-cognates. Thus, in summary, 

the present framework, based on a blend of “classic” monolingual models for word recognition and 

production, can account for the gender compatibility effect that arises for all nouns in word production 

and for cognates only in word recognition; furthermore, when additionally assuming form-to-lemma 

feedback or post-lexical processes, it can also explain that in word production, cross-language gender 

effects were larger for cognates than for non-cognates. 

 This account explains the observed effects by (online) competition processes between the two 

language systems during word processing. However, it is based on (adult) monolingual frameworks of 

language processing and makes several implicit assumptions that need not necessarily be true for second 

language processing. One of these assumptions is that of stable and correct lexical representations and 

their connections. However, the slow reaction times and high error rates in L2 language tasks suggest 

that lexical representations in a second language might not only be subject to interference from the 
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native language, but they might also be generally weaker and possibly even “incorrect” altogether. 

With respect to our experiments, the learners of Dutch might actually have acquired the gender of 

some nouns in an incorrect way, and thus have developed some “wrong” gender representations in 

their Dutch lexicon. The delayed reaction times for gender-incompatible nouns in Experiment 1 (after 

priming with the correct definite determiner) and the high error rates for these items in Experiment 2 

(when the correct definite determiner had to be produced) might therefore not be a consequence of 

online competition processes, but of a hard-wired connection of the respective noun to the “wrong” 

gender in L2. Note that erroneous gender acquisition is likely to be a result of L1 interference as well, 

affecting gender-incompatible words (and in particular, cognates) more than compatible ones. 

 
Table 5.7 
Consistent and inconsistent responses in the offline gender assignment task with respect to the online picture 
naming task 
 % consistently correct % consistently incorrect % inconsistent 
cognates    
gender-compatible 91 2 7 
gender-incompatible 34 39 27 
non-cognates    
gender-compatible 86 6 8 
gender-incompatible 60 22 18 
 

 To test the possibility of incorrectly acquired gender representations, an offline gender 

assignment task on the experimental items had been administered after Experiment 2. If participants 

had indeed learned the gender of Dutch nouns incorrectly, they should make the same gender errors in 

this offline gender task as in the picture naming experiment before. Table 5.7 shows the percentages of 

answers in the offline gender task that were consistent with that of the picture naming task (either 

consistently correct or incorrect) and those that were responded to inconsistently across the two tasks.  

 These data show that especially in the gender-incompatible conditions, a substantial percentage 

(39% and 22%) of words were responded to incorrectly in both tasks, that is, it appeared indeed to be 

the case that the participants had acquired the gender of these words incorrectly. The pattern of 

percentages of the consistently incorrect answers mirrored that of the (overall and gender) error rates 

in the picture naming task: Gender-incompatible nouns were responded to incorrectly (in both tasks) 

more often than those with compatible gender, with this difference being larger for cognates than for 

non-cognates. This overlap in results suggests that incorrectly acquired gender associations were indeed 

one source of the effects obtained in the error rates in Experiment 2, and possibly also of those in the 
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reaction times in Experiment 1 (in which, for incorrectly acquired noun genders, the “hidden 

incongruent” condition  must then have acted as a “plain incongruent” condition). 

 However, when looking at those answers that were inconsistent across the two tasks, it becomes 

evident that incorrect “hard-wired” noun-gender connections were not the only source of the observed 

effects in the online tasks. Rather, the percentages of inconsistent responses suggest that many noun-

gender connections in the mental lexicon of L2 were not fixed, but variable and unstable. In contrast to 

native speakers, second language users can apparently sometimes simply be unsure about a noun’s 

gender. The statistical analysis of the inconsistent answers, again, confirmed the pattern observed in the 

(gender and overall) error rates as well as in the consistently incorrect responses before: Gender-

incompatible items were more often responded to inconsistently than compatible ones, but this effect, 

though significant for both item types, was larger for cognates than for non-cognates (see Appendix 5E 

for the exact statistical results). Thus, the participants’ insecurity about the gender of words was largest 

for the category of items hat showed the largest cross-language gender effects in both our experiments, 

gender-incompatible cognates, followed by gender-incompatible non-cognates. The gender 

compatibility effects observed in the experiments can therefore partly be attributed to unstable and 

weak noun-gender links for nouns that have different genders in the two languages.  

 In summary, the offline gender assignment data suggest two sources of the observed cross-

language gender compatibility effects that are specific to L2 speakers, and that differ from the “classic” 

accounts of online gender or determiner competition referred to in the monolingual literature. First, 

some nouns seem to be permanently represented with an incorrect gender in the lexicon of second 

language users; secondly, the links of some nouns to their genders appear to be weak and unstable, and 

to produce variable outcomes when production of a gender-marked element is required. Both sources 

affect gender-incompatible nouns more frequently than compatible ones, and cognates more than non-

cognates, mirroring the effects in the online task of Experiment 2. The incorrect or unstable acquisition 

of noun-gender associations can thus also be seen as a result of interference from the native language: 

During acquisition of the second language, participants seem to implicitly transfer gender properties 

from L1 nouns to their translations in the second language. Furthermore, they seem to do so to a 

greater degree if a noun in L2 resembles its translation. This transfer, however, is not always 

appropriate, leading to incorrect or unstable gender representations for L2 nouns with a gender-

incompatible L1 translation. 
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 The effects in the reaction times in Experiment 1 (gender compatibility effect for cognates, but 

not for non-cognates) are not as directly reflected in the offline gender assignment data as those of 

Experiment 2. However, it seems plausible that the word production task (requiring access and active 

production of the noun’s gender) is more sensitive to incorrect or weak lexical gender representations 

than the word recognition task, which does not require the active access of gender. Strictly speaking, 

the primed lexical decision task does not require gender access at all, because the lexical decision is 

made on the noun only; to artificially induce gender processing, priming with gender-marked elements 

had to be used. In this respect, the task differs fundamentally from the production task, for which 

gender access was inherent to the task requirements. This difference might be the reason why in 

Experiment 1, statistically significant effects of gender priming only emerged for the category of items 

in which the incorrect and weak noun-gender links are most frequent (gender-incompatible cognates), 

whereas the somewhat weaker effect for non-cognates could not materialise in this passive task.  

 In summary, several possible explanations exist that account for the effects observed in our 

experiments. A “classic” account based on monolingual frameworks of language processing can explain 

the observed cross-language effects by online competition between incompatible gender nodes; due to 

the different flow of activation in word recognition and production, this competition was restricted to 

cognates in the lexical decision task, while it was weaker, but also observable for non-cognates in 

picture naming. Alternatively, the observed effects could be attributed to a different lexical 

organisation in the second language; in particular, the connections between a noun and its gender 

representation, that are fixed and stable in a native language, might be weak and sometimes even 

incorrect in a less proficient second language. The data obtained in an offline gender assignment task 

confirmed that the effects could be accounted for by incorrect or variable noun-gender relations. 

Whether the effects observed here are most accurately described by the one or the other account or by 

a combination of them, cannot be decided on the grounds of the present data. However, what is crucial 

here is that according to both approaches, the gender systems of the two languages need to be closely 

interconnected to be able to account for the obtained results. For highly related languages as German 

and Dutch, bilinguals seem to build up close links between compatible gender categories in the two 

languages. These links come into play either during word learning, when the L1 gender of words might 

be used to (sometimes inappropriately) establish a representation of the noun gender in L2, or/ and 

during language processing itself, causing processing difficulties in the case of gender-incompatible 

translations.
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Appendix 5A. Participant characteristics of Exp. 1 and 2 as reported in the language questionnaire 

 Participants of Experiment 1 Participants of Experiment 2 
 Mean SD Mean SD 
Number of years of experience with Dutch 5.4 2.9 7.3 4.9 
Frequency of reading literature in Dutcha 4.7 1.8 4.8 1.5 
Frequency of speaking Dutcha 6.2 1.4 6.1 1.0 
Self-rated reading experience in Dutcha 5.3 1.2 5.3 1.1 
Self-rated writing experience in Dutcha 4.9 1.6 5.1 1.1 
Self-rated speaking experience in Dutcha 6.1 1.3 6.0 0.7 
Note. SD = standard deviation. aSelf-ratings measured on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high). 

Appendix 5B. Dutch nouns used in Experiments 1 and 2 

Group 1: Dutch-German cognates, congruent gender 
Dutch word Dutch determiner German translation German determiner English translation 
hond 
vleugel 
nagel 
muis 
villa 
boon 
worst 
mantel 
trompet 
banaan 
ezel 
bloem 
been 
geweer 
podium 
net 
juweel 
roer 
orkest 
hemd 
skelet 
stadion 
oor 
pakket 

de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 

Hund 
Flügel 
Nagel 
Maus 
Villa 
Bohne 
Wurst 
Mantel 
Trompete 
Banane 
Esel 
Blume 
Bein 
Gewehr 
Podium 
Netz 
Juwel 
Ruder 
Orchester 
Hemd 
Skelett 
Stadion 
Ohr 
Paket 

der 
der 
die 
die 
die 
die 
die 
der 
die 
die 
der 
die 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 

dog 
wing 
nail 
mouse 
villa 
bean 
sausage 
coat 
trumpet 
banana 
donkey 
flower 
leg 
rifle 
stage 
net 
jewel 
rudder 
orchestra 
shirt 
skeleton 
stadium 
ear 
parcel 

Group 2: Dutch-German cognates, incongruent gender 
auto 
gevangenis 
datum 
hoorn 
kabel 
bijl 
muil 
taxi 

de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 

Auto 
Gefängnis 
Datum 
Horn 
Kabel 
Beil 
Maul 
Taxi 

das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 

car 
prison 
date 
horn 
cable 
ax 
muzzle 
taxi 

krokodil 
kameel 
knie 
kano 

de 
de 
de 
de 

Krokodil 
Kamel 
Knie 
Kanu 

das 
das 
das 
das 

crocodile 
camel 
knee 
canoe 
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zand 
pistool 
kanaal 
cijfer 
balkon 
strand 
spek 
masker 
kompas 
orgel 
adres 
altaar 

het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 

Sand 
Pistole 
Kanal 
Ziffer 
Balkon 
Strand 
Speck 
Maske 
Kompass 
Orgel 
Adresse 
Altar 

der 
die 
der 
die 
der 
der 
der 
die 
der 
die 
die 
der 

sand 
pistol 
canal 
digit 
balcony 
beach 
bacon 
mask 
compass 
organ 
address 
altar 

Group 3: Dutch-German non-cognates, congruent gender 
tuin 
druppel 
vijver 
mand 
schuur 
ui 
laan 
trui 
paddestoel 
vlinder 
krant 
vork 
raam 
schilderij 
varken 
wiel 
konijn 
zeil 
brein 
cadeau 
vierkant 
gewricht 
gat 
spook 

de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 

Garten 
Tropfen 
Teich 
Korb 
Scheune 
Zwiebel 
Allee 
Pullover 
Pilz 
Schmetterling 
Zeitung 
Gabel 
Fenster 
Gemälde 
Schwein 
Rad 
Kaninchen 
Segel 
Gehirn 
Geschenk 
Rechteck 
Gelenk 
Loch 
Gespenst 

der 
der 
der 
der 
die 
die 
die 
der 
der 
der 
die 
die 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 

garden 
drop 
pond 
basket 
barn 
onion 
avenue 
jumper 
mushroom 
butterfly 
newspaper 
fork 
window 
painting 
pig 
wheel 
rabbit 
sail 
brain 
present 
rectangle 
joint 
hole 
ghost 

Group 4: Dutch-German non-cognates, incongruent gender 
fiets 
poort 
groente 
pijp 
lucifer 
tent 
beurs 
bagage 

de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 
de 

Fahrrad 
Tor 
Gemüse 
Rohr 
Streichholz 
Zelt 
Portemonnaie 
Gepäck 

das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 
das 

bike 
gate 
vegetable 
pipe 
match 
tent 
purse 
luggage 

pleister 
korrel 
jurk 
piano 
bos 
horloge 
plafond 

de 
de 
de 
de 
het 
het 
het 

Pflaster 
Korn 
Kleid 
Klavier 
Wald 
Armbanduhr 
Decke 

das 
das 
das 
das 
der 
die 
die 

plaster 
grain 
dress 
piano 
forest 
watch 
ceiling 
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bot 
perron 
blik 
hert 
potlood 
fornuis 
krat 
pak 
litteken 

het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 
het 

Knochen 
Bahnsteig 
Dose 
Hirsch 
Bleistift 
Herd 
Kasten 
Anzug 
Narbe 

der 
der 
die 
der 
der 
der 
der 
der 
die 

bone 
platform 
tin 
deer 
pencil 
stove 
crate 
suit 
scar 

Appendix 5C. Words and non-words used in the Dutch proficiency test 

Words. acteur, affiniteit, avonturier, bretel, chagrijnig, doop, doornat, dronkenschap, exploitatie, fornuis, geloei, 
gelovig, geraakt, getint, hengel, kazerne, knullig, laakbaar, martelaar, matig, mikken, nopen, normatief, 
onbekwaam, onledig, paars, paviljoen, publiekelijk, retorisch, riant, romig, rups, slaags, stagnatie, toetsing, verguld, 
verspilling, voornemen, woelig, zetelen 
Non-words. aanhekking, compromeet, etaal, flajoen, futeur, haperie, joutbaag, klengel, kluiper, leurig, maliteit, 
markatief, ontpelen, proom, speven, starkatie, streuren, vertediseren, vlut, zolf 

Appendix 5D. Formula for computing Meara’s ∆ M (Meara, 1996) 

∆M =
(h − f )(1+ h − f )

h(1− f )
−1 =

h − f
1− f

−
f
h  

where: h = percentage correctly recognised words (hit rate); f = percentage incorrectly accepted non-words (false 
alarm rate) 

Appendix 5E. Statistical analysis of inconsistent responses across picture naming and gender assignment  

 by participants by items 
source F1 df1 df2 p MSE F2 df1 df2 p MSE 
cognate status 5.1 1 15 < .05 0.005 1.9 1 92 > .15  
compatibility 59.6 1 15 < .001 0.006 39.2 1 92 < .001 0.016 
cognate status * compatibility 21.6 1 15 < .001 0.002 4.6 1 92 < .05 0.016 
compatibility for cognates 82.8 1 15 < .001 0.004 41.5 1 46 < .001 0.013 
compatibility for non-cognates 21.2 1 15 < .001 0.004 7.4 1 46 < .01 0.009 
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CHAPTER 6  

Phonological Regularities and Gender Retrieval (1)1 

Abstract 

Grammatical gender is often viewed as an arbitrary property of nouns. However, a number of semantic 

and phonological regularities exist in the domain of gender assignment. In this study we investigate 

whether native speakers of French make use of phonological regularities when retrieving the gender of 

French nouns. We determined phonological endings that are highly predictive of a certain gender. In 

the experiments, pairs of nouns with these endings were used, with one member of the pair belonging 

to the predicted gender class and the other member belonging to the opposite gender class. There were 

clear effects of phonological predictivity on gender retrieval in auditory language comprehension, but 

not in language production.  

                                                      
1 A revised version of this chapter will be submitted as Spalek, K., Franck, J. & Schriefers, H., Phonological 
regularities and gender retrieval.  
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Introduction 

Grammatical gender is an inherent property of nouns. The assignment of a certain gender to a certain 

noun is to a large extent arbitrary (but see Köpcke & Zubin, 1983, 1984; Schwichtenberg & Schiller, 

2004). Synonyms, that is, nouns denoting a very similar concept, can have different gender: For 

example, in German, die Couch (couch) has feminine gender whereas das Sofa (sofa) has neuter gender. 

Also, translation equivalents often have different grammatical gender across languages.  

 However, languages differ a lot with respect to the correlation between a noun’s phonological 

form and its grammatical gender. In Italian and Spanish, there is an almost perfect correlation between 

a noun’s ending and its gender. By contrast, the correlation between phonological form and gender is 

rather weak in German and Dutch (but see Köpcke & Zubin, 1983; 1984). French is located somewhere 

between these extremes and is what Taft and Meunier (1998) have dubbed a pseudo-regular language: 

Some noun endings are strongly associated with a particular gender. For example, 81% of all French 

nouns ending in –cle are masculine (e.g., le cercle - the circle). But there are also endings with a small 

predictive value; nouns with these endings are about equally distributed across the two gender classes. 

An example is the ending –gle (la règle - the ruler, le triangle - the triangle). In the present paper we 

examine how native speakers of French use these phonological regularities when they have to retrieve 

grammatical gender in language comprehension and language production. 

 Tucker, Lambert, and Rigault (1977) have shown that native speakers of French use the 

predictivity of a noun’s ending in order to assign gender to non-words. This study is particularly 

valuable because Tucker et al. established the predictivity of the written endings of all nouns occurring 

in the Petit Larousse, thus providing information about which endings in French have a low or a high 

predictivity value with respect to a noun’s grammatical gender.  

 Native speakers of French do not only use the cues given by a noun’s ending when they have to 

assign gender in the case of unknown nouns. Taft and Meunier (1998) (see also Desrochers, Paivio, & 

Desrochers, 1989; Holmes & Segui, 2004) demonstrated that speakers of French also make use of this 

information when they make speeded decisions about a noun’s gender in a comprehension task. In 

their study, participants were presented with a written French noun and had to decide as quickly as 

possible whether it had masculine or feminine gender. Pairs of French nouns were selected such that 

one member of a pair had a typical ending (i.e., the ending of the noun was highly predictive for the 

actual gender of the noun, e.g., foliefem.) and the other member had an atypical ending (i.e., the ending 
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of the noun was predictive for a different gender than the actual gender of the noun, e.g., forêtfem.). The 

two members of each pair were matched on gender, word frequency, and approximate length. Non-/ 

Predictivity was determined on the basis of the orthographic form of the respective noun endings. Taft 

and Meunier found faster gender decision times for typical nouns than for atypical nouns. 

 It is not too surprising that French speakers can make use of orthographic form aspects when 

having to decide on a noun’s gender in a comprehension task with visually presented nouns. In this 

case, orthographic form representations are necessarily the type of information about a word that 

becomes available first. This is different for production2. Imagine a speaker who has to produce a 

gender-marked utterance (e.g., a definite determiner NP or a NP including a gender-marked adjective). 

Whether one would expect an effect of phonological predictivity on gender access depends on how 

activation is assumed to spread in the language production system. Current models of language 

production assume that there are different representational levels for coding a word’s semantics, syntax, 

and phonology. We will refer to these levels as conceptual level, lemma level, and word form level, 

respectively (see Levelt, 1999). Most researchers agree on the fact that there is a first step of lemma 

access and a second step of word form access. It is still a controversial issue whether activation between 

lemma level and word form level spreads in a discrete or in a cascading manner, and whether it only 

spreads forward or whether there is also feedback from the word form level to the lemma level (see 

Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002, for a review of the literature).  

 For our present purpose, the latter opposition between non-interactive models (i.e., models 

without feedback from word form level to lemma level) and interactive models plays a crucial role. In 

non-interactive models (e.g., Levelt, 1999; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999), the no-feedback assumption 

implies that phonological information cannot affect the gender selection process which is assumed to 

take place at the lemma level. Consequently, the in-/consistency of a noun’s phonological form with its 

actual gender cannot affect the retrieval of grammatical gender.  

 By contrast, interactive models of language production (e.g., Dell, 1986; Stemberger, 1985) allow 

for feedback. Including the notion of feedback in the model of Levelt et al. (1999), we would expect to 

find an effect of phonological predictivity on the retrieval of grammatical gender. Assume, for example, 

that a word like nuage (cloudmas.) is accessed. Activation will spread from the lemma of the noun nuage 

                                                      
2 This might also be different for spoken word recognition where a word can in principle be recognised at its 
uniqueness point, which (at least for some words) implies that they are recognised before their phonological 
ending has been processed. We will come back to this issue later.  
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to the corresponding phonemes making up its word form, and from the word form level back to all 

lemmas sharing the phonemes /a/ and /Z/ of the ending –age. As most of the nouns with this ending 

have masculine gender, the syntactic property masculine which is represented at the lemma level will 

receive activation from all of the lemmas activated via the feedback loop while the syntactic property 

feminine will only become activated by the few nouns that end in –age but nevertheless have feminine 

gender. Therefore, selection of the gender feature for the masculine noun nuage will be easier than 

selection of the gender feature for a noun that also ends in –age but has feminine gender (e.g., plage, 

beachfem.).  

 Until now, most studies addressing the potential interaction between phonological word form 

level and lemma level in language production have been focussing on the potential effects of phonology 

on lemma selection (Cutting & Ferreira, 1999; Damian & Martin, 1999; Dell & Reich, 1981; Ferreira & 

Griffin, 2003; Roelofs, Meyer, & Levelt, 1996; Starreveld & La Heij, 1995; 1996). Only a few studies 

have investigated a potential interaction between the processing of phonology and syntactic properties 

like grammatical gender in language production (but see Kelly, 1992, for a discussion of phonology and 

syntactic category assignment). Some evidence comes from studies of patients or from studies of tip of 

the tongue (TOT) states.  

 Badecker, Miozzo, and Zanuttini (1995) describe an anomic patient, Dante, who can retrieve the 

gender of nouns correctly above chance level while he is unable to access any word form information. 

Importantly, the authors report that performance was not affected by phonological regularities (i.e., 

phonological predictivity of a noun’s gender); Dante was as good at reporting the gender for regular 

targets as for irregular targets. 

 Vigliocco, Antonini, and Garrett (1997) found that Italian speakers in a TOT were able to 

correctly identify the gender of a noun better than to be expected at chance level. Caramazza and 

Miozzo (1997; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1997) looked at TOT states in Italian, too, using slightly different 

baselines, but essentially observing the same results as Vigliocco et al. (1997).  

 However, Caramazza and Miozzo (1997) also argue that in a system where gender is accessed 

before phonology (and where gender retrieval cannot be skipped), speakers in a TOT state should only 

be able to correctly recall some of the word form information (e.g., first phoneme) if they have also 

successfully retrieved the word’s syntactic properties. However, in contrast to this prediction, they did 

not find a correlation between the retrieval of syntactic properties and the retrieval of (parts of) the 

phonological word form in TOT states. Therefore they propose that phonological form and syntactic 
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properties can be accessed independently of each other, and that each of the two access routes can be 

potentially blocked. Note, that also this account predicts that there will be no effect of the phonological 

predictivity of an ending on gender retrieval just as is the case for the non-interactive models discussed 

above (see Vinson & Vigliocco, 1999, for further discussion of the (in-)dependence of phonological 

word form and syntactic properties). 

 Vigliocco, Franck, Antón-Méndez, and Collina (submitted) investigated the influence of the 

phonological predictability of grammatical gender on the computation of gender agreement in a 

preamble completion task (Bock & Miller, 1991). In this task, participants saw an adjective3 and the 

beginning of a sentence (the so-called preamble), for example “EVIDENT la raison du conflit” 

(EVIDENT the cause of the conflict). They had to repeat the preamble and to complete it with the 

correctly inflected adjective, for example la raisonfem. du conflitmas. est évidentefem.. In these sentence 

preambles, the subject noun (e.g., la raison) is referred to as head noun and the modifying noun (e.g., du 

conflit) as local noun. An error of the type la raisonfem. du conflitmas. est évidentmas., where the adjective 

takes the gender of the local noun and not of the head noun, is called proximity concord. In three 

experiments in Spanish, Italian, and French, Vigliocco et al. manipulated the phonological predictivity 

of the head noun’s ending for grammatical gender (predictive vs. non-predictive). They found that 

participants made less errors when the head noun’s ending was predictive than when it was non-

predictive. In other words, a head noun with a predictive ending is more robust against agreement 

errors than a head noun with a non-predictive ending. In a fourth experiment in Spanish, the authors 

demonstrated that head nouns with incongruent endings yielded more errors than head nouns with 

congruent endings4. Note, however, that the task used by Vigliocco et al. is not a pure language 

production task. Rather, it comprises also a comprehension component, namely the comprehension of 

the preamble.  

 In the present study, we will investigate the role of phonological predictivity on gender retrieval 

in both language comprehension and in language production. By using the same materials in all 

                                                      
3 In French, adjectives have to agree with their corresponding noun in number and grammatical gender. 
4 It is important to distinguish between predictive and non-predictive on the one hand and congruent and 
incongruent on the other hand. A predictive ending is one that is strongly associated with a particular gender, for 
example –ette and feminine, la cigarette, whereas a non-predictive ending is an ending that is distributed about 
evenly over the two gender classes. A congruent word is a word with a predictive ending that is of the predicted 
gender, for example la cigarette, whereas an incongruent word is a word with a predictive ending that is of the 
opposite gender, for example le squelette.  
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experiments, we will be able to observe parallels or dissociations between comprehension and 

production.  

Overview of the Experiments 

We conducted six experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 are comprehension experiments (lexical decision 

and gender decision, respectively). These experiments aim at establishing the regularity effect found by 

Taft and Meunier (1998) for the materials used in the present study. Only then can we be sure that 

potential null-effects in the production experiments are not due to insufficient phonological 

predictivity. The comprehension experiments are also interesting for another reason: All relevant 

studies until now (Desrochers et al., 1989; Holmes & Segui, 2004; Taft & Meunier, 1998) used visual 

presentation of words and manipulated the orthographic predictivity. By contrast, in our experiments, 

spoken words are presented as stimuli, and we manipulate phonological predictability. While gender 

predictability by phonology and by orthography will often overlap, this is not always the case. For 

example, orthographically, -t is a highly valid cue for masculine gender in French (e.g. le tricot 

(sweater), le biscuit (cookie), and le carnet (notebook)). However, phonologically, the three words end 

in /o/, /i/, and /ε/, respectively. An example for the reverse, orthographic predictivity without 

phonological predictivity, is /al/. Spoken /al/ is a non-predictive gender cue, but its two orthographic 

realisations are predictive gender cues: most nouns ending in –ale are feminine (la sandale - sandal), 

whereas most nouns ending in –al are masculine (le bocal - jar).      

 Having established that the phonological endings of the nouns used in present study indeed show 

an effect of phonological predictivity for grammatical gender, Experiments 3 to 6 set out to test the 

same issue using a picture naming task, that is, a pure language production task (in contrast to, e.g., 

Vigliocco et al., submitted). If we observe an effect of phonology on gender retrieval in production, this 

implies that activation feeds back from the word form level to the lemma level at which syntactic 

properties like gender are assumed to be stored. Conversely, if there is no such feedback, phonology 

cannot have an effect on gender retrieval. 

Overview of the Materials 

As the same set of French nouns was used as experimental materials for all six experiments, we will give 

an overview of the material selection before turning to the actual experiments.  
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 Two factors, gender (masculine vs. feminine) and congruency (phonological ending congruent vs. 

incongruent) were completely crossed. We selected 60 experimental items, 15 for each of the resulting 

four conditions. For these items, the predictivity of an ending was computed using the internet 

database lexique (www.lexique.org). Computation of predictivity was always based on the last two 

or three phonemes. Two points have to be mentioned concerning the computation of phonological 

predictivity. First, in a language as French one has to distinguish between morphological and 

phonological predictivity. Concerning morphological predictivity, nouns having the same derivational 

suffix also have the same gender. For some of our experimental items, one might consider the ending of 

the noun having a morphological status (e.g., -age, -ette). However, even for these cases, the same 

ending can appear in words of both masculine and feminine gender, for example, le nuage (cloud) and 

la plage (beach). By contrast, true (derivational) morphemes always cause a noun to belong to one 

gender class. All nouns ending in –ment, like sentiment (sentiment) or amusement (amusement) are 

masculine without exception. Therefore, the endings chosen by us display the probabilistic predictivity 

of phonological endings and not the deterministic predictivity of morphological endings. Second, when 

computing phonological predictivity, one has to make a decision as to how many phonemes of the 

ending are considered in this computation. As the nouns used in the present experiments were on 

average approximately five phonemes long, we decided to use two phonemes as a standard for the 

computation of phonological predictivity (with a few exceptions where we had to use three phonemes 

in order to get a sufficiently large set of materials). Thus, the predictive part of the word form was on 

average less than half of the number of phonemes of the whole word. 

 Two measures of predictivity were calculated, token predictivity and type predictivity. Type 

predictivity refers to the proportion of nouns of the dominant gender relative to all nouns with this 

ending (e.g., n(masculine nouns) / [n(masculine nouns) + n(feminine nouns)]). Token predictivity refers 

to the cumulative frequency of nouns of the dominant gender relative to the cumulative frequency of 

all nouns with a given ending (e.g., ∑frequency(masculine nouns) / ∑frequency(masculine nouns + 

feminine nouns)). An ending was defined as predictive if both measures were equal to or larger than .70. 

Items with a given ending and the dominant gender were chosen as congruent items, items with a 

given ending and the non-dominant gender were chosen as incongruent items. Because in Experiments 

3 to 6 the items were presented as pictures, only nouns referring to concrete depictable objects were 

chosen. For each ending, one or two pairs of nouns were selected, with one noun of the dominant 

gender (congruent) and one of the non-dominant gender (incongruent) in each pair.  
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 All items and their corresponding predictivity measures are listed in Appendix 6A. ANOVAs 

with the two factors gender and congruency were carried out on type predictivity and on token 

predictivity. There was a non-significant effect of gender on type predictivity, F(1, 56) = 3.15, p = .082, 

MSE = 0.006. The effect of congruency was significant for type predictivity, F(1, 56) = 1361, p < .001, 

MSE = 0.006, and token predictivity, F(1, 56) = 1554, p < .001, MSE = 0.005. There was no interaction of 

these two factors for type predictivity (F < 1) nor for token predictivity (F < 1). 

 Whereas the two predictivity measures differed as much as possible for congruent and 

incongruent items, we tried to keep the following variables constant across the four conditions: 

groupsize (the number of French nouns with a given ending), logarithmic noun frequency (computed 

from the lexique database “lemmes”, frequency per million), theoretical uniqueness point in number of 

phonemes up to the uniqueness point, length in number of phonemes, length in number of syllables, 

and length of the stimulus in milliseconds. The last measure was obtained from the auditory stimuli 

used in Experiments 1 and 2. Table 6.1 shows the distribution of these variables across conditions. 

 

Table 6.1 
Type predictivity, token predictivity, groupsize, logarithmic frequency, (phonological) uniqueness point, number 
of syllables, number of phonemes, and length in milliseconds for the materials in the experimental conditions (sd 
in parentheses) 
  Masculine Feminine 
Congruent Ending Type predictivity .85 (.08) .82 (.08) 
 Token predictivity .86 (.08) .86 (.07) 
 Groupsize 246 (329) 226 (183) 
 Log Freq 1.24 (0.57) 1.11 (0.73) 
 Uniq. Point 4.93 (0.88) 5 (1.2) 
 Nr. Syll. 1.93 (0.46) 1.8 (0.56) 
 Nr. Phon. 5.4 (1.45) 5.2 (1.27) 
 Length ms. 730 (120) 732 (125) 
Incongruent Ending Type predictivity .10 (.06) .14 (.08) 
 Token predictivity .13 (.08) .09 (.07) 
 Groupsize 226 (183) 245 (329) 
 Log Freq 0.69 (0.72) 1.38 (0.67) 
 Uniq. Point 4.87 (1.19) 4.33 (1.05) 
 Nr. Syll. 2.07 (0.88) 1.67 (0.72) 
 Nr. Phon. 5.6 (1.72) 4.73 (1.53) 
 Length ms. 793 (162) 680 (149) 

 

ANOVAs with the two factors gender and congruency were carried out on groupsize, logarithmic 

frequency, the place of the uniqueness point, number of syllables, number of phonemes, and length. 

The only significant effect was an interaction of gender and congruency for the variable logarithmic 
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frequency, F(1, 56) = 5.52, p < .05, MSE = 0.455. For all other variables, there were no significant main 

effects or interactions (all ps > .10). Besides the 60 critical items, 88 more items were included. These 

items belonged to a different study (Chapter 7 of this thesis) but can be regarded as filler items in the 

present experiments. Four differently randomised experimental lists were created, such that successive 

nouns were neither semantically nor phonologically related and that no more than three successive 

nouns had the same gender. Four more nouns were used as warming-up items at the beginning of each 

list. Furthermore, ten more nouns were chosen to serve as items in a training session. 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 was a baseline experiment (auditory lexical decision). Its aim was to establish the time 

necessary to recognise the experimental words. Because the factors gender and congruency are 

necessarily between-item factors, we cannot exclude that any hidden between-item differences that 

were not controlled in the selection of materials might contribute to differences between conditions. 

The present baseline study will allow us to take into account such potential differences in the 

interpretation of the gender decision results of Experiment 2. 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-five native speakers of French took part in the experiment. One participant was excluded from 

further analyses, because he made more than 20% errors. All participants were psychology students at 

the University of Geneva and received course credit as reward for their participation. Participants were 

between 19 and 40 years of age, with a mean age of 23 years. Two participants were left-handed. 

Material and design  

The word material consisted of the 152 nouns described above (60 critical items, 88 fillers, four 

warming-up items). In addition, we created 152 non-words. These non-words were derived from the 

152 nouns, by splitting them up into their constituent syllables, or, for monosyllabic nouns, into their 

constituent parts onset, nucleus, and coda. These parts were then randomly rearranged. None of the 

resulting combinations were existing French words and all were phonologically legal non-words of 

French, as confirmed by the judgment of a native speaker of French. For the ten practice items, non-

words were created in the same way. The four original experimental lists were interspersed with the 

non-words such that no more than five words or five non-words occurred in a row and that successive 
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non-words or successive words and non-words were not phonologically similar. Words and non-words 

were recorded by a female native speaker of French. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the 

four experimental lists. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The experiment was controlled using the experimental software E-Prime1.1, Psychology Software 

Tools. Experiments were run on a Dell Dimension XPS T500 computer. Visual instruction texts were 

presented on a Dell P990 monitor. Auditory stimuli were presented to the participants using Beyer 

dynamic DT 100 headphones.  

 Participants were tested individually in a soundproof booth. Participants read an instruction that 

was written in white letters on a dark blue screen. They were told to decide as quickly as possible 

whether an auditory stimulus was a French word or not by pressing a button on a button box. Half of 

the participants pressed the right button for words and the left button for non-words, for the other half 

this assignment was reversed. When the participant had no more questions, the experimenter started 

the experiment. The instruction was replaced by a dark blue screen in order not to distract the 

participant’s attention from the auditory task. At the beginning of each trial, participants heard a 1khz 

warning-tone for 250 ms, followed by the auditory target. From target onset onwards they could react 

for 2750 ms. After these 2750 ms, the next trial started with the warning tone. Before the main 

experiment, participants had a practice phase with ten words and ten non-words. 

Results and Discussion 

Reaction times for incorrect responses and reaction times that deviated more than two standard 

deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were replaced by the corresponding cell mean. 5% of 

the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.9% as outliers. Table 6.2 shows the mean reaction times 

and mean error rates as a function of gender and congruency. Standard deviations are given in 

parentheses. 

 ANOVAs with the factors gender and congruency showed an effect of gender which was 

significant in the participant analysis and marginally significant in the item analysis, F1(1, 23) = 35.11, p 

< .001, MSE = 901; F2(1, 56) = 3.57, p = .064, MSE = 7182, with faster reactions for feminine nouns than 

for masculine nouns. The main effect of congruency was also significant in the participant analysis and 

marginally significant in the item analysis, F1(1, 23) = 48.4, p < .001, MSE = 483; F2(1, 56) = 3.46, p 

= .068, MSE = 7182, with faster reactions for nouns with congruent endings than for nouns with 
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incongruent endings. The interaction of gender and congruency was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.76, p 

= .11, MSE = 2108; F2 < 1. 

 

Table 6.2 
Experiment 1: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors as a function of gender and congruency. Standard 
deviations in parentheses 
                         Gender  
Congruency of the Ending Masculine Feminine Mean 
Congruent 836 (108) 815 (111) 826 
 3% (4) 2% (3) 2.5 
Incongruent 882 (108) 831 (105) 856 
 10% (9) 3% (5) 6.5 
Mean 859 823  
 6.5 2.5  
 

 In the error analysis, the main effect of gender was significant, F1(1, 23) = 15.87, p < .001, MSE = 

0.002; F2(1, 56) = 3.92, p < .05, MSE = 0.006. The main effect of congruency was also significant, F1(1, 23) 

= 10.46, p < .01, MSE = 0.004; F2(1, 56) = 4.5, p < .05, MSE = 0.006. The interaction of gender and 

congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 7.47, p < .01, MSE = 0.002, but not 

significant in the item analysis, F2(1, 56) = 2, p = .163, MSE = 0.006. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 was an auditory gender decision experiment. 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-four native speakers of French took part in the experiment. All participants were psychology 

students at the University of Geneva and received course credit as reward for their participation. They 

were between 19 and 38 years of age, with a mean age of 27 years. Six participants were left-handed. 

Material and design  

The non-words were removed from the experimental lists of Experiment 1. The same auditory word 

stimuli were used. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1. The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1. The 

only difference was that participants were instructed to decide as quickly as possible whether an 

auditory stimulus required the indefinite determiner un (masculine) or une (feminine) by pressing a 
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button on a button box. We used the un - une decision because it is a more natural task than the meta-

linguistic assignment of the labels ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ (see Taft & Meunier, 1998). We used the 

indefinite instead of the definite determiner, because the definite determiners le and la converge on the 

elided determiner l’ in front of a vowel. Half of the participants were told to press the right button for 

un and the left button for une, for the other half this assignment was reversed.  

Results and Discussion 

Reaction times for incorrect responses and reaction times that deviated more than two standard 

deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were replaced by the corresponding cell mean. 6% of 

the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.1% as outliers. Table 6.3 shows the mean reaction times 

and mean error rates as a function of gender and congruency. Standard deviations are given in 

parentheses. 

 

Table 6.3  
Experiment 2: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors as a function of gender and congruency. Standard 
deviations in parentheses 
                          Gender  
Congruency of the Ending Masculine Feminine Mean 
Congruent 976 (92) 938 (112) 957 
 1% (2) 4% (5) 2.5 
Incongruent 1067 (118) 982 (98) 1025 
 10% (6) 10% (7) 10 
Mean 1022 960  
 5.5 7  
 

 The main effect of gender was significant, F1(1, 23) = 23.36, p < .001, MSE = 3918; F2(1, 56) = 5.38, 

p < .05, MSE = 10633, with faster reactions for feminine nouns than for masculine nouns. The main 

effect of congruency was significant, F1(1, 23) = 37.5, p < .001, MSE = 2940; F2(1, 56) = 6.48, p < .01, 

MSE = 10633, with faster reactions for nouns with congruent endings than for nouns with incongruent 

endings. The interaction of gender and congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) 

= 4.17, p < .05, MSE = 3148, but not in the item analysis, F2 < 1.  

 In the error analysis, the main effect of gender was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.69, p = .115, MSE 

= 0.003; F2 < 1. The main effect of congruency was significant, F1(1, 23) = 53.23, p < .001, MSE = 0.003; 

F2(1, 56) = 5.81, p < .05, MSE = 0.015. The interaction of gender and congruency was not significant, 

F1(1, 23) = 3.14, p = .09, MSE = 0.002; F2 < 1. 
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 As we can see in the descriptive data pattern, an effect of congruency was already present in the 

lexical decision baseline (Exp. 1, 30 ms across the two levels of the factor gender), but it is much 

more prominent in the gender decision (Exp. 2, 68 ms across the two levels of the factor gender). Thus, 

the nouns with incongruent endings are generally more difficult to process than the nouns with 

congruent endings, probably due to differences between individual items, as established in Experiment 

1. However, when looking at Experiment 2, there seems to be a second component to processing 

difficulty that has to do with the time required for gender access in a gender decision task. We carried 

out an ANOVA on the combined results of Experiments 1 and 2, with the factors task (lexical decision 

vs. gender decision), gender, and congruency, in order to test whether the effect of congruency is 

significantly larger in the gender decision task than in the lexical decision task5. In order to help 

visualise the results, Figure 6.1 gives the difference in reaction times in Experiment 2 minus the 

reaction times in Experiment 1, broken down by gender and congruency. 
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Figure 6.1. Reaction time difference between Experiments 1 and 2 (RT(gender decision)-RT(lexical decision)) as a 
function of gender and congruency. 

 

 The ANOVA shows a main effect of task, F1(1, 46) = 27.81, p < .001, MSE = 38819; F2(1, 56) = 

164.77, p < .001, MSE = 4497, reflecting faster reaction times for the lexical decision task than for the 

gender decision task. The main effect of gender was also significant, F1(1, 46) = 47.88, p < .001, MSE = 

2410; F2(1, 56) = 4.16, p < .05, MSE = 19450. The interaction of task and gender was not significant, F1(1, 

46) = 3.23, p = .079, MSE = 2410; F2 < 1. The main effect of congruency was significant, F1(1, 46) = 68.7, 

p < .001, MSE = 1711; F2(1, 56) = 6.23, p < .05, MSE = 19450. Most importantly, the interaction of task 

and congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 9.38, p < .01, MSE = 1711, and 

                                                      
5 We are aware of the fact that the interaction of an experimental factor with a factor “task” sometimes does not 
allow for a straightforward interpretation, in particular when the two tasks differ in relative difficulty. Therefore, 
we also analysed the logarithmically transformed reaction times. These analyses yielded the same pattern of 
results. Most importantly, the crucial interaction of congruency and task was significant for logarithmically 
transformed reaction times, too. 
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marginally significant in the item analysis, F2(1, 56) = 3.49, p = .067, MSE = 4497. Thus, while there is 

an effect of congruency in both tasks, it was larger for the gender decision task than for the lexical 

decision task. There was an interaction of gender and congruency in the analysis by participants, F1(1, 

46) = 6.93, p < .01, MSE = 2628, that was not significant in the item analysis, F2 < 1. The three-way 

interaction of task, gender, and congruency was not significant, both Fs < 1, showing that the gender by 

congruency interaction was present to roughly the same extent in both tasks6. 

 So far, for reasons of comparability with the production experiments to be reported in the next 

sections (in particular Exp. 3 to 5), we reported a between-participants version of Experiments 1 and 2. 

However, in a second half of Experiments 1 and 2, each participant did the other task as well (i.e., those 

participants that had started with lexical decision continued with gender decision and vice versa). If we 

analyse this within-participants variant of the experiments, the crucial task by congruency interaction 

is significant by participants and items, F1(1, 47) = 16.9, p < .001, MSE = 3165; F2(1, 56) = 8.21, p < .01, 

MSE = 2036, providing additional support for a facilitatory effect of phonological predictivity on gender 

retrieval in spoken word recognition.  

 To summarise, Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that the phonological predictivity of gender has 

a facilitatory influence on gender retrieval. The present experiments support previous findings by Taft 

and Meunier (1998) and Desrochers, Paivio, and Desrochers (1989). However, they also extend these 

results. They show that an effect of gender predictability is not only obtained with visual presentation 

(which has been used in all previous studies), but also with auditory presentation. This result is 

remarkable for two reasons. First, Taft and Meunier claim that orthographic endings are more 

informative than phonological endings, because there exist a number of homophonic endings for both 

genders that are only disambiguated by their spelling. Still, the phonological congruency cues are 

strong enough to influence gender retrieval. Second, whereas all the information in a written noun can 

be taken in more or less simultaneously, auditory information is linear by nature. Colé, Pynte, and 

Andriamamonjy (2003) even claim: 

As far as the auditory modality is concerned, an early influence of gender-related regularities 
is much more problematic. Speech stimuli are delivered over time, and for many words 
recognition occurs before the ending has had a chance to be processed (Marslen-Wilson & 

                                                      
6 We repeated the analysis by items, using word length and logarithmic frequency as covariates. There was no 
interaction of task with either of these variables, ps> .14. This supports the logic of the cross-experiment 
comparison: The contribution of length and frequency was equal for the two tasks, and thus we can be fairly sure 
that the cross-experiment comparison primarily reflects the additional process of gender processing. 
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Welsh, 1978). In such circumstances, it can hardly be argued that final phonemes are used to 
predict the gender of the stimulus (p. 409). 
 

 In contrast to this hypothesis, we see that even though the ending of an auditorily presented 

noun is processed late, it still assists in retrieving the noun’s gender in comprehension. But given the 

hypothesis put forward by Colé et al. (2003), it is interesting to contrast the theoretical uniqueness 

point and the length of the noun stimuli for the materials of the present experiments. The nouns had a 

mean length of 5.2 phonemes and their theoretical uniqueness point was reached on average after 4.8 

phonemes. However, more to the point, in 55 of 60 nouns, the onset of the ending was earlier than the 

theoretical uniqueness point, in three cases, the onset of the ending and the uniqueness point coincided, 

and only for two nouns, the uniqueness point was reached before the ending. Therefore, for the 

majority of nouns used in this study, the uniqueness point fell within the phonological ending. This 

observation suggests that the present results are not in conflict with the considerations put forward by 

Colé et al.. Rather it appears that the distance between the position of the uniqueness point and the 

phonological ending of a noun might be an important determinant of whether effects of phonological 

predictivity on gender retrieval can be observed.  

Experiment 3 

Having established that phonological predictivity of grammatical gender has an effect in spoken 

language comprehension, we can now turn to the question of whether such an effect can also be 

observed in language production. For doing so, we conducted a series of picture naming experiments. 

As for the comprehension experiments, we first established a baseline that informs us about potential 

differences between the experimental conditions independent of gender retrieval. This baseline is 

obtained in Experiment 3 in which participants named pictures with bare nouns. 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-two participants took part in this experiment. They were all psychology students or scientific 

employees of the University of Geneva. Participants were between 20 and 34 years of age (mean: 24). 

Eight participants had to be excluded because they made more than 20% errors.   
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Material and design 

The same lists were used as in Experiment 2. However, the auditory stimuli were replaced by black on 

white line drawings corresponding to the picture names. Most pictures were taken from a picture 

database of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig (Germany) 

and the remaining pictures were chosen from the google image database (www.google.com, images). 

Some pictures were simplified in order to have a set of pictures with comparable visual complexity. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The experiment was controlled using the experimental software E-Prime1.1, Psychology Software 

Tools. Experiments were run on a Dell Dimension XPS T500 computer. Visual stimuli were presented 

on a Dell P990 monitor. The voice key was triggered using an ATR20 microphone. Participants’ 

responses were recorded on a Sony ZA5ES DAT-recorder using head-worn microphones (Shure, SM10).  

 Before the experiment started, the voice key was tested using an E-Prime procedure. Participants 

had to name 20 randomly presented numbers. If all responses triggered the voice key, the experiment 

was started with this trigger level of the voice key, if not, the voice key trigger level was adjusted and 

the voice key test run again with the adjusted level.  

 The voice key test was followed by a familiarisation phase during which participants saw all 

pictures with the name of the picture being presented auditorily at picture onset. The familiarisation 

phase was self-paced. Participants were instructed to use these picture names during the main 

experiment. After the familiarisation phase, participants saw a written instruction on the screen which 

told them to name a picture with the corresponding (bare) noun. Speed and accuracy were likewise 

emphasised. The main experiment started with a warming-up block of ten trials. At the beginning of 

each trial, a fixation cross was presented on the screen for 800 ms. It was followed directly by the 

picture that stayed on the screen for 2000 ms. Unknown to the participant, at picture onset a 1khz-tone 

was recorded on the second channel of the DAT-recorder as a marker of stimulus onset for later 

measurements. Because the experimental factors (gender and congruency) were between-item factors 

and because the target nouns started with different phonemes, potential differences in the voice key 

triggering could contribute to the results. Therefore, we used the DAT-recordings to re-measure all 

onset latencies (i.e., the time between the onset of the 1khz-tone (stimulus onset) and the beginning of 

the utterance) manually, using the software praat (www.praat.org).  
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Results and Discussion 

Disfluencies, selfcorrections, use of a wrong name and no response at all were coded as errors. Reaction 

times that deviated more than two standard deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were 

replaced by the corresponding cell mean. 10.5% of the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.7% as 

outliers. Table 6.4 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates split up by gender and 

congruency. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

 The main effect of gender was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.35, p = .139, MSE = 5556; F2 < 1. The 

main effect of congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 17.11, p < .001, MSE = 

5388, and marginally significant in the item analysis, F2(1, 56) = 2.84, p = .098, MSE = 26910, with faster 

reactions for nouns with congruent endings than for nouns with incongruent endings. The interaction 

of gender and congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 4.42, p < .05, MSE = 

6459, but not by items, F2 < 1. This interaction was due to longer reaction times for incongruent 

masculine nouns than congruent masculine nouns. The difference was significant by participants, but 

only marginally significant by items, F1(1, 23) = 13.02, p < .001, MSE = 17155; F2(1, 28) = 3.59, p = .068, 

MSE = 25559. There was no effect of congruency for feminine nouns, F1(1, 23) = 2.77, p = .11, MSE = 

6539; F2 < 1.  

Table 6.4 
Experiment 3: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors as a function of gender and congruency. Standard 
deviations in parentheses 
                          Gender  
Congruency of the Ending Masculine Feminine Mean 
Congruent 847 (96) 858 (101) 853 
 9% (7) 9% (7) 9 
Incongruent 943 (156) 885 (92) 914 
 14% (9) 9% (7) 11.5 
Mean 895 872  
 11.5 9  
 

 In the error analyses, there was neither a significant effect of gender, F1(1, 23) = 2.33, p = .141, 

MSE = 0.005; F2 < 1, nor of congruency, F1(1, 23) = 3.15, p = .089, MSE = 0.005; F2 < 1. The interaction of 

gender and congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 8.07, p < .01, MSE = 0.002, 

but not in the item analysis, F2 < 1.  

 As in the comprehension baseline (Exp. 1), in bare noun naming reaction times for the congruent 

condition are faster than for the incongruent condition. In both baseline experiments (Exp. 1 and 3) the 

in-/congruency effect is descriptively larger for masculine nouns than for feminine nouns. This strongly 
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suggests that the same differences between the items in the experimental conditions cause this 

difference in word recognition and word production. In the same way as for the comprehension 

experiments, the critical question then is whether this difference will be larger when access to 

grammatical gender is required. This was tested in Experiment 4.  

Experiment 4 

In Experiment 4, participants named the same pictures as in Experiment 3, but now with determiner 

NPs consisting of a definite determiner (le for masculine, la for feminine) and the noun. 

Method 

Participants 

Fifty-eight participants took part in this experiment. They were between 18 and 42 years old, with a 

mean age of 24. Thirty-four participants were excluded from all analyses because they committed more 

than 20% of errors7. 

Material and design 

Material and design were the same as in Experiment 3. 

Apparatus and procedure  

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiment 3. The only difference was that 

participants were instructed to name the pictures with definite determiner NPs, i.e. le + [masculine 

noun] or la + [feminine noun]. For the present experiment, we did not re-measure the reaction times as 

registered by the voice key, because all utterances started with the same phoneme. 

Results and Discussion 

The same error criteria were used as in Experiment 3. 13.5% of the reactions were classified as errors, 

and 1% as outliers. Table 6.5 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates split up by gender 

and congruency. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

 The main effect of gender was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 8.12, p < .01, MSE 

= 6426, but not in the item analysis, F2 < 1. The main effect of congruency was not significant, F1(1, 23) 

                                                      
7 Obviously, having to exclude such a high number of participants due to high error rates is unusual. We have no 
explanation for this fact. However, it is presumably due to the participant population tested and not due to the 
specific experiment. Even in simple bare noun naming we had to exclude a considerable number of participants, 
and the same is true for Experiment 5. 
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= 3.82, p = .063, MSE = 3861; F2(1, 56) = 1.04, p = .313, MSE = 16172. The interaction of gender and 

congruency was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.77, p = .11, MSE = 4678, F2 < 1. The effect of congruency 

was smaller and less reliable than in the bare noun baseline (Exp. 3). While in the bare noun baseline, 

masculine incongruent nouns were produced 96 ms more slowly than masculine congruent nouns, and 

feminine incongruent nouns 27 ms more slowly than feminine congruent nouns, the corresponding 

differences are reduced to 48 ms and 2 ms, respectively, in the present experiment. This is in clear 

contrast to the comprehension experiments (Exp. 1 and 2) where the congruency effect was 

significantly larger in the gender decision task than in the lexical decision task. 

 

Table 6.5 
Experiment 4: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors as a function of gender and congruency. Standard 
deviations in parentheses 
                           Gender  
Congruency of the Ending Masculine Feminine Mean 
Congruent 897 (101) 874 (101) 886 
 7% (6) 12% (9) 9.5 
Incongruent 945 (130) 876 (87) 911 
 21% (12) 14% (7) 17.5 
Mean 921 875  
 14 13  
  

In the error analyses, there was no significant effect of gender, Fs < 1. There was a significant effect of 

congruency in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 18.63, p < .001, MSE = 0.008, which was marginally 

significant in the item analysis, F2 (1, 23) = 3.69, p = .06, MSE = 0.025. The interaction of gender and 

congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 21.16, p < .001, MSE = 0.005, but not 

in the item analysis, F2 (1, 23) = 2.49, p = .12, MSE = 0.025. 
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Figure 6.2. Reaction time difference between Experiments 3 and 4 (RT(determiner NP naming)-RT(bare noun 
naming)) as a function of gender and congruency.  
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 Figure 6.2 gives the difference values of Experiment 4 minus Experiment 3. We had already 

mentioned above that the difference between nouns with congruent and incongruent endings is larger 

in the bare noun baseline (Exp. 3) than in the determiner NPs (Exp. 4). Thus, Experiments 3 and 4 do 

not provide evidence for a facilitatory effect of congruency (and thus phonological predictivity) on 

gender retrieval in language production. Rather, if anything at all there is a descriptive tendency 

towards an inhibitory effect of congruency on gender retrieval. This reverse tendency was reflected in a 

combined analysis of Experiments 3 and 4, with task, gender, and congruency as factors. There was a 

marginally significant interaction of task and congruency, F1(1, 46) = 3.59, p = .064, MSE = 4624; F2(1, 

28) = 3.04, p = .087, MSE = 3557. None of the other interactions of task with any of the other factors 

was significant (all ps > .25).  

 Looking at the error rates in Experiments 3 and 4 provides a slightly different picture. Figure 6.3 

shows the difference in error rates for the two experiments, split up by gender and congruency. 

ANOVAs with the factors task (Exp. 3 vs. Exp. 4), gender (masculine vs. feminine), and congruency 

(congruent vs. incongruent) showed a marginally significant main effect of task, F1(1, 46) = 3.24, p 

= .078, MSE = 0.013; F2(1, 56) = 3.95, p = .052, MSE = 0.006. The interaction of task and gender was not 

significant, both Fs < 1. The interaction of task and congruency was significant by participants, F1(1, 46) 

= 5.33, p < .05, MSE = 0.006, and marginally significant by items, F2(1, 56) = 3.24, p = .077, MSE = 0.006, 

revealing a facilitatory effect of congruency. The three-way interaction of task, gender, and congruency 

was also significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 5.59, p < .05, MSE = 0.003, but not by items, F2(1, 56) = 

1.76, p = .19, MSE = 0.006. It should be noted, however, that the error rate is collapsed over all kinds of 

errors, including disfluencies, missing responses, and incorrect nouns. A closer look at the errors reveals 

the following: 23% (= 44) of all errors in Experiment 4 are gender errors, that is, selection of the wrong 

determiner. Of these, 14 errors occurred in the congruent condition and 30 in the incongruent 

condition. However, this descriptive difference was not significant (Fs < 1). 
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Figure 6.3. Difference in error rates between Experiments 3 and 4 (% errors(determiner NP naming) - % 
errors(bare noun naming)) as a function of gender and congruency.  
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  Before drawing the conclusion that congruency of the ending has no effect on gender retrieval in 

language production, we conducted two more experiments, where a different kind of gender agreement 

had to be computed, namely agreement between a noun and a gender-marked inflected adjective. 

Experiment 5 

In Experiment 5, participants named the pictures with small sentences of the format determiner + noun 

+ is + colour adjective (e.g., le [masculine noun] est gris, or la [feminine noun] est grise). Note that in 

these simple sentences, the gender of the noun surfaces in the definite determiner and in the 

inflectional suffix of the adjective. 

Method 

Participants 

Fifty-four participants took part in this experiment. They were all students or scientific employees at 

the University of Geneva. Their mean age was 24, with a range from 18 to 37. Thirty participants were 

excluded from all analyses because they made more than 20% of errors.  

Material and design  

The same material was used as in Experiment 4. The number of lists was doubled. From each list, two 

versions were created. In the first version, half of the pictures were presented on a green background, 

and the other half on a grey background. In the second version, the assignment of pictures to colours 

was reversed. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiments 3 and 4. Participants were instructed to 

name a picture with a sentence using the inflected colour adjective, that is, le [masculine noun] est vert/ 

gris or la [feminine noun] est verte/ grise8.  

Results and Discussion 

The same error criteria were used as in Experiment 3. 11.9% of the reactions were classified as errors, 

and 1.9% as outliers. Table 6.6 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates broken down by 

gender and congruency. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

                                                      
8 We used these two colour adjectives because they have a distinctive pronunciation for masculine and feminine: 
[vεr] vs. [vεrt] and [gri:] vs. [gri:z], respectively.  
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 The main effect of gender was significant in the  participant analysis, F1(1, 23) = 13.82, p < .001, 

MSE = 4705, but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 56) = 1.55, p = .219, MSE = 19020. The main effect of 

congruency was significant, F1(1, 23) = 21.32, p < .001, MSE = 4984; F2(1, 56) = 5.52, p < .05, MSE = 

19020. The interaction of gender and congruency was not significant, Fs < 1. When comparing the 

present results with those of the bare noun baseline (Exp. 3), it turns out that for masculine nouns, the 

congruency effect is slightly reduced in the present experiment relative to the baseline (96 ms in 

Experiment 3 and 82 ms in the present experiment). For feminine nouns, by contrast, the congruency 

effect shows an increase from 27 ms in the bare noun baseline to 50 ms in the present experiment. We 

will come back to this pattern in the combined statistical analysis of Experiments 3 and 5. 

 

Table 6.6 
Experiment 5: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors as a function of gender and congruency. Standard 
deviations in parentheses 
                          Gender  
Congruency of the Ending Masculine Feminine Mean 
Congruent 914 (125) 878 (87) 896 
 11% (6) 11% (7) 11 
Incongruent 996 (118) 928 (109) 962 
 16% (9) 10% (7) 13 
Mean 955 903  
 13.5 10.5  
 

 In the error analyses, there was no significant effect of gender, F1(1, 23) = 3.1, p = .092, MSE = 

0.007, F2 < 1. There was no significant effect of congruency, F1(1, 23) = 1.57, p = .223, MSE = 0.004, F2 < 

1. The interaction of gender and congruency was not significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.86, p = .104, MSE = 0.005, 

F2 < 1. 
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Figure 6.4. Reaction time difference between Experiments 3 and 5 (RT(determiner NP + adjective naming)-
RT(bare noun naming)) as a function of gender and congruency. 
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 Three-way ANOVAs with the factors task (Exp. 3: bare noun naming vs. Exp. 5: simple 

sentences), gender, and congruency were carried out to see whether the congruency effect was larger 

for simple sentences than for bare nouns. Figure 6.4 illustrates the difference values of Experiment 5 

minus Experiment 3. 

 The main effect of task was marginally significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 3.01, p = .089, MSE 

= 33670, and significant by items, F2(1, 56) = 11.61, p < .001, MSE = 4707, indicating that responses were 

initiated somewhat faster for bare nouns than for the adjective phrases. None of the interactions of task 

with any of the other factors reached significance (all ps > .15). Most importantly, the interactions of 

task and congruency and of task, gender, and congruency did not reach significance, indicating that the 

congruency effects for bare noun naming and for simple sentences do not differ.  

 There were no differential effects for Experiment 3 (bare noun naming) and the present 

experiment on the error rates. A combined statistical analysis of the error rates in Experiments 3 and 5 

with the factors task (Exp. 3 vs. Exp. 5), gender, and congruency showed that none of the interactions 

of task with any of the other factors were significant, all Fs < 1. Looking again at gender errors only, 

30% (= 51) of all errors in Experiment 5 were gender errors, 20 occurred in the congruent condition, 31 

in the incongruent conditions. Again, this difference was not significant (Fs < 1).  

 Because it is rather unusual to have to exclude as many participants as we did, we relaxed the 

error criteria of Experiments 3, 4, and 5, allowing up to 25% errors. This increased the number of 

participants we could include in the analyses to 28, 30, and 32 in Experiments 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 

However, neither the descriptive nor the statistical data pattern changed noticeably by including more 

observations. 

 After two negative attempts to obtain a facilitatory effect of congruency on gender retrieval in 

language production (Exp. 3 vs. 4 and Exp. 3 vs. 5), Experiment 6 sets out for such an effect once again, 

using a slightly different approach. First, the critical condition with explicit gender marking and the 

bare noun baseline condition were tested within participants. Second, we excluded the subset of 

pictures that had been responsible for most of the errors in the preceding production experiments (Exp. 

3 to 5). Third, we chose yet a different utterance format in the critical condition, in order to maximise 

the chances of an effect. While gender-marked inflected adjectives (as used in Exp. 5) seem a good 

candidate for observing effects of gender computation, the final position of the adjective in the simple 

sentences might have masked any effects of congruency. Therefore, we chose the prenominal adjective 

grand/ grande (big) for Experiment 6. 
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Experiment 6 

In Experiment 6, participants either named pictures with bare nouns (baseline) or with a NP consisting 

of a gender-marked definite determiner, a gender-marked prenominal adjective, and a noun (i.e. le 

grand [nounmas.] or la grande [nounfem.]). 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-four participants took part in the experiment, all of them native speakers of French. All 

participants were students or scientific employees at the University of Geneva. They were between 20 

and 36 years of age, mean age was 25. Three participants had to be excluded from all further analyses 

because they had made more than 20% errors. 

Material and design 

The same materials were used as in Experiments 3 to 5. However, two picture pairs with feminine-

dominant phonological endings (cloporte - tarte; grenouille - fenouil) and two picture pairs with 

masculine dominant endings (mouchoir - bouilloire; dynamo - plumeau) were excluded from the lists. 

Either one or both of the pictures of these pairs had been named incorrectly very frequently in 

Experiments 3 to 5. From the 88 filler items, another 8 items were excluded, reducing the complete 

item set to 132 items.  

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiments 3, 4, and 5. Each participant received 

two experimental lists. Half of the participants were instructed to name the pictures with bare nouns in 

the first list followed by the second list in which they had to name the pictures with the phrase le 

grand/ la grande [noun]. For the other half of the participants, this order was reversed. For the bare 

nouns, reaction times were re-measured as in Experiment 3. 

Results and Discussion 

The same error criteria were used as in the previous experiments. 10% of the reactions were classified 

as errors, and 1.6% as outliers. Table 6.7 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates split up by 

task, gender, and congruency. 

 We analysed bare nouns and adjective NPs separately first. For bare nouns, the main effect of 

gender was not significant, Fs < 1. The main effect of congruency was significant by participants, F1(1, 
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30) = 9.58, p < .01, MSE = 3486, but not by items, F2 < 1. The interaction of gender and congruency was 

significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 5.67, p < .05, MSE = 2313, but not by items, F2 < 1. 

 In the error analyses, there was no effect of gender, F1(1, 30) = 1.34, p = .26, MSE = 0.003; F2 < 1. 

There was no effect of congruency, F1(1, 30) = 1.54, p = .23, MSE = 0.007, F2 < 1. The interaction of 

gender and congruency was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 30) = 11.73, p < .01, MSE = 

0.004, and marginally significant in the item analysis, F2(1, 48) = 3.84, p = .056, MSE = 0.006. 

 For adjective NPs, the main effect of gender was significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 4.08, p 

< .05, MSE = 7497, but not by items, F2 < 1. The main effect of congruency was significant by 

participants, F1(1, 30) = 32.4, p < .001, MSE = 3039, and marginally significant by items, F2(1, 48) = 3.28, 

p = .077, MSE = 11331. The interaction of gender and congruency was not significant, F1(1, 30) = 2.95, p 

= .096, MSE = 3780, F2 < 1.  

 In the error analyses, there was no effect of gender, Fs < 1 and no effect of congruency, F1(1, 30) = 

1.46, p = .236, MSE = 0.006, F2 < 1. The interaction of gender and congruency was significant, F1(1, 30) = 

15.88, p < .001, MSE = 0.008, F2(1, 48) = 5.46, p < .05, MSE = 0.01. 33% (= 88) of all errors occurring in 

the production of adjective NPs were gender errors. Forty-eight of these occurred in the congruent 

condition, 40 in the incongruent condition (Fs < 1). 

 
Table 6.7 
Experiment 6: Reaction times (in ms) and percentage errors broken down by task, gender, and congruency. 
Standard deviations in parentheses 
 Gender  
 
Congruency 

masculine 
 

feminine 
 

 
mean 

 BARE NOUNS 
 

 

congruent 
 
incongruent 

781 (107) 
6% (7) 
835 (113) 
12% (8) 

809 (110) 
9% (9) 
821 (110) 
6% (8) 

795 
7.5 
828 
9 

mean 808 
9 

815 
7.5 

 

 ADJECTIVE NPs 
 

 

congruent 
 
incongruent 

817 (162) 
8% (9) 
892 (159) 
17% (11) 

805 (168) 
14% (11) 
842 (178) 
9% (10) 

811 
11 
867 
13 

mean 855 
12.5 

824 
11.5 
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 The effect of congruency was slightly larger for adjective NPs than for bare nouns. For masculine 

nouns, the incongruent condition was 54 ms slower than the congruent condition for bare nouns while 

the corresponding difference was 75 ms in the determiner adjective NP condition. For feminine nouns, 

these differences are 12 ms and 37 ms, respectively. Three-way ANOVAs with the factors task, gender, 

and congruency were carried out to see whether this slight increase in the size of the congruency effect 

was significant.  

 The main effect of task was not significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 1.26, p = .271, MSE = 37107,  

while it was significant by items, F2(1, 48) = 7.35, p < .01, MSE = 2941. The interaction of task and 

gender was significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 5.42, p < .05, MSE = 4255, but not by items, F2(1, 48) = 

2.14, p = .15, MSE = 2941. The interactions of task and congruency, and of task, gender, and congruency 

were not significant (all ps > .1). 

 There was a significant effect of task in the error analyses, F1(1, 30) = 10.64, p < .01, MSE = 0.009; 

F2(1, 48) = 19.73, p < .001, MSE = 0.002. None of the interactions of task and any of the other factors 

were significant. 

 The baseline condition showed a similar pattern as in Experiment 3, even though we had 

excluded the items that had caused most problems during naming. The incongruency effect in the 

baseline was less pronounced – 54 ms for masculine nouns and 12 ms for feminine nouns in Experiment 

6, compared to 96 ms and 27 ms in Experiment 3. However, it was still present in the baseline and it 

was not significantly increased when participants had to retrieve a gender-marked determiner and 

adjective. Thus, again we do not find an effect of congruency, even when the baseline and the critical 

condition are tested within participants and when the utterance format was chosen in order to 

maximise a potential effect. The results of Experiments 3 to 6 show that the congruency of a 

phonological ending does not facilitate retrieval of grammatical gender in language production.   

General Discussion 

The present experiments show an effect of phonological predictivity (congruency) of gender on gender 

access in spoken language comprehension (Exp. 1 and 2). These results replicate the results found by 

Taft and Meunier (1998) and Desrochers et al. (1989). But they also extend these findings by 

demonstrating that phonological information has a facilitatory effect on gender retrieval. To our 

knowledge, this is the first study where auditory stimuli were used instead of visual stimuli. This 

observation is not trivial because auditory word recognition is linear by nature and theoretically, a 
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word can be recognised at its uniqueness point, that is, before the ending has been processed. Because 

of this, Colé et al. (2003) doubt that it would be possible to observe an effect of the phonological ending 

in an auditory task. In our experimental stimuli, the uniqueness point occurs relatively late. On average, 

the difference between the place of the uniqueness point and the end of the word is 0.4 phonemes, and 

for the majority of our stimuli, the onset of the ending is earlier than the uniqueness point. 

Furthermore, the fact that a word can be recognised at its uniqueness point does not necessarily imply 

that its gender also becomes available right at the uniqueness point. If gender access occurs in a second 

step after retrieval of the word, then this extra time would allow the ending to fully unfold and 

contribute to the activation of the gender feature. These considerations lead to a question for further 

research, namely whether there is still an effect of phonological predictivity on gender retrieval in 

comprehension for words with a greater distance between the uniqueness point and the ending.     

 Experiments 1 and 2 show that participants are sensitive to the phonological manipulations in 

our material in comprehension. This validates the criteria we had set for predictivity and it creates a 

background against which we can interpret the results found in the production experiments. In 

Experiments 3 to 6 (production), using the same materials as Experiments 1 and 2, we failed to obtain 

an effect of phonological predictivity on gender retrieval in picture naming9. We failed so consistently, 

using different utterance formats and different designs – between-participants baseline and within-

participants baseline.  

 This is in conflict with the findings of Vigliocco et al. (submitted) who find an influence of 

phonological predictivity of a word’s ending in a sentence completion task. Participants had to 

complete preambles consisting of a head noun and a local noun with a gender-inflected adjective. 

Participants produced an adjective with an incorrect gender inflection more often when head noun and 

local noun had different gender than when they had the same gender. This difference in error rates was 

larger when the head noun’s ending was not predictive than when it was. How can these findings be 

reconciled with our data? The studies are similar in that they manipulated phonological predictivity in 

                                                      
9 We do find one effect of congruency in language production, and that is in the baseline experiments. The same 
was true for comprehension, indicating that something about the incongruent nouns in our materials is more 
difficult to process independent of selecting the noun’s gender information. Yet, in comprehension we found that 
this effect is enhanced when gender information has to be accessed, but there is no increase of the effect for 
production when gender information is needed. There are some indications in the literature (Plemmenou, Bard, & 
Branigan, 2002) that a noun’s gender feature can be activated in bare noun production. This is an intriguing 
proposition, however, we cannot contribute to this discussion, as in Greek (the language used by Plemmenou et 
al.) gender is morphologically marked, but this is not (normally) the case in French. 
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a task where gender agreement had to be produced. However, they differ in that in a sentence 

completion task there is always a comprehension component - the processing of the sentence preamble 

which contains the noun with which the adjective has to agree with respect to gender. In a picture 

naming task, however, both the noun and its agreeing element have to be computed by the speaker 

himself. A second explanation for the effect of phonological transparency can be seen in a monitoring 

account. A monitor might be more efficient in detecting and correcting a gender agreement error when 

the head noun’s phonology gives a strong cue for the correct agreement. Vigliocco et al. also discuss the 

monitoring account and conclude that their data do not allow to distinguish between a monitoring and 

a feedback account.  

 The present finding of no effect of phonological transparency on gender retrieval in language 

production can be interpreted in two ways. The first possibility is that there is no feedback. This 

assumption would be consistent with non-interactive models of language production and in conflict 

with interactive models. The conclusion that there is no feedback is compatible with the two different 

kinds of non-interactive models discussed in the introduction. Either there is no feedback because 

activation only spreads in one direction (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, Meyer, 1999) or there is no feedback 

because activation to syntactic properties and activation to phonological forms spreads along different 

pathways (Caramazza & Miozzo, 1997).  

 A second possible explanation would be that there is feedback but that it is too slow to affect 

gender retrieval. At first sight, this explanation seems to be at odds with the fact that interactive models 

assume that feedback is fast enough to affect lemma selection processes, as reflected in mixed errors and 

in the lexical bias effect in phoneme errors (Dell & Reich, 1981; Hartsuiker, Corley, & Martensen, 2005). 

However, this seeming contradiction can be resolved when taking a closer look at how grammatical 

gender might be represented. Levelt (1999; see also Levelt et al., 1999) assumes that the gender of a 

noun is represented as an abstract node at the lemma level, with all nouns of a given gender being 

connected to the same gender node. This implies that in order to affect lemma selection, feedback from 

the word form level to the corresponding lemma level is a one-step feedback. However, in order to 

reach the gender node and thus to affect gender retrieval, the feedback has to traverse one additional 

link, the link from the noun lemma to its gender node. Or, as Vinson and Vigliocco (1999) put it, 

phonemes and syntactic properties like gender are linked only indirectly by way of the lemma. If this 

were the case, then feedback from the word form to the gender feature would have to pass one 
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additional step, compared to feedback from the word form to the lemma. This extra step requires time 

and could make it too late to have an effect on gender retrieval.  

 To conclude, the present experiments show an effect of phonological predictivity on gender 

retrieval in spoken language comprehension. This provides an important extension of previous research 

as it demonstrates that such predictivity effects are not restricted to the domain of visual word 

recognition. However, for the same materials, we consistently fail to obtain a corresponding effect in 

language production. This implies either that there is no feedback from word form level to lexical 

syntactic properties in language production, or that this feedback is too slow to affect gender retrieval. 

Whatever the eventual decision between the alternatives is, the present results show that properties of 

the phonological word form do not affect the retrieval of a lexical-syntactic property like gender during 

language production.  
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Appendix 6A. Experimental items and their predictivity measures 

Dominant Gender Ending Item English translation Type Pred. Token Pred. 
masculine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/to/ 
 
/mo/ 
 
/lo/a 

/jo/ 
/if/ 
 
/UR/ 
 
/kl/ 
 
/aR/ 
 
/waR/ 
 
 
 
/tR/ 
 
/εtR/ 
 
/œj/ 
 
/εZ/ 
 
/aZ/ 

bateau [m] 
moto [f] 
plumeau [m] 
dynamo [f] 
vélo [m] 
radio [f] 
canif [m] 
griffe [f] 
carrefour [m] 
tour [f] 
cercle [m] 
boucle [f] 
cigare [m] 
guitare [f] 
miroir [m] 
mouchoir [m] 
bouilloire [f] 
balançoire [f] 
cintre [m] 
montre [f] 
thermomètre [m] 
fenêtre [f] 
fauteuil [m] 
feuille [f] 
manège [m] 
neige [f] 
nuage [m] 
village [m] 
cage [f] 
plage [f] 

boat 
motorbike 
feather duster 
dynamo 
bike 
radio 
pocket knife 
claw 
crossroads 
tower 
circle 
buckle 
cigar 
guitar 
mirror 
handkerchief 
kettle 
swing 
clothes hanger 
watch 
thermometer 
window 
armchair 
leaf 
merry-go-round 
snow 
cloud 
village 
cage 
beach 

.80 

.07 

.78 

.09 

.86 

.08 

.93 

.06 

.84 

.08 

.81 

.19 

.87 

.10 

.82 

.82 

.16 

.16 

.77 

.14 

.95 

.04 

.75 

.17 

.74 

.16 

.98 

.98 

.01 

.01 

.79 

.15 

.97 

.01 

.97 

.23 

.97 

.02 

.87 

.04 

.97 

.03 

.86 

.09 

.77 

.77 

.20 

.20 

.90 

.09 

.87 

.13 

.79 

.21 

.75 

.22 

.85 

.85 

.15 

.15 
feminine /in/ 

 
/εs/ 
 
/ot/ 
 
/yR/ 
 
/as/ 
 
/jεR/ 
 
 
 
/εn/ 

magazine [m] 
cabine [f] 
cacatoès [m]  
caisse [f] 
spot [m] 
carotte [f] 
mur [m] 
chaussure [f] 
rapace [m] 
contrebasse [f] 
lierre [m] 
cimetière [m] 
crinière [f] 
rivière [f] 
renne [m] 
fontaine [f] 

magazine 
tramcar 
cockatoo 
case 
spotlight 
carrot 
wall 
shoe 
bird of prey 
double bass 
ivy 
graveyard 
mane 
river 
reindeer 
fountain 

.03 

.95 

.17 

.81 

.17 

.74 

.12 

.87 

.22 

.70 

.06 

.06 

.91 

.91 

.24 

.73 

.16 

.80 

.01 

.89 

.11 

.87 

.14 

.86 

.02 

.82 

.18 

.18 

.79 

.79 

.20 

.76 
 /εt/ 

 
/ez/ 

squelette [m] 
fourchette [f] 
trapèze [m]  

skeleton 
fork 
trapeze 

.08 

.89 

.12 

.06 

.92 

.11 
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/uj/  
 
/zõ/ 
 
 
 
/~εt/ 
 
/Rt/ 

fraise [f] 
fenouil [m] 
grenouille [f] 
poison [m] 
blouson [m] 
maison [f] 
prison [f] 
labyrinthe [m] 
plinthe [f] 
cloporte [m] 
tarte [f] 

strawberry 
fennel 
frog 
poison 
bomber jacket 
house 
prison 
labyrinth 
baseboard 
woodlouse 
pie  

.86 

.11 

.81 

.27 

.27 

.73 

.73 

.13 

.81 

.12 

.88 

.88 

.02 

.97 

.09 

.09 

.91 

.91 

.02 

.80 

.00 
1 

 Note. Phonological transcriptions used are taken from the database lexique. aHere, because of scarcity of 
depictable items fulfilling all constraints, a congruent (mas.) noun with the dominantly masculine ending /lo/ and 
an incongruent (fem.) noun with the dominantly masculine ending /jo/ were paired.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Phonological Regularities and Gender Retrieval (2) 

Abstract 

The influence of phonological cues for gender in French was investigated. There are two different ways 

in which phonology can potentially affect gender retrieval: An ending that is strongly associated with a 

certain gender class might facilitate retrieval of this gender class. And the onset of a noun might have 

an influence – nouns beginning with a vowel require elision of the gender-marked definite determiner 

to the (non gender-marked) form l’. If phonological information were available early enough, then a 

speaker could use a shortcut when producing the definite determiner for vowel-initial nouns. However, 

this shortcut would not be possible for other gender-marked elements like adjectives. We report two 

comprehension experiments and four production experiments, manipulating the predictivity of the 

ending (neutral vs. predictive) and the noun onset (consonant vs. vowel). There was an effect of the 

ending, but not of the onset, in comprehension, and there were no effects at all in production, in line 

with models of lexical access in language production that do not allow feedback from the word form 

level to the gender representation.    
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Introduction 

In a language with grammatical gender, every noun belongs to a gender class. Other words in a phrase 

have to agree with the noun’s gender. For example, a French speaker needs to know that effet (effect) is 

a noun of masculine gender and interaction is a noun of feminine gender, in order to produce the 

following sentence taken from a paper on the role of phonology in gender processing “l’effet […] n’est 

pas statistiquement significatif […] acune des interactions […] n’est statistiquement significative” [the 

effectmas. is not statistically significantmas., nonefem. of the interactionsfem. are statistically significantfem.] 

(Desrochers & Paivio, 1990, p. 51).  

 One of the questions in psycholinguistic research on grammatical gender is whether grammatical 

gender is stored in the mental lexicon or whether it is computed (see for a review Schriefers & 

Jescheniak, 1999). Consensus goes towards stored gender. The next question then is how this stored 

gender property is retrieved from memory, and whether semantic or phonological regularities can help 

speed up the retrieval process. French possesses phonological regularities that a French speaker can 

potentially use for gender assignment. For example, according to the database BRULEX, 73% of all 

nouns ending in /fε/ (like effet) are masculine nouns, and 99% of all nouns ending in /sjõ/ (like 

interaction) are feminine nouns.  

 The present paper is concerned with the influence of these phonological regularities in gender 

retrieval in both language comprehension and language production. It is an established fact that the 

regularity of an ending influences the ease with which gender is retrieved in language comprehension 

tasks like gender decision or gender verification (Desrochers, Paivio, & Desrochers, 1989; Desrochers & 

Paivio, 1990; Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999; Holmes & Segui, 2004; Spalek, Franck, & Schriefers, 

Chapter 6 of this thesis; Taft & Meunier, 1998). A native speaker of French is faster to make the 

decision that cigarette is a feminine gender noun than to make the decision that squelette is a masculine 

gender noun, because the noun ending –ette is found more often in nouns of feminine gender than in 

nouns of masculine gender.  

 There are different explanations for this effect. Taft and Meunier (1998) discuss two of them.  

According to neural network accounts, orthographic/ phonological information is the input that is 

given to the network during training in order to produce gender information as output, and thus, 

orthographic cues should directly influence the output in the fully trained network. According to the 

dual-source hypothesis, grammatical gender is extracted from syntactic information, whereas 
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phonological or orthographic cues are secondary sources of information against which the output is 

checked. Arguments in favour of such a checking mechanism are provided by the studies of Holmes 

and Dejean de la Bâtie (1999) who found that speakers who performed best (i.e., fastest and with the 

most percentage of correct responses) in gender assignment showed least of an influence of the ending, 

supporting the view that it is not the primary source of information.  

 There is another property in French phonology that is closely connected with gender retrieval, a 

noun’s onset. The definite determiner for masculine nouns is le and the definite determiner for 

feminine nouns is la, but both are elided to l’ when they appear in front of a vowel. It could be the case 

that frequent co-occurrence of a noun and a gender-marked determiner helps determine a noun’s 

gender. Sometimes this is even claimed to be the primary source of gender information: “when asked to 

classify a word’s gender, people try to evoke implicitly the closest lexical associate, typically the definite 

article” (Holmes & Segui, 2004, p. 428). Tucker, Lambert, and Rigault (1977) provide some anecdotal 

evidence supporting this idea: When asked to give the gender of a low-frequency noun in French, a 

child was heard to say “un floraison … une floraison … c’est féminin.” (p. 13). In the terminology of 

Holmes and Segui, the definite determiner provides a lexical gender cue, whereas phonological 

regularities of the ending provide sublexical cues. Several studies have looked at the influence of a 

noun’s onset on gender retrieval in comprehension. The intuitive prediction would be the following: If 

gender information cannot be extracted by way of the definite determiner, speakers will rely more 

heavily on other cues within the word, for example phonological regularities. That is, we would predict 

an interaction of the predictivity of the ending and the onset (vowel vs. consonant).  

 Taft and Meunier (1998, Exp. 2 and 3) asked participants to make gender decisions for place 

names. Vowel-initial place names in French provide an extreme case of missing gender cues in the 

associated determiner; while for other vowel-initial nouns the indefinite determiner is still marked for 

gender (e.g., l’effet - un effet vs. l’interaction - une interaction), it is rather unusual to produce a place 

name with an indefinite determiner. Taft and Meunier asked participants to decide on or verify the 

gender of place names beginning with consonants (Suisse (Switzerland)) and vowels (Ecosse (Scotland)). 

Participants were much slower to make the decision for nouns starting with vowels. Strikingly, 

participants did not seem to be able to make use of the ending, even though it always provided a usable 

gender cue. The argument of Taft and Meunier is as follows: Participants had considerable difficulty in 

determining the gender of place names starting with a vowel, even though the ending gives them a 

valid cue. According to the dual-source theory, this is yet more support for the idea that the 
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contribution of phonological cues is postlexical – gender is determined by way of the associated 

determiner and the result is checked against the ending. If the first step fails, then the second step 

cannot come to the rescue.  

 Desrochers and Paivio (1990) crossed the factors ending and onset in a gender decision task. They 

found an effect of the ending and an effect of the onset. However, these effects were additive. Holmes 

and Segui (2004) used the same task, also crossing ending and onset. A predictive ending facilitated 

gender access in comprehension. Furthermore, there was an effect of onset, but only for nouns with 

neutral (i.e., unpredictive) endings (see Barbaud, Ducharme, & Valois, 1981 for related findings from 

naturally occurring speech errors). 

 Less attention has been given to a potential influence of phonological regularities on gender 

retrieval in language production. Strict-serial models of language production such as the one developed 

by Levelt and colleagues (Levelt, 1999; 2001; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) do not predict any such 

influence. Lexical access happens in different processing stages. A word’s syntactic properties such as 

grammatical gender are accessed at the lemma level. Its phonological properties are accessed 

subsequently at the word form level. According to the model, the selection process at the lemma level 

has to be completed before activation spreading continues to the word form level. There are no 

feedback loops from the word form level back to the lemma. Hence, phonological information can 

neither boost nor dampen the activation of a gender feature. 

 Interactive models of language production (e.g., Dell, 1986) allow for cascading activation 

spreading and feedback. If we integrate this feedback assumption with the level architecture of Levelt 

et al.’s (1999) model, an interaction of syntactic properties and phonology becomes possible: Activation 

spreading can feed to word forms before gender selection is completed. Furthermore, word forms 

spread activation back to all lemmas with phonological overlap. For example, if activation of the noun 

cigarette reactivates the lemma and all other lemmas overlapping in ending, 98% of all these lemmas 

will require feminine gender, boosting the activation of the correct gender feature. By contrast, for the 

phonologically incongruent noun squelette which belongs to the masculine gender class this implies 

that the incorrect gender feature will receive a lot of activation via this feedback. 

 A third class of model has been introduced by Caramazza (1997). In the independent network 

model, lexical semantic nodes have links to syntactic properties and phonological properties. Syntax 

and phonology are represented in independent networks such that accessing the one has no influence 
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on accessing the other. Thus, this model predicts that phonological transparency should not affect 

gender processing in language production. 

 Spalek et al. (Chapter 6) tested the influence of phonological (ending) regularities on gender 

retrieval in language comprehension and production. While we were able to replicate the (in-) 

congruency effect in comprehension, thereby establishing the sensitivity of our material, we failed to 

show any such effect in several picture naming tasks. This result appears to be in conflict with results 

obtained by Vigliocco, Franck, Antón-Méndez, and Collina (submitted) who found an effect of 

phonological transparency on gender processing in a sentence completion paradigm. We will return to 

this point in the General Discussion.  

 In the present paper, we will investigate the contribution of a noun’s onset and its ending in 

language comprehension (Exp. 1 and 2) as well as in production (Exp. 3 to 6). The language 

comprehension tasks aim at replicating the effects found in earlier experiments (Desrochers et al., 1989; 

Desrochers & Paivio, 1990; Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999; Holmes & Segui, 2004; Taft & Meunier, 

1998). Furthermore, in contrast to the earlier studies, we present auditory stimuli. It is not a trivial 

question if effects obtained in visual presentation will also occur in auditory presentation. Visual 

stimuli can be processed almost at once, whereas auditory stimuli are linear in nature and are processed 

in time (see Spalek et al., Chapter 6, for a discussion). 

Overview Materials 

Before turning to the actual experiments, we will give an overview of the material selection, because 

the same set of French nouns was used as experimental materials for all six experiments. Three factors, 

gender (masculine vs. feminine), onset (vowel vs. consonant), and predictivity of the ending (predictive 

ending vs. neutral ending) were completely crossed. We selected 96 experimental items, 12 per 

condition. For these items, the predictivity of an ending was computed using the internet database 

lexique (www.lexique.org). Computation of predictivity was based on the last two or three phonemes.  

Two measures of predictivity were calculated, token predictivity and type predictivity. Type 

predictivity refers to the proportion of nouns of the dominant gender relative to all nouns with this 

ending (e.g., n(masculine nouns) / [n(masculine nouns) + n(feminine nouns)]). Token predictivity refers 

to the cumulative frequency of nouns of the dominant gender relative to the cumulative frequency of 

all nouns with a given ending (e.g., ∑frequency(masculine nouns) / ∑frequency(masculine nouns + 

feminine nouns)). An ending was defined as predictive if both measures were equal to or larger than .70. 
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It was difficult to find perfectly neutral endings. Ideally, an ending should be defined as neutral if both 

measures are between .40 and .60 for both genders. Practically, we defined an ending as neutral if both 

measures were smaller than .75 for both genders and if at least one of the two measures was equal to or 

smaller than .50 for both genders. Because in Experiment 3 to Experiment 6 the items were presented 

as pictures, only nouns referring to concrete depictable objects were chosen. For each ending, one or 

two pairs of nouns were selected, with one noun in each pair starting with a consonant and one starting 

with a vowel. The items and their corresponding predictivity measures are listed in Appendix 7A. 

 ANOVAs with the three factors gender, predictivity, and onset were carried out on type 

predictivity and on token predictivity. There was no effect of gender on type predictivity, F(1, 88) = 

2.89, p = .093, MSE = 0.012, and on token predictivity, F(1, 88) = 2.73, p = .1, MSE = 0.005. The effect of 

predictivity was significant for type predictivity, F(1, 88) = 269, p < .001, MSE = 0.012, and token 

predictivity, F(1, 88) = 867, p < .001, MSE = 0.005. No other main effects or interactions reached 

significance, all ps > .12.  

 In previous research (Spalek et al., Chapter 6) we had been using extreme positions on the 

dimension of phonological predictivity of gender, that is, nouns for which gender was congruent with a 

predictive ending or where gender was incongruent with a predictive ending. This latter condition, 

however, could be a special case. It is possible that for exceptional cases gender is especially robustly 

coded. Contrasting neutral and predictive endings allows us to test whether the previous results 

(congruent vs. incongruent) generalise to the opposition neutral versus predictive. While systematically 

manipulating predictivity, we tried to keep other variables constant across the eight conditions 

resulting from crossing the factors gender, predictivity, and onset. These variables were groupsize (the 

number of French nouns with a given ending), logarithmic word frequency (computed from the 

lexique database “lemmes”, frequency per million), theoretical uniqueness point in number of 

phonemes up to the uniqueness point, length in number of phonemes, length in number of syllables, 

and length of the stimulus in milliseconds. This last measure was obtained from the auditory stimuli for 

Experiments 1 and 2. Table 7.1 shows the distribution of these variables across conditions. 

 Besides the 96 critical items, 52 more items were included. These items belonged to a different 

study (Chapter 6 of this thesis) but can be regarded as filler items in the present experiments. Four 

differently randomised experimental lists were created, such that subsequent words were neither 

semantically nor phonologically related and that no more than three subsequent words had the same 
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gender. Four more words were used as warming-up items at the beginning of each list. Furthermore, 

ten more words were chosen to serve as items in a training session.  

 

Table 7.1 
Mean type predictivity, token predictivity, groupsize, logarithmic frequency, theoretical uniqueness point, 
number of syllables, number of phonemes, and length in milliseconds broken down by gender, predictivity, and 
onset. Standard deviations are given in parentheses 
  Masculine Feminine 
Neutral Ending, Consonant Onset Type Predictivity 

Token Predictivity 
Groupsize 
Log Freq 
Uniq. Point 
Nr. Syll. 
Nr. Phon. 
Length ms. 

.49 (.11) 

.48 (.07) 
233 (164) 
.91 (.68) 
5.08 (1.38) 
1.92 (0.67) 
5.42 (1.83) 
753 (179) 

.52 (.13) 

.50 (.06) 
161 (150) 
1.29 (.64) 
4.58 (0.9) 
1.75 (0.62) 
4.83 (1.03) 
727 (111) 

Neutral Ending, Vowel Onset Type Predictivity 
Token Predictivity 
Groupsize 
Log Freq 
Uniq. Point 
Nr. Syll. 
Nr. Phon. 
Length ms. 

.49 (.11) 

.48 (.07) 
233 (164) 
.87 (.77) 
4 (1.21) 
2.08 (0.9) 
4.33 (1.5) 
717 (138) 

.55 (.18) 

.46 (.05) 
174 (164) 
1.27 (.5) 
4.33 (1.16) 
2.08 (0.51) 
4.33 (1.16) 
734 (80) 

Predictive Ending, Consonant Onset  Type Predictivity 
Token Predictivity 
Groupsize 
Log Freq 
Uniq. Point 
Nr. Syll. 
Nr. Phon. 
Length ms. 

.86 (.07) 

.86 (.06) 
259 (324) 
1.26 (.47) 
4.67 (1.07) 
2.08 (0.52) 
4.92 (1.08) 
638 (172) 

.89 (.07) 

.90 (.08) 
315 (223) 
.95 (.63) 
5.08 (0.99) 
2.08 (0.51) 
5.25 (1.06) 
784 (127) 

Predictive Ending, Vowel Onset Type Predictivity 
Token Predictivity 
Groupsize 
Log Freq 
Uniq. Point 
Nr. Syll. 
Nr. Phon. 
Length ms. 

.86 (.07) 

.86 (.06) 
259 (324) 
.83 (.94) 
4.33 (1.56) 
2.42 (0.79) 
5 (1.91) 
669 (156) 

.88 (.08) 

.90 (.08) 
315 (223) 
.96 (.58) 
4.83 (0.94) 
2.25 (0.45) 
5 (0.95) 
789 (99) 

 

 ANOVAs with the three factors gender, predictivity, and onset were carried out on groupsize, 

logarithmic frequency, the place of the uniqueness point, number of syllables, number of phonemes, 

and length. There was an effect of gender on length in milliseconds, F(1, 88) = 5.37, p < .05, MSE = 

18664. The effect of predictivity on groupsize did not reach significance, F(1, 88) = 3.5, p = .065, MSE = 
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51712. The effect of predictivity on number of syllables was marginally significant, F(1, 88) = 3.67, p 

= .059, MSE = 0.41. The effect of onset on uniqueness point was significant, F(1, 88) = 4.03, p < .05, MSE 

= 1.37, and the effect of onset on number of syllables was almost significant, F(1, 88) = 3.67, p = .059, 

MSE = 0.41. The interaction of gender and predictivity was significant for length, F(1, 88) = 6.08, p < .05, 

MSE = 18664. The interaction of gender and predictivity was almost significant for logarithmic 

frequency, F(1, 88) = 3.05, p = .084, MSE = 0.45. None of the other main effects and interactions were 

significant for any of the variables. 

Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 was an auditory lexical decision experiment. 

Method 

Participants  

Twenty-five native speakers of French (21 women and 4 men) took part in the experiment. One 

participant was excluded from all further analyses, because he made more than 20% errors. All 

participants were psychology students at the University of Geneva and received additional credit in a 

course on experimental psycholinguistics as reward for their participation. Participants were between 

19 and 40 years of age, with a mean age of 23 years.  

Material and design 

The word material consisted of the 152 nouns described above (96 critical items, 52 fillers, four 

warming-up items). In addition, we created 152 non-words. These non-words were derived from the 

152 nouns, by splitting them up into their constituent syllables, or, for monosyllabic nouns, into their 

constituent parts onset, nucleus, and coda. These parts were then randomly rearranged. None of the 

resulting combinations were existing French words and all were phonologically legal non-words of 

French, as confirmed by the judgement of a native speaker of French. For the ten practice items, non-

words were created in the same way. The four original experimental lists were interspersed with the 

non-words such that no more than five words or five non-words occurred in a row and that successive 

non-words or successive words and non-words were not phonologically similar. Words and non-words 

were recorded by a female native speaker of French. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the 

four experimental lists.   
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Apparatus and procedure 

The experiment was controlled using the experimental software E-Prime1.1, Psychology Software 

Tools. Experiments were run on a Dell Dimension XPS T500 computer. Visual instruction texts were 

presented on a Dell P990 monitor. Auditory stimuli were presented to the participants using Beyer 

dynamic DT 100 headphones.  

 Participants were tested individually in a soundproof booth. Participants read an instruction that 

was written in white letters on a dark blue screen. They were told to decide as quickly as possible 

whether an auditory stimulus was a French word or not. Half of the participants pressed the right 

button on a button box for words and the left button for non-words, for the other half this assignment 

was reversed. When the participant had no more questions, the experimenter started the experiment. 

The instruction was replaced by a dark blue screen in order to not distract the participant’s attention 

from the auditory task. At the beginning of each trial, participants heard a 1khz warning-tone for 250 

ms, followed by the auditory target. From target onset onwards they could react for 2750 ms. After 

these 2750 ms, the next trial started with the warning tone. Before the main experiment, participants 

had a practice phase with ten words and ten non-words. 

Results and Discussion 

Reaction times for incorrect responses and reaction times that deviated more than two standard 

deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were replaced by the corresponding cell mean. 5.6% 

of the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.3% as outliers. Table 7.2 shows the mean reaction times 

and mean error rates as a function of gender, predictivity, and onset, standard deviations are given in 

parentheses. 

 

Table 7.2 
Mean reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) in Experiment 1, split up by onset, gender, and predictivity. 
Standard deviations in parentheses 
 Onset 
 Consonant 

 
Vowel 

 Gender 
Predictivity of the ending Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
Neutral RTs 

% 
855 (116) 
7 (9) 

861 (103) 
7 (8) 

844 (133) 
11 (10) 

859 (115) 
4 (5) 

Predictive RTs 
% 

795 (110) 
0 (2) 

877 (108) 
3 (5) 

810 (97) 
9 (8) 

861 (106) 
2 (4) 
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 Experiment 1 was a baseline experiment establishing the time necessary to recognise the 

experimental words. Because the factors gender, predictivity, and onset are necessarily between-item 

factors, we cannot exclude that any hidden between-item differences that were not controlled in the 

selection of materials might contribute to differences between conditions. The present baseline study 

allows us to take into account such potential differences in the analyses and the interpretation of the 

gender decision results of Experiment 2. Therefore, we will only provide statistical analyses for the 

combined results of Experiments 1 and 2 in the results section of Experiment 2. The separate statistical 

analyses per experiment are given in Appendix 7B.  

Experiment 2 

Experiment 2 was an auditory gender decision experiment. 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-four native speakers of French took part in the experiment. All participants were psychology 

students at the University of Geneva and received course credit as reward for their participation. They 

were between 19 and 38 years of age, with a mean age of 27 years.  

Material and design 

The non-words were removed from the experimental lists of Experiment 1. The same auditory word 

stimuli were used.  

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1. The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1. The 

only difference was that participants were instructed to decide as quickly as possible whether an 

auditory stimulus required the indefinite determiner un (masculine) or une (feminine) by pressing a 

button on a button box. We used the un - une decision because it is a more natural task than the meta-

linguistic assignment of the labels ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ (see Taft & Meunier, 1998). We used the 

indefinite instead of the definite determiner, because the definite determiners le and la converge on the 

elided determiner l’ in front of a vowel. Half of the participants were told to press the right button for 

un and the left button for une, for the other half this assignment was reversed.  
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Results and Discussion 

Reaction times for incorrect responses and reaction times that deviated more than two standard 

deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were replaced by the corresponding condition mean. 

6% of the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.7% as outliers. Table 7.3 shows the mean reaction 

times and mean error rates as a function of gender, predictivity, and onset, standard deviations are 

given in parentheses1. 

 

Table 7.3  
Mean reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) in Experiment 2, split up by onset, gender, and predictivity. 
Standard deviations in parentheses 
 Onset 
 Consonant 

 
Vowel 

 Gender 
Predictivity of the ending Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
Neutral RTs 

% 
1045 (103) 
9 (6) 

1019 (131) 
11(8) 

1000 (97) 
8 (7) 

995 (108) 
7 (6) 

Predictive RTs 
% 

924 (111) 
2 (3) 

992 (116) 
3 (5) 

961 (93) 
3 (6) 

951 (88) 
3 (6) 
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Figure 7.1. Reaction times of Experiment 2 minus reaction times of Experiment 1, broken down by gender, 
predictivity, and onset. Con = onset consonant, vow = onset vowel. 
 
 In the following, we will report an analysis of the combined data patterns of Experiments 1 and 2, 

because we are interested in the change in the pattern of reaction times in Experiment 2 relative to the 

                                                      
1 There were two items, selle and col, that did not pose problems in picture naming, but in auditory lexical 
decision, participants could not distinguish between la selle (saddle) and le sel (salt) and between le col (collar) 
and la colle (glue). However, when these two items were excluded from the analyses, the pattern of results did 
not change. 
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pattern observed in Experiment 1 2 . As we can see in the descriptive data pattern, an effect of 

predictivity of the ending was already present in the lexical decision baseline (Exp. 1, 19 ms across the 

factors gender and onset), but it is much more prominent in the gender decision (Exp. 2, 58 ms across 

the factors gender and onset). As a statistical test of this descriptive pattern, we carried out an ANOVA 

on the combined results of Experiments 1 and 2, with the factors task (lexical decision vs. gender 

decision), gender, predictivity, and onset. In order to help visualise the results, Figure 7.1 gives the 

difference in reaction times in Experiment 2 minus the reaction times in Experiment 1, broken down 

by gender, predictivity, and onset. 

 For the reaction times, there was a main effect of task, F1(1, 46) = 25.67, p < .001, MSE = 73869; 

F2(1, 88) = 307.3, p < .001, MSE = 2985, reflecting faster reaction times in the lexical decision than in 

the gender decision. There was a main effect of gender in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 10.89, p 

< .01, MSE = 4365, but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 88) = 1.22, p = .27, MSE = 24962. The interaction 

of task and gender was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 5.52, p < .05, MSE = 4365, but 

not in the item analysis, F2 < 1.  

 There was a main effect of predictivity, F1(1, 46) = 48.23, p < .001, MSE = 2939; F2(1, 88) = 3.72, p 

= .057, MSE = 24962. Most importantly, the interaction of task and predictivity was significant, F1(1, 46) 

= 12.34, p < .001, MSE = 2939; F2(1, 88) = 6.46, p < .01, MSE = 2985, reflecting the fact that the effect of 

predictivity was significantly larger in the gender decision task than in the lexical decision task. The 

effect of onset was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 4.02, p < .05, MSE = 2782, but not 

in the item analysis, F2 < 1. The interaction of task by onset was not significant, F1(1, 46) = 2, p = .16, 

MSE = 2782, F2(1, 88) = 1.31, p = .26, MSE = 2985.  

 The interaction of gender and predictivity was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 

22.42, p < .001, MSE = 2735, but not in the item analysis, F2 < 1. The three-way interaction of task, 

gender, and predictivity was not significant, Fs < 1, signifying that the interaction of gender and 

predictivity was present to roughly the same degree in both tasks. The interaction of gender and onset 

almost reached significance in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 3.7, p = .06, MSE = 2440, but not in 

the item analysis, F2 < 1. The three-way interaction of task, gender, and onset was not significant, Fs < 1. 

Finally, the four-way analysis of task, gender, onset, and predictivity was not significant, F1(1, 46) = 

1.85, p = .18, MSE = 2566, F2 < 1. 
                                                      
2 As in Chapter 6 of this thesis (see footnote 5 on page 137), we ran an additional analysis with the logarithmically 
transformed reaction times and obtained the same pattern of results.  
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 For the error rates, there was no main effect of task, Fs < 1. There was no main effect of gender, 

F1(1, 46) = 2.8, p = .11, MSE = 0.005; F2 < 1. The interaction of task and gender was significant in the 

participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 5.71, p < .05, MSE = 0.005, but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 88) = 1.52, 

p = .22, MSE = 0.01. There was a main effect of predictivity, F1(1, 46) = 65.22, p < .001, MSE = 0.003; 

F2(1, 88) = 7.86, p < .01, MSE = 0.01. Most importantly, the interaction of task and predictivity was 

significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 4.08, p < .05, MSE = 0.003, but not by items F2 < 1. The effect of 

onset was not significant, Fs < 1. The interaction of task by onset was significant by participants, F1(1, 

46) = 4.99, p < .05, MSE = 0.004, but not by items, F2(1, 88) = 1.1, p = .3, MSE = 0.01.  

 The interaction of gender and predictivity was not significant, Fs < 1. The three-way interaction 

of task, gender, and predictivity was not significant, Fs < 1. The interaction of gender and onset reached 

significance in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 30.27, p < .001, MSE = 0.002, but not in the item 

analysis, F2(1, 88) = 2.57, p = .11, MSE = 0.01. The same held for the three-way interaction of task, 

gender, and onset, F1(1, 46) = 9.58, p < .01, MSE = 0.002; F2(1, 88) = 1.23, p = .27, MSE = 0.01. Finally, 

the four-way analysis of task, gender, onset, and predictivity was not significant, Fs < 1. 

 Taken together, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 show that gender decision in language 

comprehension is faster when the noun’s ending is predictive as opposed to when it is neutral. This 

shows that the findings of previous studies in the visual domain also hold in the auditory domain. But 

in contrast to the studies in the visual domain, we only found an effect of onset (in our study 

represented as an interaction between task and onset) on the error rates, but not in the reaction times 

(in contrast to Desrochers & Paivio, 1990) nor did we find an interaction of predictivity and onset (in 

contrast to Holmes & Segui, 2004). While Desrochers and Paivio and Holmes and Segui had observed 

longer latencies in the gender decision tasks for vowel-initial nouns than for consonant-initial nouns, 

we see the reverse pattern descriptively – faster reactions for vowel-initial nouns. It is not clear what is 

causing this difference, it could either have to do with the different items used or with the different 

modality.  

 Having established that phonological predictivity of grammatical gender has an effect in language 

comprehension, we now turn to the question of whether such an effect can also be observed in 

language production. We conducted a series of picture naming experiments. As for the comprehension 

experiments, Experiment 3 established a baseline that informs us about potential differences between 

the experimental conditions that are independent of gender retrieval. In this experiment, participants 

named the pictures with bare nouns. In Experiments 4, 5, and 6, we used different utterance formats. 
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Participants either had to produce determiner NPs (Exp. 4) or phrases containing gender-inflected 

adjectives (Exp. 5 and Exp. 6). For determiner NPs, gender access could potentially be skipped in case of 

nouns starting with a vowel. In a model that allows either cascading activation (Dell, 1986) or 

independent access of syntactic properties and phonology (Caramazza, 1997), information about a 

word’s onset could be available before information about its gender. If the phonology then provides the 

information that the determiner can be elided it would be theoretically possible to output the 

determiner l’. In this case we would expect faster reaction times for NPs like l’abeille (the bee) than la 

bouteille (the bottle) relative to the baseline responses abeille and bouteille. This hypothesis was tested 

in Experiment 4. The scenario changes when computation of gender agreement cannot possibly be 

bypassed, for example in phrases like la grande abeille (the big bee) and la grande bouteille (the big 

bottle). The relevant predictions will be developed in the transitions to the later experiments. 

Experiment 3 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-two participants took part in this experiment. They were all psychology students or scientific 

employees of the University of Geneva. Participants were between 20 and 34 years of age (mean: 24). 

Eight participants had to be excluded because they made more than 20% errors.   

Material and design 

The same lists were used as in Experiment 2. However, the auditory stimuli were replaced by black on 

white line drawings corresponding to the picture names. Most pictures were taken from a picture 

database of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig (Germany) 

and the remaining pictures were chosen from the Google image database (www.google.com, images). 

Some pictures were simplified in order to have a set of pictures with comparable visual complexity. 

Apparatus and procedure 

The experiment was controlled using the experimental software E-Prime1.1, Psychology Software 

Tools. Experiments were run on a Dell Dimension XPS T500 computer. Visual stimuli were presented 

on a Dell P990 monitor. The voice key was triggered using an ATR20 microphone. Participants’ 

responses were recorded on a Sony ZA5ES DAT-recorder using head-worn microphones (Shure, SM10).  
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Before the experiment started, the voice key was tested using an E-Prime procedure. Participants had to 

name 20 randomly presented numbers. If all responses triggered the voice key, the experiment was 

started with this trigger level of the voice key, if not, the voice key trigger level was adjusted and the 

voice key test run again with the adjusted level.  

 The voice key test was followed by a familiarisation phase during which participants saw all 

pictures with the name of the picture being presented auditorily at picture onset. Participants were 

instructed to use these picture names during the main experiment. The familiarisation phase was self-

paced. After the familiarisation phase, participants saw a written instruction on the screen which told 

them to name a picture with the corresponding (bare) noun. Speed and accuracy were likewise 

emphasised. The main experiment started with a warming-up block of ten trials. At the beginning of 

each trial, a fixation cross was presented on the screen for 800 ms. It was followed directly by the 

picture that stayed on the screen for 2000 ms. Unknown to the participant, at picture onset a 1khz-tone 

was recorded on the second channel of the DAT-recorder as a marker of stimulus onset for later 

measurements. Because the experimental factors (gender, predictivity, and onset) were between-item 

factors and because the target nouns started with a lot of different phonemes, potential differences in 

the voice key triggering could contribute to the results. Crucially, there was a systematic difference 

between the onsets in the two levels of the factor onset (consonant vs. vowel). Therefore, we used the 

DAT-recordings to re-measure all onset latencies (i.e., the time between the onset of the 1khz-tone 

(stimulus onset) and the beginning of the utterance) manually, using the software praat 

(www.praat.org). 

Results and Discussion 

Disfluencies, selfcorrections, use of a wrong name, and no response at all were coded as errors. Reaction 

times that deviated more than two standard deviations from a participant’s and an item’s mean were 

replaced by the corresponding cell mean. 10.5% of the reactions were classified as errors, and 1.7% as 

outliers. Table 7.4 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates broken down by gender, 

predictivity, and onset. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. The statistical analysis for 

Experiment 3 is provided in Appendix 7B. 
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Table 7.4 
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) in Experiment 3, broken down by onset, gender, and predictivity 
 Onset 
 Consonant 

 
Vowel 

 Gender 
Predictivity of the ending Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
Neutral RTs 

% 
891 (87) 
12 (11) 

801 (114) 
7(7) 

976 (111) 
15 (10) 

872 (102) 
7 (6) 

Predictive RTs 
% 

835 (105) 
5 (5) 

906 (129) 
16 (11) 

851 (93) 
13 (12) 

876 (89) 
10 (10) 

 

 As in the comprehension baseline (Exp. 1), in bare noun naming reaction times for the predictive 

condition are faster than for the neutral condition. In both baseline experiments (Exp. 1 and 3) the 

effect of predictivity is only present for masculine nouns whereas it is not present or even reversed for 

feminine nouns. This strongly suggests that the same differences between the items in the experimental 

conditions cause this difference in word recognition and word production. As for the comprehension 

experiments, the critical question is whether this difference will be larger when access to grammatical 

gender is required. This was tested in Experiment 4.   

Experiment 4 

In Experiment 4, participants named the same pictures as in Experiment 3, but now with determiner 

NPs consisting of a definite determiner (le for masculine, la for feminine) and the noun. 

Method 

Participants 

Fifty-eight participants took part in this experiment. They were between 18 and 42 years old, with a 

mean age of 24. Thirty-four participants were excluded from all analyses because they committed more 

than 20% errors3. 

Material and design 

Material and design were the same as in Experiment 3. 

 

                                                      
3 Obviously, having to exclude such a high number of participants due to high error rates is unusual. We have no 
explanation for this fact. However, it is presumably due to the participant population tested and not due to the 
specific experiment. Even in simple bare noun naming we had to exclude a considerable number of participants, 
and the same is true for Experiment 5. 
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Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiment 3. The only difference was that 

participants were instructed to name the pictures with definite determiner NPs, that is, le + [masculine 

noun] or la + [feminine noun] for nouns starting with a consonant or l’ + [noun] for nouns starting with 

a vowel. For the present experiment, we did not re-measure the reaction times as registered by the 

voice key, because all utterances started with the same phoneme. 

Results and Discussion 

The same error criteria were used as in Experiment 3. 13.5% of the reactions were classified as errors 

and 1% as outliers. Table 7.5 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates broken down by 

gender, predictivity, and onset. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

 

Table 7.5 
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) in Experiment 4, broken down by onset, gender, and predictivity 
 Onset 
 Consonant 

 
Vowel 

 Gender 
Predictivity of the ending Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
Neutral RTs 

% 
937 (99) 
13 (11) 

829 (96) 
11(9) 

973 (84) 
22 (12) 

898 (102) 
9 (8) 

Predictive RTs 
% 

866 (85) 
8 (6) 

915 (109) 
17 (11) 

846 (83) 
15 (10) 

896 (86) 
11 (9) 
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Figure 7. 2. Reaction times of Experiment 4 minus reaction times of Experiment 3, split up by gender, onset, and 
predictivity. Con = onset consonant, vow = onset vowel. 
 

 Because the critical question concerns the difference between neutral and predictive endings and 

the difference between vowel-initial and consonant-initial nouns in determiner NP naming relative to 

bare noun naming, we carried out a combined analysis on the data of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, 
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with the factors task (bare noun vs. determiner NP), gender, predictivity, and onset (the separate 

analysis of Experiment 4 is provided in Appendix 7B). Figure 7.2 illustrates the difference values of 

Experiment 4 minus Experiment 3. 

 For reaction times, the effect of task was not significant in the participant analysis, F1 < 1, but in 

the item analysis, F2(1, 88) = 9.24, p < .01, MSE = 1872. The main effect of gender was significant by 

participants, F1(1, 23) = 7.47, p < .01, MSE = 6693, but not by items, F2(1, 88) = 1.02, p = .32, MSE = 

24739, as was the main effect of predictivity, F1(1, 23) = 14.18, p < .001, MSE = 3666, F2(1, 88) = 1.06, p 

= .31, MSE = 24739, and the main effect of onset, F1(1, 23) = 20.41, p < .001, MSE = 3246, F2(1, 88) = 1.35, 

p = .25, MSE = 24739. However, none of these effects interacted with task, all ps > .10, indicating that 

all of them are present to roughly the same extent in the baseline and in determiner NP naming. The 

interaction of gender and predictivity was significant, F1(1, 23) = 134.03, p < .001, MSE = 3667, F2(1, 88) 

= 9.9, p < .01, MSE = 24739. The interaction of predictivity and onset was significant by participants, 

F1(1, 23) = 35.72, p < .001, MSE = 4142, but did not reach significance by items, F2(1, 88) = 2.97, p = .088, 

MSE = 24739. The interaction of task, gender, and onset was not quite significant, F1(1, 23) = 2.97, p 

= .092, MSE = 4373, F2(1, 88) = 3.51, p = .064, MSE = 1872. None of the other main effects and 

interactions were significant (all ps > .10). 

 In the combined error analysis, there were more errors in Experiment 4 than in Experiment 3, 

but this difference was only significant by items, F1(1, 46) = 3.11, p = .084, MSE = 0.19; F2(1, 88) = 5.99, 

p < .05, MSE = 0.005. The main effect of gender was significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 4.7, p < .05, 

MSE = 0.007, but not by items, F2 < 1. The main effect of onset almost reached significance by 

participants, F1(1, 46) = 3.35, p = .074, MSE = 0.008, F2 < 1. The interaction of gender and predictivity 

was significant, F1(1, 46) = 32.57, p < .001, MSE = 0.008; F2(1, 88) = 4.8, p < .05, MSE = 0.027, as was the 

interaction of gender and onset, F1(1, 46) = 35.62, p < .001, MSE = 0.007; F2(1, 88) = 4.51, p < .05, MSE = 

0.027. The three-way interaction of gender, predictivity, and onset almost reached significance by 

participants, F1(1, 46) = 3.64, p = .063, MSE = 0.006, F2 < 1. The other main effects and interactions were 

not significant, (all ps > .10). Crucially, none of the interactions with the factor task reached 

significance (all ps > .20). 

 The combined analysis of Experiments 3 and 4 shows that the predictivity of the ending does not 

influence the ease with which gender is retrieved in language production. Furthermore, we did not 

observe an effect of noun onset. That is, participants do not seem to be able to use a short-cut towards 

producing the determiner when they have to produce the elided form as is the case for nouns starting 
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with a vowel. In Experiment 5, we will test for a reverse effect. Several researchers (e.g., Taft & 

Meunier, 1998) have proposed that the associated definite determiner is a powerful source of 

information about a noun’s gender. The association of a vowel-initial noun with its gender-marked 

definite determiner is weak, because the elided form can be used in most cases. According to this 

scenario, vowel-initial nouns should show a disadvantage over consonant-initial nouns in those cases 

where gender access cannot possibly be bypassed. We test this hypothesis in Experiment 5. Participants 

have to produce little sentences consisting of the definite determiner, the noun, the verb is, and a 

colour-adjective. While the sentence for vowel-initial nouns will still begin with an the elided (gender-

unmarked) determiner l’, gender access cannot be bypassed because the adjective has to be inflected for 

gender. If weaker association of a noun with the gender-marked determiner results in a weaker link to 

its gender, then adjective inflection should be more demanding for vowel-initial nouns than for 

consonant-initial nouns.  

Experiment 5 

In Experiment 5, participants named the pictures with small sentences of the format determiner + noun 

+ is + colour adjective (e.g., le [masculine noun] est gris, or la [feminine noun] est grise). In these simple 

sentences, the gender of the noun surfaces in the definite determiner for consonant-initial nouns and in 

the inflectional suffix of the adjective for all nouns.  

Method 

Participants 

Fifty-four participants took part in this experiment. They were all students or scientific employees at 

the University of Geneva. Their mean age was 24, with a range from 18 to 37. Thirty participants were 

excluded from all analyses because they made more than 20% of errors.  

Material and design 

The same material was used as in Experiment 4. The number of lists was doubled. From each list, two 

versions were created. In the first version, half of the pictures were presented on a green background, 

the other half on a grey background. In the second version, the assignment of pictures to colours was 

reversed. 
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Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiments 3 and 4. Participants were instructed to 

name a picture with a sentence using the inflected colour adjective, that is, le [masculine noun] est vert/ 

gris or la [feminine noun] est verte/ grise.  

Results and Discussion 

The same error criteria were used as in Experiment 3. 13.5% of the reactions were classified as errors 

and 1.3% as outliers. Table 7.6 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates broken down by 

gender, predictivity, and onset, standard deviations are given in parentheses. 

Table 7.6 
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) in Experiment 5, broken down by onset, gender, and predictivity 
 Onset 
 Consonant 

 
Vowel 

 Gender 
Predictivity of the ending Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
Neutral RTs 

% 
997 (137) 
12 (12) 

891 (108) 
12(10) 

1002 (118) 
20 (10) 

966 (127) 
14 (11) 

Predictive RTs 
% 

901 (103) 
9 (8) 

972 (122) 
13 (10) 

928 (117) 
16 (11) 

950 (117) 
13 (9) 

 

 Four-way ANOVAs with the factors task (Exp. 3: bare noun naming vs. Exp. 5: simple sentences), 

gender, predictivity, and onset were carried out to see whether the effect of predictivity was larger for 

simple sentences than for bare nouns. The simple analysis of Experiment 5 is reported in Appendix 7B. 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the difference values of Experiment 5 minus Experiment 3. 
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Figure 7.3. Reaction times of Experiment 5 minus reaction times of Experiment 3, split up by gender, onset, and 
predictivity. Con = onset consonant, vow = onset vowel. 
 

 The main effect of task was significant, F1(1, 46) = 8.89, p < .01, MSE = 60405, F2(1, 88) = 80.82, p 

< .001, MSE = 3323. The main effect of gender was significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 5.37, p < .05, 
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MSE = 6055, but not by items, F2 < 1; as was the main effect of predictivity, F1(1, 46) = 8.82, p < .01, 

MSE = 5437, F2 < 1; and the main effect of onset, F1(1, 46) = 21.59, p < .001, MSE = 3618, F2(1, 88) = 1.23, 

p = .27, MSE = 31675. However, none of these effects interacted with task, all ps > .20, indicating that 

all of them are present to roughly the same extent in the baseline and in the simple sentences. The 

interaction of gender and predictivity was significant, F1(1, 46) = 70.28, p < .001, MSE = 5897, F2(1, 88) = 

6.54, p < .01, MSE = 31675. The interaction of predictivity and onset reached significance in the 

participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 17.17, p < .001, MSE = 5315, but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 88) = 1.44, 

p = .23, MSE = 31675. Finally, the three-way interaction of gender, predictivity, and onset was 

significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 5.14, p < .05, MSE = 6736, but not by items, F2 < 1. Crucially, 

none of the interactions with task were significant (all ps > .10).  

 In the combined error analysis, there were more errors in Experiment 5 than in Experiment 3, 

F1(1, 46) = 4.73, p < .05, MSE = 0.018; F2(1, 88) = 8.11, p < .01, MSE = 0.005. The main effect of onset 

was significant by participants, but not by items, F1(1, 46) = 9.87, p < .01, MSE = 0.008; F2(1, 88) = 1.7, p 

= .2, MSE = 0.024. The same held for the interaction of gender and predictivity, F1(1, 46) = 13.82, p 

< .001, MSE = 0.01; F2(1, 88) = 2.86, p = .094, MSE = 0.024; and the interaction of gender and onset, F1(1, 

46) = 11.81, p < .001, MSE = 0.011; F2(1, 88) = 2.6, p = .11, MSE = 0.024. The interaction of gender, 

predictivity, and onset was marginally significant by participants, F1(1, 46) = 3.33, p = .074, MSE = 0.005, 

but not by items, F2 < 1. The four-way interaction of task, gender, predictivity, and onset was almost 

significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 46) = 3.78, p = .058, MSE = 0.005; but not in the item 

analysis, F2(1, 88) = 1.86, p = .18, MSE = 0.005. None of the other main effects and interactions, and 

crucially, none of the other interactions with the factor task were significant (all ps > .10). 

 Looking back at the descriptive patterns of the difference values for Experiments 3 and 4 (Figure 

7.2) and the difference values for Experiments 3 and 5 (Figure 7.3), the reaction times for predictive 

endings are faster than the reaction times for neutral endings in all four cases in Figure 7.2, and in three 

of four cases in Figure 7.3. However, as reported above, the crucial interactions of predictivity and task 

are not significant. This might be surprising because the differences are quite large. However, it appears 

that there was a lot of noise in the data, as reflected in the high error percentage and the high number 

of excluded participants. The two data points for vowel-initial masculine nouns (with predictive 

endings vs. with neutral endings) stick out in both figures. In Figure 7.2, because this is the only case 

where reaction times in the bare noun experiment (Exp. 3) had been slower than in the determiner NP 

experiment (Exp. 4), as shown by the negative difference values. In Figure 7.3, because the pattern of 
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reaction times for neutral and predictive endings is reversed for masculine vowel-initial nouns. The 

pattern is caused by the fact that vowel-initial masculine nouns with neutral endings are exceptionally 

slow in the baseline, and then not much extra time is added in the cases were a gender-marked item has 

to be retrieved. However, it is not clear why these items should be so slow – their logarithmic 

frequency was low (.87), but this was also the case for vowel-initial masculine nouns with predictive 

endings (.83). Furthermore, their mean length (717 ms) lay in the mid-range, with the shortest words 

being consonant-initial masculine nouns with predictive endings (638 ms) and the fastest words being 

vowel-initial feminine nouns with predictive endings (789 ms) (see Table 7.1). Thus, the only possible 

explanation would be that the pictures were especially hard to process for vowel-initial masculine 

nouns with neutral endings, but that still does not explain why this affected the baseline to a greater 

extent than Experiments 4 and 5. 

 After two negative attempts to obtain a statistically reliable effect of predictivity or onset on 

gender retrieval in language production (Exp. 3 vs. 4 and Exp. 3 vs. 5), Experiment 6 sets out for such an 

effect once again, using a slightly different approach. First, the critical condition with explicit gender 

marking and the bare noun baseline condition were tested within participants. Second, we excluded the 

subset of pictures that had been responsible for most of the errors in the preceding production 

experiments (Exp. 3 to 5). Third, we chose a different utterance format in the critical condition, in 

order to maximise the chances of an effect. While gender-marked inflected adjectives (as used in Exp. 5) 

seem a good candidate for observing effects of gender computation, the final position of the adjective in 

the simple sentences might have masked any effects of congruency. Also in terms of the noun onset, it 

might be the case that the critical element appears too late in the sentence for an effect to emerge, 

because sentence-initially, participants still used full and elided determiners in Experiment 5. In 

Experiment 6, we chose the prenominal adjective grand/ grande (big). With this type of NP, a full 

gender-marked determiner has to be produced for both consonant-initial (e.g., la grande bouteille) and 

vowel-initial nouns (e.g., la grande abeille).  
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Experiment 6 

In Experiment 6, participants either named pictures with bare nouns (baseline) or with a NP consisting 

of a gender-marked definite determiner, a gender-marked prenominal adjective, and a noun (i.e., le 

grand [nounmas.] or la grande [nounfem.]). 

Method 

Participants 

Thirty-four participants took part in the experiment, all of them native speakers of French. All 

participants were students or scientific employees at the University of Geneva. They were between 20 

and 36 years of age, mean age was 25. Three participants had to be excluded from all further analyses 

because they had made more than 20% errors.  

Material and design 

The same materials were used as in Experiments 3 to 5. However, two feminine items with predictive 

endings (écluse, méduse), three masculine items with predictive endings (mouchoir, arceau, ciseau), 

one feminine item with a neutral ending (aisselle), and two masculine items with neutral endings (atoll, 

col) were excluded from the lists, because they had been produced wrongly very often in Experiments 3 

– 5. Due to a mistake in list construction the item banane was lost, too. From the 52 filler items, 

constituting in themselves another study, another 8 items were excluded, reducing the complete item 

set to 132 items.  

Apparatus and procedure 

The same apparatus and procedure were used as in Experiments 3, 4, and 5. Each participant received 

two experimental lists. Half of the participants were instructed to name the pictures with bare nouns in 

the first list followed by the second list in which they had to name the pictures with the phrase le 

grand/ la grande [noun]. For the other half of the participants, this order was reversed. For the bare 

nouns, reactions times were re-measured as in Experiment 3. 

Results and Discussion 

 The same error criteria were used as in the previous experiments. 8.5% of the reactions were 

classified as errors, and 1.6% as outliers. Table 7.7 shows the mean reaction times and mean error rates 

broken down by task, gender, predictivity, and onset. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
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Table 7.7 
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates (%) for Experiment 6, broken down by task, onset, gender, and predictivity 
  Consonant Vowel 
 
Predictivity 

 masculine 
 

feminine 
 

masculine 
 

feminine 
 

  BARE NOUNS 
 

neutral 
 
predictive 

RT 
% 
RT 
% 

863 (116) 
9 (11) 
762 (107) 
2 (5) 

782 (98) 
5 (7) 
859 (122) 
10 (10) 

905 (152) 
13 (10) 
799 (125) 
6 (9) 

807 (116) 
6 (8) 
832 (98) 
2 (4) 

  ADJECTIVE NPs 
 

neutral 
 
predictive 

RT 
% 
RT 
% 

899 (174) 
15 (13) 
800 (171) 
5 (7) 

795 (171) 
7 (11) 
855 (166) 
15 (11) 

967 (204) 
22 (13) 
891 (199) 
16 (12) 

811 
11 
867 
13 

 
 To test whether the effects of onset and predictivity differed in bare noun naming and in 

adjective NP naming, four-way ANOVAs with the factors task, gender, onset, and predictivity were 

carried out. Separate analyses for bare nouns and adjective NPs are provided in Appendix 7B. Figure 7.4 

illustrates the difference values of the reaction times in the adjective NPs minus the bare nouns. 
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Figure 7.4. Reaction times for adjective NPs minus reaction times for bare noun naming in Experiment 6, 
split up by gender, predictivity, and onset. 
 
 The main effect of task was not significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 1.52, p = .23, MSE = 70038; 

but marginally significant by items, F2(1, 79) = 15.63, p = .065, MSE = 1583. The main effect of gender 

was significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 16.35, p < .001, MSE = 11987, and marginally significant by 

items, F2(1, 79) = 3.7, p = .058, MSE = 21835, as was the interaction of task and gender, F1(1, 30) = 19.69, 

p < .001, MSE = 4802, F2(1, 79) = 26.19, p < .001, MSE = 1583. The main effects of predictivity, F1(1, 30) 

= 6.27, p < .05, MSE = 7257; F2(1, 79) = 1.7, p = .2, MSE = 21835, and onset, F1(1, 30) = 11.03, p < .01, 

MSE = 8729; F2(1, 79) = 1.15, p < .29, MSE = 21835, were significant by participants, but not by items, 

and they did not interact with task, ps > .15. The interaction of gender and predictivity was significant, 
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F1(1, 30) = 61.48, p < .001, MSE = 11794; F2(1, 79) = 11.88, p < .001, MSE = 21835, but the three-way 

interaction of task, gender, and predictivity was not, Fs < 1. The interaction of gender and onset was 

significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 12.6, p < .001, MSE = 9813, but not by items, F2 < 1. None of the 

other main effects and interactions reached significance, all ps > .10.  

 In the error analyses, there was a significant effect of task, F1(1, 30) = 20.9, p < .001, MSE = 0.013, 

F2(1, 79) = 62.51, p < .001, MSE = 0.002. The main effect of gender was significant in the participant 

analysis, F1(1, 30) = 27.67, p < .001, MSE = 0.007, but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 79) = 3.58, p = .062, 

MSE = 0.014. The same held for the interaction of task and gender, F1(1, 30) = 8.67, p < .01, MSE = 0.004; 

F2(1, 79) = 3.71, p = .058, MSE = 0.002. The main effect of predictivity reached significance by 

participants, F1(1, 30) = 14, p < .001, MSE = 0.01; but not by items, F2(1, 79) = 2.57, p = .11, MSE = 0.014. 

The interaction of task and predictivity was not significant, Fs < 1. The interaction of gender and 

predictivity was significant, F1(1, 30) = 26.82, p < .001, MSE = 0.008; F2(1, 79) = 6.18, p < .05, MSE = 

0.014, but the three-way interaction of task, gender, and predictivity was not significant, F1 < 1, F2(1, 79) 

= 1.13, p = .29, MSE = 0.002. The same held for the interaction of gender and onset, F1(1, 30) = 42.46, p 

< .001, MSE = 0.008; F2(1, 79) = 6.59, p < .01, MSE = 0.014. The corresponding three-way interaction of 

task, gender, and onset was significant in the participant analysis, F1(1, 30) = 4.54, p < .05, MSE = 0.007, 

but not in the item analysis, F2(1, 79) = 2.98, p = .088, MSE = 0.002. The interaction of predictivity and 

onset was significant by participants, F1(1, 30) = 7.59, p < .01, MSE = 0.008, but not by items, F2 < 1. The 

three-way interaction of task, predictivity, and onset was not significant, Fs < 1. Finally, the interaction 

of gender, predictivity, and onset was significant by participants but not by items, F1(1, 30) = 15.74, p 

< .001, MSE = 0.009; F2(1, 79) = 2.44, p = .12, MSE = 0.014. The four-way interaction of task, gender, 

predictivity, and onset was not significant, F1(1, 30) = 2.29, p = .14, MSE = 0.007, F2 < 1. Again, we did 

not find evidence for a contribution of phonological properties on gender retrieval in a language 

production task.  

General Discussion 

Experiments 1 and 2 show an effect of the phonological predictivity of gender on gender access in 

language comprehension. This finding replicates previous studies (Desrochers et al., 1989; Desrochers & 

Paivio, 1990; Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999; Holmes & Segui, 2004; Taft & Meunier, 1998). It also 

demonstrates that effects of phonological regularity are not restricted to the visual domain but can also 

be obtained in auditory gender decision tasks (see also Spalek et al., Chapter 6). Because of the linear 
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nature of auditory stimulus presentation, the assumption that late information about the ending can 

affect the decision process, has been doubted (Colé, Pynte, & Adriamanonjy, 2003; Taft & Meunier, 

1998). Therefore it is important to have a replication of this finding. Whereas the study by Spalek et al. 

contrasted nouns with congruent endings and incongruent endings (i.e., for a given, highly predictive 

ending like –ette, the congruent noun was la cigarette, the incongruent one le squelette), the present 

study contrasts nouns with predictive endings (corresponding to the congruent endings in Spalek et al.) 

and nouns with neutral, that is, uninformative endings. The fact that the present experiments show the 

same pattern as the one obtained by Spalek et al. shows that this previous effect was not a reaction to 

exceptional nouns that disagree in their gender assignment with the remaining nouns of the same 

ending. Furthermore, the present experiments extend the results of Spalek et al. to nouns beginning 

with a vowel.  

 It is less clear why we did not obtain an effect of onset in the gender decision task, and we have 

no explanation for why the onset (vowel vs. consonant) does play a role in the visual domain (e.g., 

Desrochers & Paivio, 1990; Holmes & Segui, 2004) but not in the auditory domain. 

 In three production experiments (Exp. 4 to 6, with Exp. 3 as a baseline) we failed to find an effect 

of the predictivity of the ending. This confirms our previous results (Spalek et al., Chapter 6), providing 

further evidence that phonological information cannot affect gender retrieval in language production. 

This is in line with assumptions of strict-serial models of language production (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999): 

Gender information is retrieved before phonological information, and because there are no feedback 

loops, the latter cannot affect the former. 

 But the present results also extend our previous findings. In the previous experiments (Spalek et 

al.), we had compared congruent and incongruent endings, whereas now the critical endings were 

predictive or neutral. As discussed above, for nouns with incongruent endings (as used by Spalek et al.), 

one could argue that gender is especially hard-wired as an exceptional case, and this could have worked 

against a potential congruency advantage. This is not the case for the comparison of predictive and 

neutral endings, as for neutral endings no such special hard-wiring would be expected. 

 There was no effect of word onset, either. This is surprising as participants in language 

production tasks appear to be very susceptible to the use of strategies (Perdijk, Spalek, & Schriefers, 

submitted and Chapter 3 of this thesis). In Experiment 4, participants could have made use of a strategy 

such as: “Bypass gender access if the noun starts with a vowel”. The fact that they did not, suggests that 

the information that is necessary for using a strategy, is available later than the gender information. 
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This is further support for the notion that gender is selected before phonology. Furthermore, because 

we did not find a facilitatory effect of vowel-onset in Experiment 4, we can exclude the possibility that 

we might have failed to observe a disadvantage of vowel-initial nouns in later experiments because two 

effects cancelled each other out. It would have been possible that there is an inhibitory effect of gender 

retrieval due to the weaker association between a vowel-initial noun and its associated determiner and 

at the same time a facilitatory effect of determiner selection, because the elided form can be chosen as a 

short-cut. But since we did not observe a facilitation for vowel-initial nouns in Experiment 4, a 

potential combination of facilitatory and inhibitory effects cannot provide an explanation for the results 

of Experiments 5 and 6.  

 However, the fact that there was no effect of onset in the production of more complex NPs (i.e., 

Exp. 5 and 6), seems to contradict data reported by Vigliocco et al. (submitted). In their experiment, 

participants were presented with an adjective followed by a sentence preamble like AMBITIEUX l’élite 

du pays (ambitious – the elite of the country). Participants were asked to repeat the preamble and 

complete the sentence using the adjective, that is, to say l’élitefem. du paysmas. est ambitieusefem. In tasks 

like that, the noun élitefem. is called head noun, and the noun paysmas. is called local noun. If local noun 

and head noun differ in gender, agreement errors can be induced such that the adjective agrees with 

the local noun rather than with the head noun, for example l’élitefem. du paysmas. est ambitieuxmas. 

However, agreement errors also occurred in the baseline condition in which head noun and local noun 

had the same gender (e.g., l’élitefem. de la nationfem.). Vigliocco et al. measured the percentage of 

agreement errors as a function of the predictivity of the head noun’s ending and the head noun’s onset. 

For the baseline condition, there was an interaction of both factors. There was an effect of the 

predictivity of the ending for nouns starting with a vowel and no effect for nouns starting with a 

consonant. However, the picture becomes more complex and more difficult to interpret if one also 

considers the cases with head noun and local noun of different gender. Here, the difference in error 

rates for predictive and unpredictive endings is approximately equal for consonant-initial and vowel-

initial nouns. 

 In both the study of Vigliocco et al. (submitted) and the study of Spalek et al. (Chapter 6), 

agreement had to be computed. However, in a preamble completion task, the noun is already given 

with all its phonological make-up. Thus, in this case, the word form is already provided in the preamble, 

and therefore it is not surprising that it is used in the subsequent computation of agreement. In a 

picture naming task like the one used here and in Spalek et al., both the noun itself and the agreement 
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target have to be produced, and thus phonological information has a much smaller chance to affect 

gender processing.  

 To conclude, phonological regularities have an influence on gender access during comprehension 

and they have an influence on gender access during production tasks when the target noun is provided 

before the actual production processes start (Vigliocco et al., submitted). They do not have an effect in a 

pure production task. This supports the position that in language production lexical-syntactic 

information is retrieved before or independently of phonological information. 
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Appendix 7A. Experimental items and their predictivity measures 

Ending & Gender Item English translation Type Token 
 
predictive, masculine: 

    

 
/(n)a/ 
/(k)a/ 
/je/ 
 
 
 
/œj/ 
 
/no/ 
 
/so/ 
 
 
 
/sõ/ 
 
/waR/ 
 
 
 
/lu/ 
 
/aZ/ 

 
cadenasa 

harmonica 
cendrier 
collier 
encrier 
escalier 
fauteuil 
œil 
piano 
anneau 
ciseau 
pinceau 
arceau 
oiseau 
poisson 
hameçon 
miroir 
mouchoir 
arrosoir 
entonnoir 
clou 
igloo 
nuage 
orage 

 
padlock 
harmonica 
clothes hanger 
necklace 
ink pot 
stairs 
armchair 
eye 
piano 
ring 
chisel 
paint-brush 
arc 
bird 
fish 
fish hook 
mirror 
handkerchief 
watering can 
funnel 
nail 
igloo 
cloud 
thunder storm 

 
.78 
 
.93 
 
 
 
.75 
 
.82 
 
.90 
 
 
 
.84 
 
.82 
 
 
 
.86 
 
.98 
 

 
.84 
 
.85 
 
 
 
.79 
 
.95 
 
.92 
 
 
 
.90 
 
.77 
 
 
 
.91 
 
.85 
 

 
predictive, feminine: 

    

 
/ij/ 
 
 
 
/εn/ 
 
/in/ 
 
 
 
/ãs/ 
 
/εs/ 
 
/ys/ 
 

 
bequille 
faucille 
aiguille 
anguille 
fontaine 
antenne 
cabine 
guillotine 
aubergine 
usine 
balance 
ambulance 
caisse 
adresse 
méduse 
écluse 

 
crutch 
sickle 
needle 
eel 
fountain 
aerial 
tramcar 
guillotine 
eggplant 
factory 
scales 
ambulance 
case 
address 
jellyfish 
sluice 

 
.90 
 
 
 
.73 
 
.95 
 
 
 
.98 
 
.81 
 
.94 
 

 
.99 
 
 
 
.76 
 
.80 
 
 
 
.89 
 
.89 
 
.98 
 

/yS/ 
 
/εt/ 

capuche 
autruche 
baguette 

hood 
ostrich 
baton 

.77 
 
.89 

.98 
 
.92 
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cigarette 
fourchette 
allumette 
arête 
assiette 

cigarette 
fork 
match 
fish bone 
bord 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
neutral, masculine: 

   

 
/ej/ 
 
/ik/ 
 
/al/ 
 
 
 
/εl/ 
 
 
 
/gle/ 
 
/ol/ 
 
 
 
/an/ 
 
/is/ 
 
/os/ 

 
soleil 
orteil 
moustique 
alambic 
bocal 
châle 
hôpital 
ovale 
tunnel 
violoncelle 
autel 
hôtel 
triangle 
ongle 
col 
tournesol 
aérosol 
atoll 
crâne 
âne 
maïs 
iris 
thermos 
os 

 
sun 
toe 
mosquito 
alembic 
jar 
shawl 
hospital 
oval 
tunnel 
violoncello 
altar 
hotel 
triangle 
finger nail 
collar 
sunflower 
aerosol 
atoll 
skull 
donkey 
corn 
iris 
thermos flask 
bone 

 
.39 
 
.45 
 
.59 
 
 
.44 
 
 
 
 
.66 
 
.52 
 
 
 
.42 
 
.25 
 
.58 
 

 
.55 
 
.41 
 
.50 
 
 
.47 
 
 
 
 
.46 
 
.48 
 
 
 
.49 
 
.60 
 
.31 
 

 
neutral, feminine: 

   

 
/ne:/ 
/pe:/ 
 
/ej/ 
 
 
 
/al/ 
 
/abl/ 
 

 
cheminéea 

poupée 
épée 
bouteille 
corbeille 
abeille 
oreille 
sandale 
étoile 
table 
étable 

 
chimney 
doll 
sword 
bottle 
waste paper basket 
bee 
ear 
sandal 
star 
table 
barn 

 
.50  
.56 
 
.61 
 
 
 
.41 
 
.29 
 

 
.60  
.43 
 
.45 
 
 
 
.50 
 
.52 
 

/el/ 
 
 
 
 
/gl/ 
 

sauterelle 
selle 
aile 
aisselle 
échellea 

règle 
épingle 

grasshopper 
saddle 
wing 
armpit 
ladder 
ruler 
(safety) pin 

.56 
 
 
 
 
.34 
 

.53 
 
 
 
 
.54 
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/ol/ 
 
/an/ 
/op/ 
/is/ 

boussole 
auréole 
bananea 
enveloppea 
vis 
hélice 

compass 
halo 
banana 
envelop 
screw 
propeller 

.48 
 
.58 
.29 
.75 
 

.52  
 
.51 
.49 
.40 

aIt was not possible to find enough picture pairs with matched endings for consonant and vowel for feminine 
nouns with neutral endings. Therefore we used different endings on these pairs in order to reach twelve items per 
condition which we considered the minimum required for reliable data.           

Appendix 7B. Statistical analysis of separate experiments 

 Reaction times Error Rates 
Experiment 1 F1(1, 23) F2(1, 88) F1(1, 23) F2(1, 88) 
Gender 31.6, <.001, 2205 n.s. 8.67, <.01, .005 n.s. 
Predictivity 10.83, <.01. 1598 n.s. 14.76, <.001, .004  n.s.  
Onset n.s. n.s. 4.31, <.05, .005 n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 22.52, <.001, 1676 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Onset n.s. n.s. 31.59, <.001, .003 3.7, .057, .012 
Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 4.3, <.05, .004 n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset 3.14, .09, 1576 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Experiment 2     
Gender n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Predictivity 37.55, <.001, 4281 5.5., <.05, 17884 67.24, <.001, .003 7.49, <.01, .012 
Onset 3.99, .058, 4069 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 6.41, <.05, 3795 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Onset n.s. n.s. 3.49, .075, .002 n.s. 
Predictivity * Onset 3.31, .082, 3874 n.s. 4.53, <.05, .003 n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset 7.91, <.01, 3556 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Experiment 3     
Gender 5.13, <.05, 5589  n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Predictivity 4.14, <.05, 3876 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Onset 18.85, <.001, 3260 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 57.77, <.001, 4385 7.79, <.01, 16265 14.18, <.001, .01 5.41, <.05, .013 
Gender * Onset n.s. n.s. 9.9, <.01, .007  n.s. 
Predictivity * Onset 14.82, <.001, 5857 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 5.3, <.05, .007 n.s. 
Experiment 4     
Gender n.s. n.s. 3.44, .076, .008 n.s. 
Predictivity 11.1, <.01, 3456 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Onset 4.17, <.05, 3231 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 80.8, <.001, 2949 11.44,<.001,10345 19.88, <.001, .006 3.12, .081, .019 
Gender * Onset n.s. n.s. 28.66, <.001, .006 4.9, <.05, .019 
Predictivity * Onset 25.62, <.001, 2428 2.97, .088, 10345 n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
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Experiment 5     
Gender n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Predictivity 4.79, <.05, 6997 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Onset 5.46, <.05, 3974 n.s. 9.95, <.01, .009 2.87, .094, .016 
Gender * Predictivity 22.37, <.001, 7409 4.42, <.05, 18733 n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Onset n.s. n.s. 3.92, .06, .014 n.s. 
Predictivity * Onset 3.69, .067, 4774 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset 6.41, <.05, 6609 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Experiment 6 bare nouns F1(1, 30) F2(1, 79) F1(1, 30) F2(1, 79) 
Gender n.s. n.s. 7.86, <.01, .004 n.s. 
Predictivity 6.9, <.01, 6232 n.s. 9.03, <.01, .007 3.51, .065, .006 
Onset 5.08, <.05, 4507 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 55.21, <.001, 6761 9.55, <.01, 13009 25.64, <.001, .004 5.36, <.01, .006 
Gender * Onset 5.02, <.05, 5019 n.s. 11.1, <.01, .007 4.57, <.05, .006 
Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 4.28, <.05, .006 n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 4.95, <.05, .006 n.s. 
Experiment 6 adjective NPs     
Gender 25.66,<.001,10964 11.43,<.001,10410 26.44, <.001, .008 4.66, <.05, .01 
Predictivity n.s. n.s. 7.44, <.01, .011 n.s. 
Onset 9.38, <.01, 8819 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity 38.96, <.001, 9034 13, <.001, 10410 14.3, <.001, .008 5.73, <.05, .01 
Gender * Onset 10.61, <.01, 10812 4.17, <.05, 10410 35.88, <.001, .008 7.08, <.01, .01 
Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 4.94, <.05, .007 n.s. 
Gender * Predictivity * Onset n.s. n.s. 13.28, <.001, .009 n.s. 
Note. Reported values are F, p, MSE. Tests are significant for p <.05. For non-significant tests with a p-value < .10, 
statistics are reported, n.s. = non-significant tests with p > .10 
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CHAPTER 8 

Discussion 

We had asked three questions about the representation and retrieval of gender in Chapter 1. By way of 

a summary, we will now come back to these questions and discuss what answers the present study 

provides. The three points of interest had been the following: 1. Is gender represented as an abstract 

node or does potential competition (also) concern actual gender-marked elements? 2. Can a gender 

node be primed? 3. Is there feedback from the word form level to the gender node? Chapters 2 to 5 

have been primarily concerned with the first two questions, while Chapters 6 and 7 addressed the third 

question in more detail. As the question whether gender is an abstract node is closely linked to the 

question whether it can be primed, we will not discuss questions 1 and 2 strictly separately. 

Competition between Abstract Gender Features and Competition between Gender-

Marked Lexical Elements 

My dear fellow, it isn’t easy to be anything nowadays. There’s such a lot of beastly competition about. 
(Oscar Wilde, The importance of being Earnest) 
 

Picture word interference using gender congruency manipulations (e.g., Schriefers, 1993) is a standard 

paradigm used to investigate the representation of gender in the mental lexicon. A problem with this 

paradigm is that it confounds gender and determiner (in-)congruency. That is, whenever target and 

determiner are congruent or incongruent with respect to abstract gender, the same (in-)congruency 

relation holds for the actual gender-marked elements like determiners. Miozzo and Caramazza (1999) 

have argued that instead of abstract gender nodes, actual determiner forms are the elements causing 

interference. Determiner competition (or competition of free-standing morphemes) has been shown to 

exist in different languages (Italian: Miozzo & Caramazza, French: Alario & Caramazza, 2002, Croatian: 

Costa, Kovacic, Fedorenko, & Caramazza, 2003, Dutch: Janssen & Caramazza, 2003, German: Schiller & 

Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers, Jescheniak, & Hantsch, 2002; 2005). Chapter 2 provides further evidence 

for determiner competition. We replicated the effects of Janssen and Caramazza (2003) of determiner 

competition in plural NP production and diminutive NP production, and furthermore we demonstrated 
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that there is competition even when the target form is highly dominant (even though in this case 

competition affects the data pattern in a different way).  

 Chapter 3 also makes a point about determiner competition by showing that reaction times are 

prolonged if a speaker chooses the correct determiner out of four relative to choosing it out of two (the 

response set size effect).  

 Thus, while there is no doubt that actual determiners compete, the question is whether gender 

features also display competition. The bilingual case might help illuminate this issue. In Chapter 5 (Exp. 

2), participants named pictures in their non-dominant language. This is not a classical picture word 

interference paradigm, but we know from the bilingual literature that L1 picture names are active 

during L2 picture naming (e.g., Hermans, Bongaerts, de Bot, & Schreuder, 1998). One can hypothesise 

that the L1 translation equivalent introduced a hidden distractor condition - nouns with compatible 

gender in L1 and L2 might be comparable to congruent distractors in the monolingual case and nouns 

with incompatible gender might be comparable to incongruent distractors. It is important here to 

clarify how we interpret “compatible gender” in terms of its representation within the mental lexicon. 

It is unlikely that gender nodes are shared between languages such that German and Dutch nouns are 

linked to the same gender node, because German is a language with three grammatical gender classes 

and Dutch is a language with two grammatical gender classes. Yet, there was an effect of gender 

compatibility. Therefore, German and Dutch gender representations cannot be entirely independent, 

either. Presumably, there are associative links between German neuter gender and Dutch neuter 

gender, and between German masculine and feminine gender and Dutch common gender. Crucially, 

Dutch and German determiners are always different, both in the gender incompatible and in the 

gender compatible condition. This creates a situation with more or less gender competition while the 

amount of determiner competition should be kept equal. Thus, the effect of gender compatibility seems 

to take place at an abstract level of connected L1 and L2 gender nodes. We do not know exactly where 

this effect of gender compatibility stems from. Gender in the L1 could have triggered the acquisition of 

a wrong gender representation in L2. The “incorrect acquisition hypothesis” is supported by high error 

rates when speakers assign L2 gender in a non-speeded offline task, where they can think about the 

correct gender as long as they want to. However, there is also some evidence for an effect of the L1 on 

the online processing of L2 gender. We compared the responses that participants gave during speeded 

picture naming with those from (offline) gender assignment. Responses for the two tasks agree less 

often in the incompatible case. That is, participants have not (just) learnt the wrong gender (and use it 
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consistently). Rather, when gender differs between L1 and L2, they are less certain about the correct L2 

gender. Thus, if the effect of gender compatibility is at least partly an online effect, then it provides 

some evidence for the existence of a more abstract gender representation.  

 Gender priming paradigms are the second means of looking into gender representations. If usage 

of a given gender class can speed up the subsequent retrieval of this same gender class (but for a 

different noun) relative to the retrieval of a different gender class, then we can conclude that there 

must be an abstract representation of gender that is, at least in part, independent of concrete nouns. 

Gender priming in language production was first reported by Jescheniak and Levelt (1994). However, in 

their experiment, participants first named nouns with determiner NPs and later made a gender decision 

on these nouns. Van Berkum (1997) used an “all-speech” version of this experiment, replacing the 

meta-linguistic gender decision task by a genuine speech production task, and he did not replicate this 

effect, nor did he obtain effects of gender priming during continuous picture naming. The insights we 

have gained in this dissertation with respect to gender priming are unfortunately also not fully 

conclusive. Chapter 3 used a blocked priming paradigm in which participants either had to retrieve 

only one gender class within a block while producing different demonstrative determiners or they had 

to retrieve two different gender classes while producing the same number of demonstrative determiners. 

The experiments showed that other variables have more influence on the result pattern than gender 

homogeneity or heterogeneity. The main conclusion from the experiments of Chapter 3 is that if there 

is a genuine gender priming effect, then it is short-lived and can only be found early in an experiment, 

before strategies take over. But even in the earliest measurements, we cannot be entirely sure if the 

advantage for gender homogeneous blocks is not tainted with participant strategies.  

 Chapter 4 used continuous priming, that is, participants named a series of pictures, and prime and 

target pictures were embedded within this series. There was no main effect of matching or non-

matching gender between prime and target, but there was an interaction of gender with semantic 

category membership. We will discuss the meaning of this interaction in more detail below. What is 

important here is the following: Gender is not primed by simply using and re-using it in speech 

production. We need a second component in order to evoke gender priming, namely the semantic 

relationship between the nouns involved.   

 To summarise the evidence so far, the data of the present dissertation have to leave the issue of an 

abstract gender node unresolved. We cannot provide strong evidence for its existence, because all data 

in its favour either have an alternative explanation (i.e., gender effects in bilinguals as acquisition 
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effects, and (early) gender effects in blocked priming as strategic effects) or are not pure gender effects 

(i.e., the interaction of semantic category membership and gender class). However, while we cannot 

prove the existence of an abstract gender node, the fact that there was some support for it in three 

different studies, makes it equally difficult to unreservedly dismiss the notion of an abstract gender 

representation in the form of a gender node that is connected to all nouns of the corresponding gender. 

 One of the questions about gender representation in the mental lexicon (a question we had not 

asked initially) is whether the link between a noun lemma and its gender is unidirectional or 

bidirectional. The data of Chapter 4 allow us to answer this question and they also provide a different 

perspective on gender priming. Above, we concluded that we could not make a strong claim that there 

are abstract gender nodes in the lexicon. Still, at some processing level an abstract representation of 

gender must exist. Otherwise, we could not explain the data pattern observed in Chapter 4 - the 

production of het paard (theneu. horse) is faster when it is preceded by een rood varken (a redneu. pig) 

than when it is preceded by een rode koe (a redcom. cow) (while the production of the bare noun paard 

is equally fast after varken and after koe). Here, repeated usage of the same gender does speed up speech 

production. In contrast to the traditional perception of gender priming – a gender node is preactivated 

and this activation speeds up retrieval of this node in a later trial -, our conclusion is that it is not the 

gender representation but the noun lemma which benefits from extra activation. We accounted for the 

data pattern with a feedback mechanism that enhances the activation of nouns of the same gender as 

the prime. In line with Vigliocco, Vinson, Indefrey, Levelt, and Hellwig (2004) we assume that this 

feedback spreads from a syntactic frame containing the gender feature to noun lemmas. The syntactic 

frame is built when the utterance requires it, that is, when it is a NP containing a gender-marked 

element. Therefore, while there is no feedback in the case of bare nouns (where no gender-marked 

element is required in the frame), in Experiments 2 and 3 of Chapter 4, a frame is built and it sends 

feedback to all nouns of the gender class matching this frame.  

Effects of Phonology on Gender Retrieval? 

Plutôt un filet dans un chalet, que du lait dans un palais. 
(Eugène Ionesco, La cantatrice chauve.) 
 

In Chapters 6 and 7 we investigated the question of potential word-form-to-gender feedback using 

French nouns with either predictive or non-predictive phonological endings. According to a strict-

serial model (Levelt et al., 1999) and to Caramazza’s (1997) independent network model, access of 
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gender happens before (Levelt et al.) or independently of (Caramazza) access of phonological properties. 

In both cases, phonological regularities should not influence gender retrieval. Only a model with 

feedback (Dell, 1986) would allow that gender is retrieved faster during language production if 

phonological properties provide a gender cue.  

 A noun’s phonology can be predictive (i.e., strongly associated with the target gender), non-

predictive (i.e., evenly distributed across gender classes), or incongruent (i.e., strongly associated with 

the gender class that is not the target gender). In Chapter 6 we looked at cases where grammatical 

gender and phonological gender cues either converge or diverge (i.e., predictive/ congruent vs. 

incongruent). In Chapter 7 we looked at cases where the phonology either does or does not provide a 

cue for gender (i.e., predictive vs. non-predictive). 

 A second question addressed in Chapter 7 is the nature of activation spreading from lemma level 

to word form level. In French, gender information is not necessarily needed in order to select the 

correct definite determiner if the noun starts with a vowel. In this case, the two determiners la and le 

both loose their vowel and converge on the form l’. If some activation already spreads from the lemma 

level to the word form level while the gender feature still has to be selected, cases are conceivable 

where the information about the noun’s initial phoneme is available before the grammatical gender. In 

this case, gender access could be skipped, leading to faster naming latencies for determiner NPs with 

nouns starting with a vowel. In more complex NPs, however, the gender feature is still needed, for 

example when the NP contains not only the determiner, but also a gender-inflected adjective. If 

naming latencies are faster in the production of determiner NPs for vowel-initial nouns, then they 

should loose this advantage in the production of, for example, determiner-adjective NPs and not behave 

any differently from consonant-initial nouns. But there is also a different point of view. According to 

some authors (e.g., Holmes & Segui, 2004; Taft & Meunier, 1998), the associated gender-marked 

determiner is actually the primary source of a noun’s gender information. If this is the case, then 

gender information is less readily available for vowel-initial nouns. Therefore, when selection of the 

gender feature cannot be avoided, because the utterance requires a gender-inflected adjective, vowel-

initial nouns should show a disadvantage relative to consonant-initial nouns.  

 The results of the experiments in Chapters 6 and 7 show no effect of phonological predictivity on 

gender processing in language production. Furthermore, there is no evidence for a difference in gender 

processing between vowel-initial nouns and consonant-initial nouns. Thus, gender processing in 

language production appears to be largely unaffected by phonological properties of the respective noun. 
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 In contrast to language production, the experiments of Chapters 6 and 7 demonstrate that the 

phonological predictivity of the noun ending affects the ease with which gender is retrieved in 

language comprehension. This is in line with earlier findings (Desrochers et al., 1989; Desrochers & 

Paivio, 1990; Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999; Holmes & Segui, 2004; Taft & Meunier, 1998). In 

contrast to these studies, the experiments of Chapters 6 and 7 show that the effects can also be obtained 

in the auditory modality (i.e., with phonological cues). This contrasts with the claim of Taft and 

Meunier that orthographic cues are more valid than phonological cues, and with the claim of Colé, 

Pynte, and Andriamamonjy (2003) that the linear nature of an auditory stimulus will make it 

impossible that the ending of a spoken word affects gender processing. The present experiments show 

that phonological predictivity is a sufficient cue and that, at least in cases where the ending begins 

before the theoretical uniqueness point, predictivity effects show up in the auditory modality.  

 A second important observation is that, across Chapters 6 and 7, neutral endings and incongruent 

endings behaved the same in the comprehension tasks: For nouns with these endings, gender was more 

difficult to process than for nouns with predictive endings. This provides information about the way in 

which nouns with incongruent endings are stored. It appears that they are not stored as exceptions, that 

is, with a particularly strong link to their grammatical gender. If this were the case, they ought to be 

processed faster than nouns with neutral endings. Thus, as soon as an ending is sufficiently informative, 

it helps to retrieve gender. By contrast, if the predictivity value drops below a certain value, phonology 

does not support gender retrieval. 

 We did not find an effect of noun onset on gender processing in comprehension. This is in 

contrast to Desrochers and Paivio (1990) and Holmes and Segui (2004). However, their respective data 

patterns did not agree, either; while Desrochers and Paivio found additive effects of noun ending and 

noun onset, Holmes and Segui report an interaction. By contrast, we (Chapter 7) find only an effect of 

the ending. It is not clear what factors cause the different results in these studies. 

 To conclude this section, we have found a clear effect of noun endings (but not noun onset) on 

gender retrieval in language comprehension, but no corresponding effects in production. The effect in 

comprehension suggests that the material was well-constructed, that native speakers of French are 

aware of the regularities, but that they cannot affect gender retrieval in language production. The data 

of Chapters 6 and 7 are fully compatible with strict-serial models of language production (Levelt et al., 

1999) that do not allow for cascaded activation spreading and feedback from word forms to gender. 

They are also fully compatible with the independent network model by Caramazza (1997). In order to 
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make them compatible with interactive activation models (Dell, 1986), we have to introduce the 

constraint that feedback goes from word forms to lemmas to gender and that this path is too slow to 

speed up gender retrieval.  

 Models of lexical access in speech production are not very specific with respect to the precise 

mechanisms of gender retrieval. Therefore, we do not regard the data of the present thesis as a means to 

decide which model is the most appropriate. Rather, the data should be seen as a first step towards 

specifying the details of gender retrieval, and they provide constraints that have to be taken into 

account when spelling out such a precise mechanism. 
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Samenvatting 

Grammaticaal geslacht (genus) – een lexicaal-syntactische eigenschap 

Wanneer iemand een zin produceert, is het uitgangspunt een spraakplan in het hoofd van de spreker. 

Het eindpunt is het spraaksignaal, waarin woorden lineair geordend zijn. Een uiting is echter niet 

zomaar een opeenvolging van woorden. De vorm van bepaalde woorden hangt af van de eigenschappen 

van andere woorden in de zin. Denk daarbij bijvoorbeeld aan enkelvoud/ meervoud en aan 

grammaticaal geslacht. Conceptuele kennis is voldoende om te kunnen kiezen tussen enkelvoud en 

meervoud bij een zelfstandig naamwoord (bijv. één blauw oogenkelvoud vs. mooie blauwe ogenmeervoud). 

Voor de bepaling van geslacht is conceptuele kennis echter onvoldoende (bijv. het oog vs. de neus). 

Geslacht is een lexicaal–syntactische eigenschap. Lexicaal betekent dat het vast deel uitmaakt van een 

woord. Ik kan het over één neus of over meerdere neuzen hebben, maar neus is niet soms een de-

woord en soms een het-woord. Geslacht is syntactisch, omdat het de vorm van andere woorden in de 

zin beïnvloedt. Dit proefschrift houdt zich bezig met de vraag hoe geslacht in het “mentale lexicon” van 

sprekers gerepresenteerd is. Ook wordt het ophalen van deze informatie tijdens het spreken bestudeerd. 

Modellen van lexicale toegang in taalproductie 

Lexicale toegang wordt vaak beschreven binnen een netwerk van onderling verbonden knopen. 

Lexicale toegang verloopt stapsgewijs. Eerst worden knopen geactiveerd die lexicaal–syntactische 

eigenschappen representeren (lemma’s). Pas daarna worden fonologische knopen geactiveerd (lexemen). 

De meeste onderzoekers gaan van het bestaan van dit tweedelige proces uit. Er is echter minder 

overeenstemming over de wijze waarop activatie zich verspreidt. Het model van Levelt en collega’s 

(bijv. Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) veronderstelt dat activatie alleen voorwaarts vloeit en dat het 

proces serieel verloopt. Dit betekent dat informatieverwerking op het ene niveau afgesloten moet zijn, 

voordat dit op het volgende niveau kan beginnen. Geslacht wordt in dit model als abstracte knoop op 

lemma-niveau gezien (Schriefers, 1993). Alle naamwoorden die bij een bepaald geslacht horen, zijn met 

deze knoop verbonden. Als geslacht van belang is voor de bedoelde uiting, dan wordt de juiste genus-

knoop geselecteerd. Vervolgens stuurt deze knoop activatie naar geslacht-gemarkeerde woorden zoals 

bepaalde lidwoorden. Pas wanneer een lemma geselecteerd is, vloeit informatie naar lexeem-niveau. 

Daarbij wordt verondersteld dat geen feedback plaatsvindt van lexeem- naar lemma-niveau. Dit 
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betekent dat er geen feedback is in de verbinding van naamwoord naar geslacht. Dit model voorspelt 

dat fonologische eigenschappen van naamwoorden geen invloed hebben op de selectie van het 

naamwoord. Evenmin zal geslacht invloed hebben op de selectie van het naamwoord. Het is echter niet 

vanzelfsprekend dat activatie alleen voorwaarts vloeit (zie bijv. Dell, 1986). Ook de assumptie dat 

syntactische eigenschappen altijd vóór fonologie actief zijn, werd in twijfel getrokken (Caramazza, 

1997). De modellen van Dell (1986) en Caramazza (1997) worden in dit proefschrift als alternatieven 

besproken. 

 Dit proefschrift onderzoekt drie vragen met betrekking tot de representatie en productie van 

geslacht. Is de representatie van geslacht werkelijk abstract of zijn er ook effecten van daadwerkelijk 

geslacht-gemarkeerde woorden? Kan een genus-knoop ‘geprimed’ worden, dat wil zeggen, is het 

mogelijk om de selectie ervan door eerdere activatie te versnellen? Is er feedback van lexeem-niveau 

naar genus-representaties?  

Abstracte genus-knoop?  

De studie van Schriefers (1993) was de basis om uit te gaan van geslacht als een abstracte knoop binnen 

het mentale lexicon. Recenter onderzoek (bijv. Alario & Caramazza, 2002; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1997; 

Schiller & Caramazza, 2003) trekt deze interpretatie echter in twijfel. Deze auteurs veronderstellen dat 

competitie niet tussen abstracte representaties van grammaticaal geslacht optreedt maar tussen 

daadwerkelijke geslacht-gemarkeerde lidwoorden. Deze concurreren voor selectie, ook al is er geen 

genus-incongruentie aanwezig, zoals in het geval van enkelvoud en meervoud (Janssen & Caramazza, 

2003; Schriefers, Jescheniak, & Hantsch, 2002; 2005). In hoofdstuk 2 tonen wij opnieuw het effect van 

lidwoord-competitie aan. Wij demonstreren dat het datapatroon afhankelijk van de frequentie van 

voorkomen (dominantie) van de afzonderlijke vormen verschilt. Het lidwoord van de basis vorm is 

altijd medeactief, maar de dominantie bepaalt of er facilitatie of inhibitie in de reactietijden aanwezig is.   

Vooractivatie (priming?)  

De vraag naar een abstracte genus-knoop hangt nauw samen met de vraag of de productie van geslacht 

door recente activatie versneld kan worden (priming). Als het ophalen van een bepaald geslacht (in 

verband met verschillende naamwoorden) versneld kan worden, moet er een abstracte representatie 

van dit geslacht zijn. Priming-effecten treden dan op omdat één representatie sterker actief is dan de 

representatie van een ander geslacht. In hoofdstuk 3 worden experimentele stimuli in blokken 
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aangeboden. Plaatjes worden met verwijzende naamwoorden en het naamwoord benoemd. In de 

kritieke condities vereist een experimenteel blok óf de keuze tussen twee verwijzende naamwoorden 

die verschillen kwa geslacht óf de keuze tussen twee verwijzende naamwoorden met gelijkblijvend 

geslacht. Er was een uitermate zwak potentieel priming-effect. Dit effect verdween bovendien later in 

het experiment. Door twee andere samenstellingen van de experimentele blokken konden wij kijken 

naar de invloed van het aantal verwijzende naamwoorden (twee of vier) in beide conditie’s waarbij 

geslacht steeds verschillend was. Op dezelfde manier keken wij naar strategische effecten. Hierbij bleek 

dat andere effecten veel sterker zijn dan een potentieel effect van genus-priming. Een analyse van de 

ontwikkeling van effecten toonde aan dat proefpersonen de neiging hebben om sterker op strategieën 

te vertrouwen dan op lexicale eigenschappen van naamwoorden (zoals gelijkblijvend geslacht). 

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt doorlopend priming. Proefpersonen benoemen hierbij een reeks plaatjes. 

Sommige plaatjes zijn prime-doel paren. Een doel-plaatje word sneller benoemd als het verschijnt na 

een prime uit dezelfde semantische categorie en als de prime en het doel hetzelfde geslacht hebben. 

Maar dit is alleen het geval als het doel de productie van een geslacht-gemarkeerd element (zoals een 

lidwoord) eist en als dit element niet hetzelfde is in prime en doel. Herhaling van het lidwoord leidt tot 

inhibitie. De experimenten uit hoofdstuk 4 tonen dat er onafhankelijke effecten van lidwoordvorm en 

genus-representatie bestaan. Een prime verhoogt niet de activatie van een genus-representatie – in dit 

geval had er een effect van genus-priming moeten optreden dat onafhankelijk is van semantische 

eigenschappen. In plaats daarvan veronderstellen wij het bestaan van een feedback-mechanisme van 

het geslacht naar het naamwoord. Dit mechanisme verhoogt de activatie van semantische tegenspelers 

als deze hetzelfde geslacht hebben als de prime.  

Invloed van de moedertaal 

In hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken wij in hoeverre de moedertaal invloed heeft op de verwerking van 

grammaticaal geslacht in een tweede taal. Niet gebalanceerde Duits-Nederlandstaligen hebben de 

neiging om Nederlandse naamwoorden met het Duitse geslacht te benoemen ook al is dit in het 

Nederlands fout. Deze neiging neemt toe naarmate de vorm van het naamwoord overeenkomt met het 

Duits (bijv. das Auto/ de auto). Het effect treedt echter ook op, als de vormen verschillen (bijv. das 

Streichholz/ de lucifer). In een woordherkenningstaak met hetzelfde materiaal was er alleen dan een 

effect als de vorm in de moedertaal en in de tweede taal hetzelfde was. Dit hoofdstuk toont aan dat 

genus-representaties in de moedertaal en de tweede taal op een dusdanige manier met elkaar 
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verbonden zijn dat er effecten van congruentie en incongruentie kunnen optreden.  

Feedback 

Hoofdstuk 6 en 7 gaan over de invloed van fonologische voorspelbaarheid op genus-selectie en dus over 

de vraag in hoeverre er activatie vloeit van lagere (lexemen) naar hogere (syntaxis) representatie’s 

(‘feedback’). De gebruikte taal was het Frans. Het Frans heeft naamwoorden met een woorduitgang met 

hoge voorspellende waarde, zoals naamwoorden die op –ette uitgaan. 98% van deze woorden hebben 

het vrouwelijke geslacht. Aan de andere kant zijn er woorduitgangen zoals –gle die ongeveer gelijk zijn 

verdeeld over het mannelijke en vrouwelijke geslacht in het Frans. In hoofdstuk 6 vergeleken wij 

naamwoorden met congruente en incongruente uitgangen en in hoofdstuk 7 naamwoorden met 

voorspellende en neutrale uitgangen. Bij de woordherkenningstaak (beslissing over grammaticaal 

geslacht) was er een effect van fonologische voorspelbaarheid op genus-selectie, maar niet bij de 

taalproductietaak (plaatjesbenoemen met verschillende uitgangsvormen). Een tweede vraag was of de 

eerste klank van een naamwoord invloed uitoefent op genus-selectie. Als een Frans naamwoord met 

een klinker begint, dan worden het lidwoord le (mannelijk) en het lidwoord la (vrouwelijk) naar l’ 

verkort. Theoretisch hoeft hier geen geslacht geselecteerd te worden. Daarom zou men kunnen 

verwachten dat de productie van de zinsnede l’ abeille sneller is dan de productie van la bouteille. Dit 

effect hebben wij echter niet kunnen vinden. De experimenten in de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 steunen de 

assumptie dat geslacht in taalproductie eerder beschikbaar is dan fonologische informatie. Deze 

assumptie komt uit het strikt-seriele model van Levelt en collega’s (1999). 

Samenvatting 

We hebben aangetoond dat geslacht-gemarkeerde elementen competie processen kunnen oproepen 

(hoofdstuk 2, 3, 4, 5). Ook is er evidentie voor een (zwakkere) competitie van genus-representatie’s zelf 

(hoofdstuk 3, 4, 5). Grammaticaal geslacht op zichzelf heeft geen voordeel van recentie activatie, maar 

een actieve genus-knoop kan wél feedback sturen naar naamwoorden van hetzelfde geslacht en zo hun 

activatie-niveau verhogen (hoofdstuk 4). Wij hebben geen evidentie kunnen vinden voor een invloed 

van fonologie op genus-selectie in taalproductie (hoofdstuk 6 en 7).  

 Modellen van lexicale toegang in taalproductie zijn niet expliciet over het mechanisme van 

selectie van grammaticaal geslacht. Wij zien de data van dit proefschrift dan ook niet als een manier om 

een bepaald model te falsificeren. In plaats daarvan moeten de data worden gezien als een eerste stap 

tot formulering van zo een mechanisme.    
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Zusammenfassung 

Genus – eine lexikalisch-syntaktische Eigenschaft 

Wenn Sprecher einen Satz produzieren, dann ist der Ausgangspunkt ein Sprachplan im Kopf des 

Sprechers, und der Endpunkt ist ein Sprachsignal, in dem Wörter linear geordnet sind. Aber eine 

Äußerung ist nicht nur das Aufeinanderfolgen von Wörtern: die Form bestimmter Wörter hängt von 

den Eigenschaften anderer Wörter im Satz ab, wie zum Beispiel Numerus und Genus. Für die Wahl des 

korrekten Numerus genügt konzeptuelles Wissen (möchte ich etwas über meine letzte ReiseSingular 

berichten oder will ich von den ReisenPlural meiner Studienzeit erzählen?). Um das korrekte Genus 

wählen zu können, reicht diese Information nicht mehr aus: ich spreche über dieFemininum Reise, aber 

über denMaskulinum Urlaub. Genus ist eine lexikalisch-syntaktische Eigenschaft. Lexikalisch bedeutet, dass 

Genus fest zu einem bestimmten Wort gehört: Reise kann als Singular und als Plural verwendet werden, 

nicht aber abwechselnd als Femininum und Maskulinum. Genus ist syntaktisch, da es die Produktion 

anderer Wörter eines Satzes beeinflusst. Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich damit, wie Genus im „mentalen 

Lexikon“ eines Sprechers repräsentiert ist und wie der Sprecher darauf zugreift.   

Modelle lexikalischen Zugriffs in der Sprachproduktion 

Lexikalischer Zugriff wird oft in einem Netzwerk untereinander vernetzter Knoten beschrieben. 

Lexikalischer Zugriff ist ein gestaffelter Prozess: erst werden Knoten aktiviert, die semantisch-

syntaktische Eigenschaften repräsentieren (Lemmas), und danach phonologische Knoten (Lexeme). 

Dieser zweistufige Prozess wird weitgehend akzeptiert. Keine Übereinstimmung gibt es dagegen in den 

Annahmen über Aktivationsweiterleitung. Das Modell von Levelt und Kollegen (z.B., Levelt, Roelofs, 

& Meyer, 1999) geht davon aus, dass Aktivation nur vorwärts fließt und dass der Prozess seriell ist, das 

heißt, dass die Informationsverarbeitung auf einer Ebene abgeschlossen sein muss, bevor sie auf der 

folgenden Ebene beginnen kann. Genus wird in diesem Modell als abstrakter Knoten auf der 

Lemmaebene repräsentiert. Alle Nomina eines Genus sind mit dem Knoten für dieses Genus verbunden. 

Wenn ein Nomen selektiert wird, dann sendet es Aktivation zu seinem Genusknoten. Ist Genus 

notwendig für die Zieläußerung, dann wird dieser Genusknoten selektiert und sendet seinerseits 

Aktivation zu genusmarkierten Elementen wie zum Beispiel definiten Artikeln. Die Idee des abstrakten 

Genusknoten geht auf eine Studie von Schriefers (1993) zurück. Erst wenn ein Lemma selektiert ist, 
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fließt Information zur Lexemebene. Die Verbindungen vom Lemma zum Lexem erlauben kein 

Feedback. Auch die Verbindung vom Nomen zum Genusknoten ist als Einbahnstraße gedacht. Nach 

diesem Modell dürften phonologische Regularitäten keinen Einfluss auf die Genusselektion haben. Und 

Genus darf die Selektion des Ziellemmas nicht beeinflussen. Zwei alternative Modelle, die abweichende 

Vorhersagen machen und die in dieser Arbeit diskutiert werden, sind das interaktive Aktivationsmodell 

von Dell (z.B., 1986) und das Modell unabhängiger Netzwerke von Caramazza (1997).  

 In dieser Doktorarbeit werden drei Fragen zur Speicherung und Produktion von Genus gestellt:  

Ist die Genusrepräsentation wirklich abstrakt, oder gibt es nur den Zugriff auf konkrete, 

genusmarkierte Elemente? Kann man den Genusknoten voraktivieren, das heißt, seine Selektion 

beschleunigen?  Gibt es Feedback von der Lexemebene zur Genusrepräsentation?  

Abstrakter Genusknoten? 

Die Studie von Schriefers (1993) lieferte die Grundlage dafür, Genus als abstrakten Knoten im mentalen 

Lexikon zu betrachten. Neuere Forschung (z.B. Alario & Caramazza, 2002; Miozzo & Caramazza, 1997; 

Schiller & Caramazza, 2003) stellt diese Interpretation der Daten jedoch in Frage und geht davon aus, 

dass die konkurrierenden Einheiten nicht abstrakte Genusrepräsentationen sind, sondern konkrete 

genusmarkierte Artikel. Diese konkurrieren um die Selektion, auch wenn keine Genusinkongruenz 

vorliegt, wie im Fall von Singular und Plural (Janssen & Caramazza, 2003; Schriefers, Jescheniak, & 

Hantsch, 2002; 2005). In Kapitel 2 führen wir den Effekt von Artikelkonkurrenz noch einmal vor. Wir 

zeigen dabei, dass das Datenmuster durch die Auftretenshäufigkeit (Dominanz) einzelner Formen 

beeinflusst wird. Der Artikel der Grundform ist immer aktiv, doch die Dominanzrelation bestimmt, ob 

man Erleichterung oder Inhibition in den Reaktionszeiten vorfindet.  

Voraktivation (Priming)? 

Die Frage nach einem abstrakten Genusknoten und die Frage, ob man den Genuszugriff beschleunigen 

kann, gehören eng zusammen: Wenn es möglich ist, durch den Gebrauch einer Genusklasse den 

erneuten Zugriff auf dieselbe Klasse (aber für ein anderes Nomen) zu beschleunigen, dann muss es eine 

abstrakte Repräsentation für dieses Genus geben, die stärker aktiv ist als die Repräsentation einer 

anderen Genusklasse. In Kapitel 3 verwenden wir ein geblocktes experimentelles Paradigma, um den 

Zugriff auf ein bestimmtes Genus zu erleichtern. Bilder werden mit Demonstrativpronomen und 

Nomen benannt. Die Benennung erfolgt in Blöcken. Die kritischen Blöcke sind so aufgebaut, dass die 
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Nomen eines Blocks nur zu einer Genusklasse gehören, die des anderen Blocks zu zwei Genusklassen. 

Die Zahl der verwendeten Demonstrativpronomen bleibt dabei gleich. Es gab nur einen sehr 

schwachen potenziellen Primingeffekt und das nur zu Beginn des Experiments. Zwei andere Blöcke 

erlaubten uns, den Einfluss der Zahl der Demonstrativpronomen (zwei oder vier) bei gleich bleibendem 

Genus zu untersuchen, ebenso wie strategische Effekte. Diese Effekte waren deutlich stärker als 

potenzielle Genuseffekte. Eine Analyse der Effektentwicklung zeigte, dass Versuchspersonen sich 

stärker auf Strategien verlassen, als auf lexikalische Eigenschaften der Nomen.   

Kapitel 4 betrachtet eine andere Art des Primings – kontinuierliches Priming. Versuchspersonen 

benennen eine Reihe von Bildern. Sie wissen nicht, dass einige dieser Bilder Prime und Ziel formen. 

Ein Bild wird schneller benannt, wenn es nach einem Prime aus derselben semantischen Kategorie 

erscheint und wenn dieser Prime dasselbe Genus hat. Dies ist jedoch nur dann der Fall, wenn die 

tatsächliche Äußerung die Produktion eines genusmarkierten Elementes verlangt und wenn dieses in 

Prime und Ziel nicht gleich ist. Die Wiederholung des Artikels führt zu einer Inhibierung. Die 

Experimente aus Kapitel 4 zeigen, dass es unabhängige Effekte von Artikelform und Genus geben kann. 

Vermutlich erhöht ein Prime nicht die Aktivation der Genusrepräsentation selbst, denn dann hätten 

wir einen Genuseffekt unabhängig von semantischer Kategorie sehen müssen. Stattdessen nehmen wir 

an, dass es einen Feedback-Mechanismus vom Genus zum Nomen gibt, der die Aktivation hoch 

aktivierter semantischer Konkurrenten steigert, wenn diese zur passenden Genusklasse gehören. 

Effekte der Muttersprache 

Kapitel 5 untersucht, inwieweit die Muttersprache Genusverarbeitung in der Zweitsprache beeinflusst. 

Nicht balancierte Deutsch-Niederländische bilinguale Sprecher zeigen eine Tendenz, niederländische 

Nomen mit dem deutschen Genus zu benennen, auch wenn dies im Niederländischen inkorrekt ist. 

Diese Tendenz ist stärker, wenn die Form des Nomens mit der im Deutschen übereinstimmt (z.B. das 

Auto/ de auto), aber sie ist auch vorhanden, wenn dies nicht der Fall ist (z.B. das Streichholz/ de lucifer). 

In einem Worterkennungsexperiment mit dem gleichen Material gab es nur dann einen Effekt, wenn 

die Form in beiden Sprachen gleich war. Dieses Kapitel zeigt, dass die Genusrepräsentationen aus der 

Muttersprache und der Zweitsprache so miteinander verbunden sein müssen, dass sie Kongruenz- und 

Inkongruenzeffekte hervorrufen können.  
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Feedback 

Kapitel 6 und 7 beschäftigen sich mit dem Einfluss phonologischer Vorhersagbarkeit auf den 

Genuszugriff, und damit mit der Frage nach Feedback von der Wortform zur Syntax. Als Testsprache 

verwendeten wir Französisch. Im Französischen gibt es Endungen, die eine große Vorhersagekraft 

haben, so sind beispielsweise 98% aller Nomen, die auf –ette enden, Feminina. Andere Endungen (wie 

z.B. –gle) sind dagegen gleichmäßig über beide Genusklassen verteilt. In Kapitel 6 verglichen wir 

Nomina mit kongruenten und inkongruenten Endungen miteinander und in Kapitel 7 Nomina mit 

vorhersagekräftigen und neutralen Endungen. In der Worterkennung (Genusentscheidung) fanden wir 

einen Effekt der phonologischen Vorhersagbarkeit auf den Genuszugriff, jedoch nicht in der 

Sprachproduktion (Bildbenennung in verschiedenen Äußerungsformaten).  

 Eine zweite Frage betraf einen potenziellen Einfluss des Beginnlauts eines Nomens. Wenn ein 

französisches Nomen mit einem Vokal beginnt, dann werden der Artikel le (maskulin) und der Artikel 

la (feminin) zu l’ apostrophiert. Theoretisch ist Genuszugriff in diesem Fall unnötig, das heißt, man 

könnte erwarten, dass die Produktion der Nominalphrase l’ abeille schneller ist als diejenige der Phrase 

la bouteille. Einen solchen Effekt konnten wir jedoch nicht nachweisen. Insgesamt unterstützen die 

Experimente in den Kapiteln 6 und 7 die Annahme, dass in der Sprachproduktion das Genus verfügbar 

ist, bevor phonologische Information bereit steht. Dies ist die Annahme im strikt-seriellen Modell von 

Levelt et al. (1999). 

Zusammenfassung 

Wir haben gesehen, dass genusmarkierte Elemente Träger von Konkurrenzprozessen sind (Kapitel 2, 3, 

4, 5), dass es jedoch auch Evidenz für (schwächere) Konkurrenz des grammatischen Genus gibt (Kapitel 

3, 4, 5). Die Genusrepräsentation lässt sich nicht voraktivieren, aber ein aktivierter Genusknoten kann 

seinerseits Feedback zu Nomina des dazugehörigen Genus senden und deren Aktivation erhöhen 

(Kapitel 4). Wir konnten keine Evidenz für einen Einfluss der Phonologie auf den Genuszugriff finden 

(Kapitel 6 und 7). 

 Modelle lexikalischen Zugriffs in der Sprachproduktion sind noch recht unspezifisch in Bezug 

auf die genauen Zugriffsmechanismen auf grammatisches Genus. Daher betrachten wir die Daten dieser 

Dissertation nicht als Mittel, um ein bestimmtes Modell zu falsifizieren. Stattdessen sollten die Daten 

als ein erster Schritt zur Ausformulierung eines solchen genauen Zugriffsmechanismus gesehen werden. 
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Dankwoord 

Ik heb mij sinds maanden erop verheugd dit dankwoord te schrijven. Nu mag ik eindelijk alle mensen 

noemen die de afgelopen vier jaar zo bijzonder voor mij hebben gemaakt. Niet alleen op 

wetenschappelijk, maar ook op persoonlijk vlak. De eerste en grootste dank komt natuurlijk mijn 

promotor toe. Herbert, ik heb jou in 1999 leren kennen toen jij gastdocent in Berlijn was, en ik wist 

meteen: “bij die man wil ik mijn promotie schrijven”. In 2001 was het zover. Ik heb het toen als een 

groot bewijs van vertrouwen ervaren dat jij mij een baan hebt aangeboden zonder sollicitatiegesprek en 

voordat jij mijn diploma en afstudeerscriptie had gezien. Nu, vier jaar later, kan ik zeggen dat ik geen 

dag spijt heb gehad van mijn keuze. Door kennis, ervaring, enthousiasme en jouw “parachute-

constructies” (wie jou kent, weet wat ik bedoel) ben jij een ideale begeleider. En dat er soms heel wat 

muggen door een zeef moesten, heb ik alleen maar als fijn ervaren. Het toont hoeveel werk je van je 

promovendi maakt. Ik heb heel prettig met jou samengewerkt, ik heb er ontzettend veel van geleerd, 

en ik hoop dat wij ook in de toekomst af en toe een project samen doen en elkaar nooit helemaal uit het 

oog verliezen. 

 Ik heb ook van andere kanten veel steun ervaren op het NICI. Van Ton vooral door de 

regelmatige sectie-vergaderingen. Kristin, ik vond het erg boeiend om met jou samen te werken 

(hoofdstuk 5). Nu wens ik jou heel veel geluk bij de combinatie van dochtertje en wetenschap. Kors, de 

tijd met jou als stagiaire heeft mij veel geleerd. Ik dank je voor de grote bijdrage die jouw werk aan mijn 

proefschrift heeft geleverd (hoofdstuk 3). Gerard, jouw bijna magische manier om oplossingen te 

verzinnen rond experimentele opstellingen heeft mij veel tijd en moeite bespaard. Heel veel dank aan 

Thea en Beppie. Jullie hebben mij op een heleboel manieren geholpen en jullie waren altijd vriendelijk, 

ook op tijden dat ik mezelf onuitstaanbaar lastig vond. Yvonne, hartelijk dank voor de organisatie van 

de zeilweekenden.  

 Dankzij Ardi en Pim mocht ik als “buitenstander” aan de “UE-meetings” van het MPI deelnemen. 

Ik heb deze vergaderingen als zeer inspirerend ervaren. Bedankt hiervoor! Bedankt Harald, dat je mij 

uitnodigde om mee te doen aan jullie IWTS-statistiekgroepje. Wieke, bedankt voor je hulp bij mijn 

eerste ‘echte’ R-analyse, en nog veel meer voor hele gezellige avonden met jou en drie spinnende en 

snurkende (nou, Minerva dan) poezen. Niels, Du hast meinen “promovendus-Weg” häufig gekreuzt – 

als Gutachter, in den UE-Treffen, als Organisator des ENP-Symposiums zur Sprachproduktion, und ich 

fand Dich immer sehr anspornend – Dankeschön! Kay, I’m looking very much forward to working in 
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Illinois, thus bridging the time gap between now and the date of my defence. Thanks a lot for giving me 

this great opportunity! 

 Het NICI is een supergezellige plek om te promoveren, en vooral in het begin van zo’n AiO-

schap is het heerlijk als er altijd wat te doen is: koffietafel, volleybal, vrijdagmiddag-borrel, het 

halfjaarlijkse bokbierproeven. Ik kan hier niet iedereen bij naam noemen, maar ik wil jullie bedanken 

voor de fantastische sfeer. Twee mensen verdienen wél extra aandacht – mijn paranimfen. Tes, jij had 

altijd een open oor voor alles wat ik even kwijt moest… Dank je wel dat ik alle belangrijke 

gebeurtenissen met jou kon delen! Ik bedank Arno en jou voor jullie gastvrijheid. Ik heb zelden zo diep 

geslapen als op de gastmatras op de Kannunik Boenenstraat… Peter, waar vind ik nu nog eens zo’n 

collega en kamergenoot als jou? Iemand, die naast het werk ook een goede vriend is, met wie je serieus 

over je data kunt spreken – en zo héérlijk flauw kunt zijn! Ik vond onze gebarentaal-cursus hartstikke 

leuk, even als het D&D’en, en ik zal je erg missen. En Constance, Marieke, Peter en Roel, heel erg 

bedankt voor het grootschalige project “correctie van de Nederlandse samenvatting”! 

 Mille mercis à l’équipe de psycholinguistique expérimentale de Genève. Uli, je te remercie pour 
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